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Leo Arnaud/Vauchant
Jazz Trombonist

He was a good friend of Maurice Ravel and helped Ravel with a
portion using trombone in Ravel’s Bolero. He was one of the early
influences of the French introduction to jazz with his jazz trombone
playing to the Les Six while playing at the famous “Le Boeuf sur le Toit
Café in Paris, France in 1924. He also orchestrated for Fred Waring and
others. He was nominated for academy awards and won an Oscar for
his scoring for Mary Poppins and Unsinkable Molly Brown. He wrote
the famous Olympic fanfare for the 1968 Olympic Games that was
played over TV for years by ABC. He scored countless movie scores,
orchestral scores, made CD’s and was one of the top arrangers for
Hollywood. All of the above was accomplished by the same man, Leo
Arnaud/Vauchant.
Leo Vauchant was born in Cauzan, France on July 24, 1904. At
age 14 he was playing drums in the Marigny Theater when Louis
Mitchell’s Jazz Kings were part of the show.
Bill Kinney in his article “The assimilation of American Jazz in
France, 1917-1940” writes about Mitchell’s Band and other Black bands
in France:
“Michell’s Jazz Kings and most of the early American groups
played for the wealthy set on the right bank of the Seine. The post-war
years brought a thirst for entertainment and Parisian high society was
amused by things Black and Exotic. Many Black American soldiers, outpatients at the American Hospital in Neuilly, entertained in cafes and
spread the idea of Black American nightclub entertainment. The growth
of appreciation for Black music as an art form grew quite slowly
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thereafter and this kind of music appealed only to a very tiny minority
of French people before World War II. Throughout the 1920s there were
black and white American musicians playing swinging music in Paris
but it was not until the early 1930s that real evidence appeared of a wellrooted French jazz community of French musicians, fans and jazz
writers.”
He led a jazz group in 1917 when he moved to Paris. He was
heard by the Les Six and Ravel at the Café Le Boeuf sur le Toit where
the cultural elite gathered. He became a good friend of Ravel and was
an adviser to Ravel in some of Ravel’s compositions, especially the
trombone solo in Bolero. He played with the Chicago Hot spots in 1924,
Paul Gason’s Band in 1925, The bandleader and percussionists Fred
Mele, Irving Aaronson in 1927; Lud Gluskin in 1927-28; Jack Lylton (In
England and Germany) in 1928-30, and Gregor in 1930. He appeared
with Ray Ventura from 1929. He migrated to the USA in 1931 and
played and arranged with Fred Waring from 1931-36; the Casa Loma
Orchestra in 1932; Roger Wolfe Kahn also in 1932. He was the first
French jazz trombonist to become well know. He settled around Los
Angles and became one of the leading orchestrators for movie scores
during his long stay on the West Coast
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Louis Mitchell

While in the pit orchestra of the Marigny Theater he heard
the Billy Mitchell jazz band and wrote about his impressions of this first
jazz band to play in Paris:
“There were no good improvisers in those days. It started with
that orchestra, the Mitchell one. It started with that and it was a long
time before anyone else showed up. But right away, there were French
orchestras going all over who didn’t know what they were doing. They
were just awful, but they played. When that thing started all the little
theaters had to have a jazz band. The jazz band meant the drummer.
“Who is the jazz band at the Olympian?” They didn’t know that jazz
band meant an orchestra. The Follies Bergeres, all those theaters, were
copying from each other. There was a guy playing C-Melody sax reading
from the piano copy, and there was no bass. There was a banjo. There
was a violin and there was a drummer – that was it. It was atrocious.”
The pit band would accompany the Mitchell Jazz Band on stage
usually during the finale. Leo listened to all the jazz bands he could:
“I got what I got from listening to this Mitchell Band. Mitchell
formed a tempo club above Joe Zelli’s club and I was the only white guy
in that outfit….I liked the way they approached dance music. It was
rhythmical, and the tempo never varied within the tune. Whereas, when
the French would play, there was no sense of beat. They were playing
things with rubato – there was no dance beat. It didn’t swing. It didn’t
move. The blacks, on the other hand, seemed to be skilled musicians.
They knew about chords…Most of the bands were not too well tuned in
those joints either.”
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Interested in arranging, Leo helped some shows in Paris to give
the music played an American twist. He remarked “I knew the tunes; I
knew the tricks they were doing. So I fixed all the trumpets and the
glissandos on the trombones. But it had to be written out before the
French guys could play the Leo’s reference to the ‘down-beat’ was
correct. The French were used to playing things in 2/4 or ¾. AfroAmerican music preferred a larger number of beats to the bar giving
them chances to stress the weak beats with 4 beats per measure. In
pointing out this variation to the beat he had put his finger on the single
biggest obstacle to the assimilation of African elements into European
music. Leo spoke of the Chicago Hot Spots:
“It was a band that used to play on the Mississippi riverboats. It
was real Dixieland, but good. The Americans were in quite a different
league to the French, and everybody learned from them. They probably
played more jazz – more solos - than anybody else around at that time.
There was a man called Frank Guarente who had a band called the
Georgians, and they were good too, but it was more ensemble playing
than solos. With the Georgians it was mainly the sound that was
different – the tone and the vibrato. But those Chicago Hot Spots were
good. They had numbers like “Sensation Rag,’ “Panama,” and tunes
that were known in that style. Actually they played them wrong. They
should have harmonized them from the chords. But instead they moved
up and down a third away from the melody – atrocious! But that’s the
way they play them you know. Anyway, the solos were the hottest thing
in town.”
Louis Mitchell was a black bandleader who was very popular in
Europe during the early teens and the 1920s. He had earlier traveled to
Europe with Vernon and Irene Castle in 1912. He made his first trip to
Europe as a drummer with the Southern Symphony Quintette to
London in 1914.He went to England and his band, the “Seven Spades”
played in vaudeville. He returned to the US and played with the James
Reese Europe Clef Club Band. (Sic. One member of the Europe band
was Elliot Carpenter who played the famous song “As Time Goes By”
behind a curtain for actor Dooley.)
He again returned to Paris with a new band and in 1920 played a
5 year stint at the Casino de Paris. He eventually opened his own
restaurant in Montmartre. He returned to America at the onset of
World War II.
6
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Frank Guarente (Guarante)

Guarente was born at Montemiletto, Italy on October 5, 1893, a
small town near Naples. He came to the US in 1910 landing in
Philadelphia and on to his brother’s home in Allentown, PA. He then
began touring with a concert band. He eventually came to New Orleans,
a city he called glamour. He is considered the first musician born
outside the US to have an impact on early jazz and an innovator in
American Jazz music.
New Orleans Experiences
He decided to remain in the city securing a job in a bank and
spent his evenings listening to bands and meeting local musicians one of
whom was King Oliver. He soon became friends with Oliver they spent a
great deal of time together in what might have been mutual coaching
sessions. Guarente could teach Oliver what he had learned in his
musical education in Italy in music reading and methods and techniques
of Italian classical trumpet playing. This might have given Oliver an
edge on other untrained trumpet players around New Orleans. In
return it is believed that Oliver showed Frank the nuances, feeling and
subtleties of ‘hot’ trumpet playing. Frank also heard the New Orleans
trumpeters Freddie Keppard and Nick LaRocca. Oliver was said to
have played for Frank’s 21 birthday party on October 4, 1914. He
began, once the word got around at Kolb’s the famous German
restaurant on St. Charles Street near Canal Street. He also participated
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in marching band gig and even played at Milneburg, Spanish Fort and
other Lake Pontchartrain resorts. New Orleans clarinetist Tony Parenti
remarked that he worked with Guarente in a six piece band at the
Triangle movie theater at Dauphine and Iberville in the French Quarter.
He also led a band at Tom Anderson’s. Later in his career he recorded
Oliver’s “Sugar ‘Foot Stomp” reprising the famous Oliver trumpet
chorus. He is said to have taken a tour through Texas with a group
called “The Alabama Five.”
He is said to have left New Orleans around 1916 to play around
the southwest with Don Phillippini’s Symphony, and was in the US
Army during World War I, and then headed back North. He played
briefly with Charlie Kerr in Philadelphia and met two other Italian
Americans, Giuseppe Venuti and Salvatore Massaro, later to be known
as Joe Venuti and Eddie Lang.
He joined Specht’s band in Atlantic City in mid 1921. He met with
success and Specht, in responding to the popularity of the ODJB had
Frank form a small Dixieland group. Guarente brought in musicians
Ray Stilwell on trombone, Russell Deppe on banjo, Clauncey
Morehouse on drums and Johnny O’Donnell on clarinet. With this
group he played engagements as the Addison, the Astor Hotel – where
the band was fired for ‘playing too loud,” a few months at the Monte
Carlo on 51st Street and at the Alamac on Broadway and 71st Street. His
style developed past the ragtime rhythms and developed a broad,
flowing melodic line, reminiscent of the New Orleans men he had heard.
The “Georgians” in Chicago in 1922 had become a steady smooth
group and had a robust improvising technique in the Oliver style. Long
before Bix began developing his style. Guarente’s recording of “Barney
Google” was made 9 months before Bix recorded the same tune. It is
said that Guarente’s playing style was similar to Bix’s and that they
both had a link to the New Orleans Emmett Hardy, who Guarente
might have heard while in New Orleans. His muted trumpet remained
people of Oliver’s use of a mute.
The Specht band were in England in 1923 with the smaller group
out of Specht’s band the “Georgians” played twice an evening
He went to Italy and on June 30th, 11924 he married a childhood
sweetheart and then returned to Paris and formed a ‘new’ Georgians to
play at the Claridge. While in Europe Armstrong, red Nichols and the
Wolverines with Bix were becoming popular. When he returned to the
states in 1928 the former trumpets had established a hold on hot jazz.
Returning to New York his work consisted mostly of recordings. From
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1928 to 1930 he worked with the Specht group and from 1930 to 1936 he
played with the Victor Young Orchestra. With Specht he played lead
trumpet with the hot solos being played by Charlie Spivak. He mostly
did recordings under Young’s direction for ARC- Brunswick.
He seldom was given solos and most of the young musicians were
not aware of his contributions of a pioneer jazzman little more than a
decade before. He continued to play as staff musicians, playing such
radio shows as Lucky Strike’s Your Hit Parade, The Aldrich Family,
and The Lone Ranger. Because of the suspicion of his Italian birth other
musicians were uncomfortable and he was let go. Before he could accept
a position in Tommy Dorsey’s Band, in July 21, 1942 he died of an
unspecified illness (perhaps cancer) on July 21, 1942 He was 48.
Grove’s Dictionary of Jazz relates another story of Gaurente’s
musical career:
“Frank Guarente (Francesco Saveriol) was born in Montemiletto,
Italy, on Oct. 5, 1893 and died in New York City, July 21, 1942.). He
immigrated to the USA in 1910. After playing in various groups he
joined Paul Specht’s Orchestra (1921-1924) and directed the Georgians,
a group within the band that was modeled on the Original Dixieland
Jazz Band, recording with them from 1922 to 1924. He toured Europe
with his own New Georgians (1923-1927), and then worked with the
Savoy Orpheans and others in England. He returned to the USA,
rejoined Specht (1928-1930), played first trumpet in the bands of Victor
Young (1930-19936), Jack Teagarden, the Dorsey Brothers, and others,
and also accompanied popular singers in recording sessions.”
It is reported that Leo was a friend and admirer of such great
black cornet players as Freddie Keppard and King Oliver. From the
recordings of the Georgians it is obvious that the Georgians were
copying Oliver’s style of collective improvisation. The band included:
Guarante on trumpet, Buck Weaver or Russ Morgan-trombone, Joe
Murray-piano, Freddy Flick-banjo. In 1924 the personnel were:
Chauncey Morehouse-drums, Arthur Schutt-piano, Russell Deppebanjo, Frank Guarente-trumpet, Johnny O’Donnell-sax, Dick Johnsonclarinet/sax, and an unknown sax player.
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The Guarente family moved to Allentown, PA in 1910 and then to
New Orleans in 1914 where it is said that he took trumpet lessons from
“King” Oliver. Frank served in the army in World War I. In the 1930s
Frank played trumpet with the Dorsey Brothers Orchestra.
More on Leo Vauchant/Arnaud
Ravel, after hearing and talking to Leo at the Le Bouef sure le
Toit Café invited Leo, then 20 years old, to his home at Montfort
L’Amaury and thus began a relationship which seemed to benefit both:
Leo in relating his knowledge of jazz and Ravel giving Leo composition
studies. Leo recalls his experience with Ravel”
“So I went there the first Friday with the trombone. He said,
“Look, I know what you’re doing. You’re playing around the melody.
But the notes you play, how do they come to you?” “Well, I said, “It’s a
style, like the Hungarians do. The Jews have their way too. They are
modes that apply to racial background or something. And if you like it,
it grows into you, and you apply it to whatever you want.” He said,
“OK, I’ll give you a C scale. What are you going to do?” I Said, “Well, I
know what I am not going to do, because all the fellows I know, the
violinists, even some of the great ones, would take a C scale and just
play the seventh arpeggios based on the notes of the scale... The first
note I would play on a C chord is Eb.”
He said, “How come?” “Well,” I said, “it’s the augmented ninth.
Since you have a tenth, it could be a flattered tenth. You have both
intervals, but you have to say raised, although it’s really flattened
because you get off it and come back, but it doesn’t lead upward.”
He said, “Yes, I’ve noticed in Gershwin there’s a lot of that. But
where did he get it?”
I said, “It comes from the blues – American stuff.”
HE said, “OK, I’m going to play a piece.” And he played on of
these billets-doux from one of those horrible farces.
So he says, “I’m going to play the melody, and on the second
chorus, I will only play accompaniment. See what comes to you.”
And I said, “Well, I’ll do one around the melody, but played with
syncopation. Then the next thing, you play the lead and I’ll blow a
straight chorus over the top of it.” And he was happy.
He said, “Why has nobody thought of this before?”
I said, “You’d be amazed now many people are doing it.”
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He was out of his cocoon you know. He had no idea how many
people were aware of those things and, consciously or not, were using it.
To him, it was a big discovery.”
Ravel Spoke to Arnaud About Jazz
“Ravel got to understand a lot of what jazz was all about. If you
see his piano concerto people say there’s a lot of Gershwin in it. No.
There are a lot of jazz ideas in it – not Gershwin. He wasn’t a student of
Gershwin. He was a student of what we were doing and of what was
going on at the time. ..He was such a marvelous man! People would
drop by the house, and he’d always introduce me as his colleague.”
Leo talks about an interesting incident concerning Ravel’s Bolero:
“I played that piece before anybody else did. I had him change the
key from D to C. I told him, “The trombone and the bassoon are not
going to make those E flats above top C, eleven of which are
consecutive.”
So he said, “How about a tone lower?”
So he put it down a tone.
Then he said, “The trouble is, the way you play it, I can’t write
it.”
And I said, “I know. It’s even incongruous for me to play it this
way because the other instruments don’t. If I were you, I would let the
other guys interpret it the way they feel it. Don’t write in the slurs and
so on- let them phrase it.”
So now everybody’s playing it the way he wrote it with no
expression marks at all!”
Eventually Vauchant found the jazz scene in Paris so limited that
he took commercial work in England and finally moved to America.
Around 1928-29 Leo played with the Ray Ventura Band. In 1930 Leo
toured with Gregor’s Gregorians in South America.
There is an article on Vauchant in Goddard’s book in which Leo
talks about his early jazz career in France and mentions some about the
history of jazz in France.
“The first jazz band that came to France – the first black on – was
Louis Mitchell’s. He was a drummer – a very good drummer too. I
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imitated him. I learned from him. Whatever he did, that was the way I
was doing it. I played timpani and snare drums when they first came. I
also started playing trombone with that band. The next time I heard
them Leon Volters of the Casino de Paris had got them back from
England. This time I was playing cello and drums with a tango band.
And I listened to those Mitchell guys. I had a trombone back home –
and right away I knew I could play all that stuff that guy played with
them.
Later on things got better because other bands came. Art
Hickman was one. There was another orchestra called the Georgians
who had a trumpet player called Frank Guarente. There was a
drummer called Jimmy Lennon whose brother has some kind of an
orchestra now. So there was always something the guys could copy. I
was still going on what I had picked up from Mitchell. I never heard Art
Hickman. I was working. I had no way of going to listen and there were
no records available to French people. There was only Salabert who
published a few stocks and then put his own name on them as arranger
so he could collect something. But he hadn’t written them or arranged
them either.
I learned jazz more or less on my own. I started analyzing a bit
what those Mitchell guys were doing – just by hearing them play. I
didn’t have the records. I knew the tunes they were playing. I could
hear the phrases and I was trained. I knew the names of the intervals
and the degrees of the scale. If you look at a chord as a question they
were giving the answers by playing a certain phrase. I could readily see
what they were doing because there are only twelve notes and some are
automatically tabooed. In fact, in the C chord which is tricky is the F
and nowadays they all use it.
To the blacks, life in Europe was like heaven. I can tell you. One
good reason was the white women. But it was also being able to go any
place, and live where they wanted. Also they were looked up to as stars.
And that must have been pretty pleasant after life in the States. A lot of
French guys resented the blacks going off with their women. But every
guy I knew found himself a white broad - Montmartre women mostly,
not necessarily whores. They met them as hostesses who danced with
them and they got a tip as an escort.
I started as a professional musician at the age of eight. Later I
went to the Conservatory in Lyons. I graduated there when I was about
sixteen. This would be about 1920 or 1921. I didn’t get the first prize
that year because I took my sabbatical. I went to study with
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Weingartner in Berlin. While I was in Germany I played trombone with
a Hawaiian band. They had an English trombone player called Bligh
who went back to England to die. I replaced him on trombone and got
someone else – a Turk – to replace me on drums. I found him working
in a furrier. I went there with this woman, and there was this guy with
two long sticks beating all hell out of the pelts. He had a fantastic
rhythm, rather like those guys here in America who used to shine your
shoes. I said, “Let me see you do that while you tap four to a bar with
your foot.” So he did, and I asked him, “Could you do that to music?”
He said, “Easy.” I said, “You want a job as a drummer? I have
everything you need.” So I showed him what was wanted and I found he
could even do a roll. So that afternoon Raged Osman the Turk was
dressed as a Hawaiian and played the tea dance with us. The other guy
in the band was a fellow named Lewis. I forget his first name. He was
English and played very good jazz violin and also soprano sax. I played
trombone. We were the only two horns in the orchestra. There was
another guy, a Dutchman called Freddy van root, who played piano.
The rest of the outfit was Hawaiian. The Hawaiians had a good feel for
American stuff. They were very much like Americans. We played a lot
of American tunes. It was east to get piano copies so our repertoire was
way out. Most of our music came from England. Some guy got them
from there. I can’t remember his first name but his last name was Levy.
Anyway, I was playing with tango bands when that Mitchell Band
came back to France. I was playing cello mostly. If I played for pit
orchestras I’d play timpani and snare drums. I stopped that around
1922. From then on I played jazz trombone whenever I could. I played
jazz drums too. At the end of 1917 I was playing with a very small
orchestra – about five pieces. I played double drums. You had to play
cymbals and snare drums as well as bass drums. Most people used to do
it by hitting a cymbal with the left stick and have the drum on the right
side. I was doing it with two cymbals and I played the drum with one
stick. The conductor was a man named Fred Melly. He became the
conductor at the Moulin Rouge later and made some horrible records
there. At that time it was a burlesque house, but arty. You know, they
have the girls come on bare-breasted with big hats on which they held
with their hands because it helps the façade! The sketches usually ended
in a blackout. And the girls would be in the wings waiting to go on stage
looking their best. And usually the fireman on duty would be back there
– stage right let’s say. And before the girls would go on they’d ask this
guy, “Would you do my nipples?” And the fellow would oblige and start
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sucking them until they were ready to go on for the big number. I heard
about it. And I see that the girls come from both stage right and stage
left. I was stage left in the pit. So I used to go there until the very last
moment when I had to come back to play the choral at the end of the
sketch. And I was doing what the fellow on the other side was doing.
This was at the Gaiete Rochechouart Theater. The shows would be a
series of acts. A guy comes on first and he sings or tells a joke, or maybe
a dancer would come on. Then there’d be intermission after the finale
with the girls. The second act – you’re going to laugh – an act of Faust.
From the opera Faust – with twelve musicians in the pit! It was like a
burlesque house, as I say. There was nudity, but it was not prurient. It
was just bare-breasted and they held those hats. It was the poor man’s
Follies Bergeres.
My father yanked me out of that place. I had to quit that job. We
made eight francs a show. We only had one matinee, so we made sixtyfour francs a week. So I got myself a job at the Restaurant Pagille,
where I was getting fifteen francs to begin with, a meal, and the tips
were often fifteen francs or more. I had to wear a smoking-jacket. I was
supposed to get one made or find one my size. I was quite small – I was
only fourteen years old. My father took me to a place called the Cahut
in a district called the Temple, close to Notre Dame, where you bought
second-hand things. Smoking-jackets in those days were a big deal.
They were all too big for me. People used to get married and buy one,
and then they sold it right away. You couldn’t rent them like you can
today. So we went there and found a suit that fitted me. It had lots of
pockets inside, outside, everywhere. So we bought it very cheaply. I just
tried it. The guy turned me around in front of my father and said, “You
like it?” My father said, “Take it off,” and they wrapped it in
newspaper. It had seven vests with it: all kinds of colors – pearl grey,
tan, white, black. We got home and I put the suit on for my step-mother
to look at. And she started laughing. This suit belonged to a magician
who, unfortunately, was a hunchback. Anyway she fixed it. She made
me put it on inside out. She removed the lining from the back, opened it
out and made it fit. Then she sewed it up and put the lining back. I had
a tuxedo for maybe ten dollars with seven vests.
So I started working at the restaurant Pigalle for two hundred
francs a week, where before I’d only been getting sixty-four. The World
War I air aces used to come in there. Guinmere was the big shot, but
they all came. They were gods in those days. They had the Croix de
Guerre loaded with palms for each plane they’d shot down. They were
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allowed to design and determine the color of their own uniforms. One
son-of-a bitch shows up in pink! I adored that man. I said, “Man,
foyn’re for me!” Anybody that had the guts to assert himself that way.
In 1918 Saint Saens was in bourbon La Cambreau which is near
Vichy for his arthritis. He was there with André Messager, another
composer. They were our best customers. My Dad played bass, I played
cello, and there were two violins and a piano. We played everything,
right up to condensed versions of operas. We played light stuff and
heavy stuff but arranged for that kind of combination. And Saint Saens
used to come in to have coffee with one or two of his friends and a big
St. Bernard dog. He didn’t pay much attention to what we played. One
day somebody went to him. There was a big hotel converted into a
hospital, and they decided they would hold a Mass for all the badly
wounded people who would b e carried into the church on litters. And
they asked Saint Saens if he would do an organ recital. He said no, but if
they could find somebody to do the Ave Maria he would accompany.
They looked all over and they couldn’t find a singer. So the next best
thing is a cello. And so they got me. I said, “Fine, but I’ll have to get
with the organist.” They said,” He’s right over there in the hotel.” So I
went to see him in his suite and I said, “Maitre, I understand I’m going
to lay with you next Sunday.” He said, “Yes, that’s right.” I had my
cello in its little canvass case. I said, “Would you like me to rehearse
with you?” He said, “You know it?” I told him I knew it and that was
that. We didn’t rehearse. We went to the church on the Sunday
morning, and he just dragged his cane up and down the keyboard – the
white keys. It worked. And then it came to be time for us to play. You
know, you just get a nod from the Abbe and we start. I come in right on
time and the accompaniment is going along fine, and suddenly there’s a
grating noise. The Bb’s not working. There’s a Bb and an F sharp that
are not on the white keys, and they’re both out of commission. And I
can hear Saint Saens muttering; “Now we’re buggered. Why don’t
those assholes fix this thing?” And I can hear this swearing going on
and I’m trying to hit the notes. So we went through to the end, and after
it was over I asked him if I had played properly. And he tapped me on
the cheek and said, “You did very well. But that damned organ –
instead of spending all that money on candles, why don’t they fix that
bloody organ?” In 1970 I went back to France and I stayed in the same
place and they still haven’t fixed that organ!
About that time I cottoned on to something else. At that time
there was another jazz band that came up. Some agent got a bunch of
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guys together. There was a Belgian drummer who spoke English. It was
in a roller-skating place at the Alcazar next to the Ambassadeurs in the
Champs Elysees. They had a bowling alley like you have now. They
were the first to do that. So we played there – it was a jazz band. And
the drummer was making ten times what we were making. And I used
to watch what he did. He could play a one-step. He’d learned that much,
I don’t know, maybe in London. He was making a hundred francs a
day. We were working for maybe eight or ten. So I said to myself, I’m
going to get into that. So my Dad, he made me a bass drum – he made
the whole instrument, and it didn’t look at all bad. And I started doing
this too. I was a lot better than that crap band was.
Around 1924 I was playing with a tango band again – cello as
usual. And there was a band called the Chicago Hot Spots. It was a
band that used to play on the riverboats from Chicago to New Orleans
on the Mississippi. There was Vic Sells. There was a fellow called Tracy
Momma who played clarinet. Real Dixieland, but good. There was a
fellow called Webb somebody, a sax player. He left and another guy
came. Homer Vance Pybrock his name was. And Freddy Flick was the
banjo player. Again no bass. Anyway their trombone player got
homesick and left. So they asked me if I knew of a trombone player who
could fake. I said “Yeah, I’ll get you one tomorrow.” So I got a dep in
for me on cello and I went and played trombone with them. They didn’t
know I played trombone. I knew every note that guy played. And I
knew the tunes.
Even if I didn’t know the trombone part I could make it up,
knowing the tune you know – harmonizing. So I got to learn those tunes
anyway. I didn’t learn any jazz with them. But I learned those tunes.
About three months before joining them I was playing cello, but I was
learning all the time through listening to what they were doing. There
was a big repertoire of what they call Dixieland. Everything was
Dixieland at that time. You didn’t have sections, but they were easily
harmonized three ways. This Dixieland thing didn’t move me too much,
but to tell you the truth I didn’t have to try too hard. I liked the music
OK, but what I really liked was the life it made for me and the money I
was making. So I played the music – it was a means to an end. I wasn’t a
jazz buff in any way. I liked it. It was creative in a way, and to a certain
extent, as I started to write stuff for it, it was difficult too.
But the life was the thing. I couldn’t get over it. A kid of fifteen
years old. I could stay away from home because I was making money.
There’s no kid in the world who doesn’t like to stay up and make
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money. And there were plenty of girls around too – even when I was
fourteen. Oh, yeah, I was an old-timer at fourteen. So making money, I
was able to get out of that lousy life. I came from a pigsty. My father
and his second wife – she gambled the money. I don’t really know what
she did with it. We were two men working for one woman, and there
was never any money for food. I got one day’s pay a week to keep for
myself, but I was spending it on food. A kid should be able to buy
something he likes for himself. I was spending it on ham sandwiches and
beer. At intermission I would run one block the other way. I had just
discovered pistachio ice cream. I would take it in a glass and drink it.
The next day I’d return the glass and get another one.
Andre Ekyan was one of the first to play jazz. Also he played flute
before anybody was playing jazz flute. And there was Roger Fishback, a
very fine sax player who also played violin. He died quite a while ago.
There was another guy who called himself Harry parsons. His real
name was Henri Pruniau. There was a fellow who lives today in
Riverside here in Burbank called Maury Cutter. His name was Maurice
Couteau. He was from Nice. I was Leo Vauchant. There’s no name
more un-American than that. We never got together in jam sessions.
We’d play on the job. There were some good piano players. There was a
fellow called Colleaubonner, is Swiss. There was a fellow called
Bergerer. There was Romans, who is still around. A good band could
have been made in France with the people who could play. But there
was always one among the rest who couldn’t make it. There was no
money to get the guys together. To us the money was good because we
played with people who all earned much less than we did. They wanted
what you would call a star – a guy who could stand up and pump it out.
But you couldn’t get a band – a decent band even with three brass
instruments and four rhythm. You couldn’t get anybody that would pay
the guys that could play. There was a band – Ray Ventura’s band. I
started in his band as a pro with a bunch of college kids. There was a
fellow called Bandale who played trumpet. Montaigue also played
trumpet. Eddie Foy played sax and there was a baritone sax guy called
Jean Gompel. Guy Pacquinet played trombone with him for a time.
Also Rene Weiss. I played with him a little bit at a few recordings and
things. So he got together a few elements that could play, but they were
mainly college kids who weren’t very good.
Hugues Panassic started quite early you know. Serge Gliksen the
sax player took me to see him one day. He wanted me to transcribe
something for him from a record. He would work the record and keep
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going back because it takes time to get all those notes. So I would write
down the things he heard on records. I wasn’t interested to go and listen
to this or that record, but he was a nice man you know. I don’t
remember whose recordings they were. Some could have been black but
some were white too. I can’t remember their names now. Maybe Roy
Matson was one, Sammy Lewis, an American trombone player, maybe
was another? I heard maybe four records in all, and not necessarily
good ones.
B this time I was playing jazz full=-time. I didn’t play tangos after
I played with those Chicago Hot Spots. The things I learned from those
guys! I’d never seen anyone eat bread and butter with soup. They all
did it. I also learned about Listenine – it’s a disinfectant that Americans
can’t live without. I also learned about those BVD’s they were wearing.
It was an underwear that has a little trap-door at the back. The girls
that we knew who went with those guys would describe the PVD. How
they laughed. In France, you see, we had shorts and shirts made of silk.
We couldn’t believe that guys would have underwear that goes through
the knee – all in one piece with all kinds of things which cross over in
the front so you could open it, and at the back there was a trap door
that you lower. Soon after working with those guys I left home and I
never went back. I knew a girl who went to Ostende to work. And she
wired me to say they were looking for a guy who played all kinds of
instruments. So I went there with the trumpet and the trombone. I left
home and I was only sixteen. The fellow that had the band had a drum
kit so I could play drums as well. I never went h home again.
The theater shows had a big effect – Blackbirds and those others.
However, the first show to come was a white one. It was at the Marigny
Theater in 1918 and the only black element in it was the Mitchell band,
and they were hardly concerned with the show. They were brought in as
an attraction for the bar when the people came in at intermission. They
put them on stage but they didn’t play by themselves. They played with
the pit orchestra. They weren’t even featured. They just played the
finale like everyone else. The show played for about a month and then
closed. I remember we didn’t get paid. You know, one night we got
there and the place was closed. We couldn’t get it. So we got an
injunction. I came the next day and I got my bass drum – the one my
father had made me – my snare and all my other stuff, and Louis
Mitchell said to me, “Hey kid, you’re not getting paid?” So I said, “No, I
spoke English after a fashion. I had learned it in military school with an
English instructor. Mitchell got a big kick out of that because I was a
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good scholar. Also he liked me because we played the same instrument,
and I played the show on timpani and opened his eyes too. We respected
one another. I did things he didn’t know how to do and he did things I
had never heard of. We were friends. I’d go there early when the people
came in and they’re playing in the bar. I loved those guys. Frank
Withers, he was old enough to have been my father and I was like a son
to him. We talked music. I was fortunate to be able to speak English –
that was the thing. And I told them where they could buy the salami or
where to get a slide fixed. I was one of the boys. That’s why, when they
started that Tempo Club, they invited me in. so anyway, Mitchell says to
me, “You want to get your money? Come with me.” And there was a
fellow either by the name of Hopkins, Hawkins or Perkins – I don’t
remember which. And Mitchell was a big guy, with a thin waist like you
and broad shoulders. So we knocked on the door of the office. And they
said, “Who is it?” He says, “Louis Mitchell.” He says, “You open that
door or I’m going to break it down.” So the fellow says, “There’s
nothing I can do for you here?” And Mitchell says, “You open that door
or I’m going to shoot the lock off.” And he was a very refined
gentleman. Anyway the door opened and we got in. And the fellow
starts to give him a song and dance you know. So he pulled the gun and
said, “You owe me so much for the band and this kid gets his shares.”
So I got paid.
The cats in the Mitchell band, they saw what was happening in
the pit orchestra. They had found out that I was fixing the
arrangements more in the manner in which they were playing the same
numbers. And they said, “Hey, you got something.” Because Cricket
Smith couldn’t have put down what he played. And they said, “There’s
a guy that can hear us from the other side of the room, and he can fix
it.” At that time I was playing drums. Then Mitchell said, “Come on
over and visit our club, we’ll make you a member. So I went. I had my
trombone under my arm. In those days we didn’t have cases. They were
made out of men’s trousers. You put the horn in one leg and the slide in
the other, and that’s the way it was done. Anyway I went along, and
there was Maisie Withers practicing the piano and she had a trombone
on the floor underneath. And Frank was there. He used to play with
her. So he said, “Hey, we’re going to play.” So he gave me the notes and
I played. So I started to write stuff for the three of us. The Tempo Club!
That was the name of it. It was upstairs next door to Zelli’s where tom
Waltham had the band. Members could go to the Tempo Club and
drink – no license you understand. There was a big black guy. Where
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they got him I don’t know. He was a good cook, what you call a short
order cook. He did all the stuff Americans like; hash and chile con
carne. To me it was American. I wanted to come to America so much,
you’ve no idea.
They started a thing – Frank Withers and some other guy. They
called it the Synco Symphony. It was kind of an orchestra. About fifty
guys. And it laid an egg. They had gotten all the violinists who played in
the tango bands that could play rhythm instead of just schmaltzing
away – because the real tango is very close to jazz, there’s a big Latin
influence. And we’d work with this. And Frank had made all these
arrangements which were very clever. And I went and played trombone
in that club there would be a lot of sitting in. Other black guys came by.
It was the first time I heard jamming going on. We just sat there and
played the tunes that we knew. They were tunes like “Arizona,” and I
guess “Hindustan,” was already in. We didn’t play the Dixieland tunes –
more sort of ballads and the tunes that were in vogue at the time, but we
improvised on them. This would have been around 1920. I remember it
was from that club that I got word to go to Ostende and play that job.
Then I came back. Then I went to Germany and the money fell down
and I came back to Paris and resumed with those fellows.
I can’t remember the names of other black guys that were there.
There was one man, a clarinet player – Sidney Bechet. I heard him. He
played great. But I don’t remember him playing in that place. He came
by for a beer maybe, but I didn’t play with him. I talked to him I think.
I heard him play where he was working because you could hear it from
the outside. It was on the Rue Caumarti. It was with his own outfit –
five musicians maybe. Those clubs couldn’t afford a band. He’d got a
little contract as well as his job with Sissle.
In those days everything was new to me. Tom Waltham, who
worked in Zelli’s underneath the Tempo club, was a fine musician. He
played good dance piano. He would have made you dance just playing
the piano alone. He’d pull the time around and anticipate the beat. He
would get the chord and with the top note anticipate down to the chord.
I hadn’t heard any black piano players other than Parrish who played
with that band. But he never took any solos. They played the tunes all
together. They never stopped for a solo. So Waltham was the first
pianist I heard who really played different – American. He composed a
lot of tunes. He must have made a lot of money in royalties. He died
recently.
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When the black theater shows started to come in – I didn’t see
most of them – I was working, and not always in France either. I was in
Germany. I was in Spain. I was in Turkey. So I wasn’t aware of them. I
do remember one show. That was Blackbirds. There were lots of shows
that followed it. Blackbirds was in 1926. At the same time there was Paul
Whiteman, Noble Sissle and Sam Wooding. The following year it was
Irving Aaronson and his commanders with a white show. It was 1927. I
remember Cole Porter wrote the music for that Aaronson show. Fred
Waring was at the Ambassadeurs in 1928 with a white show. I don’t
know where they had the blackbirds but it wasn’t at the Ambassadeurs.
In 1929 I don’t know what was happening because I was in England. In
1930 I was in England. 1931 I was in South America so I lost track.
As far as the black shows and the dancing in those shows were
concerned, the types I saw in them until I came to America were the
type you saw in the minstrel shows. They wore baggy pants, although
they weren’t using that black-face make-up. I never saw Negroes in
fabulous suits until I came to New York. The ones in Paris did
humorous dancing. They’d raise their foot on the heel and then use the
other foot to press it down again. They’d do the same thing with their
Adam’s apple and the tie that wobbles. They could spin a derby hat on
their heads and they did tap dancing. They were very good – not just
better than whites, there were no whites doing it.
There was a fellow in France who was famous. His name was
Harry Pilcer. He was a dancer and he liked jazz. He used to work with
the Dolly sisters. And he also worked with Gabby Deslys. I knew Harry
very well because I used to fix up the orchestra parts for him. One night
he’d come and he’d say, “Hey, you did something I liked.” It wasn’t
written down, you see. We used to improvise a lot of stuff for those
people. Really he walked around doing very little. He wasn’t a tap
dancer. So he’d just glide around the floor, put his arms up over his
head and fall on his knees on the floor. Then he’d straighten himself up
again as he put his arms down. That was his big trick. Girls used to do
the same thing. They would do a backwards thing and then stand up. So
Harry would slide around the floor doing a one, two, three and slide a
little bit looking at the people as if to say, “Here I am – well dressed.”
He had a pearl worth half a million dollars. I picked him up one day on
Sunset Boulevard years later. He told me he was waiting for a cab. He
wasn’t waiting for a cab; he was waiting for a bus. So I gave him a life
and we talked. They were making a picture about the Dolly Sisters and
they wouldn’t hire him to do anything. He said, “Can you imagine?
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They do a picture about the Dolly Sister and nobody wants to hear from
me.” Back in Paris he had his own club. He liked jazz. He had some
Negro musicians playing for him. There was a fellow called Seth Jones,
a drummer, and a fellow called Vance Laurie, a sax player – real great.
I never heard of either of those two guys again.
As far as the black shows and the dancing in those shows were
concerned, the people who could afford to see those shows didn’t learn
anything from them because they were dummies. Some of the kids may
have been able to get something out of it, but not many. So it was
strictly the music that did it. Of course at that time there were no sound
pictures. But there were American tourists. They were the ones who
brought the Charleston, the Black Bottom and the Varsity Drag, etc. so
the gigolo dancers in those places would look and look and the next day
you would see them doing something you wouldn’t believe – it was
awful. The next day I could do the Charleston because I was a dancer.
And I would teach the gigolos at the Perroquet the easy way to do the
Charleston with another person. I don’t mean how to do an exhibition
by themselves, but the step the way it was, turning the feet.
I didn’t know Bricktop personally. You see those clubs were fairly
expensive and functioning at the same time as I was working. And they
weren’t the sort of places you could crash to go jamming for instance. I
knew of her. I never saw her to tell you the truth. She had the place. She
moved around quite a bit. She ha d a club that was closed for some
reason and them opened another. She was a personality. She knew
every American that came in, but she made herself well known and she
could bring ‘em in. Joe Zelli had a speakeasy in New York. Every
American came in – he used to say he gave them the Royal Box – that
was his phrase. And he was an Italian American who went back to
France and started that place. And it was a jazz place you know. Except
it was limited to just that one band. But anybody could sit in. It was
Tommy Waltham. It was a white band, but black guys would come in
and sit in. It was Tommy Waltham, Freddy Holt, the drummer, Billy
Williams on alto sax, and Emile Christian on trombone.
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It was really a jumping place and he added another orchestra who
played tangos. It was called the Ad Lib and run by Joe Zelli. It wasn’t
too expensive. It was in Montmartre – Rue Fontaine. And you could go
there and four guys could go and have a bottle of champagne. And that
wouldn’t kill you then you know. And if you were a musician there
wouldn’t be any cover charge. In the early evening he probably had
four girls and four fellows who pretended to be customers. If there was
nothing happening nobody came in the place. If they saw somebody
come in they’d dance together because nobody wants to be the first. It
got things going. The music was basically fox trots. It was pretty formal
stuff but it was already very jumpy.
I had a band at a place called the Abbaye Theleme. It’s on Place
Pigalle. I ran the band there. Roger Fishback was on sax, there was an
English drummer whose name I forgot. It tells you how we got that
band. I was working for a man called Jimmy Lennon; brother of the
Lennon with the society orchestra in New York He had a brother who
played piano – very inexperienced and very bad piano player. And we
had trumpet, trombone and saxophone. I forget the name of the
trumpet player, piano and drums. We got a job through this Mr.
Lennon and his brother the pianist. And collections were made twice a
night for the orchestra. We hadn’t signed a paper. He kept that. So we
said, “We participate in this. It’s not for the Lennon brothers that they
take up a collection. They make it for the orchestra, and we are the
orchestra.” And he said, “Well, you should have thought of it before.
You work for so much a week and that’s it. So I got an idea. I went to
see the boss. I said “How would you like to see the same orchestra with
another drummer and another pianist?” He said, “OK with me.” He
said, “How much do you get now?” I said, “Well we get so much.”
“How much do the other two guys get?” he said, “Same price,” But he
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said, “I have to break the contract with the other two guys.” So the next
night we got, like a solicitor, who makes a stipulation that at the starting
time the orchestra is not there. The brothers were there, but no
trumpet, no trombone, and no saxophone. We didn’t show up. So he
broke the contract with them. And an hour later we brought the pianist.
It was Freddy van Rupp the Dutch guy who was with me, and that
English fellow who played drums and sang. He used to sing “Mother
McChree.” So I said, “We got two Americans to replace the others.” So
we used to say, “Where you from in the States, Mr. Van Rupp?” He
used to say, “Cleveland.” He had never been to America in his life. It
was a nice clean nightclub. At one time I think it was one of the Voltera
brothers, Joseph I think, who owned it. And he had a man, a personality
guy who would dance with his partner, Maurice Mouvet. He had been
one of those like Fred Astaire guys who did the one-step, the two=step
and the waltz, with a girl. I forgot her name, an English girl, beautiful.
And the tulle dress, you know. So that was the only entertainment apart
from the band. It was a place where people went to dance and eat sort of
a supper and champagne.
There was plenty of improvising in that band. The trumpet was
strictly a guy that plays with syncopation. We worked it out a little, but
it didn’t take off. But Fishback and I did. And Van Rupp played some
stuff.
I was at the Kit Kat with Jack Hylton. And one day I was driving
home along Hyde Park to Victoria, where I lived. And I stopped my car
and a cab pulls up and stops right at the back of my car and a fellow
comes out and he orders fish and chips. I was eating mine right there in
a newspaper. And he turned around – he had been at the Kit Kat. He
said, “You’re the chap who plays trombone with Jack Hylton.” I said,
“Yes sire.” And I said, “You’re the chap who used to sit in on drums
with my band at the Abbaye Theleme in Paris.” He said, “Rather,” or
something like that. And it was the Prince of Wales. I didn’t take much
notice of it. I had worked at the Ambassadeurs, where we had the
Prince of Wales, King Alphonso XIII of Spain, and King Carol of
Roumania. They were customers there. And Elsa Maxwell was there,
Chevalier, and the Dolly Sisters. They moved around, you know.
We did one party Elsa Maxwell organized for Rothschild. There
were some Americans in Paris more or less stranded and they were
friends of Irving Aaronso and his Commanders and they had booked
his band to play at the party and they couldn’t make it. So she got a
band together fronted by a man named Maurice Loupiau. He was a
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dancer – very tall and thin. And he jumped around in front of the band.
He was a very handsome boy. And there was Danny Polo playing
clarinet and Dave Tough on drums. He had lost one of the pegs that
kept the drum from slipping. So he had put a glass that would just catch
one of those metal rods. But while playing, the drum would move and
each time he would hit the cymbal, the whole thing would turn around,
and everything would spill on the floor.
Elsa Maxwell was a hustler. She got them to spend money and got
most of it herself. Gloria Swanson used to come to those affairs. She was
married to the Marquis de la Falaise. There was a woman – Pearl
White. She had been in pictures and lived in Paris. She was in The
Pearls of Pauline and all that stuff – those serial things that went on
forever.
I’m trying to think of those names. I knew Bennett Cerf - that
might have been a little later. Because I spoke English I knew some guys
– Americans that I met. I would live in a hotel in Montmartre when I
was away from home – I was about sixteen or seventeen already. And I
would meet some guys and they would say they wanted to buy
something. I’d say, “I’ll help you.” They’d say, “Well, would you meet
me at Harry’s New York Bar at five o’clock tomorrow?” So I would go
there at five and I’d meet the guy and they were people that I’d met at
the club. I met Fitzgerald, Joyce…They were hanging around there all
the time. Bennett Cerf, he was a publisher for Random House. He died
recently. But he had his fling. I never met Hemingway. And they were
impressed because I knew Maurice Ravel. That’s much later. But at the
time I h ad played already at Proust’s house. They had a name for
themselves. Not the Expatriates – some other name. Gertrude Stein was
one of them. I never met her either. I want to tell you, to me it meant
very little at the time. I was no more impressed by those people at the
time because they were very young and hadn’t accomplished anything.
It all happened later on – forty years later, maybe fifty years later. But I
knew them. You’d just see them at the bar. Actually, they weren’t that
brilliant there in a bar. They’d say, “Did I pull one on last night?” It
was a long hangover for most of those guys.
From 1924 to 1928 I worked with Ravel, except for a little lapse
for a few months when he came back in 1927 – he made a tour of the
United States. But he came back and took up where he left off. Let me
tell you a bit about that Boeuf sur le Toit. It was in the Ruse
boissyd’Anglais. There was a piano team of Wiener and doucet. They
played ricky-ticky piano…but they were good pianists and very nice.
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They played during the cocktail hour and the dinner. Then after that a
bass player, a drummer and myself would come around and we’d play
for dance music. There are a lot of things written about Les Six. I never
saw all the six there. I saw members of Les Six. And others who were
not members of them as a little group.
When Ravel and I worked together we developed some rules,
loosely speaking. Things that are fashionable, things that one should
avoid, playing loose syncopation instead of the jerk kind which was
fashionable. So he got that. And then he said, “Look, I want to play
some tunes the way you do. And I’m going to see what comes to me not
doing arpeggios and not doing scale.” We’d already gone through the
chromatic, so you had E, Eb, D, Db, and C. I analyzed it after, to see
how I could explain that. And I found out that there were some pretty
concrete things that almost made a rule. Ravel was trying to understand
what I was doing. That might have been the only club he ever went
to….that place…And I never saw him anywhere else. For instance, at
the Abbaye Theleme, I used to see Rubinstein. He’d been alone with a
bottle of champagne and some nuts. And he probably went t other
places – always alone. I don’t know for what reason he was there. Not
getting drunk or anything. He’d just look around like a bird looks. He’d
look right and left. He’d never speak to the musicians. I think he was
listening. He was never affected by it in any way that I know of. He
enjoyed the atmosphere I guess.
Ravel wrote the rhythmical Bolero. The way it’s written is more
Spanish than jazz, but for that matter, “Ain’t She Sweet” is not a jazz
piece either. “Sweet Sue” is not a jazz piece. They’re little songs. People
have made them so. Anyway, I tried to make my portion of the Bolero a
jazz piece.
Milhaud’s interest in jazz was to copy everything he could from
the Americans. Listen to his Creation of the World. If I were going to
write a symphonic piece in those days I would have got the ideas from
the Americans but not the notes. Not note for note. Like the “Royal
Garden Blues” he put in that thing of his – written by Spencer Williams
who also was in Paris. Ravel was the best. He was the most interested
and the most appreciative of what was being done. I learned a lot from
him too. I’d study and analyze his scores to see what made them tick. It
was the orchestration mostly. What to double, what not to double.
Where to find something better to do. He never acted as a teacher, he
was like a friend.
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In 1927 I was conducting an orchestra at the Bouffes Parisiennes.
We did good shows there, you know. Legitimate things. With a
legitimate orchestra – no jazz, nothing like that. And then I used to go to
the Perroquet and play jazz till five o’clock in the morning. And
sometimes you would see me in the church on the Boulevarde St.
Michel, St. Germain des Pres. And we’d have a string quartet and we’d
play with him for something that maybe he had written and so forth.
After having conducted the show and playing till five, I am in church
there playing the cello. But I would say the most enjoyable thing for me
would be nine till five at the Perroquet, playing jazz. It was the freedom.
Making a living and feeling that I was a free man. You played the notes
you wanted to when you wanted to. You used the position of the slide
that you wanted to.
Of course I had a lot to do with the band. I was the arranger. And
I called the tunes you know. called the shots. Gluskin had the band and
he had a very good band – very good players in it. A lot of American
fellows in it from Detroit. There was a fellow called Russ Goudy. Much
later, he played and I played with Zinky Cohn the pianist and Nat King
Cole’s brother, Eddie Cole. He played bass with us. And he played good
jazz piano. He died in Hawaii I understand. I never saw him since.
Zinky was with the act that I came with to Americans: Arlene and
Norman Selby. Before he came to Paris Zinky had replaced Earl Hines
with Jimmy Noone’s Orchestra. So I’d ask Eddy Cole, “Hey man, you
want to go and jam some place?” And we’d go out in Montmartre and
he’d play real great. We’d just play together, you know. By the time we
finished the show things were jumping in lots of clubs. We’d find one
club where there’s nothing much happening and we’d go and we’d play
the blues. He’d hit the chords – Bam! And then we’d go. When you get
through he hits another. We’d play games that way you know. It was
very good.
Gluskin started by joining a French band. He was an American.
He was a drummer. He joined a band – the names name was Paul
Gazon. He was a saxophone player – great technique, lousy tone, but
great execution. The band was French and the only American was
Gluskin. Gluskin worked his way. He got the band away from Gazon.
He got some guys from Detroit to come and work. Gluskin did great for
himself. He had a brother who was a criminal lawyer who worked
things out for him. He was head of CBS music at one time. Now they’ve
faded away. You see he had a bunch of guys who didn’t want to make it
in music necessarily. One was Ted Gobal, who owned the Brewery. He
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died, Gene Prendergast came back. He’s lost a lung now. He’s tuning
pianos now to make a living. He played alto before but when we were
jamming the other day there was a tenor lying down and he picked this
tenor up and wow! He played great.
We had a regular job at the Perroquet. That was the most
fashionable place. That’s where Louis Mitchell had played years before.
We’d be playing for nightclubs – midnight supper and dancing. No
show. We played straight jazz. The other band played the waltzes. They
played passadobles, tangos, maybe a waltz every now and then. But we
played solid jazz. And we took all the choruses we wanted. Nobody
could get in the place to sit in. I'd go and sit in those little clubs where
you could afford to have a ham sandwich and beer. I could only see the
world through a ham sandwich and a beer in those days.
I got to know Cole Porter. I did his first piano copy of “Begin the
Beguine.” The thing Eddie Haywood made a hit out of. He was nice. To
me he was great. I heard plenty of things about Cole Porter. I met Cole
Porter in Paris. He was a rich man, very elegant, very society conscious.
Not necessarily a snob. He was a man who enlisted in the French
Foreign Legion you know. He was very gifted. He lived at the Waldorf
Astoria. That’s where I saw him after I met him in Paris, for that
“Begin the Beguine.” We were to do it with Waring and there wasn’t a
piano copy of it although they were doing it in the show already. So I
made it and then they did a piano copy of it. I did it in a Latin version.
Nobody heard of the beguines there in South America. It was Brazilian
and it was also Zhaitian. I had seen the Balle Noir in Paris where they
played beguines. When I did the Waring arrangement I sent him a copy
of it. I only spent about two hours with him at the Waldorf. In Paris I
spent more time, because he was at the rehearsal of the show. He was a
very refined, very gracious person. We weren’t that close. It was a
question of a very rich man who’d written the show, and I was just a
guy who played trombone in the band who did a little arranging for
straightening out things. He wasn’t what I’d call a scholar musician.
But he was a smart pianist. He had a gift for that. It wasn’t like Irving
Berlin who can play in only one key. Irvin Berlin had a piano where he
could switch the keys around. As far as jazz was concerned, he had the
feel that all Americans have who write- the syncopation of it, not the
notes necessarily. They just fish for something different. Hoagy
Carmichael was much closer to jazz than any other composer except
Harold Arlen. Arlen used to do all those Harlem shows. He was a very
gifted man. He loved the idiom and he knew the idiom. “Stormy
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Weather” is an Arlen tune you know. He did a lot of those things. You
know the blues at one time – most blues singers were white, Jewish
women. At one time they were more numerous than black blues singers.
Sophie Tucker would have been a blues singer but she couldn’t make a
living out of it.
I was with Jack Hylton in 1929. While I was in England I used to
fly over to Paris to play jam sessions with Joe Hayman. There was
another guy with him called Edwin Swayzee. He later played with Cab
Calloway. For a long time I thought Hoe Hayman was Ben Carter. I was
doing a radio show from Paris every Sunday. At that time there were no
commercial shows in England. At the end of 19130 somebody got the
idea for a program of dance music – I think it was the Barley Soup
people or some cigarette firm, I forget. So I used to fly to Paris with the
mail. There was a guy there called Felix Passeron who played tenor sax.
Later he became the percussion teacher at the Conservatoire. He was
also playing drums at the opera. He sometimes did recordings as an
extra drummer with the London Symphony. He contacted the musicians
I needed. I would send the music on ahead. Then I would come over to
rehearse the band and do the show. That was Sunday afternoon.
Afterwards there was nothing to d. So I’d go somewhere to jam. I’d go
to the Abbaye Theleme or Zelli’s – anywhere. I knew all the musicians
so I could go where I wanted. Most of the trombone players were guys
that sat there and played from the stocks. So I could go anywhere and
be welcome. I wouldn’t go to the big places. I’d go to the little clubs and
sometimes there’d be black Americans and we’d play till about five
o’clock in the morning.
I was always especially glad to play with the black guys. It was
always better to play with them. In the first place I liked to speak
English. Talking about jazz in French always seemed to me to be
ridiculous. It didn’t ring true. “Hey, stay in Bb for the first ending.”
That meant something. The language has a lot to do with it. In
American, even today, musicians dress differently, talk differently, they
even shake hands differently. It’s another life. In 1934 I was offered the
spot as first trombone with the Boston symphony. I turned it down.
What I was doing with Fred Waring wasn’t very glamorous, but I was
making more money. When Waring heard I was going to leave and go
with the Boston Symphony he gave me an extra fifty bucks a week. So I
didn’t leave because I always watched the money angle. I never had a
manager or an agent. I did everything myself. Besides, I liked the jazz. I
never let go of illegitimate music.
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Before I went to the States I went to South America with Gregor,
Stephane Grappelly was with us, but we never saw him. He wasn’t
exactly a cagey guy but he didn’t have any friends in the band that I
knew of. Not that they didn’t want to be friends with him. While we
were there we had Michel Emer and Stephane Mougin as pianists. We
enjoyed going to a place where there was a piano and jamming but
Grappelly would never come. He had other things to do I guess. He was
a dull boy as far as the orchestra was concerned. We had out jokes – he
never did. He was very talented. He played piano very well for the jazz
stuff.
Eddie south was the best on violin around. Nobody played the
violin the way he did. I used to see him in clubs late at night. He’d go
there to play or sometimes he worked there. I never played with him. He
was incredible. He’d never do the same thing twice. He’d do it the way it
hit him. It was so sweet and in such good taste and good jazz. Even in a
slow tune. He could play a fast tune but he didn’t like it. He liked to
expose the real beauty of a tune and whatever notes he added were just
gems. Eddie south was like Coleman Hawkins. Grappelly was a guy that
liked to play a lot of notes but Coleman Hawkins never played sixteenth
notes in his life and if he played eighth notes he wouldn’t go on
indefinitely. Eddie South concentrated on the beauty of tone and the
feeling – never went for the tricky stuff. Now Grappelly had his own
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style. He’s playing great today. In those days I didn’t think he had his
own style.
After Gregor I went to the States and joined Fred Waring. There
I met Jack Purvis. Jack Purvis put his head in the gas oven. He called
someone first. They called the police and they came to get him. If they
catch you in the act of suicide they take you down to the station and
charge you. So they did just that. They said, “Come on, we’re taking
you down to the station.” He said, “Let me put my coat on. Do you want
me to die of pneumonia?” You know what he did? When we started at
the Roxy Theater he got himself an apartment in an adjacent hotel. And
he put it in the newspaper that the first trumpet with Fred Waring had
inherited a lot of money. It wasn’t true of course. So he goes to the hotel
and he says he’s Jack Purvis He always wore a black Homburg hat and
an English great coat with an inverted pleat at the back and a sort of
half belt. Like that he always shows up like he’s chamberlain or
somebody. He said, “I want the best suite you’ve got.” So they showed it
to him and he finally said he’d take it but they had to remove all the
furniture. So he went to Ludwig Bowman and he bought himself a bed
and everything. He didn’t say he was Purvis. He was “Mr. Purvis’
valet” and he showed them the piece in the paper saying that he’d
inherited 350,000 dollars. So they delivered everything. He even rented
a harp. He didn’t play the harp but he liked to have one around. And he
stayed there – he didn’t pay any rent. He didn’t bother with trifles like
that. We played that engagement for exactly six months. So Purvis
leaves a month before we did. First he got about a hundred dollars out
of everyone in the end. He didn’t get me – I knew the guy. But he got
everybody else. Everyone thought he was loaded so it was OK. The he
left town and we never saw him again. Some guy!
We used to go to Adrian Rollini’s place. It was in the basement of
some hotel around 48th Street. That was the place where Joe Venuti bust
the teeth of Johnny Davis for no reason at all. We were having a good
time and Joe Venuti resented it. Anyway, we used to go to this place to
listen to the group. It was Adrian and his brother and guys used to sit
in. Sometimes Purvis would sit in or some of the others would. We also
used to go to the Famous Door on 52nd Street. It was speakeasy time you
know. I loved New York when I first came there.
I was with Fred Waring but I wasn’t playing with the band. I was
just arranging. Waring had a fellow called Listock who danced. He
didn’t play an instrument; he just held a trumpet or something. He had
an act with Dan Dailey. He used to teach Judy Garland how to dance.
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He was a fine actor. We were room-mates. We were in Chicago. We’d
finished our part of the engagement so Waring said, “Why don’t you
two take a couple of days off before we finish here? You can drive my
car to New Orleans with Listock and you can see a bit of the country.”
So we did. I had my trombone with me. And we got someplace –
Louisiana somewhere. And there were these black guys and women
picking cotton. And this guy Listock played a little guitar – he knew a
few chords. So he gets his guitar and I got my trombone and we take off
on a blues right there in the field. Nothing! They still go on picking
cotton. They must have thought, “What are these idiots doing?”
I was with Roger Wolfe Kahn. His father was a millionaire who at
one time was practically supporting the Metropolitan Opera singlehanded. Roger was the guy that wrote that tune “Crazy Rhythm.” He
played several instruments, not well but all the same pretty smart for a
rich kid. He knew what was going on in the orchestra. We made a few
records. He had good arrangements. It was a very good band. There
were three saxophones. There was Arty Shaw, there was a fellow called
Max Farley who played clarinet and oboe and there was Larry Binyon
who played tenor sax. We had Chauncey Moorhouse on drums and
Charlie Teagaden was one of the trumpeters. I was first trombone and
the other guy was Danny or Andy Russo. I never remember which.
Perry Brodkin was the guitar player. He was with Russ Colombo later. I
think that the pianist was Marlin Skyers. We opened at the Fordham
Theater. Then we played the Palace, which is as high as you can get in
New York – the best gig in vaudeville. On the bill were Ethel Waters
and her pianist Art Tatum. And we had a music room downstairs where
the orchestra tunes up and where there was a piano. We used to get
together and play. That was the time they discovered the whole tone
scale and we’d mess around improvising on that. It fits with practically
anything. I would put some bass notes down on the trombone and
sustain them to make the scale less crude. If you put it over a pedal it’s
better. They would play it all ways – in thirds and picking odd notes but
just keeping to those six notes of the scale. And Ethel Water would come
down there and sit and knit. She had the most wonderful smile. She was
a wonderful singer in that style. She used to sing “Stormy Wetter” – not
weather, wetter. It was so natural. Not forced like Yves Montand. She
was very Southern and very black but very good. She was magnificent
in Cabin in the Sky.
The quality of the black guys is to be natural. I haven’t been that
close to them because I spent thirty-six years confined to the studios
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doing something entirely different. When it came to doing a jazz scene
for Hollywood we used the guys from the studio because they were
good. Anyway, when I was with Waring we used to go uptown. There
was little Frankie Zulo. Purvis, the three trumpet players in the band –
they were the swingers – and I used to go with them. We’d get four girls
from the show and we’d go to Harlem to see a floor-show. Usually the
band was Don Redman or Fletcher Henderson. There were a lot of
bands that were very good. Those floor-shows were amazing. I’d
always been dreaming about that kind of entertainment. I was a sucker
for tap dancing. I used to see two guys going it together in Paris. I don’t
remember their names but they were great dancers. You very seldom
see Sammy Davis doing it now. He jogs along these days. But the
Sammy Davis girls are still great. He lent them to a show with Isaac
Hayes which I played and I’ve never seen anything like it. They broke
themselves in two jumping over chairs and then they did a thing where
everybody does their own step. That’s very exciting. You applaud one
number and another one starts. I like it when they have those groups
and all the girls take turns dancing with the others clapping and
cheering them on.”
Arnaud and Hollywood

Leo married Broadway actress Blanche Baw in 1934. Through
her connections they soon moved to Hollywood. This was the beginning
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of his career orchestrating for the movies and his important role in the
“MGM Years” – the Golden Age of movie musicals.
His first orchestration for a musical was born to Dance. It was
released in 1936 and starred Eleanor Powell, James Stewart, Virginia
Bruce and Buddy Ebsen. Many more were to follow and Leo’s movie
activities included an arranger, composer, vocal coach, and conductor.
Leo says, “The first thing I did – everything I wrote that had some
dance stuff or jazz – four trumpets, four trombones. He used the 8 man
brass section when writing for born to Dance. While it would be
impossible to name all the movies Leo worked on – to name just a few:
Gone with the wind, Captain from Castile (1947), Gilda (1946), One
Touch of Venus (1948), Easter Parade (1948), Stars and Stripes forever
(1952), Seven Brides for Seven Brothers (1954), The King and I (1956),
South Pacific (1958), Dr. Zhivago (1965), and was nominated for an
Academy Award for The Unsinkable Molly Brown (1964).

Ravel, Vauchant & the Bolero
Ravel was one of the first composers to use the ‘new’ style of
trombone playing in some of his compositions. Vauchant gave us a
unique insight into how Ravel meant his trombone parts from 1924
onwards. L’enfant et les sortileges, Bolero, Concerto for Piano Left Hand
and the Piano concerto in G minor, all have lyrical trombone passages
with some kind and aspects of distinct jazz influence, whereas none of
Ravel’s music before this does. The most apt example is the solo in
Bolero.
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During his visits to Ravel Vauchant performed the Bolero for
Ravel privately and also in the preview performance of the ballet with
the Monte Carlo symphony and the Ballet Russes in 1929 for a small
invited audience. Vauchant was said to have performed the solo with a
lot of vibrato, no articulation when this was possible, with no glissandi
and with some mordents where he felt it was appropriate. Vauchant
remembered that Ravel wanted the solo to be in the style of “a gypsy
woman singing bare-chested as she put out the laundry.” Vauchant also
recalls that Ravel was fascinated by the way that the solo beings using
the first two slide positions, then adds a third, then a fourth, fifth and
finally the sixth position.
When the solo was performed by Andre Lafosse, the principle
trombonist of the Paris Opera, Ravel was unhappy with the rigidity of
the solo and told him to “do like Arnaud, do a little jazz.” Lafosse had
included some glissandi, but this solo and recordings are significantly
different from those used nowadays.
Edward Solomon has written on the trombone and states: “The
positions used in the solo will depend entirely on the player. There are
many alternate positions which can be used for the very high parts,
though once the line descends below E in the 9th bar, the positions are
more typically going to be the shortest available. Reaching down to 6th
position for the last note.”
Ton Erwin also has written on the solo in Bolero:
“There are many challenges in performing this solo. They include
waiting through so many “verses” before you get to play, making a
perfect “bulls-eye” entrance, using an excellent ballad legato, and
maintaining accurate control as the pitches descend. Also keep in mind
that this solo has long phrases which may require the performer play
louder than they might like. In relation to that, it is important to keep a
good, full sound throughout, especially at the end. The glissando to the
high Db is also a challenge.
Some extra breaths will be necessary if the general dynamic level
of the orchestra is high or if the tempo is slow. I prefer to breathe after
long notes as one usually does. I’ll also breathe after the second high Db
in measure 5, not because I need a breath at that moment, but because I
will need it later. I also usually breathe right after the middle C, after
the middle G two bas later, after the Eb, and after the low Db if I have
any doubts about a strong finish.
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I like to use vibrato in this solo, and in this range my safest
vibrato is with the slide “a la Dorsey” on all notes longer than an eighth
note. It can easily be “switched off” if the conductor requests.
Vibrato should only be used when playing this line solo. When the
trombonists play it with other instruments one shouldn’t use vibrato. In
the final “verse” the performer can breathe wherever necessary and
remember to blend and balance, not compete. Most conductors will
want the final “glissandi” as written rhythmically, on the beat, not
scooping into the beats…Two final tips: Practice Bolero at a wide
variety of tempos so that you are prepared for anything. Check pitches
with a tuner, as this is an uncommon scale and an unusual range is
involved.”
The solo contains some syncopation with some notes played in a
portamento style. Arnaud remarked he didn’t use glissandos but did use
vibrato on certain notes. There is no doubt that the solo is jazz
influenced and is one of the hardest trombone solos in classical
literature.
George Broussard interviewed Arnaud and wrote the following:
“Dr. Arnaud suggests staying in the first two positions until bar 7
(Ab). In bar 9 the F1 is played in raised fourth and in bar 12, he uses
raised fifth for E1. The second F in bar 15 as well as the one in bar 16 is
in sixth. Ravel wanted to do one positio9n, two, three, four, five…five,
six – it’s the right order. I said, but you don’t ever use the seventh
position and Ravel said to me in French (expletive deleted) the seventh
position.
Leo’s singing and playing use vibrato and mordents to impart a
jazz style, the B-flat, C2 and Db2 in bar four are accented heavily and
the final notes of the phrase (bar 7) are eased back to release tension.
The accents in bars 11 and 13 are fairly heavy also as is the accented
2nd sixteenth of bar 14. Accents on the 2nd beat of bar 15 and the 3rd
beat of bar 16 are used to build into the coming tutti passage.
Ravel felt that the trombonist who was to play the November,
1928 premier was playing somewhat stiffly. He told the fellow, “Do like
Leo, do a little Jazz.” All the fellow could think of were glissandos. I
didn’t do any. I put sometimes some turns, if I felt like it. I said
something, that’s all.”
Composers are always looking for new styles in incorporate and
use in their music, then often go on to other newer style. This is a
natural experience and the jazz style used by Milhaud and the others
soon, after becoming an example for American young composers, went
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on to other ideas, with the Americans developing jazz into an exciting
new style that continues to progress and develop.
Another account of the relationship between Ravel and Vauchant
was given in a lecture/recital by James Campbell:
“The second stage in the evolution of jazz influence on French
trombone writing came when certain composers recognized the
importance of this shift in the approach to the trombone and began
using the “new” style of trombone playing in their compositions. Ravel
is the ideal example of this. We have a unique insight into how Ravel
meant his trombone parts from the 1920s to be performed through
scripts of conversations with Leo Arnaud-Vauchant. In 1924 Ravel
heard Vauchant performing jazz trombone at the popular Parisian
nightclub Le Boeuf sur le Toit and was fascinated by the “shadings of
pitch” that Vuachant was able to achieve on the trombone. Always
interested in the exotic and unusual, he invited Vauchant to his home in
Montfort-Lamaury, in order to find out more about this style of
playing. For the next four years the two would cook and discuss music
almost every Friday night. Ravel’s main orchestral output from 1924
onwards, L’Enfant et les Sortileges, Bolero, the Concerto for Piano Left
Hand and the Piano concerto in G Minor, all have lyrical trombone solos
of some kind and aspects of distinct jazz influence, whereas none of
Ravel’s music before this does. Vuachant is able to give us a unique
insight into how Ravel intended his trombone solos to sound as he
performed them for Ravel before anyone else did. The most apt example
is the solo in Bolero.
Vauchant performed the Bolero solo for Ravel privately and also
in the preview performance of the ballet with the Monte Carlo
Symphony and the Ballets Russes in 1929 for a small invited audience.
Descriptions of his performance (no recordings were made) indicate
that he played it with a lot of vibrato, no articulation when this was
possible, with no glissandi and with some mordents where he felt it was
appropriate. He said that Ravel wanted the solo to be in the style of “a
gypsy woman singing bare-chested as she puts out the laundry”.
Vauchant also reports that Ravel was fascinated by the way that the
solo begins using the first two slide positions, then adds a third, then a
fourth, fifth and finally the sixth. When Vauchant pointed out that it did
not use the seventh position, Ravel retorted “expletive deleted) the
seventh position.”
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The orchestral premiere of Bolero and two original recordings
from January 1930 with Ravel conducting featured Andre Lafosse,
principal trombone of the Paris Opera and future Professor of the Paris
Conservatoire as the trombone soloist. At initial rehearsals, Ravel was
unhappy with Lafosse’s rigidity in the trombone solo and told him to
“do like Arnaud, do a little jazz”. The only way that Lafosse could think
of to impart a jazz style was to include some glissandi, which, according
to Lafosse, hadn’t been intended by Ravel. The placement of glissandi
by Lafosse is the same in both recordings, but is significantly different
from those used nowadays. We also have a good idea of the slide
positions used by Lafosse from Jean Douay, current principal of the
French National Orchestra, who claims that his interpretation is correct
as he learnt it from Lafosse.
In preparing the final version of the score for Bolero, Ravel added
some glissando to the trombone solo, possibly to aid orchestral players
in achieving the jazz-coloured style he intended. These glissandi have
become entrenched in the modern performance of the piece. In general
nowadays a Tommy Dorsey-like style, sound and legato are
acknowledged as being important for the character of Bolero
everywhere outside France, where “correct” performance is considered
to be the Andre Lafosse. Style. The improvisatory freedom to add turns,
use extreme vibrato and add glisslandi etc. at will are, quite
understandably, seen as being inappropriate, despite the fact that Ravel
was partial to these in his original conception of the solo. A prominent
American trombone player reports that after first hearing from
Vauchant how the solo was originally conceived, he played the solo “a la
Vauchant” and the conductor “stopped the orchestra and said, ‘no,
that’s not the way that it goes, can’t you read the music?”
The trombone cadenza in the usual performing edition.
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Transposed part to Bass Clef
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Band Leaders not well known in Our Lifetime but famous in the 1920s
Vincent Lopez, Roger Wolfe Kahn, Paul Specht
Vincent Lopez

“Lopez Speaking”
Vincent was born in Brooklyn, (New York City) on December 30,
1898 and died on September 20, 1975. Lopez, when he was young, had
ambitions to go into a religious life in the church.
His father was Antonio Lopez, born in Portugal he immigrated to
New York City and had a success as a piano teacher. He married
Baroness Gonsalvo, a native of Lisbon, Spain. He, as a dictatorial and
religious zealot urged his son to becoming a Roman Catholic priest. But
first he showed a latent toward a musical career and is said to have
forced Vincent to practice incessantly. When Vincent was about six he
was compelled to practice six hours daily and to learn the skills of
composition, orchestration and harmony. Vincent’s only break came
when he had to attend altar-boy duties. By the time Vincent was about
11 years old he was playing ragtime music on the piano. But, after
badgering the local monastery to admit Vincent although he was under
the age limit his persistence paid off and at age 12 Vincent entered St.
Mary’s Monastery in Dunkirk, New York. As he was rather young for
the seminary he wasn’t expected to fulfill all the tiresome activities of
the other seminarians he occupied himself playing ragtime piano and
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almost immediately he became the entertainer of the monastery. After
three years he saw that he wasn’t’’ destined to be a priest. For this his
father Antonio never forgave his son. His father enrolled Vincent in a
business school to learn bookkeeping and other business skills. After
finishing his education he found employment in a Brooklyn milk
company for $8 a week. But, unknown to his father, Vincent found a job
in the Irish honkytonks around the Brooklyn neighborhood paying
about $2 a night. Realizing this was his direction his live was taking, he
quit his job at the milk company and on his 18 th birthday he took a
fulltime job at Claytons, where he played piano and had the patrons
participate in sing-alongs. He was paid $28 a week and also received
25% of the waiter’s tips. Once he had this job he left home and never
returned. While playing in these saloons he got to be friends with other
aspiring young entertainers – Jimmy Durante, W. C. fields, Mae West,
Sophie Tucker and Fanny Brice. He was known as the “piano kid,” In
the meantime he married an Irish girl named Mae Kenney and they had
a daughter christened Kay. Lopez continued to play in the piano
playing saloon jobs gaining valuable experience – an activity that his
new wife didn’t approve of.
Vincent had become a very, very excellent pianist. His first
professional engagement was when he was 17 years old and formed his
first band around 1916 and appeared at the prestigious Pekin
Restaurant in New York City. In 1917 the U. S. became involved in the
First World War but after taking a physical examination he was
disqualified. It was diagnosed as gout, a chronic disorder. Vincent had a
huge appetite and usually consumed enormous meals that mad e his
rather stout. He and Mae separated but never divorced because of her
strong religious convictions. Once having a large salary he found
himself spending money to pursue a lavish social life which was to haunt
him throughout his life, going from being well off or penny poor. He
continued to meet famous people that came into the establishments he
played at two of which were George Raft and Rudolph Valentino.
Things seem to be going well but the politicians came along and as 1920
dawned along came prohibition. The dawn of the bootlegger arrived in
New York and the law passed spelled the end of places such as the
Pekin. Looking ahead he formed a Dixieland combo and played at
Perry’s at Coney Island. A break came when playwright Edgar Allen
Wolfe assigned the music for a new stage show “Rings of Smoke,” to a
Lopez group called “The Kings of Harmony.” With the publicity he
received from the show he became a very successful band leader in New
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York and began his climb to musical heights probably at the time only
equaled by Paul Whiteman. By the spring of 1920 his band was enlarged
and engaged at the plush Ross Fenton Farms Resort at Asbury Park.
While at this job he met and became friends with a young Vincent
Youmans. He also met Raymond Schindler who used him in
“Lovebirds.” and this put him at the height of his career. His friend’s
recommendation secured a long engagement at the Hotel Statler’s
Pennsylvania Grill with a salary of $850 for the 7 piece band. This was
in 1921. Gradually, with the help of famed arranger J. B. Lampe he
enlarged the band and added a full reed and brass section. Lampe
developed a style that showcased the talented Lopez on piano. The band
had impeccable rhythm, with a strict musical discipline and was the
model for all successful society-hotel orchestras. At this time his band
went under the name “The Hotel Pennsylvania Orchestra.”

It was at this time – Nov. 22, 1921 that the band made the pioneer
radio broadcast at WJZ in Newark, New Jersey. There was a lastminute cancellation of a scheduled program and the Lopez Orchestra
accepted the chance with a great enthusiasm. This was the beginning of
his famous salutation – “Hello Everybody, Lopez Speaking.” The band
was among the early dance bands to receive national fame through
remote radio link-ups. The radio station, on the success of the broadcast
installed a permanent wire into the Pennsylvania Grill for regular
broadcasts. Recording contrasts followed with the Okeh Recording
Company and soon others: Brunswick, Regal, Perfect Bluebird and a
number of others.
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With this extra income Lopez financed a stage show about the
famous race between the Natchez and the Robert E. Lee, opening on
August 7, 1922. The climax of the show was the band’s rendition of the
song “The Natchez and the Robert E. Lee,” given below. The show was
successful and ran for 11 weeks at the Palace and the show went on a
vaudeville tour for the summer.
Lopez’s career was taking off and he was so overwhelmed that he
began sending out bands advertised as “Lopez Presents.” He had as
many as 51 bands playing under his name and banner. He was giving
Whiteman all he could handle as far as popularity as the most popular
band. Whiteman’s famous jazz concert “An Experiment in Modern
Music,” introduced George Gershwin’s “Rhapsody in Blue” at Aeolian
Hall to a full house. It was a great musical triumph. Lopez countered
that success with his own jazz concert at the Metropolitan Opera House
on November 23, 1924. He featured a 56 piece orchestra and a
composition by W. C. Handy “The Evolution of the Blues,” as the major
work. Lopez’s concert was also proclaimed a great musical triumph and
thus equaling Whiteman but it never received the acclaim that
Whiteman received.
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Lopez soon became a national figure. He was a major figure in
nightclubs, radio (and later TV) in vaudeville, on records and in
Broadway shows. During the period of the 1920s his band appeared in
Broadway musicals: “Love Birds,” “Greenwich Village Follies of 1924,”
and Earl Carroll’s “Vanities of 1928.” His band also appeared in the
movie “The Big Broadcast of 1932.” In 1941 his band began a long
engagement at the Taft Hotel in New York City which lasted approx. 25
years. Working with the Lopez Band was considered a prime ‘gig’ by
local musicians, because the orchestra finished its gig by 9 p.m. each
night which meant they could play other gigs that started later at night.
During his career he continued to be extravagant with his life style
and experienced ups and downs in his financial situation. To counter
one such experience he made a tour of England playing at the Kit Kat
Club on May 11, 1925 which was a rousing success. He had a triumphal
appearance at the Capitol ‘Cinema Theater and reproduced the
“Natchez and the Robert E. Lee at the Apollo theater.
He returned to the states on August 2, 1925 finding because of his
being away and not able to spend money his income had wiped out his
many debts. Around this time the violinist Xavier Cugat joined and
orchestra and often lead the group on the bandstand. Other famous
musicians worked for Lopez: Glenn Miller, Red Nichols, Artic Shaw,
Jimmy & Tommy Dorsey Rudy Vallee, Buddy Morrow, Charlie Spivak,
and the Hutton sisters, Betty and Marion.
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Returning from England he began a stay at the Statler Hotel and
began working on a new project – a nightclub in Manhattan. He took on
a partner, Gene Geiger, a financial entrepreneur and a wealthy man. A
lavish building was build at 247 West 54th Street and Broadway. The
twin towers provided each of the partners a penthouse. The club opened
on October 15, 1925 Lopez left the Statler Pennsylvania Grill after
playing New Year’s Eve in 1926 and devoted his efforts full time to
“Casa Lopez.” The club failed as it became a financial quagmire having
not spared any expense and with a huge operating budget. Lopez was
forced to declare bankruptcy. Before its first year it was completely
ruined by a fire. After a new “Casa Lopez” was opened on October 13,
1927 at 50th and Broadway but this too was a failure. Lopez was again
penniless and in debt. Joe Ribauld came to the rescue and got the band
a gig at the St. Regis Hotel in New York, to keep up with the times the
orchestra added a saxophone section and 3 violins, cello rhythm
instrument a single trumpet and, yes, an accordion. The hotel and the
public loved the new sound and Lopez remained at the St. Regis for 7
years. This band provided the standard blueprint for other supper club
orchestras during this era.
By 1928 Lopez included in his library Latin arrangements. It was
his orchestra that introduced “The Peanut Vendor” in 1930.
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Lopez was now playing at the St. Regis and a friend, J. J.
Atkinson loaned Lopez $50,000 to buy out his former partner. Lopez
then received a 10 year contract at $100,000 annually and Lopez was
guaranteed a million dollars. AS 1928 came to a close Lopez was now
(for another time) financially stable. The band continued to play for
radio broadcasts and Lopez, always looking for new talent hired a
vocalist named Pinky Perlstein. For some reason Atkinson ordered
Lopez to get rid of him. Perlstein was fired but eventually became a
singing star using the name of Jan Peerce. Having great success at the
St. Regis, Lopez began to gamble and to study numerology which soon
became an obsession and led to his acceptance of astrology. He began to
consult his horoscope for every decision he made in the future.
The orchestra began doing a radio show on January 27, 1930 for
the Pure Oil Corporation. It met with great success and the band was
heard by every house with a radio for 26 weeks. Lopez now was a
nationwide famous orchestra leader and this fame brought the band a
chance to play at the dedication of the Empire State Building on March
2, 1932 with the affair being broadcast over WOR. “Lopez Speaking” as
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part of the program played his theme song “Nola.”

While a substitute band played at the St. Regis, Lopez opened at
the Urban Room in Chicago on October 1, 1932 and after a highly
successful gig he was back at the St. Regis as Prohibition came to an end
on December and liquor became legal on May 14, 1933. Of course, the
St. Regis enjoyed, with the sale of liquor, an increase in business almost
immediately. But the Great Depression hurt the St. Regis and Lopez
took the orchestra and returned to the Urban Room but with a different
result. It was a disaster. Perhaps it was the competition from other more
modern orchestra – Hal Kemp, Wayne King and Kay Kyser. Again
Lopez showed some resilience and opened on October 6, 1933 at the
Chez Paree in Chicago. He had a successful month there.
On New Year’s Eve in 1934 the band was back at the St. Regis In
was during this stay that he hired the blind whistler, Fred Lowry to
perform with the band. But, the economic depression finally put the St.
Regis out of business and closed on July 4, 1934. Lopez then took the
band on a national tour ending up in California, but with disappointing
results. In September 1934 the band started playing at the elegant Gold
Room of the Beverly Hill’s Wilshire Hotel. But the sound of Lopez’s
band was becoming stagnant. The only thing to do was to consult his
horoscope. The band played their way back to the East coast to play for
New Year’s Eve in 1935 at the Club Deauville in Miami. This
engagement bombed. It seems that his stars and numerical
prognostication failed and Lopez again found himself penniless. He
tried to keep the band together playing at the Miami dog race track.
They returned to New York hoping for an engagement there. The band
did play for New Year’s Eve at the Trianon Room at New York’s
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Ambassador Hotel. But the result was again disappointing. The Trianon
closed on May 2, 1936. This event was apropos of the song the band
recorded in 1936 entitled “Gloomy Sunday.”

The song was banned from radio because it was said to have
triggered a number of suicides.
His luck seemed to change when in the autumn of 1936 when he
signed a contract to play a weekly radio show for the Nash Auto
Company and also opened at the Hotel Astor Grill Room. For this re
reorganized a new band that included Buddy Morrow, Charlie Spivak
and Glenn Miller as an arranger. This brought on a new ‘swing’ style to
the band and the Miller arrangements proved very successful The Nash
Company decided to take the radio show to the West Coast and add the
singer Gracie Moore. He was to take only two men along and tried to
get Miller to go. Miller decided to organize his own band and the rest is
big band history. Lopez arrived in Los Angeles on April 28, 1937 and
completed a successful 26 week gig. But the sale of the Nash auto proved
disappointing and soon the radio show was dropped.
Lopez returned to New York and got his old band together for a
tour of the Midwest. After a gig at the Book-Cadillac Hotel in Detroit,
Lopez discovered a new exciting singing – Betty Hutton and her sister
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Marion. Marion soon left to take a gig with Glenn Miller’s band. With a
volatile, aggressive style, Betty Hutton soon became popular and after a
disagreement with Lopez Hutton left in October, 1938 for a job with
Eddy Duchin, some saying that it was a love affair between Lopez (43)
and Hutton (16).
While on the West Coast in 1939 Lopez added a hobby (stamp
collecting) to his interest. He wrote a news column briefly for a San
Francisco newspaper that was on his prediction of future events and
began to dabble in metaphysics. He even wrote new lyrics to our
national anthem.
The band began a tour that ended up in New York City and
opened at Billy Rose’s Aquacade on May 11, 1940 at the New York
World’s Fair. He also did a radio broadcast on NBC called “Show of the
Wee,”
The band opened at the new Hurricane Club on Broadway in
1941but his band style was losing popularity to the new mainstream of
big bands. He band was not paid and once again he was penniless. He
was lucky to find a gig for the band at the Hotel Taft on June 29, 1941
and his luck changed and the band had a steady gig for 7 years. This gig
was good for keeping musicians as the band played during the day and
his members could keep any night gigs they had. But again, after the
disaster on December 7, 1914 at Pearl Harbor the Taft Grill gig ended.
Again his predictions for a column he began writing for the American
Astrological Magazine brought him ridicule as he predicted that the U.
S. and Japan would be allies during the Second World War. It was
during this time that his wife Mae died. This meant that he no longer
had to pay alimony. Due to bad health Lopez had to curtail his lavish
social life but the band was still popular because of his past success and
Lopez had other businesses to fall back on. One of these was the song
“Bell Bottom Trousers” which he received substantial royalties. Being
very patriotic Lopez and his band played for the servicemen and got
good publicity and Lopez began working in the new medium TV. He
hired Johnny Messner to front the band that was playing at the Taft
Grill. Having Messner to front the band Lopez began taking
opportunities in pioneer TV work.
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By the late 1940s Lopez’s health declined and a full-time nurse,
Betty Long Degan taking care of him as a full time nurse. She also took
over the management of Lopez’s personal life. Soon they were married.
With this burden lifted his health improved and Lopez was able to make
TV appearance over the Dumont TV network and even appeared on Ed
Sullivan’s TV show. He soon began a 15 minute daily YV show playing
the piano and having show business guest and the program grew into a
national Weekly TV show. It was named “A Dinner Date with Vincent
Lopez.” The show lasted two and a half years. When Messner left the
band Lopez disbanded the orchestra and devoted his time to a smaller,
music agenda. His eyes were still giving Lopez trouble and he retired at
the end of the 1960s.
Betty and Vincent moved to Florida and Lopez eventually was
forced to live in a private nursing home. He died quickly in a North
Miami hospital on September 20, 1975 at the age of 85. During his
lifetime he squandered large sums of money. He left a legacy as a
founding father of the Big Band Era.
His early career and his untiring efforts to foster his music and
opinions are mentioned in the June 1992 issue of the Metronome
Magazine in an article entitled:
“Continued Success of Vincent Lopez.”
“Talented young pianist who is blazing a new trail in musical
circles and who has recently signed a contract, according to which he
and his associates will record exclusively for the Okeh Phonograph
Company.
When speaking of the foremost musicians of the present day one
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cannot afford to overlook Vincent Lopez, acknowledged to be a
dominant factor in the realm of classical and popular music. A concert
pianist of exceptional merit Mr. Lopez, through tireless efforts and
unceasing energy has succeeded in attaining the uppermost rung in
musical efficiency and today is regarded as being second to none in his
respective field.
Considering his age (Mr. Lopez bashfully admits to being 26) the
rapid rise of this brilliant young artist has been nothing short of
phenomenal. Of Spanish extraction (Six: actually he was Portuguese, his
father being born in that country.)And imbued with the Don Juan spirit
of adventure and achievement, Mr. Lopez within the short space of
three years has achieved country wide fame which is hardly
characteristic of his tender years.
Among the first to recognize his ability was the popular musical
comedy star, Pat Rooney which resulted in Mr. Lopez and his associates
then known as the “Kings of Harmony” being featured in Mr. Rooney’s
elaborate vaudeville offering “Rings of Smoke.” Following eighteen
months in vaudeville Mr. Lopez and his orchestra were selected to
appear in “The Love Birds,” which was written for Mr. Rooney and
which enjoyed a long run at the Apollo Theatre, New York. Terminating
an engagement of 35 weeks with the above production, Mr. Lopez found
his services in great demand, which resulted in his accepting an
attractive contract to appear at the Ross-Fenton Farm in Asbury Park.
This fashionable resort catering to the elite of society became the
rendezvous for music lovers and during an all-summer engagement Mr.
Lopez established a reputation which will stand as a fitting monument
to his ability and popularity for many years to come.
During his engagement at the New Jersey resort Mr. Lopez was
tendered on offer to appear in the Grill at the Hotel Pennsylvania and
after a triumphant engagement of eight months during which he
became a prime favorite with the hotel patrons, he deserted the Grill for
the more refreshing atmosphere of the Pennsylvania Roof, which he is
now entertaining nightly.
Surrounded by an array of exceptional talent with each member a
thorough musician, Mr. Lopez has attained the dazzling heights of
musical perfection. He claims the distinction of being the first to use a
piano solo with orchestra foundation for dance music to say nothing of
his many dance records. His one ambition is to put dance music on a par
with the legitimate and at the present time he is modernizing classics to
dance arrangements. He delights in calling his orchestrations
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conceptions owing to the fact that each arrangement is a story in itself.
Mr. Lopez is noted for his novel arrangement, all of which are
from the hand of that celebrated master of orchestration, Mr. E.
Bodewalte Lampe, whose reputation as an arranger is known the world
over. In procuring the services of this eminent connoisseur of music Mr.
Lopez has set a precedent which would be to the advantage of others to
follow. His orchestra has advanced with such rapid strides that it cannot
be considered a mere body of musicians, but a practical organization
with an executive staff to direct its destinies. With a librarian, technical
director, assistant director and a publicity representative, Mr. Lopez is
blazing a new trail in music circles which promises to surpass anything
previously done in the history of dance music.
As a fitting climax to his various achievements Mr. Lopez recently
signed a contract whereby he and his associates will record exclusively
for the Okeh Phonograph Company, which should be good news to all
those who boast of owning a talking machine.”
With the popularity of Lopez and Whiteman there began to be
controversy as to the idea of arranging classical music into the
jazz/dance band medium. Deems Taylor, composer and music critic
made some favorable comments on the rendition of popular numbers at
Aeolian Hall in New York. We read:
Deems Taylor Article
“Much has been written, from time to time in condemnation of
popular music, particularly that type known as “Jazz music.” To be
sure, not a little of that turned out by the prolific song writers has little
or no musical value, but there is no question but that some of the better
class-those used in certain musical comedies for example-are from being
devoid of musical qualities. Furthermore-and this is the most important
argument in favor-there is a decided public demand for such music.
Millions of copies of popular music and millions of records and rolls
featuring popular music-are sold each year, and there is no let-up in the
demand.
In view of these facts, the music world has to give some
recognition to popular music. Concerning this subject it is worthy of
note that the tendency of the day is to get away from the one hundred
per cent “jazz” effect. With the exception of the “blues” numbers which
are still very popular. The great demand of today is for popular music of
a better type, played in a more harmonious way than a few years back.
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In this respect it is interesting to note the change that has come
over the popular orchestra during the past few years in getting away
from the “jazz” tendency. Only a few years ago noise was the big
essential in the dance orchestra. Not so today. The most popular
combination of the present day, such as Vincent Lopez’s, Paul
Whiteman’s, etc. is anything but “jazz bands.” The musicians engaged
are highly skilled; since the excellent wages is paid today by the better
class of dance orchestras attract musicians of the finest type. This has
naturally had its effect on the development of the public’s taste in
popular music.”
Lopez was a progressive and cutting edge pioneer of the new big
band jazz. His organization had tasteful arrangements and diversified
instrumentation and one of a small select group of innovators who
paved the road for the Big Band Era. Coming in the era of the great
depression his group crafted a musical renaissance in musical
performance in the greater hotels of the country. The music of Lopez
combined with a social gathering that offered good food, good music
and entertainment and with the well-groomed musicians satisfied the
standards set by the elegant hotels and for the pleasure of its guests and
patrons. Certain bands of this era such as Paul Whiteman, Paul Specht,
Roger Wolfe Kahn and Vincent Lopez created high musical standards
with well rehearsed and talented musicians and cemented permanently
the laws of rhythm, syncopation, progressive arrangements played in a
very musical style and using most every item of musicals instruments
(included a slide saxophone –more on that later)
One of the band that possessed these qualities along with a
discipline expected of his sidemen was the Portuguese American
maestro who name became a household name in the 1920s when he
uttered those magical words to begin his performance – Lopez
speaking.”
From its beginnings the music critics did not accept jazz and even
the musicians union did not like ragtime. There became a controversy
over the legitimate character of jazz music. It seems to have had a hard
time being accepted by legitimate classical musicians. With the
popularity of Whiteman and Lopez jazz became more accepted, but, the
elements of early jazz such as free improvising were exchanged for
arranged dance music that still contained syncopation but little
improvising. Even when the sweet bands such as Lopez’s were popular
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such bands that played more hard driving jazz arrangements such as
Ellington, Dorsey, etc. were gaining popularity. A smaller musical
ensemble that brought in the bee bop era eventually replaced the
arranged jazz. But there still was much life in bands such as Lopez and
the music that it brought to the public. Lopez eventually changed his
style somewhat to a more ‘swinging’ style but there was still much
controversy with early jazz to be discussed. Many people took part in
this discussion and one such name was the distinguished Italian
composer Alfredo Casella. His view and the view of the article found in
the July 5, Music courier of 1923 notes Casella’s views of American jazz
and of the Lopez Orchestra:
“JAZZ AGAIN – Sitting on the Pennsylvania Roof the other evening to
listen to Vincent Lopez and his orchestra, Rudolph Wurlitzer and his
violin expert, J. C. Freeman, were espied across the way, doing the same
thing.
“Wurlitzer instruments?”
“Of course, all through.”
Well, if there is a lovelier saxophone tone produced anywhere
than by the three Lopez artists and their instruments, it is not on this
earth. Alfredo Casella, the distinguished Italian composer, showed his
musical acumen by hitting upon jazz and jazz orchestras as the one
original American contribution to music and rhapsodizing about them
in an Italian musical magazine. He surely must have heard the Lopez
orchestra, for there is none which excels it, either in the music played or
in the manner of playing it. It is the sublimation of rhythm. Whoever
makes the orchestrations has an uncanny knowledge of the possibilities
of its instrumental combination (two trumpets, trombone, tuba, three
saxophones, violin, banjo, piano, celesta and drums) which on paper
seems thin and heterogeneous but is magnificently effective in practice.
It must be that musical gentlemen who protest against jazz have
never really heard a first class orchestra of that kind. To do so and
refuse to acknowledge that jazz is a legitimate branch of music,
indigenously American-as nothing else is-and with twice as good an
excuse for existence as most of the modern vapidities, is simply to
proclaim oneself a narrow-minded musical reactionary.”
Gilbert Seldes, the well-known music and social critic was another
champion for Jazz and the orchestra of Lopez. In the article he wrote
for Dial Magazine in July of 1923 entitled “Toujours Jazz. ”
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Toujours Jazz
“Many hotels and night clubs in New York have good jazz bands.
(Sic: He sites Vincent Lopez as one of those bands) The orchestra of
Vincent Lopez I take as an example of the good, workmanlike,
competent, inventive, adequate band. It plays at the Hotel Pennsylvania
and in vaudeville and although Lopez lacks the ingenuity of Ted Lewis
in sound, he has a greater sense of the capacities of jazz and instead of
doing a jazz wedding he takes the entire score of “that infernal nonsense
Pinafore,” cuts it to five characteristic fragments, and jazzes it-shall I
say mercilessly or reverently? Because he likes Sullivan and he likes
jazz, and the inevitable occurs: Pinafore is good and stands the
treatment; jazz is good and loses nothing by this odd application. The
orchestra has verve and, not being dominated by an excessive
personality, has humour and character of its own.”
Most of the early jazz bands could be classified as novelty bands.
They especially needed some novelty as they often played on the
vaudeville stage. Lopez established himself as a vaudeville favorite and
we read about his vaudeville experience with his band in an article in
the December 1923 issue of Metronome Magazine in an article entitled
“How’s Business with the Dance Orchestra Boys?”
“…One of the primary requisites for orchestras playing in
vaudeville, and there are over 75 of them, is novelty. The average
vaudeville audience is not content with an orchestra that merely plays,
regardless of their playing ability. It has been found necessary to
surround the orchestra with expensive cycloramas and sets and to
incorporate in the act a song story, scenic exploitation, costume bit,
singing numbers, dances, or other unusual features to put the act across.
Some of the acts carry special stage managers, electricians and
carpenters and cost in the neighborhood of $5,000 to produce. Most
notable in this type, is Lopez, who, in establishing himself as a
vaudeville favorite, has been lavish in the expenditures. That the outlay
was warranted is evidenced by the fact that not only has Lopez been
playing in vaudeville in and around New York for almost a year of
consecutive weeks but has found that the sale of his records has
increased tremendously. This is not along true of the sales in the
metropolitan district but also in out-of-town cities as well, the special
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exploitation made possible by his vaudeville headlining making for this
result.”
Lopez was interested in the history and origin of jazz and is asked
to talk on this subject at a luncheon of the Dutch Treat Club. Lopez calls
the music that he plays not jazz but “modern music” The talk is
reprinted in the January 24, 1924 Musical Courier:
“LOPEZ ON JAZZ – (The following is an outline of an address made
recently at a luncheon of the Dutch Treat Club by Vincent Lopez, leader
of the Pennsylvania Hotel Orchestra. Many of the arrangements Mr.
Lopez speaks of here were made by J. Bodewalt Lampe, and how these
arrangements are made was explained in a long series of articles which
appeared last winter in the Musical Courier under the title of Practical
Instrumentation, now issued in book form by G. Schirmer, Inc. We note
that Mr. Lopez substitutes the term “modern music” for what most of
us know as “jazz.” That is confusing, for what we ordinarily call
“modern music” is the sort written by Schoenberg, Stravinsky, Ruggles,
Varese, et al, which is not what Mr. Lopez is talking about – The Editor.)
J. Bodewalt Lampe ( Ribe Denmark)
E. Bodewalt Lampe (Ribe Danmark) was well known as a
composer of ragtime. His Original composers include: Creolle Belle,
Everybody Two Step, Georgia Rag, Honolulu Rag, How’s Every Little
Thing in Dixie, Hyacinth Rag, Mamaica Jinjer, Japanese Sandman, Jazz
Band Jamboree, King Chanlicheer March, Georgia Sunset Cakewalk,
Harmony Blues, The Hero of the Isthmus, Dixie Girl, A Day at the
Circus, Home Sweet Home the World Over, and many others.
Under Mr. Lampe’s direction the Remick Department has
arranged scores for such productions as “The Chocolate Soldier,”
“Adele,” “Little Boy Blue,” “The Midnight Girl,” “The Passing show of
1918 through 1922, “Make It snappy,” “Jack and Jill,” and “Sally, Irene
and Mary.”
Lampe was the originator of the symphonic arrangements of such
popular numbers as “Carolina in the Morning,” “My Buddy,” “Barney
Goggle” and others.
Born in Robe, Demark, Lampe was born in 1869 and came to the
United States in 1973. Lampe was conservatory trained and worked for
Remake’s Publishing Company as a composer/arranger/conductor in all
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areas of popular music. His enduring “Creole Belle” was an archetypal
cakewalk. He was responsible for many arrangements of popular rags
and music in the ragtime tradition for orchestra and bands. He ended
his musical career as musical supervisor for the Trianon Ballroom in
Chicago and of director of this own orchestra.

In an early issue of the Metronome there is a small article on
Lampe:
Lampe’s Article
“J. Bodewalt Lampe, one of the best known arrangers in the East,
has been connected with J. H. Remick & Co. for the past 15 years as
chief of the arranging department of that house. Mr. Lampe first met
Mr. Remick during the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo, when the
former’s composition, Creole Belle, was one of the timely hits. Since that
time Mr. Lampe has composed numerous other songs and instrumental
numbers….” He died in 1929
Lampe was one of 12 children in a Danish musical family. IN 1873
the family moved to St. Paul, Minnesota where his father had been
selected to lead the Great Western Band. J. B. was a child prodigy
violinist. He also played piano, trombone, and several other
instruments. At the age of 16 he played first violin in the Minneapolis
symphony.
Lampe was very widely known during his lifetime. He directed
musical programs for parks and hotels, directed opera companies and
toured with his own band (Lampe’s Grand Concert Band) and also
played organ for churches. In 1921 Vincent Lopez hired J. B. to arrange
for his orchestra and to teach him how to arrange music for his band
His composition Creole Belles when played by Sousa became a
favorite with band audiences worldwide. Between 1902 and 1905 The
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Sousa Band under the direction of Arthur Pryor or Herbert L. Clarke,
recorded Creole Belles at least 5 times.
Continuing with his remarks of ‘jazz’ Lopez remarks:
“What is called “modern music” takes the place in this country of
the folk songs and folk tunes in which the Old World is so rich. The
southern Negroes were the first to develop a native music and their
compositions, while rudimentary, yet were saturated with local themes
growing out of the American scene.
The composer Stephen Foster took these tunes and melodies and
set his creative genius to work composing the songs that make him a
classic in popular music. If Stephen foster were writing today he would
be hailed as the supreme American master of music, for he was the
pioneer and the great innovator in this field. The minstrels so long
popular in this country profited greatly from the folk music of the
darkeys, and, as their popularity died down, modern music came along
to give the public tunes and melodies of national appeal. Today we have
an American folk music in popular songs, but it must be admitted that
we are standing upon the shoulders of musical giants of the past. Many
of the most popular tunes come direct from classical compositions.
Here is where the adapter or arranger comes in. The great
composers generally wrote along academic and theoretical lines. They
insisted upon a strict act and science of music. Where in their work
there is a wonderful melody the popular composer deletes the strictly
technical matter and substitutes rhythm, thereby making of the original
melody a lilting, catchy tune that makes the public hum and whistle and
sets the feet to shuffling.
Take, for instance, the C sharp minor Polonaise by Chopin! It will
be observed that the melody of the second movement as played by the
right hand is identical with the melody of I’m Always chasing Rainbows.
In the original score the left hand of the Chopin score is taken up by
running arpeggios which the modern composer has eliminated and
replaced by a swinging bass which produces a fox-trot rhythm as a
substitute. The result is a popular melody written from a standard
classic.
The arranger is a most important person in the modern music
house. He popularizes the classics; he makes orchestrations of each
instrument in the orchestra; he gives each tune a special individual
treatment; he works out programs that enable the orchestra to get the
best possible musical results. The truly popular directors abound in
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personality, and the greatest achievement of the arranger is to prepare
his orchestrations so that individuality is brought out in its best and
fullest musical manifestation. Above all, the public wants its tunes and
melodies emphasized and developed, whether from the classics or a
modern composer. In arranging the great popular tunes for incidental
or descriptive music we embroider upon the main fabric, set bits of
other themes afloat on the stream of melody, or quote appropriate
themes as we go along.
Take the treatment of I Love You, for instance? There is the fine
original tune and quoted, themes are interpolated suggesting courtship,
first love, jealousy, a quarrel, happiness, the approaching marriage,
alone at last and happy married life. Other love songs lend bits that
accentuate the love atmosphere.

Covered Wagon Days lends itself to a rich arrangement with
quoted music evoking the Great Plains, the buffalo herds, the fear of the
savages, the Indian attack, the escape, and the rivers in flood, the desert
sands, the mighty storms, the mountains and kindred themes. The
richer the arrangement the better, and I Love You and Covered Wagon
Days are saturated with musical atmosphere with the tune always
featured and the rhythm never lost sight of. It is thus that modern music
attains its complexity, wide appeal and popularity. It is American in its
treatment with the speed, vivacity, variety and topical interest of the
national life. It fills the long-felt need of a folk music that is genial to the
life rhythm in these United States.
Just as we have borrowed the folk songs of other lands so all the
world now borrows our folk music and dances, to it delightedly, but
until we had this modern music, you never heard an America tune
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abroad. The proof that it is new and native is proven by the fact that it
pleases European ears so long accustomed to the classical melodies of
the great masters. We certainly could not interest them in the grand
manner, but we are sending them living, vital, joyous tunes pulsing with
the pulse of life itself. Our modern music sets the world to dancing, so
much so that London and Paris go dance mad over its appeal. Modern
music has come to stay.”
There is controversy as to what the music of Lopez’s Orchestra
should be called. Some of the writers say that jazz is dead and that a
new music is developing and what to call it is up to new ideas. Lopez
calls it ‘modern’ music but some object to that name. We read about this
argument or discussion in an article in the February 7, 1924 Musical
Courier:
“JAZZ OR”
Vincent Lopez, who is doing his bit at the next meeting of the
League of Composers to clarify the situation, objects to the term “jazz.”
Being on the inside, he feels more strongly on the subject than most of
us. He has been in contact with real jazz and he understands what has
taken place in the course of its development. He insists that, jazz being
dead; the name ought to also be dead, or, at least, ought not to be hung
on to what he calls Modern Music, or Modern Popular Music.
This is a point for discussion-and we must say at the outset that
we agree with Mr. Lopez, that the use of the word “jazz” leads to a lot of
mis-conception and misunderstanding, and that the progress of
American music would be more rapid, that it would more readily gain
universal acceptance and respect, and would take its proper place
especially with the mass of our people, were the term by which it is to be
called not suggestive of an unpleasant phase in our history from which
we have happily escaped.
Jazz presents to the mind disorder. It is suggestive of things
unpleasant, of atavistic learning’s of which we are all properly ashamed,
of borrowings from savages, of near-orgies that have quite properly
been combated by those who have care of the young and the morals of
youth. The word has evil associations, and the Musical Courier will not
attempt to deny that fact although it has from the start striven to
encourage the development of this new color in music, and to make
people understand that the music was never to blame for whatever may
have been its associations.
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And, unfortunately, these associations remain in memory. The
disorder of jazz is a thing of the past. This modern American music has
become a scientific thing, developed by highly skilled musicians. The
antics of uncultured Negroes and their no less uncultured white
imitators; the endless, senseless improvisations; the “ad lib” playingthese things have given place to a contrapuntal, colorful music, often
humorous, indeed, but never vulgar, never suggestive of improprieties,
and always interesting.
Is it jazz? Mr. Lopez says it is not, that it is no more akin to jazz
than the dignified airs of Handel-like Lascia ch’io Pianga in Rinaldo-are
akin to the lewd oriental dances that came to Europe from the East in
the sixteenth century and were known as Sarabande. Perhaps he is
right, and certainly he is correct in saying that the use of the word jazz
does harm. It does do harm. It will take a long time to bring about
forgetfulness of the original meaning of the word and its associations,
and it would be far better to find a new word to take its place.
But the term Mr. Lopez suggests-“modern music”-does not fill the
bill-nor does “modern popular music.” For we must have something
that defines the kind of modern popular music-“modern American
popular music.” But it must also express the idea of color which belongs
to jazz-“modern American popular color music.”
No! It won’t do. It is neither short enough nor expressive enough.
We must either hold to jazz or find a new word for it-and that is a
problem that will be difficult of solution, for words are not made but
grow out of some unconscious demand just as jazz has done.
Would it not better, Mr. Lopez, to keep jazz until it dies a natural
death, as Sarabande has died a natural death, and to put all our energy
into education of the public to receive and accept its new meaning? That
education should not be difficult. With such players and arrangers as
are now making and playing jazz scores and jazz talking machine
records, it is surely only a matter of a limited time before this
beautiful…..conscious demand just as jazz has done.
Would it not better, Mr. Lopez, to keep jazz until it dies a natural
death, as Sarabande has died a natural death, and to put all our energy
into education of the public to receive and accept its new meaning? That
education should not be difficult. With such players and arrangers as
are now making and playing jazz scores and jazz talking machine
records, it is surely only a matter of a limited time before this
beautiful…..conscious demand just as jazz has done.
In other words, let us not waster energy on a quibble about terms,
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but center our forces on the education of the public to understand what
a splendid thing is being offered it-not something for which we must
have contempt, as some people had for the early jazz, unable to perceive
its possibilities, but something for which everyone must hold the highest
esteem for its vivid color and it's not less vivid Americanism.”
In the same issue of the Musical Courier we find another article
on the same subject as above and Lopez is scheduled to give a concert
with his band and deliver a talk to the League of composers:
“JAZZ OR “MODERN POPULAR MUSIC” TO BE HEARD AND
DISCUSSED AT COMPOSERS’ LEAGUE LECTURE
The claim of what is commonly and perhaps confusingly known
as “jazz” to the more ambitious title of “modern popular music” will be
discussed at the League of Composers’ lecture-recital in the Anderson
Galleries, Sunday afternoon, and February 10. Vincent Lopez will lead
his orchestra, deliver a talk, and also appear as a pianist on a program
that includes as speakers Prof. Edward Burlingame Hill, of Harvard
University, and Gilbert Seldes, critic and former editor of the Dial.
Prof. Hill, who is a composer and also head of Harvard’s music
department, and, incidentally, is the grandson of the president of that
august seat of learning, has entitled his speech Some Considerations on
Jazz. Among other works he has to his credit a Jazz Scherzo, for piano
and orchestra and a fox trot for two pianos. He is also an authority on
modern music in other than its popular phases, being considered one of
the most informed and illuminating critics of the young French and
Russian schools.
Mr. Lopez, who does not believe in the term “jazz,” will center his
talk on what he prefers to call “modern music.” He also entertains
musical-color theories, probably the result of an early interest and
education in painting and music, when as a child, he was sent to the
Passionist Fathers with the idea of training for the priesthood. It is his
idea today that modern dance music can take its place besides what is
generally accepted on concert programs, without detriment to either.
To illustrate his talk, Mr. Lopez will lead his orchestra in the
following program: Carmen (Vincent Lopez arrangement), I Love You,
Nola, Covered Wagon Days, H. M. S. Pinafore (Vincent Lopez
arrangement), My Sweetie Went Away, and Mamma Loves Papa.
Mr. Seldes will offer his views under the modest designation of
The Innocent Bystander, he is one of the best qualified bystanders to
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deliver opinions on this subject, having listened to and written about
popular music for the last ten years, ever since he began his journalistic
activities as music critic of a Philadelphia paper. He is the author of
three or four chapters on jazz and musical comedy in his new book, The
Seven Lively Arts….”
In an article that reviews the famous Whiteman Aeolian concert
Lopez also launches his own experiment in modern music at a concert
scheduled for April 27th, 1924 at the Metropolitan Opera House. In the
March 1924 issue of Sheet Music News – in an article entitled “The
Whiteman concert” we read”
Whiteman Article
It is interesting to note that Mr. Whiteman is not the only
important orchestra leader who is experimenting in this way. Vincent
Lopez, it is announced, has secured the Metropolitan Opera House, New
York City, for April 27, when he will give a concert of American music,
featuring some of Stephen C. Foster’s melodies. His orchestra will be
increased to 50 for that occasion, and will include 20 saxophones.
These various experiments on the part of such important figures
as Whiteman and Lopez are interesting. It is generally conceded that the
modern dance orchestra of higher type today plays a very important
part in educating the musical taste of the masses. With their entrance
into the concert field, they will logically help to further educate the
public in the direction of the better type of music.”
In the same issue of the magazine we read more about the
upcoming concert:
“LOPEZ IN JAZZ CONCERT”
The historic confines of the Metropolitan Opera House, New
York, will resound, for the first time, to the unhallowed strains of jazz
music on April 27 when Vincent Lopez and his Hotel Pennsylvania
orchestra will give a jazz recital. In order to demonstrate the scope of
the modern jazz instrument, Mr. Lopez will increase the personnel of
his orchestra to 50 and will feature 20 saxophones. He will be aided by
two assistant conductors one of whom will be Dominico Savino the wellknown arranger who is also technical director of the Lopez orchestra.
Only American music will be played at the recital beginning with some
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of the old favorites such as “Carry Me Back to Old Virginny” and
“Swanee River” and progressing to the more modern compositions.”
We find more comments about this recital in the May 1924 issue
of The Musical Observer in an article entitled “Vincent Lopez
Comments on his Unique Experiment:
VINCENT LOPEZ COMMENTS ON HIS UNIQUE EXPERIMENT
One of the most versatile, gifted and successful exponents of
modern dance music is Vincent Lopez, director of a chain of orchestras.
America rewards lavishly those who manage to indulge successfully her
pet hobbies. Jazz is certainly one of America’s very own hobbies. Some
of the rewards has heaped on Vincent Lopez-still at an age where most
young men are just beginning to reach a tentative foot toward the
ladder of success are: a ten week’s engagement at the Hippodrome, the
largest vaudeville house in the world; last year, twenty-six weeks at the
Palace Theatre, New York, a record which speaks for itself; the
leadership of the very popular Pennsylvania Hotel dance orchestra. And
an interesting feature of the Lopez dance band at this Statler Hotel lies
in the fact that there are six other Lopez bands at six other Statler
hotels, and at exactly the same moment (allowing for variations of time)
they are all playing exactly the same things, all programs being
arranged from Mr. Lopez’s headquarters in New York, and sent on to
the branch organizations. In New York, as elsewhere, the presence of a
Lopez band insures the success of any private or public dance, especially
if the gifted young leader looks in person to direct or execute some of his
brilliant feats at the piano.
But it is not only the genius Lopez has for directing-for
showmanship of which he is a past master, appealing at all times, not
only to the ear and the sense of rhythm, but simultaneously to the eye,
the imagination, the sense of humor; for seizing the wave of popular
fancy, harnessing it to his own peculiar talent and riding it to such
success as only-America can heap on her favored sons-but Lopez has in
addition to all these, a genius for hard work. His daily program would
make any ordinary wage slave lush for idleness. Up every morning at
eight-two hours of rehearsal and two hours of attention to the details of
a large and many-armed business, occupy the time before lunch. In
addition to a matinee, the afternoon holds work on advance programs,
interviews, recording for the phonograph and the radio, and the evening
holds dinner music at the Pennsylvania Hotel, an evening performance
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at the Hippodrome, dance music at the Pennsylvania and perhaps one,
two or three other dances where the presence of the director in person
has been demanded. That means a working day lasting from eight to
two A. M., without intermission every day in the week. Success isn’t all
luck and it isn’t all talent. It is at least 50 per cent hard work.
Lopez can always be depended on to have something new and
startling up his sleeve. Last year his organization gave the first free
concert of its kind for the Evening Mail Series at Morris High School.
This year he plans a novel entertainment at Aeolian Hall or the
Metropolitan Opera House.
Mr. Lopez’s idea is to present to the public concretely the
difference between a symphony orchestra and a modern dance
orchestra. His plan includes a sort of friendly challenge. He will secure
for the evening, twenty-five members of one of the best known of the
symphony orchestras and take twenty-five of his own men-And what the
former play with the instruments at their disposal, he will play with the
instruments at his. For Mr. Lopez has a two-fold ambition; to bring
dance music into the field of high art, to have the dance orchestra
recognized as a genuine phase of American musical expression, and to
play the established classics with the modern dance combination of
instruments.
“Rhythm,” says Mr. Lopez, “is the pulse of the American people.
We have no desire to compete with the symphony orchestra in its own
field. Certainly, no wild ambition to supplant it. But we want to show
what we can do. In some respects our combination has the advantage of
the old established orchestral group. It is more brilliant, more true an
expression of the American spirit. We desire to be recognized for what
we are, and for what we can do; to prove that high class music,
orchestrated for the modern type of orchestra, is not only possible but
will have a strong appeal for the American people. Some of our
instruments are not recognized by the symphony composers and
directors. The saxophone and the banjo are considered outlaw
instruments. I would like to show that they have their place-their valuein the playing of real American music.”
The program at this proposed concert will include, according to
Mr. Lopez, something from Wagner, some popular classic like the
Overture from William Tell, India’s Love Lyrics and excerpts from
various operas. There will also be some modern popular music. The
event should prove highly entertaining as well as unusual.
Mr. Lopez intends, in his selection of classical numbers, to be
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orchestrated for his modern combination, to employ those principles of
selective showmanship which have contributed so largely to his success.
“There is showmanship in everything. Not only what you do, but
how you do it determines the degree of your success.” At the
Hippodrome, Mr. Lopez’s act includes sixteen girls. He is always at
work adapting his orchestra to all sorts of new demands and conditions,
trying to prove the versatility of the modern orchestra, its adaptability.
The program consists of eight numbers, all of which are changed every
week, Mr. Lopez being a glutton for work. The eight are as varied as
possible, including, as a rule, one of Mr. Lopez’s inimitable piano solos;
at least one humorous number; a spectacular number with interesting
scenic effects; perhaps a jazz with laughs; an excerpt from one of the
popular operas; a blues number with a cornet solo by B. A. Rolfe, one of
the world’s foremost cornetists; the chorus of girls and, the week Mr.
Lopez was interviewed. No No Nora brought on by Messrs. Gallagher
and Shean.”
The evolving of jazz as a prominent and popular music in
America soon is adopted by jazz fans in Europe. This is seen as a threat
to the European music scene and there is a movement to ban American
jazz and jazz bands in England, France and other countries of the
world. In the June 19th 1924 issue of “Musical Leader” magazine we
read that jazz is banned in France. As usual, Lopez is quoted as to his
opinion about the situation. He also gives (as a legitimate historian of
jazz) his version of jazz’s history:
“JAZZ MUSIC BANNED IN FRANCE” – Insult to American Folk
Music, Composers and Musicians, says Lopez.
Wherever jazz music is popular and that is everywhere in the
United States, musicians, composers, music publishers, record makers,
radio broadcasters, singers of syncopated songs, and dancers of jazz
dances, are discussing the report that France has placed a ban on jazz
and are forcing American artists to leave the country or abandon supersyncopation.
The B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange imports and exports artists
to all parts of the world and has the most cordial relations with the
music halls of France. The news that France is placing an embargo on
jazz came as a great surprise. Vincent Lopez, who has made stirring
arrangements of stimulating numbers for both national conventions,
regards the action of the French Government as an insult to American
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art. Discussing the ban from the standpoint of vaudeville Mr. Lopez
said:
“If this is official action by the French government, it is a slap at
America. It seems hardly possible that certain American musicians have
been asked to leave because of objectionable conduct.
“The popularity of ‘jazz’ music abroad is great, and it is winning
appreciation, not as freak stuff, but as true American music. It certainly
can’t be stopped by attacking individual musicians.”
Mr. Lopez asserted that the recent development of ‘jazz’ entitled it
to be considered a serious form of art.
“I have been for a long time making a study both of the word
‘jazz’ and of the kind of music which it represents,” he said.
“The origin of the colloquial word ‘jazz’ is shrouded in mystery.
The story of its beginning that is most frequently told and most
generally believed among musicians has to do with a corruption of the
name ‘Charles.’ In Vicksburg, Miss., during the period when rag-time
was at the height of its popularity and ‘blues’ were gaining favor, there
was a colored drummer of rather unique ability named ‘Chas.
Washington.’ As in common in certain parts of the South he was called
‘Chaz.” “Chaz” could not read music, but he had a gift for ‘faking,’ and
a marvelous sense of syncopated rhythm. It was a practice to repeat the
trio or chorus of popular numbers, and because of the catchiness of
‘Chaz’s’ drumming he was called on to do his best on the repeats. At the
end of the first chorus the leader would say: “Now, Chaz.”
“From this small beginning it soon became a wide-spread habit to
distinguish any form of exaggerated syncopation as ‘Chaz.’ It was
immensely popular from the start, for it had appeal to the physical
emotions unobtainable from any other sort of music. ‘Chaz’ himself had
learned the effectiveness of this manner of drumming through following
the lead of country fiddlers in their spirited playing of ‘Natchez Under
the Hill,’ ‘Arkansas Traveler,’ ‘Cotton-Eye’d Joe’ and similar tunes so
dear to the hearts of quadrille dancers.
“In my endeavors to place a finger on the exact spot in music that
we can ‘jazz.’ I have found a process of elimination very convenient.
There are many movements in the greatest symphonies that are
syncopated, yet by no stretch of the imagination can we call them ‘jazz’;
the weird music of the North American Indians, based on sing-song
vocal melodies with tom-tom accompaniment, is bizarre enough, but it
is not ‘jazz’; the Oriental whine of the musette as used for the dances of
the whirling Dervishes cannot be called ‘jazz’; the languid airs of
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Hawaiian origin are not in that category; a Strauss waltz, a Sousa
march, the gayest tune of a Gilbert and Sullivan light opera, an
Argentine tango, a minuet, polka, quadrille, bolero, none of these are
‘jazz’; and yet any or all of them can be made into ‘jazz’ by the simple
expedient of accentuating that beat which the natural laws of rhythm
require to be unaccented.
“The whole universe is founded on order and rhythm, on
regularity and steady tempo. The music of the spheres rushing through
space is undoubtedly in strict time, the seasons change on schedule, all
astronomical calculations are possible because of the methodical
regularity of recurrent events. It is entirely contrary to natural laws to
syncopate and only man does it. The music student has difficulty in
acquiring this faculty for he feels that it is inherently wrong. No wild
animal gives a long-drawn cry but that it is in time. When a baby does
not cry rhythmically a doctor or a mother immediately realizes that
something is seriously the matter with the child. When the wrong beat is
accented there is an actual physical effect on the hearer, for a law is
being broken.
“At the very beginning ‘jazz’ meant ‘without music’ or ‘contrary
to music,’ but a great change has taken place in it. The ‘jazz’ of war
times has very definitely departed, although leaving its indelible mark
on music as a whole. It fitted a hysterical period when the times were
out of joint and a frenzied world sought surcease from mental agony in
a mad outbreak of physical gymnastics. There was a time not long ago
when anything odd and fantastical in music was labeled ‘jazz.’ The
musicians became affected with the glamour of syncopation. The
different instrumentalists began to imitate the antics of the drummer. It
became a clamor, uproar. The clarinet whined and whistled; the
trombone guffawed grotesquely; the trumpets buzzed and fluttered; the
pianist gyrated.
“It developed into a contest to attract individual attention. The
violinist caught the germ and debased his instrument through the most
flagrant musical indecencies. We had for orchestra a bunch of acrobatic
maniacs to whom music was entirely secondary and mummery was the
word. The cowbell reigned supreme. And that was ‘jazz’.
“It is certainly a misdemeanor to call my orchestra, or any other
good dance organization, a ‘jazz band,’ if taken in the sense of what a
‘jazz band’ used to be. Present day dance music is as different from
‘jazz’ as day from night; yet the word remains with us and we do stress
syncopation, but we do it musically. It is now combined with the finest
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arrangements money can buy, the richest chords and modulations that
gifted musical minds can conceive and the total elimination of all
instruments and effects not of proven musical worth.
“Rag-time music was the direct fore-runner of ‘jazz.’ It was so
nicely adapted to a simplified form of dancing; that it had an almost
universal appeal. It was merely syncopation without any particular
emphasis. As the emphasis was added it became ‘jazz.’ It is, therefore,
sufficiently explicit, as far as the music is concerned, to define ‘jazz’ as
emphasized syncopation; but there is another phase of it that includes
the dancing in combination with emphasized syncopation.
“Because there seems to be something animal-like in the
emotional effects of ‘jazz,’ we have turned to animal movements to get a
name for it. We have had the ‘turkey trot,’ the ‘elephant glide,’ the
‘camel walk,’ and countless other designations, but at last and
apparently accepted permanently the ‘fox trot.’ Perfection of lithesome,
graceful bodily action in faultless rhythm can hardly be better pictured
than by the harmonious movement of a fox as he trots. There is an
almost imperceptible hesitation as each foot is placed, a perfect timing
that is exact balance and the very acme of equilibrium. The name fits
both the dance and the music.”
This same article appears in the magazine Metronome in the July
1924 issue. Lopez uses most of the article to explain what ‘jazz’ is and
about a name for his type of dance music. He repeats the story of the
Negro drummer named ‘Chaz’ and explains some of the styles of jazz
and how it was different from his type of music.
In our next article “Fast and Furious Fun” from the August 1924
issue of the Etude we read about the fun of jazz music and Lopez
remarks about the rhythm of jazz:
“FAST AND FURIOUS FUN”
How much wiser the jazz makers! They, too, sometimes make ugly
music, but they do it with comic attentions, which make all the
difference in the world. In the last analysis, the quintessence of jazz is
fun, or humor, ranging from horseplay to the exuberant outbursts of
animal spirits in great men.
Schubert used to amuse his friends by putting tissue paper over a
comb and singing his Erlking through it. That picture of the greatest of
all song writers thus singing his biggest song with muted sounds and
comically exaggerated expression gives a better idea of “American” jazz
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than anything I know of. But Schubert was not an American. Let us be
modest. Now listen. If the greatest of all song writers was willing to
‘jazz’ his greatest song, why should we raise our hands in horror at the
‘jazzing’ of other classics by cabaret bands?
This sort of thing may even have an educational value. Theodore
Thomas used to say that all that the people needed to like good melodies
was to hear them often. Thousands of cabaret goers hear good melodies
ever and ever again, often less distorted, and many doubtless thus learn
to like them afterwards in their virgin beauty. Americans learning
classical music through the jazz versions played by the dance
orchestras, says Vincent Lopez, the leader. “There is something in the
rhythm of jazz,” he claims, “which makes you remember it without
effort. Only musically educated persons can hum a representative
number of famous compositions. And yet every one hums the jazz tunes
almost unconsciously.”
Lopez is a champion of ‘jazzing’ up the classics. In the Sept 1,
1924 issue of Musical Times in an article entitled “Ed Libitum.”
Ed Libitum
“America is learning classical music through the jazz versions
played by the dance orchestras. There is something in the rhythm of
jazz which makes you remember it without effort. Only musically
educated persons can hum a representative number of famous
compositions. And yet every one hums the jazz tunes almost
unconsciously.” (A repeat of what he remarked in the previous article
above.)
Lopez again gives his opinion on the origin of the word jazz in this
article but is a repeat of what he said in a previous article we have sited.
We read in the December 12, 1924 issue of Music News of remarks
upon attending a concert by Lopez’s orchestra as we read that not all
musical critics liked jazzing up the classics:
“Jazz everybody says, has a future and the symphony orchestra
could get along without us for just one Sunday afternoon. So we went to
hear Mr. Lopez.
And now we are ready to give up our life of shame, if the
symphony orchestras will just take us back and ask no questions. We
discovered yesterday afternoon that we are a hopeless highbrow, and
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that too much popular music is harder to bear than a Mahler symphony.
This is no reflection on Mr. Lopez’s orchestra, which is a large
one, even larger than Mr. Whiteman’s and a revealing much the same
brilliant and diverting technic. But Mr. Lopez’s program was too much
for us. That, too, was perhaps not his fault, for it was much the same
sort of program that Mr. Whiteman offers. Probably we had it in us to
endure just one more half of a jazz program, and it was Mr. Lopez’s
misfortune to be present when Reason tottered.
It is the maddening monotony of form and rhythm that makes
jazz eventually such a cruel bore to the concert-wise auditor. The much
discussed subtlety and variety of jazz rhythm is no such thing. It is
variety of metre, of note patterns. The rhythm is always the same.
Mr. Lopez played twenty numbers yesterday afternoon, and with
the exception of a waltz song by Irving Berlin, every blessed one of them
was in two-four or four-four or alla breve (which to the ear is the same)
time. Even in the transcriptions of music that was originally composed
in other rhythms, the relentless rubber stamp of the jazz arranger had
changed time signatures into two-four.
The lovely, languorous six-eight “Tale of the Young Prince, “ from
“Scheherazade,” the three-four trombone fanfares from the same work.
Sir Joseph Porter’s song and “Little Buttercup,” from “Pinafore” – all,
all had passed through the stereotyping machine to emerge as standard,
jazz-finished one-steps, as tinny and characterless and indistinguishable
as a school of Fords.
There is a future for jazz, undoubtedly. There is a decided spark
of vitality in this combination of bizarre instrumental technic, unusual
instrumental combinations, and tricky metrical patterns; but it will
have to be torn from the arms of its progenitors and brought up in a
good home before it will amount to much, before an afternoon of jazz is
an endurable as an afternoon of even minor symphonies. (The article
next quotes from an article in the New York Post)
“Certainly
not
one note played by Mr. Lopez’s orchestra yesterday can be recorded
toward the advancement of the so-called modern American music. Nor
do we believe that anything permanent can come of the organization he
has put together for the purposes of concertizing this type of music.
Principally his was an exhibition of scoring in present day approved
fashion the works of musicians of other – and better – days. This,
according to the Lopez recipe, is, for instance, to take the “Young Prince
and Young Princess” movement from “Scheherazade,” play it in twofour tempo and palm it off as ‘symphonic jazz,’ as his music is
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described. Any concert orchestra can do as well, perhaps better, with
proper instrumentation, so what is proved? It all became tiresome and
there were many with no trains to catch who left early.
“Mr. Lopez’s orchestra consisted of his original dance
combination, augmented in the string, brass and reed choirs, with a
French horn or two tossed in. Most of his program has been heard in
vaudeville from time to time and included such chestnuts as ‘Nola,’
‘Wildflower,’ ‘Pinafore’ and his Russian arrangement, parts of which
were formerly known as ‘Where the Volga Flows,’ “Russian Rose,’ ad
infinitum. There was no ‘Rhapsody in Blue,’ but Joseph Nussbaum
contributed an arrangement similar in development called ‘The
Evolution of the Blues,’ the best part of this was W. C. Handy.
“Naturally Lopez scored heaviest playing popular numbers in
straight dance time, at which he ranks right at the top. But he could
have done this much better on a dance floor with his original Hotel
Pennsylvania musicians, whose work yesterday stuck out like their gray
trousers in the field of blacks.
“There was but one marked advancement in jazz bands that was
noticeable. They are now painting the derby hats white.”
After the concerts of Lopez and Whiteman there continued to be
controversy about jazz music. Some accepted it and others did not. This
argument between jazz and classical music continued until well into the
decades of the 20th century. I remember a ‘jazzed’ up rendition of
“Night on Bald Mountain” by Bob James that I really liked. There were
others such as the ones by Hubert Laws that also remained favorites of
mine. Even in the rock field we had versions of symphonic themes with
a rock rhythm background. But in 1924 a real debate continued even
into the swing era of big bands. Another article appears in the January
3, 1925 issue of the Independent:
“JAZZ BREAKS INTO SOCIETY BY Francis D. Perkins.
Messrs. Paul Whiteman and Vincent Lopez, leading virtuosi
among conductors of the type of music known as ‘jazz, have both given
New York concerts – Mr. Whiteman in Carnegie and Aeolian Halls and
Mr. Lopez at the metropolitan Opera House. So far, there have been no
shrill cries of alarm over this invasion of the concert hall by the
saxophones, and the music reviewers have taken these concerts quite as
a matter of course. The general tenor of their remarks has been that the
orchestra of this type has excellent material, but so far, very little to
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play. As Deems Taylor remarked to the new magazine, Music, launched
soon after Mr. Whiteman'’ first appearances, the jazz orchestra was all
dressed up, with no place to go. (Sic: We now know that the numerous
critics that ‘put’ down this new ‘jazz’ never lived to know the real
importance of these early experiments using the jazz idiom.)
“Jazz began to break into society last season. One pioneer was
Eva Gauthier, who welcomes the unfamiliar, new and old, as much as
the average recital singer shudders at it. Interested by the discussion of
jazz in the Dial by Messrs. Gilbert Seldes and Carl Van Vechten, and
also by the interest taken in it in France, where Maurice Ravel told her
that young Americans, in studying European models, were letting
escape much of value in their own popular music. (Sic: This use of jazz
in symphonic works would be championed also by Darius Milhaud and
other famous classical composers in the 1920s and following decades of
the 20th century)Mme. Gauthier introduced a representative group of
jazz numbers into a recital in the fall of 1923. A short time after, Paul
Whiteman, whose orchestra was playing nightly at the palai9s Royal,
announced that he would hold a concert of American numbers at
Aeolian Hall. In this, he said, he had two intentions: to settle the
question what is American music, and the fitness of ‘jazz’ to rank as
music. Mr. Whiteman set about this carefully, welcoming suggestions
and advice. Critics were invited to rehearsals at the Palais Royal to hear
and to comment on the preparations on his “experiment in Modern
Music.” When Mr. Whiteman reappeared this fall, he apparently
considered successful, as the title now became an “Entertainment in
American Music.” (Sic: WE now know that Whiteman and Lopez were
correct in their feelings about their music and as later examples such as
“Night on Bald Mountain” by Bob James and the records by Hubert
Laws and many others have proved successful.)
Soon after Mr. Whiteman, Mr. Lopez entered the field, taking
part in a symposium on the subject held by the League of Composers
last winter, and debauching the concert stage with a “Symphonic Jazz
Concert,” held November 23 at the Metropolitan Opera House.
Meanwhile, Mr. Whiteman’s first question of what is American
music or it’s more important derivative, what American music will
become when it has developed a flavor as essentially American as
Russian music, for instance, is Russian, remains, as yet unsettled. The
strong points shown in these concerts have been the ‘sonorities,’ the
instrumental combinations (which should interest Igor Stravinsky when
he comes this month) and the notable skill of the players, many of whom
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play from two to half a dozen instruments. The weak ones are,
primarily, the lack of invention shown in most of the works in the
repertoire, as well as conventionality, even timidity, in its
harmonization, and the essential monotony of the continual double time.
Actually, despite protestations to the contrary, both the familiar
jazz numbers and the more elaborate ones recently written for these
concerts are essentially conservative. Two dozen concerts of Whiteman
or Lopez will roll up fewer discords than one evening with the
International Composers’ Guild. There was little in the Whiteman or
Lopez concerts to suggest skyscrapers or subways, as George Antheil, a
young American who no inhabits that American heaven on the banks of
the Seine, has been credited with doing in an “American symphony.”
This has not yet been released on this side, so that we cannot tell
whether Mr. Antheil has come nearer to a musical expression of the
noisier aspect of American life than the average Lopezite or
Whitemansque number, which, often very pleasantly, seems mainly to
express a pleasant evening at the late Palais Royal.
In making his “experiment,” Mr. Whiteman realized that the
usual jazz repertoire, as used to accompany food or dancing or musical
comedy, was not sufficient for concert programs, and set about securing
pieces of a more ambitious type. For his first program, which, with some
minor variations, served him to the end of last season, the late Victor
Herbert wrote three serenades, while George Gershwin composed what
is practically a jazz piano concerto which, with himself as soloist, has
proved the most interesting number so far offered at these concerts.
The “Rhapsody in Blue” follows a course not unlike that of the
familiar Liszt type, but its themes preserve a strong Broadway flavor,
the atmosphere is undoubtedly jazz, while the orchestration arranged
by Fredie Grofe gives ample chance for the characteristic tone coloring
and skillful tricks of the wind instruments in the Whiteman band. The
soloist is well favored in the matter of technical difficulties and bravura
passages. But while Mr. Gershwin had promising musical ideas in this
“Rhapsody,” he seemed rather uncertain about the best doing to do with
them, and the piece had some think places, especially in s some long
passages of unassisted display piano playing. But, with its obvious
faults, it is an interesting number, and, with some revision, has
continued on Mr. Whiteman’s programs.
Mr. Herbert’s four serenades, Spanish, Chinese, Cuban, and
Oriental are pleasant numbers of melody and charm, but, except that
they are scored for Mr. Whiteman’s orchestra, they are not ‘jazz’ pieces.
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With a little rescoring, they should be ideal for the Boston Symphony in
its next spring series of “pops.” Of two of the new numbers offered by
Mr. Whiteman at Carnegie Hall on November 15 much the same can be
said. Eastwood Lane’s three American musical pieces, practically short
symphonic poems, and Mana-Zucca’s graceful “Waltz Brilliante” are
agreeable numbers, and helped to give the Whiteman program some
variety which Mr. Lopez, with a larger proportion of actual jazz, failed
to obtain. But these works do not, as the “Rhapsody in Blue” does,
suggest any future developments. Mr. Grove’s new tone poem,
“Broadway at Night,” is undoubtedly “jazz,” and has rhythmic variety,
but little musical substance.
In the meantime, no one has been able to think of an adequate
name to describe the type of music which Messrs. Whiteman and Lopez
offer us. “Jazz,” except for its hideous past, will do as well as any other
title for the Palais Royal numbers on these programs, but will have to be
stretched beyond its usual limits if it is to include everything played by
these orchestras. ”Modern” or “American” music, the titles used by Mr.
Whiteman, meet with the opposite objection; they are, at least for the
present, much too comprehensive. The question, however, of
nomenclature probably depends upon the future history of these
concerts.
What position these concerts will take in the musical world by the
end of this season, or the beginning of the next, is an interesting
question, but it is still too early to find the answer. This season seems to
be the critical one, the factor which will decide whether the success won
by jazz (in its extended sense) in this field proves permanent or
temporary being the composers. A crop of significant works will keep
interest in these concerts alive and growing, and give music of this type
an increasing claim to be considered the true typically American music;
but, with the best of orchestras, Messrs. Whiteman and Lopez cannot
hold popular musical interest with only one or two programs.”
Nowhere is it written that has proved to be more wrong then in
this next article “The Jazz Bugaboo” by H. O. Osgood in which he
writes about the words of Lopez, Whiteman and others as to the
importance of this new experiment in using jazz elements in classical
music. It is printed in the November 1925 issue of the American
Mercury:
The Jazz Bugaboo
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“At a party given on the Pennsylvania Roof in New York to
celebrate the return from London of Vincent Lopez that redoubtable
jazzist stood up and made a speech. ‘”The point is,” he said, “that we
are now beginning to do jazz artistically. Soon the real composers, not
Gershwin but those like Wagner, will write jazz.”
Unfortunately, Senor Lopez, a hidalgo from the ancient Spanish
City of Brooklyn, was wrong. He was wrong three times in one sentence,
something of a record: (a) Gershwin is a real composer; (b) there are
none “like Wagner’ today: (c) if there were, they would not write jazz,
one reason being that they couldn’t. Do you remember the futile efforts
of Stravinsky and the late Claude Debussy? Have you heard the
attempts of other learned contemporaries to “descend” to the jazz level
– for example, John Alden Carpenter’s “Crazy Cat” (the “American”
ballet that was staged in New York by a Russian and conducted by a
Brenchman), or Leo Sowerby’s Synconata, or Eric Delamarter’s
meandering, meaningless Jazz symphony?…..Dance - aye, there’s the
word! The earnest souls who have cried out against taking jazz seriously
might have saved their breath to cool their porridge, for jazz is but the
child of the nimble hoof. Music began when the first savage beat on a
hollow log to unify the steps of his fellows, and ever since then the fine
music of every age has evolved from the favorite dances of the
preceding. Behind the classic symphonic scherzo as perfected by
Beethoven lies the artful simplicity of the minuet. Behind the cleverness
of the “Rhapsody in Blue” lie all the good fox-trot tunes that have been
written – some of the best of them by Gershwin himself. But Gershwin
is no Beethoven, nor in this restless, changing, slap-dash age will the foxtrot attain to more than a fraction of the span of life enjoyed by the
minuet in its time. Signs of the gradual decline of the fox-trot are
already to be discerned; the Charleston comes in, and there is a gradual
revival of the waltz. It will die, and with it the jazz of today will go too.
Thus the bugaboo will disappear inevitably and automatically – and be
succeeded by another one for the solemn to wail about, as the case has
been ever and again from the beginnings of music.
But maybe all this will come about too slowly to suit the beardwaggers. Rather than see them suffer longer I have hatched up a little
scheme to hasten things along and have been promised the assistance in
carrying it out of a tall blond young man, well known in the highest and
most careless society and a patron of all the lighter arts. About thirtyfive minutes after the beginning of Maestro Whiteman’s next New York
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concert my friend will spring out of his seat, grasp the likeliest-looking,
nimblest-toed jeune fille within reach, and prance off up the aisle
toward the platform with her in an exuberant fox-trot. It may create a
sensation. Doubtless it will. He will be arrested, fined – perhaps even
jailed. But what of that? What of a little personal discomfort? With that
one spontaneous gesture, that sly reductio ad absurdam, the musical
stars will be reset in their course, and the world will be made safe again
for Bach, Beethoven, George W. Chadwick and Daniel Gregory Mason.”
About 75 years later we all know the effect and influence of jazz.
We have the luxury of definitely knowing the influence of jazz in the 20th
century and that Lopez was correct in his thinking as did Whiteman
and Gershwin.
Another article in the January 30, 1926 Literary Digest (“King
Jazz and the Jazz Kings”) writes of the influence of jazz, not only in
America but overseas:
“KING JAZZ AND THE JAZZ KINGS”
It came to pass that a certain rich man, who owns a wonderful
estate near Washington, was giving a party – no; to use the jazz dialect
of the day, this butter-and-egg man was “throwing” a party. He had
arranged to have one of the jazz kings on hand with his orchestra,
regardless of expense. His choice, on which he rided himself, was
Vincent Lopez. At the eleventh hour his wife – the rich man’s wife – had
a feeling that, to impart a final touch of luster to the occasion, to satisfy
the most exacting taste and eclipse not only every party that had yet
been “thrown” but also every other one that was likely to be “thrown”
one thing yet was needful, and that was the presence of a certain other
jazz king, Paul Whiteman, duly attend by his orchestra.
Very well. The story goes on, as related by Paul Kinkead, that Mr.
Rich Man called Whiteman on the telephone and told him to fix a price.
Whiteman replied that his orchestra was engaged for a big function and
could not break the agreement. The man persisted, and asked
Whiteman if he would come, provided he was released from the other
host. Then he called the man who was giving the party in New York and
pleaded with him to release Whiteman. The New Yorker consented, and
Whiteman was told to name a figure. Telling the story in Liberty, Mr.
Kinkead continues:
He named one that sounded like a band statement, and was told to
bring his musicians. That night the hostess had her little triumph with
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Vincent Lopez at one end of the dance floor and Paul Whiteman at the
other, one orchestra starting as soon as the other concluded a dance
number. The bill, it was rumored in Washington, was twelve thousand
dollars for music, but what mattered it? They had the two leading jazz
orchestras of the world.
After which it is no great strain on the imagination to grasp the
idea that the United States “is paying at least one hundred million
dollars a year for seductive syncopation to the musicians alone…..”
Thus we see the popularity and importance of both Whiteman
and Lopez. Lopez went on to work with his orchestra for years. While
Whiteman continued in popularity as did Lopez, it was Lopez who
changed his style to fit the times and to continue his popularity with new
ideas and innovations. (More on this later in this article.)
Lopez was a showman and was (as Sousa was) to the desires of his
audience. In an article in the March 13, 1925 issue of Collier’s Magazine
we find an article on this subject of pleasing his audie3nce’s wishes:
“LOPEZ SPEAKING”
What I learn from your face as you listen to my music" ”I’m not
to "get" you, down to your feet - words and accompaniment by Vincent
Lopez.
How do you like your music served? It’s my job, and the job of
every other director of a group of musicians, to guess the answer.
Assembling melody menus that will tickle your musical palate is the
toughest task that confronts the orchestra chief. The most skillful
handling in the world won’t put a program over unless the numbers
have been chosen with a view to falling in with the mood of the
audience.
For instance, I wouldn’t think of playing the same sort of music at
a seven-o’clock dinner as I dish up for a midnight supper crowd. My
aim is to get responsive vibrations from as many persons as possible.
Sometimes hot, peppy stuff will do it; sometimes it’s softer, more
melodic music which gets them. It doesn’t take long to get the “feel” of
an audience. If a number doesn’t hit the majority, I know it right away,
and if I sense that the program isn’t going over as I laid it out, I never
hesitate to change it radically.
Sometimes I have had to alter entirely the nature of a program. If
people are restless, I put on something to soothe them. If I know there
are people present who have suffered troubles or reverses, I work in
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something full of freshness and gladness. If it’s an audience that is
already in a happy mood, I plunge right into fiery stuff and they’re with
me from the start. A dull moment is felt instantly by an orchestra leader
– and it’s a terrible moment for him.
The secret of a good jazz program is variety. If a certain number
misses fire with some of the crowd, it catches on with others. The second
wins over the people who weren’t caught by the first. A hit is simply a
tune that catches everybody at the same time. It builds up and produces
the greatest number of vibrations in the greatest number of people.
A particular hit may become associated with a particular leader,
just as definitely as “The Sidewalks of New York” is linked with Al
Smith. “Nola,” for instance, is the piece which my audiences demand
from me. I played it first some years ago, and it went big. I tried to get
away from it, but I couldn’t. People would call for it, insist on it and
they wouldn’t be satisfied until they got it. The secret of the success of
this number is simply that it made people jingle down inside of them
and it will keep on doing so as long as it is played.
How I Beat the Big Boys
To get the most out of our modern music the audience must be in
an attitude of repose. That is why public men are the worst jazz
audiences in the world.
Statesman, financiers and business leaders may have outward
poise, but inwardly they are seldom in a state of realization. They’ve got
too much on their minds, and a man in this state is mighty hard to
“get.”
It must be remembered that many of our leaders have had to fight
very hard to get their places of eminence. In their boyhood and youth
they may have had disappointments or setbacks which made them
cynical or hard. Music portrays all human emotion, and it is possible
that the type of man I have in mind does not like to have his heart
strings played upon by having resurrected thoughts which he would
rather keep buried.
Yes, an orchestra leader must fight harder to get across a number
with the big boys than when he is playing for the crowd.
Public men, because their interests are more concentrated, more
self-centered, know less about popular music than the average person.
When you appear personally before them – or when you know they are
in a mixed audience – you know they are antagonistic. I don’t mean in
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the usual sense. They want to have a good time, they try their best, but
they just don’t know how. Their minds are busy turning over weighty
affairs, and this makes for unconscious antagonism. They fight your
music.
Music lovers and dance lovers throw everything else into the
discard when they listen to the drums and the “saxes,” but when a
man’s mind is on the next election or a big deal he rather resents the
waves of sound that beat on his ears, demanding attention.
When I know I am to play particularly for big public men or
when I know there are some of them in the audience, I go out to get
them and them alone. I tune myself inwardly as carefully as one would
tune a violin and get all set to receive the return vibrations from my
distinguished listeners.
I get back from my audience just as much rhythm as I give out,
provided that I am laying the right kind of music.
From a dance floor, filled with average people, this return
vibration is great and inspiring, but it’s a different thing when you are
playing in a private room for a man whose mind is on politics, finance
or business.
I know one man – a great international trader – who had an
unfortunate love affair in his early twenties. Eventually, he married
another woman. His early tendency was toward gayety and the
romantic. He was a splendid dancer as a young man, but his experience
soured him – inwardly. He still is cordial and genial to all outward
appearances. He loves to talk and laugh, but there is one thing he cannot
stand – jazz music.
No, he never told me of his aversion to jazz.
But I learned of it from little things he has told me and that his
friends have told me and – most of all – from the look in his eyes when
he hears me play.
They have no expression in them. They shift and roam. Never
does he permit himself to absorb enough of the rhythm and gayety of
the music to cause his face to light up – and unless I can get that silent
applause from a man, I know I have not won his interest.
Easy Al of the Sidewalks
Of course there are some big men who never had souls to start
with. With them I have no chance at all. Some may not understand
music, and some may dislike it intensely. These people are all
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unconsciously antagonistic to jazz.
Then there are some persons who have naturally jealous natures
and resent listening to anyone whose performance has the stamp of
approval of the majority.
There are hopeless; I never even try to get them.
In the last few months I have played before many men whose
names are in the newspapers almost daily. There’s Al Smith.
Whenever anyone mentions the New York governor, one song
broadcasts itself into your mind.
The orchestra that wouldn’t play “The sidewalks of New York”
as a musical accompaniment to governor smith’s name would have
something wrong with it.
I have asked why the governor likes this particular number so
well. That’s easy. “The sidewalks of New York” is a mass song and Al
Smith is a mass man. He’s got a mass mind himself, and this, from my
point of view, makes him easier to “break into” than a lot of others.
Among his other favorite songs I would list “Echoes of New
York” and “Silverhead.”
James J. Walker, another man with a popular mind, likes nothing
better than to hear a jazz program in a restaurant or over the air. His
favorite song, of course, is “Will You Love Me in December as You Do in
May?” There’s reason enough for this – he wrote it himself.
That’s not a slam at the song, however, for it’s a fine one full of
pep and personality.
Of course I should have led off this list with President Coolidge,
but I didn’t because I lack reliable, first-hand information. If I were
called upon to play for the President, I would select a program of the
quieter, deeply melodious numbers. I think I would reach him more
quickly that way than any other, except perhaps by patriotic and
martial music, I happen to know that he is partial to “The Stars and
Stripes forever.”
A public man who is as keen as anyone I have met on modern
syncopation is Mayor Kendrick of Philadelphia, in whose private office
I played one day with my full orchestra. It was in the nature of a
serenade. I took into account, as I always am obliged to do, the size and
sounding qualities of the room and made some quick shifts in the
program upon which I had originally decided, in order to take into
account the restricted quarters. Mayor Kendrick was simply great as an
audience. He was right “with” me all the time and, because of the
closeness of the space I was able to make a test of my theory that as
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person shows his appreciation and attention by his eyes and mouth.
Great financiers, I should say, are as difficult to “catch” as any
man in the world. I have played for few in this country. On one
occasion, I recall, J. P. Morgan was present when I conducted. He was
cordial, and he smiled, but my reading of faces and eyes failed me
completely and I was unable to decide what impression – if any – my
orchestra made on him.
In my caricatures I have tried to show typical facial expressions
of certain public leaders while listening to jazz.
For my own amusement, I now make sketches of all the big men I
meet and play for. I started it in London, one night, by drawing Sir
Thomas Lipton as he impressed me during a concert.
Next to the airs from “Pinafore,” Sir Thomas likes “Tea for Two”
– which is hardly surprising.
While playing at the London Hippodrome for eight weeks last
summer I had a splendid opportunity to make a comparison between
the effect of jazz upon prominent Americans and prominent
Englishmen. And I believe that Englishmen of note are more wholeheartedly fond of jazz in its jazziest form than are our own
distinguished citizens. The Earl of Suffolk, for instance, likes his jazz
neat. He is fond of “Blues.” The Earl was a regular attendant at the Kit
Kat Club in London while I was playing there with my twenty-two boys.
There is a song called “The Meanest Kind of Blues.” I lost count of the
times I played that at his request.
The Duke of Marlborough likes pretty melodic numbers and
never tires of listening to the saxophones. He presented me, by the way,
with a silver and ivory baton engraved with his name. I talked over with
him some of the theories I have set down here, and he agreed with me.
His favorite song is “Waiting for the Sunrise.” I found that Lord Dewar,
another who keenly appreciates music, favored “I’ll See You in My
Dreams.”
There is a type of man in this country as well known as the
political and financial leaders, but far more susceptible to jazz. Jack
Dempsey is one of these and Tex Richard is another. In them you have
real jazz devotees. Dempsey loves to dance. He favors numbers of the
“Red-Hot Mamma” type.
Richard, I believe, is one of the keenest men in the world when it
comes to dealing with crowds and giving them what they want. I’m
proud to think that he has been won over by my playing. Indeed, he has
asked me to study the acoustics of his new garden with a view to
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furnishing the music.
Throughout this little piece I have used the word jazz. But I don’t
like it. I hate it as a feeble attempt to characterize the new development
in modern music. That’s the word I like – modern. The syncopated
arrangements in vogue today are direct outgrowths of the war. They are
orchestrated life, full of pep and freshness. This country has been the
leader in their development, and we are moving on to further
achievement.
America is destined to be the most musical land in the world.
Other nations are older and have had more experience with music than
we have had, but we are getting more musical every day. We are
beginning, at last, to distinguish the good from the bad. And that’s
progress.”
On the same subject we find a column written by Robert W.
Dana on August 24, 1954 in his column “Tips on Tables’:
“One of the most successful figures in the hotel and café phase of
show business over a period of years is Vincent Lopez, musician, band
leader, showman, scholar and author.
On June 27 Vincent and his orchestra, starting their 14 th year of
playing for lunch and dinner – dancing in the Grill Room of the Taft,
Seventh Ave. and 50th St.
I dropped by the grill Wednesday afternoon to say hello to the
piano maestro and find out about a possible state of boredom. He was
alive, articulate and elated over the success of his first presentation of
“Fashions With Music.” And he could not wait to finish telling about his
new caper before he spread out his whole deck of previous innovations:
“Shake the Maracas,” “Meet the People Interviews” and Monday
afternoon concerts.
Style Show With Music – “Fashions With Music” will be featured
once a month, showing dresses of leading designers and tied in with the
band’s music. A panel of feminine judges is selected from the audience
to choose three outstanding dresses from about eight. These, made to fit,
are awarded to three winners of numbers in a balloon dance directly
following the modeling.
As Mr. Lopez says: “In Tin Pan Alley, when a composer gets an
idea for a song, he almost thinks of a girl he connects the song with –
“Sweet Sue,” “Cecelia,” “Rose Marie,” With me, it’s the other way
around. A pretty girl makes me think of a song, like the first pretty girl
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in the fashion makes me think of the burr and a touch of heather in
“Roamin’ in the Gloamin.”
Another Frolic – Not long ago Vincent decided to hold concerts
Mondays from 2 p.m. in the grill. No dancing, no vocals, but music to
represent the tastes of the entire country, hillbilly to classical, old-time
and modern. An innovation that is delighting the lunch crowd on this
day, and no tax, either.
On Wednesday and Saturdays the customers howl as they join in
the game of “Shake the Maracas.” The contest starts with a brief
interview or chat with the band leader. The contestant then sings or
dances his or her specialty and concludes by shaking the maracas to the
rumba tempo of the band.
Vincent Lopez has long been a student of numerology and has
authored two interesting books. “What’s Ahead” and “Musical
Horoscope.” His next volume, “My Key to Life or What I Learned in a
Monastery,” is scheduled for publication in December. He uses this
special knowledge of numerology for a feature he calls Forecasting
Time.” Customers fill out cards with the month and date of birth, and
Mr. Lopez sometimes answers as many as 50 of them in 10 minutes. For
what he calls “themoriztion,” he takes the letters of a name related to
numerals and puts them together to find the musical melody that best
reacts to the name.
Radio Interviews – during the week Vincent has 11 radio wires
and during these broadcasts interviews customers at ringside. At least
45 percent of the customers come from the metropolitan area. The
strongest out-of-town play is from the south, particularly the
Carolinas.”
Among the stars that began their career with Lopez were Artie
Shaw, Xavier Cugat, Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey, Glenn Miller and Tony
Pastor. Also vocalists Betty and Marion Hutton.
Felix Arndt & Nola
Lopez’s theme song Nola, was written by Felix for his wife Nola
Locke as an engagement song ten months before they married. He was
born in New York City on May 20, 1889 and educated in the New York
School system. His mother, Countess Fevier, was said to have be related
to Napoleon III. As a young song-writer he wrote for several years for
vaudeville stars Bayes and Norworth and Gus Edwards. He made piano
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rolls for duo-art and QRS and others, some 3000 of them.
Felix was a fine pianist and had an influence on the young and
unknown George Gershwin. Gershwin would visit Felix at his studio in
the Aeolian building on 42nd St., between 6th and 7th Avenues. This
experience of Gershwin is said to be the inspiration for Gershwin’s
“Rialto Ripples. It is said that Arndt secured a job for Gershwin at
Aeolian Hall. This influence as David Ewen writes in his book “George
Gershwin” writes:
“Arndt’s influence on Gershwin has never been properly stressed.
Gershwin often visited Arndt at his studio in the “Aeolian Building on
42nd Street and was a great admirer of his piano music, which the
composer played to him by the hour. It is this contact with Arndt that
possibly stimulated Gershwin to write “Rialto Ripples.” In any event,
Arndt’s ragtime writing for the piano, which Gershwin learned and
assimilated, was by no means a negligible influence in shaping
Gershwin’s own style of writing for the piano.”
Nola was recorded by Les Paul and became a top 10 hit in 1950.
Arndt died tragically while very young (just 29) during the 1918 New
York influenza epidemic.
Vincent Lopez has never received the credit for his position in the
progress of jazz. He, along with Paul Whiteman earned a high position
in the popular music history of the United States. The positions that
they took on the place of jazz music as a legitimate art form has been
proven correct and they have proved to any early critics of their
opinions that they were right. Lopez rivaled Whiteman’s position as the
king of jazz, or, in Lopez’s words, modern American music. Lopez was
not only a great musician but endeavored to know his audiences and
please them with his programs. While his ‘sweet’ type of dance music
lost favor as the new swing bands made their music the new favorite, he
still holds a place of dignity in the history of American popular music.
But times change, and Guy Lombardo’s style is no longer played on
New Year's Eve. Nostalgic as it may be, times go on and new styles come
into existence much the same as Lopez’s music did. But, Lopez was right
as was Whiteman and Gershwin. Long live their music.
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Roger Wolfe Kahn
and
Otto Kahn
First some material on Roger’s father, OttoKahn
KAHN ON JAZZ – Otto H. Kahn, in an address before the Brooklyn
Chamber of Commerce recently, made some remarks in defense of jazz.
His words have been reported all over the world – a fact that is far more
interesting than the words themselves. If Tom, Dick or Harry had made
the same or similar statements not a single newspaper would ever have
quoted them, to say nothing of the editorial mention which has also been
accorded the remarks of Mr. Kahn. Even if Tom, Dick and Harry were
musical experts far more qualified to speak of jazz then is Mr. Kahn,
their words would have been received with (perhaps) respectful silence.
But Mr. Kahn has millions, he is a sponsor of the arts, he has a son who
directs a jazz band – therefore what he says is of importance – to the
news-seeking press.
As to what this same press thinks about Mr. Kahn’s statement.
The Times and The World write editorially upon the subject. The Times
heads its editorial remarks with the statement that: “His Opinion Will
Not Be Accepted,” and then puts into the mouths of imaginary critics a
whole series of statements contradicting M. Kahn. The World agrees, at
least, that “his thesis is sound” and that “jazz, whether we like it or not,
is American.” The World also says: “It is significant that our musicians
unanimously sniff at jazz,” which is not quite a fact, since some of our
musicians are actually writing jazz compositions, but is significant
nevertheless, for there is a tremendous prejudice among a majority of
American musicians against jazz.
This prejudice will not be lessened by Mr. Kahn’s remarks. Those
who hold it actually believe they are upholding the best traditions of
musical art in opposing jazz. They have not the patience to wait and see
what it may develop into, nor are they, apparently, conscious of the
beautiful (it seems so to us) tone color of the best jazz orchestras. It is
pleasant to have Mr. Kahn defend jazz, but how much better would it be
if some of our real-musical, pedagogical leaders had said just what he
said?
But no! These musicians – and The World is almost right when it
uses the word “unanimous” to describe their number – will not
acknowledge that way good can ever possibly come from this “evil”
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thing. They give the impression that they would rather America had no
national music then that this music should grow out of jazz. As The
Times says, if jazz expresses the American spirit, then the American
spirit “is in a very bad way.” And the Time also – inadvertently, perhaps
– calls attention to the crux of much of the argument of the “professors”
when it intimates that jazz violates the laws of music.
That is just the fault of many – they hold to what they conceive to
be the laws of music and of good taste without admitting that these laws
may change. Many of them have not really as yet accepted anything
much more advanced than Brahms, Debussy and Strauss are still on the
doubtful list, and as for the moderns! Nor have they the paternal
instinct which loves the bad boy in spite of his faults and has faith n his
proper growth. They refuse to aid in his growth. Their whole attitude
indicates that they would like to strangle him in his horrid youth as they
would a plague or any other national menace. The remarks that some of
them have been heard to make after hearing Whiteman or Lopez were
of such a character that they are only to be characterized as fanatical.
Do not the experiences of the past suggest the wisdom of
tolerance? And do they really think, these “sniffers,” to borrow The
World’s term, that jazz can do anybody any harm? Whether it stays
what it is or grows into a serious musical idiom, who can it hurt? Will it
prevent performances, as in the past, of the classics? If Whiteman and
Lopez play some of the classics on their jazz orchestras, is that any
worse than to play the classics on military bands? Is a band of grass and
wood with the clarinets taking the place of the violins any better than a
band of brass, saxophones and strings?
The one great and standing blot on jazz and the jazz orchestras is
their habit of garbing the classics. We do not mean the humorous
burlesquing of the classics – that is legitimate fun-making. What we
refer to is the rewriting of the classics, making potpourri out of them in
serious vein, shoving them all into fox-trot rhythm.
NOVEMBER 28 – MUSICAL NEWS
KAHN WANTS A JAZZ OPERA TO PRODUCE ON
METROPOLITAN STAGE – Otto H. Kahn, financier and chairman of
the Metropolitan Opera Company, has offered to produce a jazz opera
at the Metropolitan – on conditions.
“With an interest in jazz heightened by the adventure of his son,
Roger, in organizing a jazz orchestra, he has talked of jazz opera with
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Irving Berlin, Jerome Kern and George Gershwin.
“He told them the opera should not concern the love of an Indian
maiden for a pale-faced hunter but the story of a stenographer, shop girl
or any of the American types whose life is one of bobbed hair, subway
riding, movies and flapperism.
“I’d give my right arm to be able to do it’ Irving Berlin said
yesterday. “But I don’t feel I’m equipped for the work.’ He added it
would take the qualities of a Victor Herbert. Mr. Kern also said he did
not consider himself equipped, but expressed sympathy with the idea.
“Gershwin has taken a step toward long jazz pieces in his
‘Rhapsody in Blue.’ He indicated he was going further with this work.
In reference to this Charles Henry Melzer says: “Mr. Kahn again
rushes to the defense of the noblest national art – well, he is able to treat
the Metropolitan as a toy.”
Eleanor Everest Freer says: “Art is based upon nothing but talent
and technic, it needs no clap-trap or jazz basis, as Otto Kahn advocates
and when Americans take the operatic destinies of the country into his
own hands, then only, will the country produce art and opera.”
Mrs. Freer also quotes Delamarter as saying: “ ‘Art, to be pure,
must be based upon musical culture; and if based on folk tunes is
imitative, not wholly creative.’ “
Everybody’s talking about it! Everybody has an opinion – so, let’s
have a symposium.
Music News will, on Friday, December 12, print all the comment
on the subject which has been received at this office by Monday the 8th.
No matter which side you take – no matter whether you are
professional or layman and, above all, no matter whether you are an
advertiser in Music News or not, just so long as you have an opinion on
the matter and are not afraid to sigh your own name to it let’s have it
and we will hope to get, out of a variety of opinions, something more to
think about
JUNE 5 – LONDON EVENING NEWS
INTERVIEW WITH OTTO KAHN. “You are supposed to believe that
jazz is the music of the future, Mr. Kahn.”
“Of course, I hold no such belief,” Mr. Kahn replied. “What I do
think is that, notwithstanding the imperfections of present-day jazz,
there will develop out of it n the future, a genuine and significant
American contribution to the art of music.
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“Jazz is a novel and characteristic thing. True, it is traced back to
African origin, but America has taken it, modified it, and made it its
own. It is easy enough to deride or disparage it, but any movement
which is so vigorously intense, which has divulged new instrumental
colors and values, which has taken so firm a footing in its home country,
aroused so much attention abroad, and is the object of such great
interest to European musicians visiting America – any such movement
has a claim to be taken seriously.
“There must be something genuine, convincing, responsive and
vital to a form of music which, within a few years, has established itself
throughout the world. I have just completed a journey which took me
through a good part of Europe and some of Africa. Jazz was to be met
with everywhere, even among the Arabs.
“Jazz is manifestly limited and affected with crudities in its
present stage; its failings ‘jump at the eye’ as the French say, or, rather,
‘at the ear’; but it does characteristically mirror some of the conditions
of our modern life. It has rhythm and dynamics, and seeks – what is too
often neglected by the more ‘high-toned’ of modern composers –
melody. It is sincere and spontaneous and stands robustly on its feet,
boldly disregardful of rules and precedent.
“A first-rate ‘jazzy’ American revue or musical comedy, with its
swiftly rushing pace, the spontaneous grace, zest and swing of its
dancing, the tang of its humor, the kaleidoscope of its color, the hustling,
palpitating rhythm of its American talent than a savorless grand opera,
composed with painstaking erudition and technical impeccability after
the model of Wagner, Debussy or Strauss. By which I do not mean to be
understood as upholding jazz as a model. I look upon jazz as a phase, as
a transition, not as a completed process.
The Lesson of the Skyscraper
“About thirty years ago the skyscraper came to New York. It was
an ugly, over-ornamented thing, in keeping with the ugliness of the
monotonous rows of ‘brown-stone’ houses, when they were the
prevailing architecture of New York.
“Now, the skyscraper has become beautiful, splendidly impressive
in its mass and line, in its hold sweep upward wholly uninterrupted by
unmeaning ornamentation, expressive of power and striving, and at the
same time admirably adapted for its utilitarian purpose.
“And, simultaneously with the evolution of the skyscraper, the
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standards of general architecture of the city, private houses as well as
public buildings, have advanced by leaps and bounds. I believe it is not
too much to say that American architects, as a class, are in the very
front rank of the profession, and fully hold their own with those of any
other nation. Better, perhaps, than any other form of art, theirs, at
present, expresses the spirit of America.
“As the skyscraper, an original American creation, advancing
from crudity to beauty, came to be an American contribution to art, so I
believe that out of the seed of the thing generally called ‘jazz’ something
will spring to fruition which will take a worthy place in art.
For A man known to be distinctively artistic, a man who feels so
acutely and deeply on questions of art and music, who has given much
of his life and fortune towards developing what he sincerely believes and
emotionally senses to be true art, Mr. Kahn speaks his opinions with a
curiously calm, detailed and deliberate manner: he has one of the
explosive ardors of the music-enthusiast of tradition; he talks of music
as unemotionally as he would talk of a business deal.
A Task for Young Composers
“Will there ever by jazz opera, Mr. Kahn?” I asked.
“ ‘Jazz opera’ strikes me” Mr. Kahn said, “as a contradiction in
terms. In its literal meaning, it is utterly unthinkable. But I do hope that
some of the young American composers who, at present, are devoting
their talents to producing jazz dance music and jazz songs, will tackle
more important and more exacting tasks. I hope some of them will try
their hand at opera and endeavor to express themselves in their own
way – themselves and the spirit of the life which surrounds them, however unconventional that way may be.
“Such an opera will probably contain some of the motives,
rhythm, and characteristics of jazz, but whether it does or does not, is
immaterial. The main question is: ‘Has the work got musical merit?
Does the composer have something to say, and does he say it in the
manner which, to him, is the natural and spontaneous way of expressing
himself?’
“Similarly, with the book and story. Let it, too, be drawn from the
fullness of present-day life. Don’t let it deal with the love of a white
hunter for an Indian maiden who, in the last act, throws herself over a
precipice.
“There is a call for a new departure in opera. That does not mean
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that the old may be neglected, or looked at askance, or thrust aside. But
while respectful of the accumulated treasures, achievements and lessons
of the past, and reverential of the masters, music should seek to express
its day and even to anticipate. True art is eternal, but it is too stationary.
“The Metropolitan Opera in New York, of which I am chairman,
conceives it to be its duty to encourage and foster every meritorious
manifestation of American musical talent, and will gladly produce
operas whether by a jazz composer or by anyone else, and however
unorthodox in style, provided they are of adequate worth and interest.”
I asked Mr. Kahn whether he was encouraging his son to follow
up jazz, for which he has shown distinct aptitude. Mr. Kahn’s song, who
is eighteen, has been conducting and working with, and composing for,
jazz orchestras for some time in New York, and his activities have
attracted considerable notice there.
A New Flavor to Inherited Talent
“My son’s development is, of course, no matter of public interest,
least of all outside of his own country. If I speak of his activities in
music, I do so merely to illustrate a phenomenon of which, from my own
observation, I see him as a typical example.
“As far back as I have personal recollection (and that includes my
great-grandparents), music has been cultivated in my family. From that
ancestry, my son has inherited the taste and gift for music. But – and
here is the phenomenon to which I refer – there is some peculiar and
powerful force at work in the American atmosphere, whether it be sun,
soil, climate, environment, or whatever else, which in the case of those
born in America, of whatever European racial stock, transmute
inherited traits and qualities into distinctively American ways and
characteristics.
“My son is a case in point. His inherited taste and gift for music
manifest themselves, thus far, mainly in what are among the essential
American traits, namely, rhythm and dynamics. Hence he is drawn now
to what, for want of a better term, is comprehensively called ‘jazz,’ and
expresses himself in that musical idiom.
“He will later on come to Europe to study for a few years at a
European conservatory, as quite a number of young Americans are
doing. It will be interesting to observe, in his case, as in the case of
others, what will be the effect upon these intense, eager, spontaneous,
young American minds, of contact with the atmosphere and traditions
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of Europe and with the influences they will encounter in European
schools of music.”
1925 - March 15 – New York Times
Finally, into the musical sawdust circle leaped Otto H. Kahn,
liberal patron of the arts, with some liberally misquoted remarks on
jazz which many people reported as an invitation for some aspiring
young genius to composer a jazz opera for the Metropolitan’s classic
stage.
1925 – April 25, Musical America “Awaiting the Great American
Opera”
Finally, into the musical sawdust circle leaped Otto H. Kahn,
liberal patron of the arts, with some liberally misquoted remarks on
jazz which many people reported as an invitation for some aspiring
young genius to composer a jazz opera for the Metropolitan’s classic
stage.
1925 – May – Arts & Decorations –“The Three Emperors of Broadway”
In the golden opportunity for popular writers to base their
harmonic themes upon a more serious plane, as told by the hopeful
promise held out of jazz opera given a possible production during the
course of this coming year by the stimulus of Mr. Otto Kahn, musical
director of the Metropolitan Opera Company, whose interest in such an
enterprise will precipitate a long-felt though faint movement in this
direction. So far a greater effort in this field, the chance is given to these
three men as the outstanding experts and to other jazz writers of today
to register their musical originality in a higher, fuller form.
Who will achieve this initial step and win the golden opportunity
that awaits the creator of this first American jazz opera? Will it be
Kern, Berlin or Gershwin who will succeed in registering their rhythms
and basic themes up on a wider plane, or the American composer, John
Alden Carpenter, of greater orchestral dimensions, who will further
carry out his initial efforts in this line? Who will win in this great
contest, and whom shall we recognize as the budding genius whose
richness of harmonization has created a greater and more recognized
field for our national American jazz music background?
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1926 – April 6 – Independent – “Jazz in High Places”
Within the next few seasons we may expect to see, wedged in
between “Pagliacci” and “Lohengrin,” the very newest and shiniest of
jazz operas, for Otto Kahn intimated more than a year ago how
sweeping and all embracing was the attitude of the Cazzaza regime
toward all deserving American composers, whether they hail from the
Littlefield Musical Conservatory or from Broadway. Arthur Hopkins
has already negotiated for his own jazz opera, which is to be written by
W. Frank Harling, whose “A Light from St. Agnes” gave the natives of
Chicago something more than the menace of the Black Belt and the
whereabouts of Ben Hecht to discuss. Mr. Hopkins choice was a wise
one-and perhaps after hearing Gershwin’s flimsy little “135 Street”
contraption, the only one.
If “A Light from St. Agnes” is any indication of Mr. Harling’s
attitude toward the use of jazz in opera construction, his view is by far
the sanest of all those writing in that style, for in his work he uses jazz,
not as an expression of a nation or a phase, but as the keynote of a
character. The “Jazz character” in Mr. Harling’s opera is Toinette, a
soldier, drunken product of the New Orleans underworld. The vile
revelry in which she passes her life may easily be expressed by the
vulgarity of jazz as we understand it today. But even here this woman is
no more typical of America than is the bedraggled creature who
straggles about the docks of Vera Cruz.
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Roger Wolfe Kahn

Roger was born in Morristown, New Jersey on Oct. 19, 1907 to a
wealthy family, his father, Otto, was an international banker. Kahn had
a talent for music and is said to have learned to play 18 musical
instruments and started in his own orchestra in 1923 at the age of 16.
Having his father’s blessing and wealth, he hired the most famous jazz
musicians of his day to play in his band and to record with it. A list that
included Joe Venuti, Eddie Land, Artie Shaw, Jack Teagarden, Red
Nichols, the Dorsey brothers and Gene Krupa. The band recorded for
Victor until 1929, then with Columbia in 1929-30 and for Brunswick in
1932.
Kahn not only was a good musician but quite a showman. He
always had fun conducting his orchestra. It is said that as the band was
playing he would throw himself on the floor and wave his legs in the air.
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Once he became extremely popular and successful he tired of the band
business and disbanded the group. He had a great interest in the young
field of aviation. He earned his pilot’s license and eventually, in 1941
during the Second World War, he became a test pilot for the Gruman
Aircraft Engineering Corporation. Kahn tested many of the aircraft
used in WWII by American pilots. He did, in his later life return to
conducting and composing.
In 1931 he married musical comedy actress Hannah Williams.
They were married at his family’s estate on Long Island, the marriage
being kept secret from the public for about 2 weeks until Williams’ show
Sweet and Low closed.

Hannah Williams
The couple was divorced 2 years later and after a short time Williams
married boxing champion Jack Dempsey. Kahn married Edith May
Nelson in 1933 and stayed married until Kahn’s death of a heart attack
in New York City in 1962. His scrapbook is at the Jazz Archives at
Rutgers University Jazz Library. While he was not a prolific composer
he did write two hits, “Crazy Rhythm,” and “Imagination.” He
composed two musical comedies, Here’s How and Americana, and a
musical review Vogues of 1924.
Kahn’s fame was such that he appeared on the cover of the Nov.
12, Vol. X, 1927 issue of Time Magazine.
Kahn rehearsed his group at the Kahn family mansion on 5 th
Avenue in New York and the band made its debut at the Bohemian
Cabaret in New York City in 1924
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MAY 5 - OUTLOOK
ROGER WOLFE KAHN FROM RICHES TO RAGS by Ernest W.
Mandeville. You have read many a tale of the poor boy who advanced
"from rags to riches." Here is the story of a rich boy who went from
riches to rags and at the same time established for himself a $2,500-aweek earning power at the age of eighteen.
It is the story of Roger Wolfe Kahn, son of Otto H. Kahn,
international banker and the largest financial patron of the
Metropolitan Opera Company in New York.
Two years ago, Roger, a scion of one of the wealthiest families in
the country, against his father's wishes, determined to devote his life to
furthering ragtime music through the medium of organizing and
directing jazz orchestras. He waved aside a college course and all the
advantages that would have been his through great wealth and "went it
alone" in the jazz field. He plunged heavily, and accumulated debts of
over $25,000. In two years he had paid back all that he borrowed, and is
now making over $100,000 a year. He is already spoken of by critics of
syncopated music as ranking with Paul Whiteman and Vincent Lopez,
the leading exponents of American jazz. Quite a record for a boy of
eighteen!
The Kahns are a musical family. Roger's father is the majority
stockholder of the Metropolitan Opera Company, and it is under his
direction that the new home of our best opera is to be built on fiftyseventh Street, New York City. Roger's musical interest have always
been in the popular jazz field.
At the age of eight he began taking violin lessons. When he was
eleven, he was not satisfied with the playing of only one instrument, so
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he spent every afternoon in Ditson's music store, where, on account of
his family, they allowed him to select one instrument after another to
practice upon. He mastered all the various types of saxophones and all
the reed and string instruments. He is now acknowledged as being
expert in eighteen instruments, including the guitar, mandolin, banjo,
oboe, clarinet, and drums. His ability to change from one instrument to
another and to play every musical instrument used in a jazz ensemble
has been one of the features of his success as an orchestra leader.
At fifteen years of age Roger struck up a friendship with the now
famous Paul Whiteman, who at the time had an orchestra in the Palais
Royal, New York City. Roger went there night after night, fascinated by
the music of the present "jazz king." Whiteman made a place for him in
the back of the band, where the boy could study his methods and join in
the playing of the various instruments.
The following year Roger decides to have a jazz band of his own.
He made an arrangement to take over Andy Lange's orchestra in the
Knickerbocker Grill in New York City, guaranteeing Lange the full
amount which he was then receiving for his orchestra, $1,800 a week.
Roger went to his father and mother with his plan, expecting their
financial support. Both were violently opposed to it. They thought it a
passing boyish fancy, and they did not relish the family name being
connected with a jazz orchestra. Roger said that he must go ahead,
anyway, with his dream plan of being a famous jazz leader. Convinced
of his sincerity, Mr. and Mrs. Kahn gave their permission, provided that
he would not use the family name and he would not appear personally
on the cabaret floor as the leader of the orchestra.
Roger determined to build around the nucleus of the Lange
orchestra the finest jazz ensemble in New York City. He offered the
highest prices of any orchestra in town. He paid his musicians from
$150 a week up, with the accent on the up. In this way he attracted the
star performers of the other noted bands. But with these large salaries
he found himself losing $600 a week from his Knickerbocker Grill
engagement. He was forced to borrow $25,000 from his father to keep
up operations. Broadway thought this 'rich kid' an easy mark, and
everyone who had a wildcat theatrical or musical scheme cultivated
young Kahn with the hope of getting some of his money. He fooled them
all. He kept his head and doggedly held to his purpose of creating a
notable dance orchestra, even though it continued a weekly financial
drain on his borrowed money. He refused to be swerved from his course
of any of the schemers.
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During this period of family restrictions from directing, playing,
or using the Kahn name for his orchestra he called it "The Roger Wolfe
Band." Every night he sat at a near-by-table, crazy with desire to join in
the playing himself. He devoted long hours to rehearsals, arranging the
musical scores, dickering for new men, and once in a while he broke
over the bounds in the excitement of his orchestra's success and picked
up an instrument himself and joined in the playing.
The elder Kahn's visited the Grill room and found that their son
was really in earnest and that he had assembled a musical orchestra of
real merit. Thereupon they relented and allowed him to play and to use
his full name.
Roger then arranged a deal with the Biltmore Hotel, where his
orchestra received $2,800 per week-the highest salary ever known for a
steady hotel orchestra attraction. His contract with the hotel requires
him to appear personally only when he wants to. He so loves the work
that he is on the floor directing the orchestra almost every afternoon
and evening.
He then arranged to "double" his band into the leading vaudeville
houses during the off hours at the hotel. By real showmanship ability he
has made the orchestra one of the most popular features of New York's
two largest vaudeville theaters, the Hippodrome and the Palace. He has
had more "repeat engagements" at these theaters than any other
orchestra in the country. Some weeks he plays both of the theaters
together, getting a salary of $2,200 a week from each.
His next activity was to sign up for recording work with the Victor
Phonograph Company. He now records for them the most popular
dance numbers and receives $1,000 for each recording date. At each one
of these dates he makes about four records, and he has an average of
one recording engagement each week.
Not content with this prosperity and success, he opened a
Broadway office for training and sending out sub-orchestras under his
name, and he collects a personal royalty on each one. His orchestras are
greatly in demand for social functions. Colleges now want the best New
York orchestras for their proms, and they are willing to pay the prices
necessary to get them Yale, Georgetown, Fordham, and Cornell have
had Roger's orchestra. I am told that he gets $1,000 from each
engagement-apart from the orchestra's fee-for his personal appearance.
Two of his orchestras play at the Miami-Biltmore in Florida and the
Seville-Biltmore in Havana, Cuba.
His father has become very proud of the boy's achievements. He
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subscribes to six clipping bureaus and glories in the flattering press
notices accorded to Riger.
Roger has paid his debt in its entirety, and for a young man of
eighteen has proved his worth as a financier on his own account. His
personal banking account is now mounting rapidly. It was at first stated
that his flash of success was on account of the Kahn name and
consequent prosperity, but it is now admitted that he has won his place
among the leaders of jazz orchestras on merit.
How has the financial and popular success affected this boy just
out of a private school? I found him very modest and genuine. He seems
a very simple and unaffected boy. In financial matters, however, he has
the mind of a banker of mature years.
He works hard and long. He goes to his office at ten every
morning. There he arranges engagements for his eight orchestras and
rehearses with them. There he hires the musicians and makes the
musical arrangements of the new song hits and works on his own song
compositions. (He has written several popular successes) and on a
musical comedy which he is preparing with Irving Caesar. He is also
attempting to write a rhapsody based on the best of the Negro spirituals.
He says that he wants to develop something typically American in
music. His ultimate ambition is to conduct a concert tour similar to the
one now being made by Paul Whiteman.
All of these activities mean busy hours at the office until four in
the afternoon, when he goes to the Biltmore to direct his orchestra for
the tea dance. After dinner he returns to his office and works until late
in the evening, when he goes again to the Biltmore to direct the
orchestra until two in the morning. Between times he works in his
vaudeville appearances and assembles his musicians for their
phonograph-recording engagements.
He is now an important figure of Broadway. Broadway has
accepted him as one of its own. Broadway knows how that he is not a
kid to be fooled, but the young man who has made his mark on his
chosen profession. He has now reached that stage of popularity where
one of the leading restaurants has named a sandwich after him. He told
me in a very boyish way that he really does not like the ingredients of
this sandwich, but that every time he lunches in that restaurant he feels
compelled to order his namesake and to eat it with an appearance of
satisfaction.
In the career which he has chosen young Kahn has handled
himself wisely and well. How many other songs of wealthy parents are
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there who at eighteen years of age, thorough their own efforts, are
receiving more than double the salary of the President of the United
States?
1926 – March 26 - Literary Digest - “Debunking Jazz”
"Roger Kahn, for example, who saddened a whole bright Autumn
day for me by saying that he had read my article 'with great
indignation,' also 'exposed himself,' to an interviewer, 'as opposed to the
jazzing of classical music,' I myself would not go as far as that. If any
jazzist will write me a musical commentary on something of Chopin's or
Grieg's that is as witty as, say, J. C. Squire's parodies of Byron and
Wordsworth, or Mr. Sidgwick's of W. B. Yeats's 'Innisfree,' or Brahms's
treatment at certain points of a theme by Paganini, no one will be more
pleased with his effort than I. All I object to is the practice of a very
difficult and subtle art by think-fingered bunglers.
1925 – Dec. 12, Music News – “Our Jazz Symponism”
Ashley Pettis
Differs with Kahn on our jazz music - Ashely Pettis, pianist, says
it should not be permitted in concert halls - plea for serious artists - real
American composers are declared to be thinking in a new musical
idiom.
"Ashley Pettis, a young pianist who made his debut in this city
(ED: New York) two years ago and recently returned from a concert
tour of Europe, where in some cities he introduced the art music of
America, gave out a statement yesterday, criticizing the tribute to jazz
music recently made by Otto H. Kahn, chairman of the board of
directors of the Metropolitan Opera Co. He said in part: 'It is almost
impossible to calculate the wide-spread influence of Mr. Kahn's
sweeping declaration that jazz music has a just claim to be taken
seriously upon the great mass of the American public which takes its
views on artistic subjects from those who are in responsible positions
and are supposed to be correctly informed. The development of art
music is separate and distinct from the work of the so-called jazz
exponents. Jazz is nothing more or less than a distortion of every
aesthetic principle. It is all right in its place - the cabaret and the dance
hall - but it should not be permitted to invade the sacred precinct of our
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concert halls. Every loyal American looking forward for the artistic
development of this nation as a people should condemn such efforts to
lower American standards of art.'
"The tribute to jazz music which Mr. Kahn made and to which
the pianist refers, was in a speech by the banker last Tuesday at the
Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce, in support of the Brooklyn Little
Theatre movement. At that time he said that any movement, such as
jazz, ;'which bears so obviously the American imprint, which has
divulged new instrumental colors and values which has taken so firm a
footing in this country and is an object of such great interest to foreign
musicians visiting here, has a just claim to be taken seriously.'
"Are we to disregard the work of the serious American composer
as though he were non-existent,' Mr. Pettis went on to say, 'and elevate
the jazz-mongers of Broadway to immortality. The real American
composer, although thoroughly grounded in the past, is thinking and
working in a new musical idiom, which is by no means a rehash of
Wagner, Strauss and Debussy, as Mr. Kahn seems to believe, since he
spoke of a jazz band "having more claim to be ranked as an
approximation to American art than a savorless grand opera composed
with painstaking erudition and technical impassability after the model
of Wagner, Debussy or Strauss."
"The jazz composer is not a trained musician, nor generally
speaking, is he able to create a new jazz number without the assistance
of others. He is neither artist nor artisan. He knows what will appeal to
the Broadway public. He must tickle their senses. He must make them
scrape their feet on the floor. This does not in any way express American
ideals or aspirations and is no more a part of our music than the
Broadway slang, which is equally as colorful, is a part of our written
language. Jazz may be compared with our caricatures and cartoons. If
we must have jazz in Carnegie Hall why not have collapsible seats and
permit the audience to express the emotion which jazz arouses, which
are only physical. All great music has been founded upon folk music,
but this music has always had a spiritual significance. Jazz has no such
significance, and if the characteristics which account for its existence
were eliminated it would no longer be jazz.' Mr. Pettis supplemented
this statement by telling of the favorable reception given to the art
music of America in the various cities of Germany like Dresden and
Hamburg, and in many places, he said, it was heard for the first time
with great interest. 'Foreign artists, as a rule,' he concluded, 'like to see
America backward musically, because they reap the benefit of it.' "
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Royalty has long had a weakness for drumming. Our nearest
approach to a royal drummer is young Roger Wolfe Kahn, who, though
heralded as one playing a wicked saxophone and plucking a mean
banjo, became a member of the New York Musicians' Union as a snare
drummer. But we have recently entertained a real royal drummer in the
Prince of Wales. The future King of England goes in for all sorts of
moral amusements. It is not strange, therefore, that in this heyday of
instruments of percussion he should develop skill as a trap drummer.
During his service in the English Navy his royal highness was the
drummer in many a band concert aboard ship. He became adept in
military drumming and learned to read and play standard selections
with the best of English and American drummers.
1925 – Jan 30 – Literary Digest – “King Jazz and the Jazz Kings”
The range of prices for musicians is so great it is impossible to
figure from a purely salary basis. You can hire a jazz orchestra for fifty
dollars an evening - and up, with the accent on the up.
Moreover, it is pointed out that jazz is breaking down social
barriers in a way that to some beholders is alarming, while to others it
affords an encouraging foretaste of the brotherhood of man. Some of the
wealthiest and most stable families in the country have been drawn into
the jazz maelstrom in one way or another. Now we have the eighteenyear-old son of Mr. Otto H. Kahn - "banker, international financier and
New York's greatest patron of grand opera" - becoming a jazz king on
his own account and making more money than he knows what to do
with. And anon we read of Miss Ellin Mackay, daughter of Mr. Clarence
H. Mackay - "pillar of high finance and President of the Postal
Telegraph Company' - braving her father's displeasure to become the
runaway bride of another jazz king - Irving Berlin, whose first bid for
fame was made as "the singing waiter" at "Nigger Mike's" Chinatown
saloon and restaurant. Of young Kahn's case we read:
There is a boy who will not reach his nineteenth birthday until
after this is printed, who is making more money in a year than the
President of the United States receives. This boy is Roger Wolf Kahn,
son of Otto H. Kahn.
The boy is making so much money he doesn't know just how
much - because, no matter how fast he makes, it he is pouring it out
hiring the highest priced jazz artists in the country, and promoting jazz
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de luxe. His newest idea is the Club Fifth Avenue - the last word in New
York night clubs, five-dollar cover charge and everything extra,
probably a gold padlock for each guest.
The proposal to raid upper Fifth Avenue and establish the first
night club in the midst of exclusiveness furnished another thrill to New
York - and another jar to the Kahn family. In fact, the big project was
held in abeyance, waiting the consent of the father. But, since young
Roger Wolf has not yet lost an argument, the Club Fifth Avenue project,
which is intended to give New York's most exclusive set the same chance
to have fun as the rest of the people, probably will go over; and, as a
financial proposition, it is the soundest of them all.
In addition to organizing and directing the world's highest priced
(and, some musicians declare, the best) jazz orchestra, directing and
controlling twelve others, writing songs and composing musical
comedies, this boy is organizing and laying plans for a great semisymphonic orchestra to develop the fox trot theme and to place jazz on a
higher standard as a distinctive type of American music.
I wanted to see this young fellow who dropped out of society and
amateur music into the middle of Tin Pan Alley and caused a splash that
startled the musical world, who, in a year and a half, has built up a
musical organization rivaling those of Paul Whiteman and Vincent
Lopez, and threatening to pass them.
Bert Cooper, who has helped manage young Kahn's affairs, made
an appointment with me for eleven o'clock. At that hour I found the
office of Roger Wolf Kahn - the name blazoned on the windows larger
than the lettering on his father's bank, and just as big as that of Irving
Berlin, whose office is up-stairs above it. A young fellow was alone in the
office. I asked for Mr. Cooper and, as he ceased straightening up the
desk, the boy said:
"Mr. Cooper will not be down to-day."
"May I leave a note for him?" I asked.
The boy scurried around, found paper and pencil, placed a chair
for me at a desk, and for half an hour kept busy waiting on me. Then
the publicity manager came in, and knew me. So we sat down and
talked of Roger Wolf Kahn, his past, present, future, his morals, his
manners, his prospects - discussing him freely and somewhat breezily. I
noticed the boy seemed as delighted as a mischievous kid and I became
suspicious.
"Is this Mr. Kahn?" I demanded.
Yes - I thought you knew him," ejaculated the publicity man, as
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he introduced us.
"I thought you were the office boy," I exclaimed.
The youngster threw back his head and burst into a genuine
laugh, tickled to death that he had put it over.
"Well, he said finally, "I'd make good at it, wouldn't I? Wasn't the
service satisfactory?"
Young Kahn had to smash through the barrier of wealth, of social
standing, of musical prejudice, to get started for the goal he had selected
for himself. The Kahn family is musical. The father, Otto H. Kahn, has
for many years been America's greatest patron of grand opera, and he is
just as conservative as grand opera and banking will make a man.
When it was announced that his son, then just seventeen years of age,
had organized a jazz orchestra., was planning to make his debut as
leader of his own orchestra at the Knickerbocker Grill, and that he
intended to get into the business of improving the breed of jazz, the
father put down a well-shod but fairly emphatic foot. Coincidentally, the
musicians' union put down both feet and, as a result, Roger Wolf Kahn
(himself, in person) did not appear at the Grill as advertised.
He lost that argument temporarily. But he did not change his
mind. Instead of being discouraged, he went before a committee of the
musicians' union, took an examination, qualified as drummer, and, after
satisfying the committee that he understood orchestral drumming, he
played half a dozen instruments for them and became a qualified
member of the union.
Once convinced of the boy's sincerity, the Kahn family
encouraged and backed him, so the delayed opening was a big success,
with a brilliant assemblage present, led by his father and his father's
friends. Roger Wolf Kahn, at seventeen, stepped onto the leader's stand
and waved the highest priced baton in musical history.
How he convinced his father of the soundness of his idea he alone
knows - but he knew more about the situation and the financial
possibilities of the jazz than his father suspected and we are told
further: Roger Kahn does not claim the leadership - yet. He says
Whiteman is the leader in organization and financially, but when his
own plans are complete, Kahn will, I believe, assume the supreme
position. He is working toward the organization of a great semisymphonic orchestra that will develop a distinct and higher type of
American music.
Once convinced that the boy's ideas were practical, Otto H. Kahn
encouraged and backed him to the limit. It may have jarred him to hear
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drums, oboe, and saxophone jazzing the Meditation from Thais, but he
did not weaken. The boy showed surprising aptitude for business and
for organization. Instead of proving a "sap" for the Broadway "wise
ones," he convinced even the hardest boiled eggs in Tin Pan Alley that
he "is the goods." He opened an office, selected efficient aids, and
proved himself an adept in choosing musicians. He abandoned his plan
of going to college at Princeton, and decided to devote his life to music,
and to the development of what we call jazz into a distinctive form of
American musical expression.
He organized his own orchestra, which he leads in person at the
Biltmore twice a day. It is the highest paid jazz orchestra in the world,
and composed of artists chosen from the best bands in the country.
Besides that, he controls the new porters, the Dopey Dozen, the Society
Serenaders, the Mayfair Melodians, a female orchestra called the
Debutantes, and several others, and is ready to supply jazz wholesale or
retail, day or night. He asks and receives higher prices than any one in
New York. My guess is that, after paying the highest prices to
performers, he is making about two thousand five hundred dollars a
week. Which is fair for a nineteen year-old boy.
Among the songs he has written are: I Love You Sincerely, Nobody
Loves Me, Let Me Be the One for You, Why? And a pretentious
composition called Pep.
His greatest triumph he believes, lies in the fact that he persuaded
the Biltmore to rescind its rule requiring formal dress for all evening
dancing and dining. As we read:
He argued against if from the time his orchestra was selected to
play the dance music, and finally triumphed, so now visitors who have
left their formal clothes at home may dance to his music. He thinks jazz
and formal clothes often make a discord.
"I don't know when I started in music," he told me. "Ever since I
can remember I loved it. There was something in me that made music. I
commenced with the violin when I was six years old and worked on it
thirteen years. I took up drums and studied symphonic drumming for
two years. I tried almost every instrument. For a long time I was an
outsider, an amateur, I happened to be the son of a rich man, which is a
good thing or not, according to the way one uses or abuses it. The real
musical fellows probably thought my love of music was just the fad of a
rich man's kid. I did not know how to get acquainted with them. I used
to slip away, so no one would know who I was, and try to get
acquainted. After wandering around, I used to go to Ditson's store,
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where they knew me, and loaf around, playing all the different
instruments. I found the saxophone there, and in playing it commenced
to realize its possibilities. I got acquainted with some musical fellows,
too. Probably it was the saxophone that gave me the entree to the best
jazz circles.
"My career? Well, my ambition is to organize a great semisymphonic orchestra, something after the style of Paul Whiteman's. I
think Whiteman was the first really to understand jazz and to realize
the possibilities of the fox-trot vogue; to take it seriously. I believe he
was right. None of us understands it fully; the new music is in a
developing stage, and from it something new and fine will come.
"I am working now on a symphony adjusted to the popular
vogue; a sort of Americana. I am working some of the best of the Negro
Spirituals into the main theme, and try to develop something typically
American in music. It may be I am not the one best qualified to do this,
and that some great genius will arise to perfect it.
"We are not fully up to the possibilities of this new type of musical
expression. There are glaring faults, musically, in most of the jazz, and
these faults must be eradicated. Someone will do it, and I want to
contribute something toward its development."
Is he learning the game? Listen!
"We're not off the nut yet. But we're coming."
Quotes from Books
The Night Club Era
The doings of Roger Wolfe Kahn, son of the banker Otto, who lost
a lot of money on his night club, “Le Perroquet.”
McCarthy Big Band Jazz
Glenn Miller, who was out to emulate the sound of the then
enormously popular and commercially successful Roger Wolfe Kahn
Orchestra. (page182)
Tommy Dorsey – from 1925 alternated working in big bands such
as Whiteman, Roger Wolfe Kahn and others (page 219)
Artie Shaw – Toured with Roger Wolfe Kahn in 1933 (page 261)
Along came Roger Wolfe Kahn, son of millionaire banker and
philanthropist Otto Kahn (and co-composer of the popular standard
“Crazy Rhythm”), with plans to form a new band for an engagement at
the Pennsylvania Hotel. Kahn’s mid-20s orchestra, resident at the
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Biltmore, had been the talk of New York, with Miff Mole, Joe Venuti,
Vic Berton, and trumpeter Leo McConville among its stars. Jack
Teagarden, subbing for Mole, took his first major recorded trombone
solo on a 1928 Kahn session.
Now Kahn was building a brand-new band with a brand-new
book – one that called for the lead alto to play the jazz clarinet solos.
The socialite-leader’s choice for that chair was Artic Shaw. But Shaw,
his finances still shaky after the auto accident and its aftermath, was
determined to be hired only on his terms, which started with the – for
1932 – outlandish weekly salary of $500.
“I told him, ‘I want ten weeks half-pay in advance, and the rest
while I play.’ He gave it to me. I changed the money into five-dollar bills
and took it home. Claude Thornhill and his wife Polly were living in the
same building: he’d come in from Cleveland and was waiting out his
card. I knocked on their door, and when Polly opened it I went ZAP!
Tossed it all in the air. I don’t know how many bills there were, but it
was quite a pile. Claude stood there, stunned. He couldn’t believe it. He
kept yelling, ‘Is this real? Is this real?”
It was a good band, with Charlie Teagarden, Larry Binyon, and
drummer Chauncey Morehouse among the sidemen and arrangements
by Thornhill, Arthur Schutt, Bill Challis, and even a seventeen year-old
Eddie Sauter. They played Boston and Atlantic City, did six weeks at the
Grill Room of the Pennsylvania Hotel (Roger would leave and we’d play
the blues – the waiters and the rest of them hated us”). After which most
of Kahn’s sidemen – but not the leader – signed on for the pit orchestra
of the Gershwin show Pardon MY English. After tryouts in Boston it
opened in New York on January 20, 1933, and lasted only forty-six
performances. Kahn reassembled his men that spring for a month at the
swanky Club Forest, in New Orleans – but that was the end of the road.
The leader, a new wife at his side (a brief marriage to singer Hannah
Williams had come and gone in 1932), sailed for Europe on august 5,
1933.”
Shaw: Roger Wolfe Kahn was like that. He was a dilettante, a rich
kid, and he got bored with it. I don’t believe in dilettantism: the one nice
thing about music not being supported is that either you make it work
or you don’t. That’s part of the dues you pay. The guy who can afford to
do it because he’s subsidized doesn’t really know the value of strife.
Lost Chords
Miff Mole – Roger Wolfe Kahn, 22 year old son of millionaire
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banker Otto Kahn, hired Mole for good money to play in an all star
band he was putting together he was putting into the Biltmore Hotel.
Miff stayed with Kahn 18 months – on condition that Miff could also
continue to record as a freelancer. Page128
Miff, with characteristic look of competitiveness, had even sent
the newcomer (sic. Teagarden) in as a ‘sub’ on a Roger Wolfe Kahn date
in March of 1928. Teagarden’s chorus on “She’s a great, great Girl,”
generally considered his recording debut, created a sensation when it
was issued and did much to fix the Texan in the minds of potential
employees for whom, before this, the ‘hot’ trombone men of choice were
Mole and Tommy Dorsey.
Vic Burton (sic. One of the great drummers in this era) played
with Roger Wolfe Kahn. – Page 140 Eddie Miller – put in a few months
with Kahn – page 140
In late 1925, the most commercially successful white orchestras
playing for dancing apart from Paul Whiteman’s were those of Roger
Wolfe Kahn, Ray Miller, Isham Jones and the New York based
California Ramblers. – page 321
Glenn Miller – fashioned his arrangements after the successful
New York ‘Society Band of Roger Wolfe Kahn, who employed such to
jazz man as Miff Mole and the violin/guitar team of Joe Venuti and
Eddie Lang….AS Goodman put it in “The Kingdom of Swing,” the
Kahn band’s arrangements ‘were pretty complicated. They might not
sound so now, but they were for us, especially as (our) level of reading
ability wasn’t very high. As Benny told it, the band finished at the
Southermoor at 2 am the night before a recording date, then started
rehearsing the new score. “It took us until 6 am to get them in shape,”
he said. The session was scheduled for nine.
Sure enough, the sound is clearly on the Kahn model, replete with
a pair of violins played by Pollack’s cousin Alex Bellen and a prodigy
named Victor Young, who had studied at the Warsaw Conservatory in
Poland and already gained experience on the international concert hall
circuit. It’s a well crafted score, though the intro built on the whole tone
scales, seems at first to lead nowhere: it just stops, and the saxes then
state the melody over muted brass punctuations and a violin
counterline…Mole, Miller’s own Miff Mole – like interjections in the
bridge reinforced the sense of similarity to the Kahn band. Page 322
George Van Eps “Banjo bullet” built a crystal set. One of the first
things he brought in was a broadcast by the Roger Wolfe Kahn
Orchestra playing in the Pennsylvania Hotel Grille. They were in air
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every night, on WEAF/WJZ. Joe Venuti and Eddie Lang were in that
band. Even as horrible as the sound was on our little crystal set, I would
hear the sound of the guitar. It had a singing quality.

After demonstrating the tenor & 5 string model (George became a
banjo manufacturer) at the Pennsylvania Hotel, going to dinner down to
the Grille we went, and there was the Kahn Band. This marvelous band
with Arthur Schutt, Joe Venuti, Vic Burton, Alfie Evans – all those great
guys in it. And Eddie Lang. There I was, looking right across the dance
floor at my idol.
Ben Pollack: a lot like Roger Wolfe Kahn’s Band – they had a
million instruments and all sorts of woodwinds like oboes & flutes and
things. And it looked sharp! Well, Pollack took one look at them and
decided that we had to have all that stuff too. Page558
Fred Van Eps had come prepared with a surefire way to entice not only
Lang but the entire Kahn band up to his suite when they finished
playing. “He made the most marvelous corn whiskey,” said George.
“meticulously blended, as you’d expect, absolutely safe – and ‘200
proof.’ He’d brought two gallons of the stuff in with him and served it
with grapefruit juice to all the people he knew who came into look at the
instruments.
“On that first night, when the band finished at the Grille, why, up
they came, fast as you could imagine.” What started as an informal
gathering soon developed into a jam session, the Van Eps boys joining
in, and lasted into the wee hours. When things finally broke up, Lang
was quick to notice young George eyeing his Gibson L-4 guitar. It was
then that he asked the fateful question and got the boy’s tremulous
reply.’
“Naturally I didn’t get any sleep that night.” Van Eps recalled, “I
had the guitar – and that turned out to be the end of the banjo for me.
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Not long afterward I went to a music store in Newark, where I’d been
told I could get a discount. I bought a forty-dollar Martin guitar – I
couldn’t afford one of those Gibsons. But it was enough: I was on my
way.”
Several critics, Max Harrison among them, have speculated that
Eddie Sauter may have written the “Sobbin’ Blues” arrangement.
Certainly Sauter, who wrote several scores for Roger Wolfe Kahn while
Shaw was in the band, was by 1936 an established craftsman page 821
The information thanks to Kahn’s meticulously detailed
scrapbooks, now on file at the Institute of Jazz Studies at Rutgers
University. The Kahn orchestra also made a one-hour vitaphone short
in 1932, released as Yacht Party. (Sic: In this short he piloted an
airplane. Shaw is visible in several shots of the band and solos on several
numbers, notably a lively “Way Down Yonder in New Orleans.”
The Kahn show “Here’s Howe (5-1-28) was not a ‘hit’ but the one
bright spot was the song “Crazy Rhythm.” The plot: Joyce Baxter is a
stenographer at the Tredwell Motor Company. Her boyfriend, Billy
Howe also works there as a mechanic. Together they want to build a
combination tearoom and gas station on the Boston Post Road. Joyce
accompanies her boss on a trip around the world. Billy insists that Joyce
go on the trip. They meet months later in Havana and she finds out that
Billy has become wealthy by gambling. Billy loses his wealth and the
finale finds the two standing on the Boston Post Road, poor again – but
hopeful.
Kahn and Joseph Meyer wrote the score with lyrics by Irving
Ceasar. The song Crazy Rhythm was sung by orchestra leader Ben
Bernie with Peggy Chamberlain and June O’Dea. The song that was
used throughout the production- Imagination - was to be the hit but was
over shadowed by the song Crazy Rhythm. Bernie’s orchestras played
most of the music on stage. He received good reviews for his
performance.
Crazy Rhythm
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Americana opened on Broadway on October 20th, 1928. The show
met with almost instant failure. Kahn wrote most of the music and
performed it with his orchestra in the pit. No hit song came from the
show and perhaps the most interesting item was that George Gershwin’s
sister Frances, was in the show as a singer. The aging Rosamond
Johnson who was so prominent is earlier black musicals returned to
Broadway in this show. The show did use two choruses, one white, and
the other black. The review satirized talking films, the Chicago gangster
era and other topics. The review had all the players on roller skates.
(Sic. I wonder if Andre Lloyd Weber knew this.) One satire was on the
new law of New York City that required the city’s taxi drivers to hang
their picture in their cabs.

Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation.
Dave Scheuer was an engineer for Grumman and later joined the
“Blue Angels.” He has an article entitled “My Unusual Boss.”
“My boss, Roger Wolfe Kahn, was an unusual man, indeed. It was
he who provided the backing and encouragement from Grumman
Corporation that I needed to support the Blue Angels as I was able to
do.”
Scheuer wrote in the New York Times of July, 1962:
“Roger Wolfe Kahn dies at 54; Orchestra Leader and Test Pilot
In recent years, his interest in aviation had overshadowed his activities
in the field of music. He had served as a test pilot and service manager
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of the Grumman Aircraft engineering Corporation and as a vicepresident of the Institute of Aeronautical Sciences.
He was still remembered best, however, by many New Yorkers for
the story of his marriage in 11931 to the musical comedy actress
Hannah Williams. Miss Williams was appearing in “Sweet and Low,” a
revue at the Forty-fourth Street Theater. She and Mr. Kahn were
married by a justice of the peace at the Kahn Estate, but the union was
kept secret for two weeks while the bride continued to appear in the
show.
Mr. Kahn organized his own jazz band before he was 17, and
played clubs, hotel and vaudeville engagements. He composed several
songs and performed on a variety of instruments, including saxophone,
clarinet, banjo and violin.
He became interested in aviation not long afterwards and after
five years as a private pilot, among which time he was the owner of
many expensive airplanes, he passed the examination for a transport
pilot’s license.
Mr. Kahn joined the Grumman organization as a test pilot in
1941, and tested the Grumman Wildcat and Hellcat fighter planes,
which were credited with an important role in the Pacific in World War
II. He also tested airmail pick-up devices that proved of considerable
value to aviation.
Many musicians and singers who became noted in their fields
played or sang in his band. Tommy Dorsey, Artic Shaw, and Morton
Downey were among them. (Sic: also Red Nichols and Gene Krupa)
A member of many aviation and test pilot groups, he had served
as vice president of the Wings Club and belonged to the Quiet Birdmen
and the National Aeronautical Association.
He also wrote the score of two musical comedies: “”Here’s Howe,”
and “Americana,” and for the revue “Vogues of 1924.”
Mr. Kahn was the first band director at the Claremont In and
Riverside Drive and 124th Street when that establishment was
remodeled and reopened by the city in 1934. Among Mr. Kahn’s betterknown compositions were “Crazy Rhythm<” “Nobody Love Me,” and
“Imagination.”
Mr. Roger Wolfe Kahn died on July 12, 1962 at age 54.
Arthur Schott - 1902-1965
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Arthur Schutt began his career accompanying silent films on the
piano. He played with the Paul Specht Orchestra in 1918 for several
years. Throughout the 1920s he worked with numerous bands including
the Roger Wolfe Kahn Orchestra. He moved to California and worked
as a studio musician at MGM. He died in 1965.
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Paul Specht
Within the realms of the dance music of the 1920s Paul Specht’s
band was one of the nation's big 3 – Vincent Lopez, Paul Whiteman and
Specht. Being so famous and well-known his band was chosen to play
for President Hoover’s inaugural ball. His band was the first orchestra
to broadcast for RCA, the first to broadcast over a nationwide radio
network that included 109 stations. In the New York Clipper Specht
remarked on his broadcasting on station WEAF, the first exclusively
‘hot’ unit was broadcasting on a regular basis: “Radio, is the greatest
method for exploiting anything man has ever invented. It is the one
perfect medium for bringing out the best artists and music.”
Paul Specht was born on March 24, 1895 in Sinking Springs,
Pennsylvania to a father who was a band leader playing violin and the
organist for the local church. Paul was a child prodigy and gave
concerts at a very early age. His father taught him to play the cornet so
that he could be in the Sinking Springs Concert band. He was also
taught violin by Harold Bechtel. As a youngest he sold newspapers but
began playing in local bands on the weekends. He graduated from high
school at age 15 and began to study at Perkiomen Seminary for the
priesthood but continued to play piano while at the seminary. He soon
became a favorite entertainer there as he played ragtime piano in his
free time. He left the seminary to study piano, violin and counterpoint at
the Coombs conservatory in Phil.
He then organized the “American Collegians’ touring extensively
in the Western part of the country. This was around the World War I
era. Following a gig at the Hotel Alamac in Atlantic City he then
appeared at the Hotel Addison in Detroit. In 1922 his “Serenaders”
accompanied Vaughn de Leath in a radio broadcast in Detroit. At one
time in Reading, Pa. he played, on violin, with pianist Chester Wittel
and cellist Paul Sechnist at the Berkshire Hotel, the Arcadia Theatre
(734 Penn.) and at Loew’s Colonial.
Shortly after he moved to New York City where the band was
quiet successful
They appeared at the State Theater and started on the Keith Circuit
with equal success. The band then took residence at the Hotel Astor,
playing for dancing in the ballroom on the hotel roof. The Columbia
Graphophone company signed the band to a recording contract and as a
result received wide publicity and exposure. The average age of the
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band members was 22 years old with every member a conservatory
trained musician.
On Sept. 14, 1920 the Specht band broadcast live dance music on
a local Detroit radio station. Within a few months, dance music had
become a popular radio staple. Radio stations began broadcasting band
remotes from dance halls, restaurants and other venues, the broadcasts
were usually uninterrupted by commercials.
Around 1922, Specht opened a booking office at 1591 Broadway
at which time was under the direction of Joe Samuels, who placed
booking in Europe, Australia and china. Specht placed two bands in
England in 1922 – “The Criterions” and “The Frisco Syncopators.” He
secured a contract in England to send orchestras and was expected to
also bring his own band to London. The other two bands arrived in
England aboard the SS “Majestic” on Sept. 23, 1922.
On May 28, 1923, Specht arrived in England on the SS
“Aquitania.” The band began playing for the opening of the new “Lyons
corner House” in Coventrey St., London on May 30, 1923. While there
they appeared on a vaudeville program at the Alhambra. The ‘band
within a band’ the Georgians was led by Frank Guarente which
concentrated on ‘hot’ numbers while the larger group “The romancers”
specialized in waltzes. (Sic: This band within a band was used in early
New Orleans Bands. Ex: The name of one of the early bands – “The
Pelican brass and string band” led by legendary James Humphrey.)

July 1920
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Returning to America on August 11, 1923, sailing from Cherbourg.
There began, in England a group that set out to stop American bands
visiting England which later led to large problems and even the US
congress voted on a bill to stop English musicians from coming to the
US.
Returning to the US Specht continued to add bands to his roster.
His orchestra was booked at the newly-opened Hotel Alamac at the
Congo Room with a deal to also broadcast radio programs on WHN.
In June of 1924 a Specht band (under the direction of Hal Kemp
(from Univ. of North Carolina) called “The Carolina club Orchestra
sailed to England on the “Berengaria” was not allowed or given a
permit to play in England. A cable reached the boat when in the middle
of the Atlantic on July 19, 1924 telling them they did not have a permit
to perform in England. On board was The Sec. of State Charles Hughes.
Pressure was exerted about the problem and 2 days after arriving they
were finally granted a permit, while still more pressure was added on
July 28th. The orchestra played at the Piccadilly Hotel which was
holding “An American Week during August.

When Frank Guarente was added to the band by Specht to come
from Europe to play with Specht in the US he was refused admission,
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locked up overnight without food or drink. He was not allowed to
contact Specht and sent back to France. The American AFM countered
with a refusal for English bands to enter America. Specht returned from
England on the same boat that was sailing the Prince of Wales. The
Prince was a jazz fan (playing drums) and heard the Specht band on
this voyage. There was trouble with the boat’s booked band but they
reached an agreement and the Specht band was allowed to play 2 hours
a night at the request of the Prince, who was later to become King of
England.
Specht was awarded a contract with the Cunard Steamship Line
which later would cause more trouble. He did have a contract to play on
the largest ship of the line.
Returning to Europe in Oct. of 1924 a band of Specht was sent
there to play (called the “Lido Venice Dance Orchestra) opened in
Brussels in Oct. of 1924, then on to Berlin for 8 weeks. At the end of
1925 in Paris, they made a short appearance there and it was on to the
Empress Room in London. They returned to Europe in the spring of
1925 playing in Rome. The band returned to Berlin after which the
band broke up on about June of 1925.
In the meantime Specht continued to expend his agency. During
this time Specht sent out a memorandum on how he expected his band
members to behave – ‘Play your best, dress your best, and many other
items. This was on April 20th of 1926.
Specht again sailed to Europe on the RMS Aquitania on April 13,
1926. Charlie Spivak was part of this band but did not sail as he had no
passport and was left on the dock when the ship sailed... On April 23,
the band opened at the Empress Room of the Royal Palace Hotel in
Kensington.
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April 1926
They returned to New York on June 26, 1926. During this time
there was still trouble between England and American use of bands in
their respective countries. Specht made no trips to Europe after 1926.
Specht continued his successful career as a bandleader. In the late
1940s Specht contracted rheumatoid arthritis and retired. In his final
years he lived in Greenwich Village in New York City. He took ill in
1954 and died at the Univ. Hospital on April 1, 1954 at the age of 50.
During this time he still was doing musical arrangements for radio and
TV programs. He was buried at St. John’s Church Cemetery in Sinking
Springs, Berks County, Pa.
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Specht was a true pioneer in the dance band movement. Starting
in Detroit with a six-piece group in 1916 the band business at this time
was in its infancy. Within a few years he had enlarged his band to 12.
During the early and mid 1920s his band was one of the best known in
the business and a training ground for future big band musicians. A
roster of band members included those who would eventually lead their
own bands: Russ Morgan, Chauncey Morehouse, Arthur Schutt,
Charlie Spivak, Bob Chester, Artie Shaw and Orville Knapp. He had
been the first to be heard on radio.
Specht did compose some songs – the best known was “Moonlight
on the Ganges.”

Also a novelty song “Who Takes Care of the Caretaker’s
Daughter.”
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Photos of Specht’s Bands

One of Specht’s appearances was with Gene Tunney the
heavyweight boxing champion at a charity event:
A charity affair was held at the Orange Armory, Corner of
William and Center Streets, Orange, New Jersey. This reception was
held Friday evening, October 29th 1926 to benefit Our Lady of Lourdes
Building Fund. Cost of admission was $1.50. But most exciting of all was
the fact that Gene Tunney, Heavyweight Boxing Champion, was slated
to appear in person along with Paul Specht and his London Orchestra.
Paul Specht’s jazz/dance band was a phenomenon in its own right in the
Roaring 20s.
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As with all popular figures we find a cartoon with Specht as its main
theme:
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Our artist’s impression of the famous Paul who, with his band, is
playing for the dancers at the Empress Room, Kensington. Paul Specht,
who runs forty orchestras in the States, is the sponsor of a bill before the
Senate which aims at establishing a scheme for an international
exchange of musicians.
The Slide Saxophone – 1922
Probably the first demonstration of syncopated quarter-tone
music ever played anywhere was presented during the program of
dance and concert music by Paul Specht and his world famous
orchestra over Station WOR and the Columbia Broadcasting Chain at
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10:00 p. m. pm the evening of April 25.
Specht played the following program consisting of his Columbia
recordings one More Night, The Grass Grows Greener, Way Down Home,
Let a Smile be Your Umbrella, We Ain’t Got Nothing to Lose, a novelty
recording of southern folk songs titled Echoes of the South, and a grand
new Broadway waltz titled Let’s Remember Yesterday featuring Johnny
Morris, vocalist. The quarter-tone musical novelty will be included in
another new Broadway tune titled, “Just a Little Different.”
Specht uses a new invention of slide saxophone with slide cornets,
string bass and tympani for his quarter-tone effects and a musical treat
and innovation was served for the high-brows as well as the popular
song fans!
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Billy Arnold
Billy Arnold was born in America in 1886 and died in 1954. The
Billy Arnold Jazz Band is mentioned by Milhaud as being one of the
excellent jazz bands he heard. In two articles written by Milhaud he
speaks of the Arnold Band:
“The Jazz Band & Negro Music” in the October 18, 1924 issue of
Living Age:
….It is necessary to hear a serious jazz band such as Billy Arnold
or Paul Whiteman. There nothing is left to chance, everything is balance
and proportion, revealing the touch of the true musician, perfect
masters of all the possibilities of every instrument. One must hear a
soiree by the Billy Arnold Band in the Casino at Cannes or Deauville.
Sometimes 4 saxes are leading, sometimes the violin, the clarinet, the
trumpet or the trombone. Or again one may hear an infinite variety of
instrumental combinations, uniting one after another with the piano and
the percussion instruments, each with an expression peculiar to itself.”
Development of the Jazz Band & North American Negro Music in
the December 15, 1925 issue of Metronome:
“….However, one should hear a really sterling Jazz Band, like
that of Billy Arnold or of Paul Whiteman. Here nothing is left to chance,
everything is done with perfect tact and is uniformly distributed, which
immediately testifies to the taste of a musician who is wonderfully
familiar with the possibilities of each instrument. Just follow Billy
Arnold’s playing at the Casino at Cannes or Deauville during one of his
soirees. Once he is play with four saxophones and again with violin,
clarinet, trumpet, trombone – in short it is a constant change of
instrumental combinations, which gradually mingle with the sound of
the piano and the percussion instruments, and each of which
individually taken, has sense and logic, sound effect and possibilities of
expression.”
The Arnold Band did record about three times between 1920 and
1923. There are a total of 18 tracks attributed to the Arnold Band in the
discography by Tom Lord.
The Arnold Band did play in England and on the continent during
the band’s career. There is a picture of a Billy Arnold Band, although it
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may be an earlier edition of the band as only one saxophone is pictured.
The personnel of the band in the picture is as follows: Leader Bill
Arnold-piano, Charles F. Kleiner-trumpet, Billy Trittle-trombone,
Henry Arnold-clarinet/soprano sax, Harry Johnson-alto sax, and Chris
Lee-drums. The instrumentation in the picture is of a traditional jazz
band, not the larger four saxophone band that Milhaud spoke of in his
article. The photograph is the front of a vintage postcard. It was
probably used to promote a concert organized by Jean Wiener that was
given in Paris on December 6, 1921. Jean Cocteau later remarked that
“Billy Arnold’s Band presented the very first Jazz Band concert in
France.”
Arnold spent his entire musical career in England and the
continent. Igor Stravinsky and Darius Milhaud did hear this band as
well as many others.
In “Jazz Away From Home” by Chris Goddard we read about the
Arnold band in a narrative that is less then flattering about Arnold’s
recording of Stop It.
“Recordings made by white bands at this time make very sad
listening to comparison with this (Sic: a Sidney Bechet recording). One
of the earliest examples was Billy Arnold’s version of Stop It recorded on
December 13, 1922 for Columbia. It is obviously an attempt to copy the
Original Dixieland Jazz Band, but with none of their dash and flair. The
rhythm section of piano and drums has all the retarded momentum of a
Model-T ford being driven with the handbrake on. The sound of the
front line is clogged by an alto saxophone which attempts, very
inaccurately, to provide a harmony part for the cornet player, who has a
tendency to play flat every time he goes above middle C. The clarinet’s
tuning is even more disastrous, and his skirling phrases against the
melody line must be one of the most unmusical efforts ever put on
record. Only the trombone player makes a reasonable showing, but even
he can do nothing to impart some swing to the corny staccato lead and
the tuneless twittering of the clarinet. The personnel for this recording
was Charles Kleiner (trumpet), Billy Trittle (trombone), Harry Arnold
(soprano sax & clarinet), Harry Johnson (alto sax), and Chris Lee
(drums). (Sic: This is the same band that is on the postcard.)
To be fair, it should be pointed out that when three years later
Billy Arnold recorded his version of: Louisville Lou” it was much better
than “Stop It.” The band is in tune, and the addition of a banjo does a
lot to correct the fluttering beat of the earlier record. Even so, the
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opening chorus where the soprano saxophone and cornet double the
lead still sounds corny even by the not very advanced standards of the
day, and the trombone player does not seem to have a very clear idea of
his role. He improves in the second sixteen-bar strain, where he plays
what is presumably a written lead. The cornet then takes over in the
restatement of the original there, and does so with a fair degree of drive
and a good tone. The saxophone player dominates the final chorus and
manages some well-timed breaks. However, the homophonic
arrangement of the piece is generally a long way from the excitement of
even the more old-fashioned black bands of the time.
All this is important in view of the fact that it was Billy Arnold,
not Sidney Bechet, who was attracting attention in both Europe and
America as an exponent of jazz.”
Jean Wiener (mentioned by Milhaud in his articles) was a young
concert pianist who, by 1920, had established a reputation as a
performer of music by all the most modern composers. He recalls the
Arnold Band:
“I was a young classical piano player who was fascinated by the
music of “Les Six” – Auric, Milhaud, and the rest. I also knew Eric Satie
and Stravinsky…..Anyway, for several years I gave concerts which were
the first to feature this music – also Bartok’s music and Prokofiev’s. I
was in on the beginning of Diaghilev. But what interested me most was
jazz. Not the fact that a piece was called “I Love You, You Love Me,”
but the influence of jazz on the music of Milhaud, Stravinsky, etc. So the
only important thing I could do in music was to get jazz introduced into
serious music circles, and I think I had a certain success. For example,
the first time I did it was with a band called Billy Arnold’s Band. They
were in Paris playing in a dance hall on one of the grand boulevardes.
Somebody told me about it and said, “You simply must go and hear
these people – it’s extraordinary.” They were five or six Americans. So I
went to hear them and I was amazed because I had only heard records,
and these people were not only musicians, they were clowns and
acrobats. They slid down banisters while singing songs and so on.
At that time, I gave concerts which were very well attended by the
snobbish intellectual set. So I asked this band if they wanted to come
and play at one of my concerts. They didn’t properly understand at
first, and asked if they should come wearing all their funny hats and
such like. So I told them, “No, come in evening dress and play for about
twenty minutes.” They were to appear in the middle of a concert of
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music by Stravinsky, Milhaud and a Bach concerto. And they played
five or six numbers in the middle of this…..And what was interesting
about this concert, which was held in the Salle des Agriculteurs, was
that you had all the musicians who were then in Paris. You had Ravel,
you had Albert Roussel. These were the two great living musicians at
that time. . . Albert Roussell got up and ostentatiously stalked out
slamming the door behind him. Ravel, on the other hand, came up at the
end and said, “How right you were to put that on. It was marvelous.”
That was typical of the difference between the two men.” (Brian Rust’s
discography (Arlington House), New Rochelle, 1977
While Milhaud was in London he found the time to make
frequent trips to the Mammersmith Palais, where Billy Arnold’s jazz
band, recently arrived from New York, was playing to packed houses.
He wrote:
“By going often to Mammersmith and sitting close to the
musicians, I tried to analyze and assimilate what I heard …Here (in
contrast to the trendy sweetness of gypsy music or the crudity of the
bals musettes) there was a very subtle understanding of the art of
timbre; the use of the saxophone (Sic: invented by the Frenchman,
Adolph Sax) destroyer of dreams of the trumpet, alternatively
languorous or dramatic, of the clarinet, often high in the upper register,
of the lyrical trombone bending the notes a quarter of a tone with the
slide on the crescendos, all intensified the feeling. Meanwhile, the piano,
together with the drums, whose complete and subtle punctuations
provided an inner pulse indispensable to the life of music, held this
diverse but never disjointed ensemble together. Their constant use of
syncopation in the melody was done with such contrapuntal freedom as
to create the impression of an almost chaotic improvisation, whereas in
fact, it was something remarkably precise, requiring daily practice. I got
the idea of using these rhythms and timbres in a work of chamber
music, but first I needed to go more deeply into this new musical form,
whose techniques still troubled me.” (Ma Vie Henreuse, Darius Milhaud
(Editions Belford), Paris, page 100
Jean Wiener
Jean Wiener was born in 1896 and died in 1982. He was a
conservatory-trained pianist and had known Milhaud since his
childhood. This friendship enabled him to elite artistic circles in Paris
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and also to influence a number of avante garde composers that
patronized the place that Wiener performed with a jazz group – the Bar
Gaya after World War I. Wiener was performing there with the AfricanAmerican banjoist and saxophonist Vance Lowry (also spelled Laurie in
some texts). Later the group was enlarged and included trombonist Leo
Vauchant. The café gained notoriety as it was the gathering place for
Jean Cocteau and the group of composers known as the “Les Six” as
well as Maurice Ravel. Within a year the café moved to a larger
building and became Le Boeuf sur le toit, one of the most popular cafes
of the 1920s and named after the Cocteau and Milhaud ballet of the
same name.
The Parisian composers were inspired by jazz immediately
following the war... It is said that the composers valued jazz less for
what it was than for what it could inspire on the European scene.
Cocteau even declared that a source such as jazz was not art per se but
served to “inspire an artist” much “the same way life does.” From
Cocteau’s perspective, jazz represented freedom from pre-war
Germanic-European values. If jazz initially fulfilled Cocteau’s goal to
break from a Germanic-based impressionism, the paradox that a
foreign music could become the basis for a new nationalist music was
quickly apparent. Milhaud noted that “the influence of jazz…had
disappeared” by 1924.
The behavior of Milhaud and the others illustrated the
inconsistencies that aesthetic dogmas can entail. The official rejection of
jazz contradicted their actual music practices, for even after having
condemned it, they enjoyed the jazz played by Jean Wiener at the Boeuf
sur le toit in their leisure time.
Because of his appearance regularly playing jazz at the café he
was initially linked to the avante garde movement, though Wiener’s
admiration for jazz far outlasted the group of avante garde composers
frequenting the café.
By 1925, Wiener’s growing dissatisfaction with avante-garde
ideology led him to disassociate himself from the Cocteau and the Les
Six. He formed a duo-piano partnership with the Belgium pianist
clement Doucet. They were known as the Jazz a deux pianos. They began
playing in the highly competitive Parisian music hall. While playing in
this situation they collaborated with some of the biggest names in
French popular music, appearing with Josephine Baker at the height of
her career and recorded ten songs with Maurice Chevalier. They gave
almost 2000 performances in 13 years throughout France, Europe,
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South America and the United States.
His early fame and association with Milhaud is mentioned by
Milhaud in his articles given earlier and his importance in the progress
and introduction of jazz to French audiences is found in a brief
statement by Gilbert Seldes:
“As far as it is known, the first jazz concert in the world was given
in Paris several years ago, under the direction of the brilliant French
musician, Jean Wiener.”
Another quote is given as:
“During 1920 & 1921 one could get the idea of the most perfect
jazz music only by hearing Jean Wiener at the piano and Vance Lowry
on the saxophone and banjo at the Gaya Bar in the Rue Duphot, playing
the purest, most authentic jazz with a bare minimum of instruments.”
It was written that: “These magnificent orchestras need a concert
repertoire. Thanks to Jean Wiener we were able to hear Billy Arnold’s
jazz band on December 6, 1921 in the Salle des Agruculteurs. It was
fitting that these wonderful musicians should be heard in a concert."
Jean Wiener also differed with French jazz writers Hugues
Panassie and the Belgium Robert Goffin as to the direction and
performance of jazz. Wiener also took into consideration the audience
he was playing for. Wiener and Doucet brought polished American
songs to the concert hall and avoided modernist stylization, tailoring
their music to local tastes. As this article is on Milhaud’s jazz influence I
will not go into this arguments between French jazz critics and Wiener’s
views on jazz.
Wiener saw that the French thought they understood jazz. Jazz
was rhythm and improvisation, which they had neglected for over 150
years. Wiener thought that: “People understood almost too well that
jazz was improvisation – but they didn’t understand how to do it. So
you got jazz bands whose only purpose was to make as much noise as
possible – bells, klaxons, drums, revolvers, etc. The music was
absolutely foreign to the French at that time.”
Trombonist Leo Vauchant relates his experiences playing with
Wiener and the group of composers that frequented the famous café:
“In that place, there were four other men besides Ravel who met
regularly in 1924. Honegger-32 years of age, milhaud-32, Poulenc-25,
Auric-25, and Ravel was 49…..I know that those four guys were
intrigued by what I was doing with the trombone. We were playing a
jazz that was saccharine-coated by Wiener and Doucet. And the one
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who caught on the best was Maurice Ravel….He asked me one day – I
played on a trombone that was bigger than French trombones, bigger in
bore – “It’s amazing,” he said. “Is that a tenor trombone?” I said,
“Yes.” “How come you play an octave higher than any other trombone
players I’ve heard, with a bigger instrument?” At the time I remember
that I said: “I am ambitious.” He laughed. He was known for having a
good sense of humor, so I thought I’d throw things at him, you know.
Also, I used to play drums every now and then. The drummer played an
alto sax – not too well you know. So he’d play and I’d sit in and play
drums. And I used to play a mess of drums…I mean on things that he,
Ravel, would dig. So he said, “Look, I’m open on Friday, because
usually I come to town. Could you come?…anyway, he explained to me
how to get to the Belvedere at Montfort L’Amaury where he lived. He
asked me. “Could you spend the afternoon with me?”
Together Wiener and Doucet made a formidable team. They were
a big influence on Milhaud and the other French avante garde
composers. Besides their interest in jazz they had a desire to promote
and perform works by all the most modern composers, such as
Schoenberg and Stravinsky.
Doucet seems to have had a special talent for American popular
music. His technique of tracing melody with the thumb of his right
hand, while his other fingers filled in the harmonies and his left hand
marked an unfaltering rhythm, astonished musicians who came to Le
Boeuf. His performances were all the more legendary, so the story goes,
for the fact that he used to read detective stories while playing.
Somehow he manages to turn the pages with his left hand without losing
the beat. This is what Milhaud and the others would hear at the café
along with jazz.
Chris Goddard in his book “Jazz Away From Home” gives a bio
on Wiener in Wiener’s own words:
“I’m not at all a specialist in Jazz. Nevertheless, I was amazed the
first time I head syncopated music. It was before the First World War at
the Casino de Paris. There was an English dancer called Harry Pilcer
who was with a very pretty girl called Gabby Deslys. And they did a
number - it was something by Handy I think. This was absolutely the
first kind of ragtime. It was incredible. I can’t remember now if it was a
French orchestra or not. The details escape me but it was certainly not
black musicians.
Then the war came. And there I met British troops who had
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records – “St. Louis Blues” and such like. I spent a lot of time with
British troops and in addition we began to get American records –
Handy, Gershwin and so on. When the war was over I came back and I
had a friend called Jean Cocteau who was a kind of genius, although he
didn’t realize it at the time because he didn’t take himself too seriously.
He was very charming, very elegant and sophisticated. He went to bed
very late and did a lot of crazy things. He was a great writer, couturier,
film-maker, decorator and knew a lot about music. I saw a lot of him
around 1919. I met him through one of my brothers, who was in class
with Cocteau, so he used to come by the house a lot as a boy. And then I
ran into him above all because I was a great friend of Darius Milhaud –
that was since about 1911.
What struck me about jazz were two things. The first was that the
trumpets and trombones let themselves go freely – you could almost say
“rhapsodically” – while all the while the tempo remained fixed. This was
something which classical music has lost. That’s why the team of two
pianos of Wiener and Doucet used to give concerts of Bach and Mozart
and then Handy and Cole Porter. Our point was that there was no such
thing as great music and small music – only music which was good or
bad.
I never learned to play jazz, perhaps because I had a grandfather
who was black, but I never learned. The musician whom I studied the
most was Bach because, as my teachers used to say, I had a metronome
in my stomach and that’s what you need to play jazz also. And that’s
what I wanted to demonstrate in my concerts also. At that time there
were perhaps ten people in Paris who got the point of all that. The rest
understood nothing. For me it’s the metronome regularity of Negro
people and their music – it’s very close to Bach.
What interested Stravinsky and the others was above all the
syncopated rhythms. But for me the Negroes are naturally expressive.
Their traditions are aural, not intellectual like ours. I’m not at all
religious but one of the most remarkable experiences of my life was
when I was in America in 1931. I was making a big concert tour with my
colleague Doucet. And we were invited by the black university at
Tuskegee near St. Louis. It was a splendid university with a library of
forty thousand books. And they asked us if we’d like to go to the Sunday
service. It was one of the greatest memories as a musician I’ve ever had.
The rector was all dressed up in his regalia with a cane with a gold top
to greet us at the gates of this huge park. There was a trumpet and
trombone fanfare when we arrived – it was extraordinary. Then they led
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us across the park with the band in front until we got to the church. It
was indescribable. It still brings tears to my eyes when I think about it.
There were about two hundred choristers – a hundred boys and a
hundred girls all wearing the same thing. No cheerleader. There was no
orchestra in the church. And for about three-quarters of an hour they
sang. If anything was going to make me believe in God that would have
done it. It was of such an extraordinary musicality. It began with two
hundred people humming with their mouths closed. And it got louder
and louder and more and more hypnotic. And after about forty minutes
there were two or three women passing out. It was so beautiful it was
unforgettable.
Also I was often up in Harlem. And if you knew where to go you’d
end up on the fifth floor of some particular building – “First door on the
right” – and there would be some huge lady behind the piano who was
singing and playing fantastic stuff. It was all a bit wild but fabulous.
Then there was the Savoy – big as the Gare St. Lazare. From five in the
evening until five in the morning people came to dance. The maids and
butlers came early in the evening and then the rich blacks came later on
– because there were a lot of rich blacks. And by three o’clock in the
morning it was complete hysteria. And all around the edge you had
mother and grandmothers who sat knitting. And when a couple began
dancing a bit too violently one of the grandmothers would throw down
her knitting and would go on the floor and stop them. The dancing was
out of this world – no comparison with Europe at all. You felt you were
very close to the roots of music.”
Milhaud mentions in one of his article about Jean Wiener, in his
concert on December 6, 1921, that was held in the Ackebau Hall,
introduced a jazz band to Paris – the band of Billy Arnold.
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Eubie Blake

Memphis has W. C. Handy; New Orleans has Louis Armstrong;
Baltimore has Eubie Blake.
Eubie Blake’s story is one that stretches from Aggie Shelton’s
“Hookshop” (Eubie’s own definition) in Baltimore to the White House
in Washington D.C. in 1978.
From a humble beginning Blake rose to a man who redirected the
course of American culture. His reputation was not done only through
his music but by his artistic effort, his determination and his awesome
talent. He was one of small group of African-American performing
artists who paved the way for Blacks to demand and win acceptance
and equality on the American entertainment scene, not only in securing
a respectable position in the industry rather than just racially
stereotyped roles, but in equality in payment according to the standards
of white artists of the era.
James Hubert Blake was born on Feb. 12, 1883. His father and
mother were freed slaves being owned by a master named Blake. Hubie
was born at 319 Forrest Street. In 1894 the family moved to 414 North
Eden Street. In the 1890s the family was residing at 1510 Jefferson
Street. The house at the time of Hubie’s birth was crowded with church
women shouting such litany sayings as “the Good Lord!’ “Emily is such
a good woman,” “We All sinner, Lord.” “Have Mercy Lord.” This
chanting went on without a break until Hubie was born, the women’s
prays answered. There was one man present – Hubie's father – John
Sumner Blake. The couple had been through childbirth ten times
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before, and Hubie was the first to live, although one child, a boy, lived
for almost two months. John was 50 years old today. John worked as a
stevedore and made nine-dollar s a week if it didn’t rain.
John and Emily had married right after emancipation. While
John was still with Master Blake he had sired 27 youngsters, so Hubie
had that many half brothers and sisters.
Emily was a God fearing churchwomen, living her religion every
day. On this day the mistress of ceremonies announced that it was a boy
and the sound of applause resounded. Absolutely no one could have
predicted how long a life this boy would have. John remarked “Bully,
you’re a real boy! (Bully was Hubie’s father name for him)
Hubie was a frail child, a tiny infant. And giving his insalubrious
environment, his slight physique, and the family history of mortality, it
was unlikely that the boy would live longer than 51 years, the actuarial
table of Baltimore life. Who would ever think that he would live to be
100 years and five days.
His mother called him Wally, his father called him Bully; friends
and relatives called him Hubie and the kids on the block named him
Mouse. Eubie speaks fondly and with much admiration of his parents.
His mother he recalls as a pillar of virtue. His Father used to tell Eubie
“everything I ever know I learned from reading.” He was insistent that
Eubie get a good education especially that he learns to read. When his
father would come home from work he would sit with Eubie and make
him read the Baltimore Sun. It was important to him that he keeps up
with what was going on in the world.
John also was very strong on the evils of race hatred. Even though
Eubie’s father had been a slave he insisted there was good and bad
white people just as there were good and band Negroes. He told Eubie
stories of his experience as a slave. He related to his son how he once
saw President Lincoln – “Ugliest man I ever saw!” He told Eubie of
picking cotton from dawn to dusk and of receiving an unjust whipping
by a sadistic overseer. He told Eubie how his master had discovered this,
chastised the straw boss, and put a stop to the torment. John still had
scars from the whipping on his back. While Emily objected to John’s
telling his son about slavery, John continued to do so saying, “I want
him to know about it, Emily. Everybody, especially every colored child,
needs to know. In his later years Eubie still remembered the
philosophical merits of his father’s words and never forgot them. They
helped him to control any inevitable rages at the inequity and injustices
of American society during this era. His father’s words helped Eubie
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cope with his experiences in show business and much of his father’s
guidance always would remain in Eubie’s personality.
Emily, beside the many hours she spent in the church,
supplemented the family income by doing other people’s wash. The one
negative thing Eubie would say about his mother was “that among her
unquestionable virtues did not include any mastery of the culinary
arts.” “Oh, she was a terrible cook,” Eubie used to say.
Eubie loved sweets and any kind of dessert. Even at the age of 96
he would be seen dispatching four sugar doughnuts and a 7-up before
retiring at 3 A. M. His diet left much to be desired. As a child he would
buy a big bag of broken cake and cookies at the nearby bakery for 2
cents, eat them and not be able to eat his mother’s supper she had
prepared for the family.
Eubie’s father would seldom whip him. His mother, when she got
angry with him, would suddenly strike him about the head. His father
added a few extra commandments to Moses for Eubie: “Don’t mess in
the white folks’ business!” and “Never run away. Stand up and fight.”
The first really meant that it is the people on top that run things and
that “a smart man never bites the hand that feeds him. It is those that
supply the work.” It is like today when it is said that rich people need
tax breaks as they are the ones that can create jobs for the workers.
Eubie’s musical experience began early in his life when he was
just 4 or 5 years old. While out shopping with his mother he went into a
music store, climbed on the bench of an organ and started ‘foolin’
around. When his mother found him the manager of the store says to
her “The child is a genius! It would be criminal to deprive him of the
chance to make use of such a sublime, God-given talent.” Any resistance
Emily had about Eubie’s action was gone when the words “God- given
talent” was spoken. The Blakes’ soon had a $75 dollar pump organ in
their house. Emily thought that music was justified only if it was doing
the Lord’s work. When Eubie played she was always suspicious and her
ear sharpened when she detected any hint of Satan’s syncopation.
Eubie was exposed to this syncopated rhythm in the music of the
church and in the sounds coming from the nearby houses of ill repute.
Eubie became a convert to the sounds of ragtime early in his musical
career - especially in the playing of Jack the Bear Wilson and the aging
Jesse Pickett. The first time Eubie heard the word ragtime was when his
mother caught him playing “the devil’s music,” and remarked “Take
that ragtime out of my house!”
Eubie received some music lesson from a next-door neighbor, Mrs.
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Margaret Marshall, an organist at a Methodist Church when he was
about seven.
Eubie also heard syncopated music when he followed the funeral
band to the cemetery and listened to their syncopated music on the way
back from the cemetery. His mother had forbidden him to follow the
funeral procession.
Eubie and three other boys formed a vocal quartet that sang
renditions of “In the Gloaming,” “Camptown Races,” “Beautiful
Dreamer,” and other popular songs of the day. They were good enough
to receive tips from the neighborhood saloon trade. One time Eubie took
some of this money and bought some Overholt whiskey. When his father
took him home his mother prayed all night over him. She told his father
“This boy ain’t dead, but I’m gonna Kill him.”
When Eubie was around 12 he learned the cornet. He said playing
it made his neck swell up. He played in Charlie “Cap” Harris’s band.
The band would play at picnics, excursions; play on furniture wagons,
and many of the activities the church sponsored. He received 50 cents
for each job he played with the band. Eubie would fill up the holes in
the music with some of his own ideas. The leader would say: “Cut that
stuff out, Mouse. You don’t play that ragtime in my band.” Eubie soon
quit the band.
Eubie was always careful with his appearance. He would dress up
for church in high-button shoes, neatly starched collars, a necktie, and
in a suit with knickers. His mother demanded cleanliness and Eubie
learned that lesson early. He remained immaculate the rest of his life.
His ensemble was always tasteful and carefully color-coordinated. Every
item of apparel was flawless down to the fashionable folds of his
handkerchief in his breast pocket.
Eubie was never interested in physical activity and competitive
sports were anathema to him. Piano gave him his reason for not
participating in them as he thought it important that he protect his
‘delicate but powerful’ hands.
Eubie also became a very excellent buck dancer and this talent
was useful in his vaudeville performances.
The education institutes of his day did not have programs for the
musical talented so Eubie ingeniously improvised his own musical
schooling during his formative years. Part of his musical schooling came
as he listened to pianist Jesse Pickett. Pickett played “The Dream Rag,”
his own composition at the Chicago World’s Fair. Eubie could see Jesse
playing through the open window of the bordello and study his
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fingerings. Pickett often talked to Eubie and encouraged him.
A few of the songs that were popular in 1896 and among the songs
Eubie heard and learned were: “Eli Green’s Cake Walk,” “Mammy’s
Little Pickaninny Boy,” and “Go to Sleep Kentucky Babe.”
Eubie also became interested in the music of Edward
MacDowell’s. Thirty two years later Eubie used MacDowell’s “To a
Wild Rose” as a basis for his hit “Memories of You.”
During the time his talents were blooming, he continued his
apprenticeship under the auspices of madams. He was 15 (in 1898) when
he began playing at Aggie Shelton’s bordello. Her bordello was
considered one of the classy bordellos in the city of Baltimore. The place
had a relaxed atmosphere and 6 to 8 assorted belles were always on
hand to keep a marathon party going, and the atmosphere would not
have been the same without music. With the family’s economic
situation, Eubie’s extraordinary talent, his incompatibility with the
school system, his direction in music was somewhat guaranteed. It was
while Eubie attended Primary School No. 2 at 200 East Street that he
first met Avis Lee, whom he was to marry 15 years later. Avis called him
‘dummy’ (lovingly) because of his notoriously undistinguished academic
performance. Avis was also a pianist and was said to have been a
mathematical genius, besides being very beautiful.
Eubie never looked back. He was a favorite with the girls and
their customers. He drifted from playing the popular songs of the day
into semi classical songs such as “Rustle of Spring” and the “Blue
Danube Waltz.”
He keep his job secret, sneaking out of his house after going to
bed, getting a pair of long pants from a man in the pool hall for a
quarter and head over to Aggie Shelton’s. Eubie made a lot of tips. He
remarked that: “the more tunes you’d know, the more money you’d
make.” “Hello My Ragtime Gal,” “After the Ball,” “You Made Me
What I Am today, I Hope You’re Satisfied,” and any rags were popular
with the customers.
His reputation continued to progress and so did his popularity
with the girls – Eubie says that the girls were the main reason why he
stayed with the music in the first place. (Eubie, throughout his life, did
have extra marital affairs especially with Lottie Gee of Shuffle Along.
These affairs were often known by his two wives.)
The 1890s were a happy time for Eubie. With his job he had
plenty of money. It was this fact that was to save him from his mother’s
rage when she found out what Eubie was doing. His mother, when first
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told of Eubie playing at Shelton’s, didn’t believe it was her Eubie. When
she found out she replied: “Wait until your father gets home. You will
receive the whipping of your life.” When his father returned home he
took Eubie upstairs and asked: “What have you been doing with the
money?” Eubie showed his father the money he had hid under the
oilcloth floor covering – most probably more money than the elder
Blake had ever seen. It was now up to his father to placate Eubie’s
mother. “Now Emily,” John remarked, “this boy is doing nothing
wrong. He’s gonna have to work, and this is good work with good pay.
You just better leave him alone to do his work as he sees it.”
Eubie’s mother never did come to terms with his working at
Shelton’s though she couldn’t fail to see the improved standard of living
in the Blake household from that day on. Years later she was asked how
she felt about her son’s musical career. Her answer – “He could have
been using his talent to do the Lord’s work.”
In 1899 Eubie completed his composition “Charleston Rag,” a
work that would establish a foundation for the Eastern “Stride” style of
piano playing. Eubie explained that he didn’t write it down (with notes)
in 1899, but that’s when he composed it. “I didn’t learn how to write
until 1915.”
Eubie saw many touring Negro shows that passed through
Baltimore. One “In Old Kentucky” was to be the one that Blake made
his New York bow in 1902.” But first, in 1901, there arrived in
Baltimore, the Dr. Frazier Caravan (Medicine Show). Eubie became a
member of the troupe playing in the band, singing, showing his talent
for buck dancing along with the chores expected of a show-business
trouper. The small town of Fairfield, 35 miles from Baltimore is the
place where the legend of Eubie Blake actually started. He soon
resigned from the caravan having not been satisfied by the reception
given by the community nor by Dr. Frazier’s operation. He returned to
Baltimore and at age 19 became part of the company of “In Old
Kentucky,” and was on his way to New York City, an occasion that
lasted only three days.
The year 1902 also marked the end of his career as a buck dancer.
Returning to Baltimore he got a job as a relief pianist for Big Head
Wilbur. He began at 4 P.M. and worked until midnight. During this
engagement he wrote a piece called “Corner of Chestnut and Low” to
celebrate the place – Alfred Greenfeld’s saloon.
Eubie continued to refine his piano style and it was evolving into
what might be called an “urban-oriented sound.” The characteristics of
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his bass, his relatively complex harmonies, and the dynamics of his
concepts would later influence the playing of James P. Johnson, Fats
Waller and the great Art Tatum. We must keep in mind that what Eubie
was doing then is what is now regarded as modern.
In 1903 Eubie left Greenfeld’s saloon and began playing in Annie
Gilly’s rowdy sporting house. It was a large hall where the “Johns” and
the girls ‘whooped’ it up and you could barely hear the piano.
The time was ripe for Negro entertainers. Upward mobility was
beginning for Negroes such as Jack Johnson and Bert Williams. Eubie
was becoming prosperous and soon purchased a Jacobs piano. It was
during this time that he developed a piece of unique character, which
remained nameless for years and eventually, was published as “Eubie’s
Boogie.” It was the beginning of the formalization of his highly
identifiable wobble-wobble bass style.
Eubie performed at Edmund’s Cafe on 28th Street in New York
but returned to Baltimore for most of 1905 working at the Middle
Section Assembly Club. While he still brought most of his pay home to
his mother, he started to gamble, but soon was put on the right track by
a man called Jew Abie, a professional gambler and Eubie, right then,
swore off gambling and has never gambled since. Not even the horses
and it is ironic that the Baltimore racetrack, Plmlico, has an annual race
called the Eubie Blake Purse.
Eubie began working in Atlantic City during the summer months
and thus avoided the hot Baltimore summers and the lull in
entertainment that the heat brought on during the summer. It was there
that Eubie met a 16-year-old pianist named James P. Johnson. Johnson
played for Eubie his “Troublesome Ivories” piece and impressed Eubie
with his talent.
Back in Baltimore after his summer he continued to play at the
Middle Section Club. It was during this time that Eubie and Hughie
Wolford worked together at this club. Eubie said that it was there that
he actually wrote the piece “Raggin’ the Scale” which was later
copyrighted by Ed Claypoole.
A highlight of 1905-06 was when Will Marion Cook came to the
Middle Section Club. Eubie says: “much of what I became I owe to
“Pops” Cook. It was then that Cook, when he asked the name of a piece
Eubie wrote and played that night, named the piece “Sounds of Africa.”
Later, when published it was called “Charleston Rag.” Cook brought
him to Schirmer’s Publishing Company and the piece was accepted but
the deal was spoiled by some eccentric behavior of Cook who accused
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the publisher of criticizing Blake. Blake would have to wait for the
publication of the song.
Negro Joe Gans won the world’s lightweight boxing championship
in 1907 and with his winnings opened the Goldfield Hotel in Baltimore.
Gans hired Eubie and Boots Butler to play piano. Eubie at the time was
24 years old. Eubie continued to listen and learn as Gans also brought in
One Leg Willie. Eubie remarked; “Nobody could copy him. He knew
everything, the heaviest classic and any kind of rags. I learned plenty
from just watchin’ him.”
During the three years he played at the Goldfield, Eubie’s
creativity blossomed and he wrote “The Baltimore Todolo,” “Kitchen
Tom,” “Tricky Fingers.” “Novelty Rag” and “Poor Katie Redd.”
Playing at the Goldfield enabled Eubie to hobnob with the famous and
powerful, as the Goldfield was the place where the wealthier
Baltimoreans, and where sports and entertainment celebrities gathered.
Blake received the opportunity to accompany a number of great
singing stars such as Mary Stafford, Lottie Dempsey, Alberta Hunter
and others. Entertainers such as Eddie Foy and George M. Cohan came
and heard Eubie play.
In July of 1910 Eubie married Avis Lee proposing to her during a
car ride driven by a chauffeur Eubie hired, as he couldn’t drive. Eubie
brought Avis to Atlantic City and introduced her to his world. He was
then working at the Boathouse nightclub.
Eubie’s career from the end of 1910 to May of 1915 was a
succession of good jobs playing piano at various locations. He continued
to compose, writing “Chevy Chase” and “Fizz Water” in 1911.” That
year was also the year of “Troublesome Ivories,” and “Brittwood Rag.”
As to the naming of the “Brittwood Rag” Eubie recalls:
“One day in the thirties I walked into the Brittwood Club in
Harlem just to say hello to Willie Gant, a fine piano player. A man I had
known for years. Now before I talk to him, I hear a piece he’s playin’
and I know it and I don’t know it. I’m tryin’ to think and it’s so
familiar, but I just can’t place it. So he gets finished playin’ it and we
say “Hello” and I ask him. “What’s the name of that piece you just
played?” He gives me a funny look. He says, “I never did know the
name of it. You wrote it. In fact you taught it to me almost 20 years
ago.” Eubie then remarked, “I never did give it a name, but then in
honor of the place where Willie Gant was workin’ I named it the
“Brittwood Rag.”
Eubie worked at Kelly’s in Atlantic City for the summer of 1914
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expecting to back in 1915. He never could have thought that events were
about to come about that would lead to a legendary entertainment
partnership between Eubie and a man named Noble Sissle. It was May
16, 1915 that he and Sissle met for the first time. Joe Porter’s band was
to play at Riverview Park in Baltimore with Eubie on piano. Singer
Noble Sissle was coming from out of town to attend the engagement but
was late and the band left without Sissle, who later finally arrived at the
job. Eubie recalls that Sissle was always late. When talking with Noble,
Eubie mentioned that he needed a lyricist and thus a long partnership
began right there.
Their first song together “It’s All Your Fault” was heard by
Sophie Tucker and used by her. It was an instant hit, at least in
Baltimore. In 1915 the team wrote “See America First.” With Sissle’s
New York connection Eubie found himself working in Long Island as a
full-time pianist. During this time Sissle, Blake and James Reese Europe
met and became close friends. Thus began an admiration for Europe by
Eubie that remained until Europe’s murder by his drummer. Blake
always would venerate Europe’s memory profoundly.
The duo of Sissle and Blake inevitably became well-known society
entertainers along the Eastern seaboard, playing for the Goulds,
Dodges, Schwabs, and Wanamakers, etc. Eubie also played the big
dance jobs with Europe’s band. Europe was booked into the best hotels
and had very excellent musicians in the band. The musicians in
Europe’s band were all ‘reading’ musicians, a fact that many white
people could not comprehend. They would say “Isn’t it wonderful how
these untrained, primitive musicians can pick up all the latest songs
instantly without being able to read music?” A misconception of course.
(One wonders if the great William Grant Still, the oboist in the band
could read when he arranged for Paul Whiteman!)
Europe and Sissle enlisted into the Army at the time the United
States entered the First World War. Blake formed a vaudeville duo with
an entertainer named Broadway Jones. It was for Jones that Jerome
Kern wrote “Old Man River” but they couldn’t meet his price for
singing it in “Showboat.” The team lasted until Sissle got out of the
Army. The two worked up a vaudeville routine and in 1919 found them
on the Keith circuit as the “Dixie Duo.” They opened in Bridgeport,
Connecticut, and then proceeded to the Harlem Opera House and then
right into the Palace, the Mecca for vaudeville entertainers. The
soon
signed with m. Witmark & sons as a songwriting team. The
contribution of the Witmarks to the development of black musical talent
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cannot be overestimated. They produced the landmark Will Marion
cook’s “Clorindy, the Origin of the Cakewalk.” The songwriting duo
was with Witmark for 10 years being paid 25 dollars each a week and
two cents a copy for all sheet music sold. The team went with Warner
Brothers in 1929 when the movie people bought out the Witmarks.
There is an interesting story Eubie tells about his relationship
with Al Jolson and the first use of burnt cork for Jolson. Eubie and
Sissle were in Chicago about 1916 playing at an Erlanger Theater and
Al Jolson was playing at another local theater, and that’s when he put
on cork. When Jolson left town, Eddie Cantor came into the use of cork.
Sissle & Blake were the first Negro act in history to succeed in show
business, often playing for white audiences, without cork. Before this,
the white public would never take seriously colored entertainers
pretending to have the same creativity and emotional capacities as
whites. The precedent of Sissle and Blake prepared the way for black
artists who followed them the full spectrum of their own creative
potential. Thus the duo presented other black entertainers a giant step
forward in American culture, and a major achievement for the
American Theater.
In 1920 the pair toured for Keith through Canada and the
Northeast. It was during this time that Eubie wrote “Florodora Girls”
for a Shubert Brothers Review. Also the pair wrote “Oriental Blues”
and “Pickaninny Shoes,” a number that was to be a feature for Sissle in
the act for many, many years.
The act became a well-developed act with songs and sophisticated
patter. It contained a series of set pieces with a few openings to
accommodate the latest hit songs and any improvising that seemed
appropriate for the moment. The finale, with Sissle singing “On Patrol
in No Man’s Land” and Eubie providing the bombardment on the
piano, was almost too much for an audience to stand without cheering
and stomping. They became a major theatrical attraction of the era.
Fate again stepped in at the Paul Laurence Dunbar Theater in
early 1920. Sissle and Blake performed and on the same bill was the
team of Miller and Lyles. Meeting for the first time it became a mutual
admiration society and this meeting let to work on a project to be called
“The Mayor of Jimtown.” Not long after, in 1921, the project matured
into the historic “Shuffle Along,” perhaps the most influential and
important Negro musical in the history of theater. In the book
“American Musical Theatre” by Gerald Bordman we find a synopsis of
the musical:
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“Shuffle Again” (5-23-21, 63rd Street) had been put together after
a chance meeting in Philadelphia by two black teams, Noble Sissle and
Eubie Blake (for lyrics and music) and Floureny Miller and Aubrey
Lyles (for libretto). An angel was found and a limited amount of money
made available. For costumes they purchased clothes from a folded
show (Roly-Boly Eyes). The scenery was minimal. By hook or crook the
company managed a series of one-night stands in New Jersey and
Pennsylvania; always a step or two ahead of foreclosure, until it was felt
the show was ready for New York. Although blacks had performed on
Broadway and all-Negro shows had played in principal houses, in some
respects there was more discrimination since the war. All the show could
book was a dilapidated theatre, far from the main Broadway crowds,
first-nighters were probably reminded by the plot of old Williams and
Walker, and Cole and Johnson shows. Steve Jenkins (Miller) and Sam
Peck (Lyles), partners in a Jimtown grocery store, are rivals for the
mayoralty – though each has assured the other he will be the winner’s
chief of police. Jenkins, helped by a sharper of a campaign manager,
wins. True to his word, he appoints Peck chief of police. But Peck soon
realizes he has nothing to do, and the two fell out. Their corruption and
inefficiency topped off now by their noisy squabbling, are too much even
for lackadaisical Jimtown. Harry Walton (Roger Matthews) announces
he is a reform candidate, and every citizen responds. '’Just wild About
Harry,” Jenkins and Peck are given the boot. The book represented no
step forward for the musical theatre, but the music certainly did.
Blake’s was a foot-stomping score. Its rhythms provoked an orgy of
giddy dancing that had audiences shouting for more tap routines, soft
shoes, buck and wing, and precision numbers. The hit of course was
“I’m Just Wild About Harry.” Originally conceived as a waltz, it was
much more at home as a fast-moving fox trot. Romberg and Friml tried
the same trick for several years, but so innate was the waltz to their
thinking that nothing productive resulted. But for Blake the waltz was
alien, and his native rhythms, just coming to be understood by the more
advanced critics and public, offered the more logical frame for his
melodies. Though “I’m Just Wild About Harry” alone is remembered,
the score was first class all the way. Whether in a stunning, ahead-of-itstime ballad like “Love Will find a Way” (sung by Matthews and Lottie
Gee as his girl, Jessie) or in the racy festivity of “Bandana Days”
(essentially a chorus number), Blake’s melodic gift and taste were
unfailing. The brighter critics hailed the show, and the public slowly
began to find its way uptown. Then midnight performances were added
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on Wednesday. Theatre and society people caught these late shows and
spread the word. Suddenly Shuffle Along was a smash. By the time it
was through it had reached 504 performances on Broadway alone. The
show launched a flock of great names – Florence Mills, Josephine Baker,
Hall Johnson. Single-handedly, Shuffle Alone made black shows
voguish, or at least, acceptable.
With the success of Shuffle Along Sissle and Blake the careers of
the duo blossomed and from 1923-25 would be considered the golden
years for the team. They had no reason to suspect that within a decade
the popularity of vaudeville would be dimming with the maturing the
Hollywood talkies. In September of 1925 begin what was a sensational
European tour and became the American Ambassadors of Syncopation.
Sissle loved England but Eubie couldn’t wait to get home. Returning to
the U.S. he immediately returned to Baltimore to see his mother and to
“the smell of John Hopkins.” The hometown paper’s headline read:
“Eubie Blake Back from Foreign Tour.” His mother was living at 915
Ruland Avenue. It might be said, with all of Eubie’s success and wealth,
his mother remained suspicious of his activities, convinced that if the
police didn’t catch him and punish him for misdeeds, inevitably the
devil would. She didn’t question his musical talent but bemoaned the
fact that it wasn’t directed to doing the work of the Lord. Eubie was in
Bridgeport, Connecticut that day in 1927 when he received the telegram
telling him of his mother’s death. He didn’t know how he went on
working but he did. Eubie’s father had died 10 years before, reaching
the age of 83.
In the summer of 1927 Sissle entered the duos dressing room and
sits down. He says to Blake while looking at the floor: “I’m going to the
American Legion convention in Paris.” Blake asked him, “When you
coming back?” No answer. Blake says, “Well, I guess this is the end of
Sissle and Blake.” Sissle never takes his eyes off the floor. He gets up
and leaves. That was the end of Sissle and Blake. Sissle went to Paris
and became a successful bandleader. Blake spent the rest of the year
writing floorshows with lyricist Henry Creamer. With him Eubie wrote
a number of great popular songs.
When asked about their relationship Sissle remarked in 1948:
“Sometimes I get lonesome for the old man. You know I’ve never had
the same satisfaction in collaborating with anyone else. He’s a real
genius. Most people don’t recognize it yet, but someday there’ll be songs
of his that nobody’s ever heard that everybody will know.”
Andy Razaf another Blake lyricist, also spoke of his relationship
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with Blake:
“When you’re writing lyrics to his music, you never know who’s
going to sing it. You might know the fact of the singer, but the style
might not be as easily defined. The little lady who sang “Memories of
You” in “Blackbirds” had a phenomenal range, and Eubie’s melody is
cleverly designed to show it off. An experienced lyricist has to watch out
for certain things like, for instance, making sure that the high note is an
open vowel sound. It’s easier to sing a high ‘you’ than a high ‘been.’
Writing with Fats Waller I’m thinking of a stage with a piano and one
great entertainer. When I write with Eubie, I think of big sets, a chorus
line, and elaborate costumes. Eubie’s melodies lend themselves perfectly
to sophisticated lyrics, and they’re sort of a challenge, too, because
musically he’s so far ahead of most contemporary popular composers.
Some of those intervals in “You’re Lucky to Me” were really innovative
at that time. Ethel Waters really enjoyed singing that song. She said,
“I’ve never sung changes like that before.” I told her, “Neither has
anyone else.” Eubie has been first with so many things.”
In September of 1927 Blake formed a new act with Broadway
Jones and opened at the Lincoln Theater in Union City, New Jersey. The
new duo played Patchogue and Lynbrook, Long Island, and New
Britain, Connecticut. Their salary was $50 a day. Eubie was satisfied, as
it was never the money but the thrill of an audience that was his desire.
He had enough money coming from ASCAP on the royalty for his songs.
In 1928 the two organized a ‘tab-show’ version of “Shuffle Along”
entitled “Shuffle Along Jr.” This venture lasted through 1929. By 1929
Vaudeville was doomed and talking pictures were everywhere. Then
came the depression and stock market collapse in 1929.
In 1930 he was approached by Lew Leslie to work on one of his
shows, which he called “Blackbirds.” Eubie, working with the great
lyricist Andy Razaf, supplied 28 songs (for an advance of $3000). It was
during this time that Eubie wrote: “You’re Lucky to Me,” and
“Memories of You,” both numbers for the show. The latter became a
huge hit, recorded as an instrumental by Benny Goodman, and became
a best seller in a version by the Casa Loma Orchestra. Seventeen year
old Sonny Dunham’s sensational trumpet solo on the record was
considered the instrumental achievement of the year. When Dunham
formed his own orchestra he used “Memories” as his theme song. For
Eubie, “Blackbirds” success was welcome as he conducted the show and
was making $250 a week, big money for 1930. But for Broadway, the
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run would soon be over.
In 1930 he was asked to write a melody to one of Jack Scholl’s
lyrics. The song “Loving You the Way I Do” became the Broadway hit of
the year. After it Hollywood sent for School but not for Eubie.
Still trying Broadway a revival of “Shuffle Along” was presented
in 1933. It was a first class show that had seen its time and was too late
for the present scene on Broadway. Nat King Cole was in the show.
There were hard times ahead for Eubie. He worked and did some
show for the WPA but it was not until 1937 that one was produced.
Entitled “Swing It,” it was designed to exploit the talented style that was
popular by Benny Goodman. The lyricist was Milton Reddie and
produced two modest successes: “Can'’ Get You Out of My Mind,” and
“You Were Born to Be Loved.” Eubie then again collaborated with
Razaf in a wonderful production entitled “Tan Manhattan,” and it had
a long run at the Ubangi Club. During this time he also fronted a 10piece orchestra touring the TOBA circuit.
In 1938 another setback to Eubie came in the sickness of his wife
Avis who was diagnosed with tuberculosis and was sent to a sanitarium.
Of course Eubie was very distraught. Avis died at the age of 58. Eubie
remarked: “In my life I never knew what it was to be alone. At first
when Avis got sick, I thought she just had a cold, but when time passed
and she didn’t get better, I made her go to a doctor and we found out
she had TB….I suppose I knew from when we found out she had the TB,
I understood that it was just a matter of time.”
After her death, every time Avis is mentioned it saddens Eubie. No
matter how well one knew Eubie you never really knew anything about
his emotional state. His personal values were always very personal and
individualistic. Eubie wasn’t a man who ever knew how to cry and if in
distress, it would be impossible to understand the degree and nature of
his pain. When he talks of Avis his voice and manner lose some of his
customary control. When he lost her he remarked: “I didn’t know what
to do. I didn’t have any reason to do anything. No Kids, nobody.”
The coming of World War II drastically altered the direction of
Eubie’s life. He was invited to lead an entertainment unit to play for the
soldiers under the auspices of the USO. He was now 60 years old and
threw himself into the project, writing and performing for camps from
Savannah to Seattle and loved it. He had been too old for World War I
and of course was too old for WWII but the show had plenty of girls and
very appreciative audiences and he would never be too old for that.
Toward the end of the War his loneliness came to an end. Something
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wonderful happened. He met Marion Gant Tyler. They married on
December 27, 1945. The couple returned to New York and moved into
Marion’s three-story brownstone house in Brooklyn. Eubie liked to be
looked after and at this time he needed looking after. Marion was the
perfect wife for him, having experienced the world of show business and
had the temperament and understanding that is needed to be married to
a creative talent. Eubie star began to shine again with Marion’s help.
She upgraded his ASCAP rating and began to supervise the use of his
time. Eubie had only to perform if and when he pleases. Marion took
charge of his career, but when artistic matters needed to be resolved she
left it up to Eubie. She was the perfect partner for Eubie. Feeling secure
in his new life he decided at age 63 to enroll in New York University to
study composition with Joseph Schillinger. In June of 1950 Eubie, at the
age of 67, graduated from the university with a degree in music. In 1955
his thesis, a musical composition entitled “Dictys on Seventh Avenue”
was published. It had been his thesis equivalent for a Dr. Schramm’s
course, an application of the Schillinger system to Eubie’s own
compositional style. During his studies at the university his association
with Sissle was reactivated, a relationship more social then musical.
Impetus for the reunion came around 1948 when their old song “I’m
Just Wild About Harry” was used as a Campaign song for the candidate
and elected President Harry Truman. From this reunion came what
Eubie described as their ‘turkey,’ - an attempt at a revival of Shuffle
Along. This was in 1952. The revival failed probably because drastic,
last minute changes destroyed the original concept, which by then was
outdated. The times did not dictate a show of its character. It ran for
only four performances.
But, again, Eubie’s star was again beginning to shine. Rudi Blesh
published “They All Played Ragtime.” The book brought to an ignorant
public a rediscovered of Joplin, Lamb, Marshall, Blake and other giants
of early ragtime. Then Max Morath, began his ragtime series on TV. A
ragtime revival was under way with the music of Turk Murphy and
others. Eubie made an appearance in a great TV production that
featured him and three other pianists: Hoagy Carmichael, Dick
Wellstood and Ralph Sutton. Although he was rarely seen in live
performances he did make some recordings on Jan. 7, 1951. Victor’s
Showtime series featured vocalists and Eubie in the 1952 revival of
Shuffle Along. 20th Century Records in 1958-59 made two LPs “The
Wizard of Ragtime Piano,” and “The Marches I Played on the Old
Ragtime Piano,” that featured Eubie. In 1955 Eubie performed at the
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summer musical get-together at Music Inn in Tanlgewood, impressing
New Orleans trumpeter Johnny Wiggs and Doctor Edmund Souchon.
He was discovered by the academic world and was asked to do an
oral interview at Rutgers University. And there were honors pilling up:
In 1965 ASCAP honored Eubie and Noble Sissle at Town Hall in New
York. Also in 1965 the pair was honored at the 36 annual Chicagoland
Music Festival. The Sculptress Estelle V. Wright unveiled a bust of
Eubie for the Museum of the City of New York.
But much more was in store for Eubie in his lifetime. In 1967
Marion and Eubie were invited to the Ragfest in St. Louis. Eubie’s
rapport and love of his audience would be fulfilled beyond what even he
could have anticipated. Eubie was to give his first ‘real’ concert in the
Theater of the Goldenrod. After an introduction Eubie sat down at the
piano in the pit of the theater – there was no piano on stage. Here is how
the evening proceeded. He first spoke to the audience:
“Ladies and gentleman. I’ve been playing the piano for 70 years.”
(Applause) “But this is a first. This is the first time I ever played with
my back to the audience.” (More applause) “With your permission,
after each number I’ll turn around and we’ll talk awhile.” (The
audience is not standing and cheering.) Then Eubie played.
After it was over the audience was in a delirious state and almost
couldn’t be contained. The audience response was more exciting than
anyone could have predicted. No one expected anything like what Eubie
presented that day. All they had wanted was to have Eubie in person to
perhaps get an idea of how he sounded 50 years before. They couldn’t
have imagined anybody giving the performance Eubie gave.
How did Eubie feel after his performance? “I was just doin’ what
I always have done. Tonight everybody was watching.”
In 1969 John Hammond issued, on Columbia Records, a double
LP album. Eubie Blake was again a big celebrity. Bags of fan mail
appeared, leading jazz magazines (Mississippi Rag, Rag Times, the
Ragtimer, and the Times and Newsweek) had stories on Eubie. With all
the notoriety Eubie, still willing and wanting to continue work in his
field, formed a partnership with his friend Carl Selzer and open a
record company. He and Marion also attended the premiere of Joplin’s
opera “Treemonisha” early in 1972.
During 1972 Eubie made at least 40 public appearances. In July of
72 he appeared at the Newport-New York jazz Festival. On November
4th and 5th he played the Berlin Jazz Festival, then back to New York on
Dec. 3rd for a concert at Alice Tully Hall. An appearance at the
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Philharmonic on Dec. 27th closed out a busy year.
But the next year with Eubie a year older meant a quickening of
the previous year's pace. On Jan 27, 1973 he made an appearance on the
Tonight Show with Johnny Carson. He also appeared on Black
Omnibus and the Ralph Story show. Appearances at the Goodman
Theater in Chicago and an appearance on Bookbeat followed.
Now they had to get back to New York for Eubie’s 90th birthday
celebration. The president of the United States sent Eubie birthday
greetings. Going to Baltimore on Feb.14, the city officially declared
“Salute Eubie Blake Day.” But Eubie was not finished. On Feb. 16 he
appeared at New York’s LaGuardia College and on the 28 th he gave a
solo piano concert at Town Hall. The list goes on and on. On March 8
the Mike Douglas TV Show; New York Univ. on the 26th; and also on the
26 the Bill Rose show in L.A. While in L.A. he made another
appearance on the Carson TV Show. On April 1st – the Leonard Feather
Show; April 2nd- - a concert at the Wilshire-Ebell Theater in L.A.
Back in New York, an interview by Ebony and Women’s Wear
Daily (April 18, 19); the 24th, another TV show with John Bartholomew
Tucker. More honors from the Brooklyn Business and Professional
Women’s Club on May 6th. Then another appearance on the Carson
Show, which had came to New York on May 11th. It was a hectic
schedule for a man twice as young as Eubie, but, after 90 years on the
ground, Eubie at last took to the air. On May 19, 1973, at the age of 90,
Eubie made his initial flight – to Buffalo, New York to make some piano
rolls. This first flight would lead to many other flights.
Perhaps the highlight of Eubie career as a Black American
musician was his appearance with Dr. Fiedler and the Boston Pops
Orchestra. Up on the podium Dr. Fiedler fronted an orchestra of 105 of
the finest musicians in the land. The down beat came down and this
‘huge’ orchestra began to play Eubie’s music with Eubie at the piano –
little ‘mouse’ a little colored kid who had started his piano playing
career in the hook shops of East Street in Baltimore, MD. The orchestra
began to play “Memories of You” and ‘little’ Eubie was getting ready to
play his solo, but, he couldn’t see his fingers because of the tears in his
eyes. But, right on cue, the spotlight came on and he began to play
Memories. Then he played some ragtime. The audience was consumed
in appreciation and almost uncontrollable. He felt like the atmosphere
and the great orchestra behind him lifted him and his piano into the sky.
Then it was over. Eubie sat with tears of joy rolling down his cheeks. His
life had had many ups and down, many crescendos. But this one, he felt
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was the ultimate accolade. He could not see the audience through the
bright lights and the tears but he could hear the thunderous applause
and he gave them his customary over the head handclasp. It was then
over - but not before the inevitable autographs, the crowds waiting just
to see or touch him or say a word to him. Finally they got into the car.
Eubie turned nonchalantly to Marion and said, “Where do we go from
here?” That was Eubie. But, of course there was more, much more.
On June 5, 1973 he received an honorary Doctorate from
Brooklyn College; On June 10th, another ceremony - Tompkins Theater
in New York was renamed the Eubie Blake Theater. And on the 28 th, an
award that Eubie wished he could have shared with his mother – he was
honored by the Abyssinian Baptist Church.
One might get tired writing or reading about his numerous
appearances – they go on and on: Would you believe Carnegie Hall on
July 7th? Many more jazz fests in the U.S. and in Europe; more TV with
Jack Parr and the Jerry Lewis Telethon; More appearances in October
(the concert season) finds Eubie playing even more festivals and making
more personal appearances. His schedule just doesn’t let up. A final
appearance with Noble Sissel who’s mind seemed to be going. This was
hard for Eubie and he could hardly stand knowing this. Sissle died in
Tamp. Florida on Dec. 17, 1975. Then more appearances for TV,
concerts and an appearance again at Carnegie Hall with Benny
Goodman. Another honorary Degree from Rutgers, one from the New
England Conservatory, and another from Dartmouth University.
He attended a gathering of ragtime stars and scholars in Sedalia,
Missouri, the home of Scott Joplin. In the audience were scholars who
could relate, to him, the events of his career. They could name the
catalog numbers on his recordings, and the hundreds of composition he
had written. These facts astonished Eubie, a modest man. He had no
idea that scholars were focused so intensely on his work.
In 1974 Eubie continued to play at jazz festivals and events in the
states and overseas. His 1975 birthday was spent giving a concert at
Harvard University. On the 16th of Feb. he was back in Baltimore
attending the first running of the Eubie Blake Purse at Plmlico. There
was a brief stay in the hospital from Oct. 19 th through Nov. 2 and he
took the rest of the year off. By mid-January 1976, he was celebrated his
93rd birthday at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. An appearance at the New
Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival offered an opportunity to see a lot of
old friends. He was heard playing “Chevy Chase,” and “Poor Katie
Redd,” with the New Orleans Ragtime Orchestra of Bill Russell, the
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noted jazz historian. Back in L.A. he help salute Irving Berlin on April
27th, and on July 22 played the part of Will Williams the proprietor of
the Maple Leaf Club in the movie of Scott Joplin’s life.
While in New Orleans he was taken on a tour of the surrounding
area, ending up at Tezcuco Plantation. Eubie stopped and asked if he
could have his picture taken with the plantation house in the
background. It was if he was thinking “This is where my family began. I
have known royalty, travels over the world, but this is where I come
from.” He must have remembered his father’s words that made sure he
would never forget where he started – and he hadn’t.
His article in the Mississippi Rag Magazine Eubie gave his
thoughts on the playing of ragtime:
“The most important element of Ragtime is the bass. Since the left
hand provides the rhythmic pulse of the rag as well as the notes against
which the melody is syncopated, it has to be strong, even and clear. A
second extremely important element is proper use of the sustaining
pedal so that it doesn’t sound too long or at the wrong times, causing the
notes to sound muddy. The pedal is essential for achieving desired tones
and coloring, but must never be used indiscriminately. One common
fault is beating time with the pedal.
To learn a rag you must master and memorize four bars at a time.
After the entire rag is learned, it can be played however one chooses.
There is no reason to play the rag exactly as written and the player
should insert his own ideas and personality. The more classic rags
should not be rushed, but rags containing many single notes and runs,
benefit from slightly increased tempos…..The modern piano players all
sound alike because they don’t know how to use the left hand. (Eubie
had a large span in his left hand making it easier for him to reach notes
others can’t. Playing 10th with his left hand is central to his music and is
easily done for Eubie. And you must use your left hand for rhythm. His
performance is masterful and artistic, personal in its interpretation and
the variety and quality of his compositions is astounding.”
His compositions introduced new and modern concepts using
melodic contours and intervals that were incorporated and influenced
the musical idiom of his art. The great Blake rags – “Charleston Rag,”
“Chevy Chase,” “Brittwood Rag,” “Troublesome Ivories,” “and Tricky
Fingers are found in the repertoire of most of the pianist that are
capable and skillful enough to perform them. Many of his compositions
were too difficult for the parlor pianists to play. Schafer remarks that:
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“Blake’s ragtime is dense, intricate music, at once highly melodic,
ingeniously ornamented, in a kind of neobaroque fashion and
compellingly rhythmic.”
Other Blake compositions that are so compelling include: “Dictys
on Seventh Avenue” his ‘graduation piece,’ his “”Capricious Harlem” a
Gershwinesque piece, and two exotic etudes – “Rain Drops” and
“Butterfly,” written in a genre reminiscent of Debussy (with a hint of
Richard Strauss). “Rain Drops” has been described as “built on a single
note set ingeniously, like a diamond, in a ring of complex chords. It is
slow in tempo, a ‘mood’ piece and goes far in establishing Eubie’s
credentials in the ranks of more classical idioms.” “Butterfly” has a
more programmatic character. It is said to capture flutters and silences
in gossamer of taste and sensitivity. Is it possible the same man wrote “If
You’ve Never Been Vamped by a Brownskin,” or “My Handy Man Aint’
Handy No More?”
Eubie also wrote some waltzes, especially noted is the one
dedicated to his wife Emily entitled “Valse Marion.” Another was
named “Valse Erda” named for the wife of a couple he met while
traveling on a train, written in return for the couple inviting him to
dinner in the dining car of the train.
Eubie has always drank in moderation and used to smoke a
couple of packs a day and says he’s been doing that since he was six
years old. Marion sees to it that a portion of protein finds its way into
his diet. He loves fried oysters and says everybody from Baltimore loves
oysters. He doesn’t have much of an appetite until the desert comes. He
has, throughout his life, had a sweet tooth.
On Sept. 23, 1978 “Eubie!” the Broadway show, opened at the
Theater-Off-Park. A band of nine and a company 12 performed Blake’s
music, showcasing 23 of his tunes.
One bit of trivia – Blake wrote a song that was used for a Pabst
Beer commercial.
Blake Sissle & James Reese Europe
Noble Sissle was born on July 10, 1889, in Indianapolis, Indiana.
In high school Noble was a leader of the glee club and elected class
vocalist. Noble chose a career in music rather than the ministry. After
various successful experiences in the entertainment field Sissle met
Blake and formed a most successful partnership. Sissle upon being
introduced to Europe by a letter written by socialite Mary Brown
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Warburton was hired by Europe for one of his society orchestra. Sissle
also secured a job for his partner Blake. In the book “A Life in
Ragtime” by Reid Badger, we read of this association with Europe and
some background material on Blake’s experience with Europe and
more information on Blake from other sources of reference:
“Eubie Blake grew up in a vastly different world from that of his
new partner. Both his father, John Sumner Blake, a stevedore and Civil
War veteran, and his mother, Emily Johnston Blake, a laundress and
devout Baptist, were former slaves. Out of 11 children born to the
couple, only Eubie lived past infancy. The Blake neighborhood in East
Baltimore into which he was born was a rough one where a youngster
had to learn to use his wits and his fists, often against whites, to survive.
His interest in music surfaced early, and he was allowed to play “godly
music” on the family organ and to take piano lessons from the organist
at his mother’s church. He also listened to the syncopated music of the
period, the ragtime, coming from the bars and pool halls and bawdy
houses (he thought the spelling was "body house" at the time), and he
saw how much respect and admiration (especially from younger
women) was accorded that first colorful generation of rag-pianists. By
the time he was 15, he had heard Jesse Pickett play his “Dream Rag,”
with its sexy tango bass; he had been expelled from school for fighting
over a girl; and his mother had resigned herself to her son’s lost soul. He
also found his first regular job as pianist as Agnes Sheldon’s $5.00
sporting house.
Blake remained at Sheldon’s until 1901 when he went on the road
with a minor touring group and later played various temporary jobs in
New York and Baltimore. In 1907, he was hired by the Goldfield Hotel
in Baltimore, a high-style establishment built by lightweight boxing
champion, Joe Gans – whom Eubie had known in school. For the next 8
years he alternated winter season at the Goldfield and summers in
Atlantic City, playing such colorful resorts as the Boathouse and the
Bucket of Blood. During these years, the dapper "Professor" Blake met
and competed with some of the best-known pianists in the East,
including One-Leg Willie Joseph, Lucky Roberts, Willie "the Lion"
Smith, and a spindly youngster named James P. Johnson.
In addition to developing his technical abilities as a pianist and
accompanist, Blake also continued to grow as a composer and writer. He
later credited Franz Lehar and the English composer Leslie Stuart,
whose light opera Florodora remained his favorite, for opening his ears
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to an expanded harmonic and melodic vocabulary. Another influence
was Avis Lee, an accomplished classical pianist and “one of the ten most
beautiful girls in Baltimore,” whom Blake married in 1910. Blake had
written his first important piece, “Charleston Rag,” in 1899, the same
year as Scott Joplin’s sensational “Maple Leaf Rag.” By 1914 his first
published rags – “Chevy Chase” and “Fizz Water” – had appeared
thanks to an introduction provided by Luckey Roberts to publisher
Joseph Stern. In the spring of 1915, when Sissle joined Joe Porter’s
Serenaders, Blake was looking for a lyricist to collaborate in writing
popular songs. “Sissle,” Blake recalled, “was a real square - A goodygoody. He never wanted to do nothin’, “but he possessed a clear tenor
voice, good diction, and a command of the language.” It was enough;
the unlikely pair formed a musical partnership that lasted almost half a
century.”
As a songwriting team, Sissle and Blake started quickly. Their
first effort, written only a few days after the met, was called “It’s All
Your Fault.” The legendary Sophie Tucker was then appearing at the
Maryland Theatre in Baltimore, where Sissle and Blake wrangled an
audition and performed it for her. Tucker liked the song and
incorporated it into her act, and Sissle and Blake were on their way.
After the Serenaders disbanded at the end of the summer, Sissle signed
with Bob Young’s sextet at the Hotel Kernan in Baltimore. In December
he left with the group for Florida, where they were hired by the Royal
Poinciana in Palm Beach. Just prior to this, Blake and Sissle had a
second song, “Have a Good Time, Everybody,” picked up by Sophie
Tucker, and their rising reputation led to the appearance at the Howard
Theatre in Washington, D. C., in the first week of October.
Playing with Young’s group in Palm Beach during the winter of
1915-1916, Sissle got his first opportunity to perform before America’s
high society – the Astors, Warburtons, Harrimans, and Wanamakers –
who regularly spent part of the winter season in the South. The Young
orchestra was also featured with singer Nora Bayes in a benefit that the
popular songstress had organized for the Red Cross. In early 1916, E. f.
Albee, head of the Keith vaudeville circuit (who had seen the show),
brought Bayes and the Young sextet, with vocalist Noble Sissle, to New
York City to appear in a “Palm Beach Week” at his Palace Theatre. At
the end of the week’s show at the Palace, Sissle brought a letter of
introduction he had been given by socialite Mary brown Warburton to
James Reese Europe, and Europe, knowing that the Warburtons and his
long-time patrons, the Wanamakers, were close friends, immediately
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offered Sissle a job with one of the society orchestras. Sissle also
persuaded Europe to find a position for his partner and Eubie Blake
came north to join the Europe organization.
As performers, both Sissle and Blake fit the Europe model of the
black professional entertainer perfectly. Sissle, as described by the
Freeman in March 1916, always “appears in ‘straight’ dress – never
resorts to slap-stick stuff,” and his appeal “is to the higher senses” while
adding “a bit of comedy relish to his numbers.” Blake’s ability as a
pianist and composer, the paper added, has already “set a new pace in
instrumental productions,” and together the pair provides “an incentive
to those in and out of the business to strive for nobler and higher ends in
the art of ‘holding the mirror up to nature’ for the edification of
mankind. Furthermore, Sissle – perhaps to a greater degree than his
partner – and Blake both had experience performing and writing for
whites, and they both understood how to please them without
demeaning their own personal or professional dignity. Like Europe, they
were capable of appealing to both black and white audiences because, as
Blake said, “we were exposed to it all. It was all part of our heritage.
Of course, James Reese Europe had been successfully cultivating
Eastern high society, for a number of years; therefore, it was not a
difficult matter for Sissle and Blake to adjust to his system and to
become two of his closest and most trusted associates. It also did not
take long for them to appreciate the larger goals of the Europe strategy,
such as his dream of establishing a permanent National Negro
Orchestra, which he had been committed to since the early days of the
Clef Club. “We were very lucky, Bill,” Blake later told William Bolcom,
”that we were with a master thinker, James Reese Europe.”
Blake was eventually promoted to an assistant orchestra leader
from his earlier job as a solo pianist. Blake recalls that: “Europe’s
musicians were well-treated and well-paid, sometimes earning as much
as $50 a date (the term gig for an engagement was invented by Europe,
according to Blake), but they still found themselves having to make
subtle compromises to their audience’s preconceptions. One of these,
particularly galling to Blake, who with difficulty had taught himself,
was pretending not to be able to read music. “Now the white bands all
had their music stands, see.” He told Al Rose, “but the people wanted to
believe that Negroes couldn’t learn to read music but had a natural
talent for it. So we never played with no music.” “I’d get all the latest
Broadway music from the publisher, and we’d learn the tunes and
rehearse ‘em until we had ‘em all down pat. Never made no mistakes.”
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“In their high-tones, big-time folks would say, ‘Isn’t it wonderful how
these untrained, primitive musicians can pick up all the latest songs
instantly without being able to read music?” Among those ‘primitive
musicians’ were Elliot Carpenter, William Grant Still, and Russell
Smith. The truth was that the “Europe gang were absolute reading
sharks. They could read a moving snake and if a fly lit on the paper he
got played,” Eubie maintained. The one possibly positive outcome of
this, from the standpoint of the central importance of improvisation to
jazz, is that by not having the music in front of them the musicians may
have felt more freedom to interpret the actual score. “Of course,” Blake
admitted, “I’d always leave room for a little fakin' and them guys that
could fake, they did it.
When they played private engagements for the Goulds,
Vanderbilts, Schwabs, and Wanamakers, Europe’s musicians also
confronted other forms of the same sort of treatment. “We went into
palaces,” Blake remembered, “but never by the front door. We didn’t
use the regular Steinway, either. It was locked up and covered with
velvet and flowers that said ‘Keep off the grass,’” but we ‘gave them
better music than any okay ork could have played.”
Blake remembers an occasion about being hungry and asked the
Wanamaker’s butler, who happened to be black. Europe tried to
convince the musicians not to react to subtle insults. Blake recalls:
“The butler thinks he ain’t like other Negroes. He don’t like it
when Jim complains. But anyway, in a little while they tell us to sit down
at a table in this big room, and a waiter brings in this big china thing
they use for soup, and he serves us all. I can’t wait now, see – we’re all
dyin’ from hunger. Now we grab our spoons and as soon as I tasted this
stuff, I had to spit it out. And I see everybody else is doin’ the same
thing. This stuff, I’m still sure, is the water they washed the dishes in –
soap, everything. And it’s because the butler is mad, see. He don’t like
no colored people to complain. But Europe – I see Europe is eatin’ the
stuff just like its soup, he don’t pay it no mind, just keep eatin’! My
God, I thought, that Europe will eat anything. Now everybody else is
watchin’ him too, see. It ain’t just me. I realize Jim Europe didn’t get
where he is with the white folks by complainin’. At home or in the White
House, it was all the same to him. You couldn’t make him mad.”
Blake relates another story of his experience while with Europe:
“There was actually one thing that could get the Tempo Club’s
leader extremely upset and that was when the behavior of one of the
musicians threatened the reputation of the organization. Blake recalled
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one such incident to Reid Badger in his book “A Life in Ragtime” A
Biography of James Reese Europe. Reid gave the following account:
“When he, Sissle, Europe, and a band of 20 musicians were hired
to play for a yacht trip from Atlantic City to Maine, Carl Cook, a
performer not a part of the original group, stowed away, and when he
was discovered Eubie convinced Europe to let him stay and to do a
number for the guests. Later, while Cook was doing his imitation of Bert
Williams, he suddenly “reached over, pulled an expensive Panama hat
off one of the men’s heads, and put it on his own head.” The crowd was
silent and the hat’s owner,” after Cook replaced it, “without a word,
removed his hat and threw it into the water. After an awkward moment
everyone applauded, and the man . . . even gave Cook some money.”
When Europe, who had been below the decks at the time, heard about
it, he was furious.”
Eubie helped other musicians throughout his life. One such
musician was Earl Hines, the great jazz pianist. W. Royal Stokes in his
book “The Jazz Scene” describes a meeting Eubie had with Hines:
“By the time he was 20 Earl had been a professional musician for
5 years. One of those artists he refers to as coming through his home
town, and from whom he no doubts borrowed a few licks, was pianist
Eubie Blake, almost forty at the time and destined to remain an active
performer for kk60 more years, almost until the time of his death in
1983, five days after his hundredth birthday. After hearing me play,
Blake says, “You’ll never get anywhere staying around a little town like
this ‘cause it’s off the beaten path. I think you should get out of here. If
you don’t get out of Pittsburgh, I’ll take this cane and break it over your
hear!” Fortunately, before he came back the following year, I was
invited to come to Chicago, and in coming to Chicago the avenues
opened up for me. ”
Willie “Lion” Smith spoke of Eubie’s help in knowing about a job
opportunity:
“I was lucky; I grabbed the regular job at Kelly’s for the summer
of 1915 when Eubie tipped me off that he would not be back. He was
heading for New York City to seek his fortune.”
Smith also remarked: “By this time Eubie Blake was becoming
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known as a composer, and we all like a rag he had written called “Chevy
Chase.” I think some of his earlier tunes were better than the ones that
he became famous for in later years. Everybody should remember his
better-known songs like “I’m Just Wild About Harry,” and, “Memories
of You.”
In his long career Eubie met most every jazz musician and they all
have Eubie Blake stories to tell. In his autobiography Joe Darensbourg
speaks of his meeting with Eubie in Seattle:
“About this time I went back to the Black and Tan Club and I had
a chance to work with Eubie Blake. He had come to Seattle with a show
which had ended its run there, so he decided to stay around and he
worked down at the Black and Tan with us for a couple of weeks. What
a nice guy he was. My good friends Floyd and Lucille Levin always
doubted my veracity when I told them about Eubie being in Seattle in
1934. In April 1980 I played a concert with Bob Higgins’s band at
Barnsdall Park in Hollywood and Eubie was there as a guest of Floyd
and Lucille. I went over and started talking to Eubie about the different
things that had happened in Seattle, about us getting drunk together
and working at the Black and Tan. Finally Eubie says, “Hey Joe,
something’s been bothering me for 15 years. I’m sure glad to see you
and maybe you can put my mind at ease. What was the name of the
owner of the Black and tan? You remember the guy; he used to sleep all
the time. He’d ask you a question, and before you could answer he
would fall asleep.” I says, “Oh yeah, I remember. His name was Noodles
Smith. He was so busy making money, he never got any rest.” Eubie just
howled with laughter and he says, “That’s been worrying me for years
trying to think of that guy’s name. I ain’t never run into anybody like
that.”
In his book “Classic Jazz” Floyd Levin writes about Eubie’s
regrets about ragtime’s association with brothels, etc.:
“Eubie regretted that ragtime’s early association with saloons and
houses of prostitution earned it a reputation as “trashy” music. “We’re
the only race that threw away its heritage because we were brainwashed by white people who couldn’t play it,” he once told me. “They
said ragtime was ‘low down’ – and it wasn’t art. You will notice I never
use the vulgar word ‘jazz’ – I always say ‘ragtime.’ By the time I was
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nineteen, with my long fingers, I could span an octave and a half. My
mother always told me to keep my hands in my pockets – she was afraid
people would imagine I was a pickpocket because of my long fingers.
But I could play tenths easily.”
Around the turn of the century, “Little Hubie” began sneaking
out of the house every night to play piano at a bordello in Baltimore’s
tenderloin district. “I didn’t dare tell my parents about the job,” he
said. “I was still a teenager – but I made more money in one night than
my father made in a week working as a stevedore on the Baltimore
docks. My mother took in washing to earn a few dollars. I hid my
earnings under the linoleum in the parlor. Finally, when the pile got too
high, I showed them the money. It was several hundred dollars. They no
longer insisted I only play religious music.”
In 1919 Blake was touring the country with Jim Europe’s 369 th
Infantry Jazz Band when the bandleader was tragically murdered.
Noble Sissle assumed leadership of the band for the remaining bookings,
and he and Blake hit the vaudeville circuit when the tour ended. They
billed themselves as the Dixie Duo, with Sissle singing and Blake at the
piano. It was the beginning of a long, very successful partnership.
“Right from the start,” Eubie emphasized, “we refused to appear
in ‘blackface’ – and no funny shoes and overalls. WE came out in
beautiful tuxedos, spoke proper grammar -–none of that ‘dees’ and
‘dem’ stuff. Ours was the first Negro class act.” Assiduously avoiding
the stereotypes that hampered black performers, they remained a class
act throughout their careers.
In 1921, Sissle and Blake joined another black team, Miller and
Lyles, in Shuffle Along, the first all-black Broadway show in more than
a decade. It introduced “I’m Just Wild About Harry” and twenty
additional Sissle-Blake tunes. The “showgirls” including Adelaide Hall,
Josephine Baker, Freddie Washington, and Florence Mills, received $30
a week. The show ran for 504 performances and spawned three Shuffle
Along road companies, which broke color barriers in theaters all across
the country.
Al Jolson’s 1927 film The Jazz Singer is usually identified as the
first American motion picture to include sound; the first talking movie
actually appeared four years earlier. It was advertised as a “De Forest
Phonofilm – it actually talks and reproduces music without use of a
phonograph.” Sissle and Blake were the only black performers in the
stellar vaudeville cast, which also included Weber and Fields, Eddie
Cantor, and Phil Baker. The film premiered at the Rivoli Theater in
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New York City in April 1923, making Sissle and Blake the first black
performers to appear in a “talkie.” Blake made several more film
appearances over the years. His last was in Scott Joplin, starring Billy
Dee Williams, in 1976 - 53 years after his screen debut.
“Memories of You,” Eubie Blake’s most successful ballad, written
in collaboration with lyricist Andy Razaf, was in the Broadway show
Lew Leslie’s Black Birds of 1930. Eubie was always generous in his
praise for the Casa Loma Orchestra’s trumpet star, Sonny Dunham,
who championed “Memories of You” as a jazz tune in the late ‘30s. Ben
Goodman’s recording a few years later firmly established the tune as a
standard.
During the 1930s, Blake collaborated with Noble Sissle for several
New York and London shows. He toured as musical director for USO
productions during World War II. After the war he joined the faculty of
New York University and toured as a lecturer and ragtime artist. In the
1960s he resumed recording, and in 1972 he established a publishing
company. In 1970 he received the Presidential Medal of Freedom.
Eubie lived on Stuyvesant Avenue in a three story brownstone
house, the family home of his second wife, Marion. (If Marion was not
in the room, he slyly remarked, “When I got the chicken, I also got the
coop!”) Memories of a long career filled every corner of the house. From
the entry door, a long narrow stairway led up to their central living
area. Hanging on both sides were framed tributes (including the
Presidential Medal of Freedom) and honorary doctorates from
Brooklyn College, Dartmouth, Rutgers, the University of Maryland, and
the New England Conservatory. There were also medals, citations, and
photos – including hundreds of autographed pictures of musicians, four
U.S. presidents, and members of European royalty. This was his gallery.
The small upstairs living room, dominated by a baby grand piano, was
cluttered with pictures, records, and sheet music. He told me he
practiced there three hours each day.
Although he lived to see his one hundredth birthday, Blake’s daily
diet violated every nutritional guideline. His favorite meal consisted of
half a dozen doughnuts and a bottle of 7-Up. “If I knew I’d live this
long, I’d have taken better care of myself,” he once told me. “People
think I’m always drunk, because I stagger a lot. I don’t drink anything;
it’s my arthritis.” Blake did smoke, prolifically – two packs of cigarettes
a day. “When I was a child,” he explained, “my mother always gave me
a penny to buy candy on the way to school. I noticed the bigger kids
bought cigarettes instead. I began smoking when I was six years old –
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and never stopped.”
Blake always seemed happiest on the stage. In the ‘70s and ‘80s,
when his popularity was at its peak, it seemed he would continue
forever. Although he resisted air travel until he was ninety, Eubie was a
busy bicoastal entertainer. He said, “I’ve never been on a plane and
never expect to unless I’m handcuffed to a sheriff.” He would arrive in
Los Angeles by train to make guest appearances on talk shows hosted by
Merv Griffin, Johnny Carson, and Mike Douglas. During those
occasions, he usually visited our home, relaxing on a recliner, smoking a
cigarette, and talking about musicians who had long been forgotten,
including many who lived and died around the turn of the century.
When I asked him about "One-Leg” Willie, a pianist he’d once
mentioned in a letter, Blake said:
“His name was Willie Joseph. His mother worked for some rich
white people who recognized his talent and sent him to the Boston
conservatory. He was the first Negro to graduate as a classical pianist.
He lost a leg in a skating accident in 1900. In those days, Negroes
weren’t supposed to read music. We pretended we couldn’t read and
people would marvel at the way we could play show music and rags –
they thought by ear. The only arrangement I ever copied was Willie’s
“Stars and Stripes Forever” – I still play it.
In December 1979, the Huntington Hartford Theater in
Hollywood hosted the West Coast premiere of Blake’s Broadway show,
Eubie! Lucille and I sat with Eubie and Marion in the front row. The
gleam of a pinpoint spotlight hung like a halo over Eubie’s bald head
during the entire first act. After the final curtain calls, an on-stage
ceremony honoring him featured surprise appearances from members
of the show’s New York cast, including Maurice and Gregory Hines. The
after-show reception glittered with Hollywood stars, musicians and fans.
A few months later, Adelaide Hall, who had been living in London
for forty years, made a rare appearance in New York City at Michael’s
Pub. We were the Blake's’ dinner guests at the dazzling opening night
and shared Eubie and Adelaide’s reunion. Still youthful and attractive
at 76, Hall reprised the momentous 1927 wordless vocal on Ellington’s
“Creole Love Call,” confirming the still-regal splendor of her voice.
Then she introduced Blake, who climbed on the stage to accompany her
on “Memories of You.” Seated at our table between sets, the singer
reminisced fondly with the eminent composer who had launched her
career in 1923.
Blake often said he would never retire. “I’ll keep performing
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until, on day while I’m on stage, the man upstairs says: “Nine, ten,
you’re out!”
A distinguished cast came together to celebrate Blake’s onehundredth birthday on Feb. 7, 1983, with an incredible two-hour
concert. Adelaide Hall came from London to sing a medley of tunes
from Shuffle Along, and pianists Dick Hyman, Dick Zimmerman, John
Arpin, Max Morath, Billy Taylor, Terry Waldo, and Bobby Short added
their talents to the show. The stellar rhythm section featured Howard
Alden on banjo and guitar, Milt Hinton on bass, and Ron Traxler on
drums.
Blake, stricken with pneumonia, was unable to attend the 100 th
birthday concert; he watched a special closed-circuit broadcast of the
event. The huge bouquet of yellow roses next to his bed was a gift sent
by his friend, comedian Bill Cosby.
It was five days after his 100th birthday, when, as he predicted, the
man upstairs said: “Nine, ten, you’re out!” At the time Eubie took the
final count, he was the only one left who could authentically talk about
and play the music from the ragtime era. He was there at the beginning.
The Maryland Historical Society and the Baltimore Cultural Arts
Program received his huge collection of memorabilia, documenting the
pianist’s jou8rney from bawdy houses to concert stages. The Eubie
Blake National Museum and Cultural Center, also located in Baltimore,
features several large displays and a bronze head of Eubie by noted
sculptor Dr. William Douglas Hartley, a gift Lucille and I presented to
the museum in 1988. Eubie Blake’s life and work spanned a
considerable portion of our nation’s musical history. He began in
medicine and minstrel shows, made cylinder recordings and piano rolls,
and became a major force in the development of the American musical
theater. His songs will continue to be a source of joy to music lovers.
Eubie Blake enriched the lives of countless friends and fans. I am
fortunate to have been a member of both groups.”
Eubie met Scott Joplin, the date Eubie gave varied from time to
time but was sometime from 1907 to 1915. From Eubie’s description of
Joplin’s health it was probably the latter date. This description is from
“King of Ragtime” by Edward Berlin:
“They met at a reception in Washington, D. C., at which many
ragtime pianists were present. Some of the best ones played, and then
the crowd called upon Joplin to perform. He refused at first, mentioning
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to Blake that he was too sick. Finally, in response to the demands, Joplin
sat at the piano and played Maple Leaf Rag: “So pitiful. He was so far
gone with the dog (Syphilis) and he sounded like a little child tryin’ to
pick out a tune…..I hated to see him tryin’ so hard. He was so weak.”
He was dead but he was breathing. I went to see him after but he could
hardly speak he was so ill.”
Blake saw the end coming. According to Joplin’s death certificate,
he experienced the onset of his final illness in October 1915.
Eubie Blake was a major player and witness of the ragtime era.
He was called upon many times to recall stories. To the end of his long
life his mental faculties remained remarkably acute, and no one would
accuse him of dishonesty. Blake’s remembrance of his Joplin statements
should be considered accurate.
Ragtime and the March
The march is one of the major sources of ragtime composition.
The cover descriptions, titles, and subtitles are the most explicit
connection that is found. In checking the cover of an early piece we find
the following description: “A Warmin’ Up in Dixie” - Cakewalk, March
and Two Step, Tempo di Marcia. Eubie spoke of this description:
“Blake referred to early ragtimers as “march kings”, and Blake
related how “One-Leg” Willie Joseph would “bring the house down
with The Stars and Stripes Forever in march time, ragtime and ‘sixteen’
(boogie woogie). Ragging marches, and in particular Sousa marches,
was “apparently common. “
Blake was often asked about whether the famous minstrel Ben
Harney was black or white. He replied: “I never met Harney but all
black ragtimers of the time ‘knew’ Harney was passing for white.”
Eubie’s music is not given the Tin Pan Alley label but is placed in
the Eastern or in the stride school. The reason might be the inherently
high quality of his music.
A major supporter of the revival of ragtime and one of its major
influences was the book “They all Played Ragtime” by Rudi Blesh and
Harriet Janis. They wrote the following item on Eubie Blake:
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“Eubie Blake was born in Baltimore on Feb. 7, 1883. At fifteen
and a half years of age he was playing in the tenderloin. Far from
approving of this, his mother did not even sanction any sort of secular
music. As usual, the hard logic of economic necessity won out. Little
Eubie, who cannot remember when he could not play, had a few lessons,
but in the main he was self-taught. A neighbor told on him. “I heard
someone playing, sounded just like little Hubie, at Aggie Shelton’s
bawdy house.” His mother said; “It is not my boy. He goes to bed at nine
every night.” But Eubie had been getting up and into long pants and
over the back fence.
Eubie was not one to fall for the lure of the red-light Bohemia. In
a year he was fixing his sights on a goal that then seemed more easily
attainable for the Negro, that of an equal participation with white in the
theatrical world. And, as near as any Negro in America has ever been
able to reach that goal, Eubie attained it.”
Eubie was one of the first of the Eastern Negro ragtimers to get
his instrumental pieces published, though his junior, Luckey Roberts
beat him by one year with his Junk Man Rag. Eubie had tried early to
crash the Tin Pan Alley barriers. He would play a number like his early
unpublished Charleston Rag or, a few years later, his Black Keys on
Parade for Joseph W. Stern, and the publisher would say: “Sure it’s
good – it’s wonderful – but who could play it but you and Luckey
Roberts.
Meeting the early tycoons of the music business, Eubie learned
what was expected of the Negro; “None of us were supposed to know
how to read music. They wanted folk stuff. If we could read, we had to
pretend we couldn’t. The day before a show opened we’d get the music.
They’d come to the spots after the show and hear us playing the tunes
and say: “Aren’t they marvelous?”
The house of Stern eventually published several Blake piano solos.
The first two, appearing in 1914, were the melodic rags Chevy Chase
and Fizz Water. The scores, greatly simplified at the publisher’s request,
give only a faint idea of the intricacy of these numbers as Eubie or
James P. Johnson actually played them. Bugle Call Rag followed in
1916. It is a rag of three strains in which over the ragtime bass the
thumb of the right hand plays the bugle calls with the four fingers
executing an independent counterpoint. Some of Eubie’s finest solos
remain unpublished chiefly because of their extreme difficulty of
execution. Among these is a real syncopated masterpiece, Troublesome
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Ivories.”
After Shuffle Along in 1921 the next important Sissle and Blake
collaboration was Chocolate Dandies of 1924, with its hit tunes, “Manda,
Thinking of Me, and Dixie Moon. Chocolate Dandies was at Ford’s
Theater-Broadway at 61st Street and then went on tour for 8 months.
But despite Eubie’s great works for the stage, we find a folk strain
in his music. He talks about the difference between an instrument
played by a child and then by a musician:
“Eubie thinks of old-timers whose sole instrument was the
triangle. “What rhythms!” he says. ”There is a lost art!” “What is a
legitimate instrument?” he asks. “Why is it a drum and not a
washboard? Give the finest drums in the world to a kid and they’re only
toys, but give a washboard to a drummer and you’ve got a rhythm
instrument.”
Eubie’s Performance Reviews
Eubie playing in the 1969 New Orleans Jazz Fest:
“The festival’s most impressive segment may have been a 12minute interval by a frail, 86 year old pianist. He needed assistance
entering the stage when producer Willis Conover announced his name.
As the applause mounted, his halting gait became a vigorous stride,
until at last the little man was scampering toward the piano bench with
his hands clasped over his head like a prize fighter. The next few
moments were sheer magic. The pianist played with power and joy,
juxtaposing an intricate right hand melody against an electrifying lefthanded “oom-pah” bass to create an intense ragtime syncopation.”
Another review in the Jazz Journal stated:
“An 86 year old charmer, Eubie Blake, recalled an era when
ragtime was the vogue. After shocking his southern audience with a few
irreverent bars of “Marching Through Georgia” the composer-pianist
exchanged some ad-lib remarks with Willis Conover before striding into
his “Charleston Rag.” He paid tribute to his contemporary C. Luckey
Roberts with the latter’s “Spanish Venus,” followed by a most stirring
ragtime version of Sousa’s “Stars and Stripes Forever.” The Blake-Razaf
classic “Memories of You” received an ovation from the appreciative
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audience responding warmly to Eubie Blake’s youthful ebullience.”
In the book “The Art of Ragtime” Schafer writes:
“Others, like Eubie Blake worked schizophrenically – with one
side of their lives heavily involved in the demands of commercial
composition and another, private portion of their existence committed to
pure ragtime.
Eubie Blake has recalled that ragtime style, syncopations were in
the air in the black community before he knew what ‘ragtime’ meant: “I
didn’t hear ragtime until a little later, but I heard syncopation in the
Negro bands coming back from funerals and, of course, in the shouting
in the church.”
That was all right, it seems, but not at home. I’m in there ragging
hell out of Traumerei on the organ and my mother opened the door and
laid down the law. “Take that ragtime out of my house.” That was the
first time I ever heard the word.”
Blake succeeded as an itinerant popular composer and kept the
original ragtime idea intact in his music.
Blake’s long and busy lifetime in the music business testifies to
his commitment and seriousness. He wrote only a few rags, although he,
liked most ragtime entertainers, had a vast repertoire of unwritten
original compositions. He then went on into commercial work with the
musical stage and with jazz forms.
Eubie Blake was a virtuoso player with large, nimble hands,
capable of playing incredibly demanding “trick” passages. The
published scores of their rags are considerably simpler and less
exhibitionistic than their performances of the same works. Publishers
considered their works too “advanced” or complex for the music-buying
public and accordingly demanded printed scores which are in effect
outlines or synopsis of the performance style.
The whole nascent tradition of Harlem shout-piano styles
stemmed from ragtime-oriented players like Blake. Blake went on to
write successful music for revues, thus preserving their ragtime-derived
ideas inside the various forms of popular music.”
In “The Jazz revolution” Kathy J. Ogren spoke of Blake and
Sissle’s appearance on the Keith Vaudeville circuit which primarily was
a white orientated circuit:
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“Eubie Blake was part of the vaudeville team “Sissle and Blake,”
who performed on the very popular Keith circuit. Keith was a
predominantly white circuit, and Blake believed that the black’s acts
were purposefully booked in the second act in order to prevent them
from getting a good review from the newspaper critics, who always
came in the third act. Blake believed these shows further exposed white
producers as well as audiences to black musical skills.”
In Rags and Ragtime” by Jasen and Tichenor we read:
“The world stride means the syncopation alternating between the
right and left hands and the counter melodies created by a moving bass
line. This was putting a new twist on the regular way to play ragtime –
alternating the syncopation between both hands made it twice as
difficult to perform, thereby enabling the performers to win on tests. It
not only sounder harder to do, it was in fact harder to do. And, unlike
the rest of ragtime stride was conceived by and originally performed by
black artists….”
Eubie was a major influence in developing and performing this
‘stride’ ragtime piano style that was so much an influence on other
black and white ragtime pianists.
In “They all Played ragtime” by Blesh and Janis we read about
this new style:
“A different, another sort of ragtime was rising along the Atlantic
seaboard. The account of this distinctive music – different both
melodically and harmonically from classic ragtime.”
In the book “My Life in Ragtime” by Badger we read:
“Blake also liked the melodies of MacDowell, his “Memories of
You” was in fact based upon MacDowell’s “To a Wild Rose,” which he
first heard in the 1890s, and Victor Herbert, who’s “Gypsy Love Call”
was the inspiration for Blake’s own “Gypsy Blues.”
Finale
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Eubie Blake lived a long and successful life, not without its pit
falls, but like a Phoenix, rose and gained high pinnacles, each peak
reached, another was in the future to put him higher. His music was
almost revolutionary in its time and not until later was it realized that
indeed it did break new paths in American popular music. His profound
character broke new ground in the way the American public looked at
Negro artists. The classy way he presented his vaudeville act with Sissle
showed that the Negro artist did not have to rely on a stereotype
presentation of the Negro. His Shuffle Along brought to Broadway and
the American Theater a new type Negro presentation. His playing style
was responsible for developing a new style of playing jazz. It was the
bridge between the ragtime style of playing syncopated music to the jazz
style with his stride, wobble-wobble bass and new harmonic
progressions. His individual self esteem, his work ethic, his attention to
the way he dressed, his cleanliness, his attention to his father’s words,
his love for his mother, his admiration and helpfulness to fellow
musicians, all spoke well for a new image for the American Negro
musician and artist.
He was one of those responsible for the Harlem Renaissance.
But most of all, he never disappointed his audiences, giving all he
had to each and every performance. His many compositions will always
be regarded as works of art and will remain influential to all composers.
Like Yoga Berra said: “It’s never over until it’s over.” That’s how
Eubie spent his life.
Eubie material
Willie the Lion Smith – Music on my mind:
I was lucky; I grabbed the regular spot at Kelly’s for the summer
of 1915 when Eubie tipped me off that he would not be back. He was
heading for New York City to seek his fortune.
Willie Joseph took Eubie Blake’s job at the Goldfield Hotel in
Baltimore when Eubie moved to New York.
By this time Eubie B. was becoming known as a composer, and we
all like a rag he had written called “Chevy chase.” I think some of his
earlier tunes were better than the ones that he became famous for in
later years. Everybody should remember his better-known songs like
I’m Just Wild About Harry” and “Memories of You.” (Before WWI)
Lottie Joplin house at 163 West 131st street operated sometimes
like an after-hours joint. Even at six in the morning you’d see guys like
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E. Blake, Jimmy Johnson, and the Lion sitting around talking or
playing the piano in the parlor.
One of the tunes I performed frequently was “Love Will Find A
Way”, a hit song from the Noble Sissle-e. Blake's score for Shuffle
Along, the great colored revue that had opened in New York in 1921.
Ecstasy at the Onion – W. Balliett
Newport 1970. E. Blake there.
July 3rd: E. Blake, the 88 year old composer and pianist, started things
off this afternoon, and he was a delight. He played a ragtime piece, his
fingers jack-be-nimble, and he jazzed up “The Merry Widow Waltz.”
He played a Cole Porter number and he did his own “Memories of You”
and “I’m Just Wild About Harry.” He did them all as he would have
done then 70 years ago, and they had a cheerful, innocent, take-me-outto-the-ballgame air.
Jazz Away From Home – Chris Goddard
On Oct. 14, 1918 Noble Sissle wrote to ragtime pianist and
composer, E. Blake: “Well, on my way here, I passed through Paris. I
saw Mitchell. He said you wrote to him. Well old boy, hang on and we’ll
be able to knock them cold after the war. It will be over soon. Jim
Europe and I have Paris by the balls in a bigger way than anyone you
know…Tell Stern that ‘Camp Meeting Day’ written by Sgt. F. E. Mikels
is the big hit that runs through the Paris Follies of 1918 at the Marigny
Theater.
Such shows (sic: Negro shows) were in Europe as an extension of
the fashion for all-black entertainment which began in 1921 with N.
Sissle and E. Blake’s extraordinary Broadway success, Shuffle Along.
Dozens of imitations followed throughout the twenties, some of which
came to Europe.
Elliot Carpenter – We’d go around the Philly cafes and hear Sam
Gordon, Lonnie Hicks and Eubie Blake.
Classic Jazz – Floyd Levin
Film Scott Joplin in 1976 with Eubie Blake playing a feature role.
Johnny Guarnieri – Levin and wife Lucille frequently took E.B. to the
Tail o’ the Cock. From his piano bench in the lounge, Johnny could see
the front door. As we entered, he would immediately switch to c romping
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stride version of “I’m Just Wild About Harry.” Eubie greatly admired
Johnny’s playing: in a 1976 letter, he said:
Dear Floyd and Lucille, Please give my regards to Johnny G – I
can never call his name – let alone spell it! He is the greatest pianist I’ve
ever heard – next to “One Leg” Willie – and I’ve heard all of them since
1902. But Johnny’s my favorite.
1969 New Orleans Jazz Fest – The festival’s most impressive
segment may have been a 12-minute interval by a frail, 86 year old
pianist. He needed assistance entering the stage when producer Willis
Conover announced his name. As the applause mounted, his halting gait
became a vigorous stride, until at last the little man was scampering
toward the piano bench with his hands clasped over his head like a prize
fighter. The next few moments were sheer magic. The pianist played
with power and joy, juxtaposing an intricate right hand melody against
an electrifying left-handed “oom-pah” bass to create an intense ragtime
syncopation.
IN Jazz Journal Levin wrote: “An 86 year old charmer, E.B.,
recalled an era when ragtime was the vogue. After shocking his southern
audience with a few irreverent bars of “Marching through Georgia,” the
composer-pianist exchanged some ad-lib remarks with Willis Conover
before striding into his “Charleston Rag.”
He paid tribute to his contemporary C. Luckey Roberts with the
latter’s “Spanish Venus,” followed by a most stirring ragtime version of
Sousa’s “Stars and Stripes forever.” The Blake-Razaf classic “Memories
of You” received an ovation from the appreciative audience responding
warmly to Eubie Blake’s youthful ebullience.
Levin then continues: “After the concert, I noticed the pianist
standing alone in a quiet corridor backstage. I complimented him on his
excellent performance and requested permission to take his picture. He
graciously agreed and posed with bassist Milt Hinton, who approached
at that moment. When I offered to send him a copy of the picture, he
scoffed and quipped: “You guys have been takin’ my pictures for 70
years – and I’ve never seen one of them!” I promised to send the photo
and asked for his address. He opened a small silver case and handed me
a business card engraved with the words:
Eubie Blake
Pianist-Arranger
Compose of Shuffle Along
I’m Just Wild About Harry
Lou Leslie’s Blackbirds
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Levin sent the photo and received a handwritten letter from Blake
back.
In 1995, when his image appeared on a 32 stamp, my photo of
Eubie and Milt Hinton was printed on the first-day-of-issue cachet,
mailed during the annual jazz festival at Monterey, CA
Blake was born in 1883 in Baltimore, MD; his parents were both
freed slaves. He began playing the piano at age four, getting his first
lessons on a battered old parlor upright. His mother disapproved
***see printed pages 131-135
In 1988, Lucille and I were invited to attend the unveiling of a
bronze head of E.B. our gift to the William Ransom Hogan Jazz Archive
at Tulane Univ.
After Europe died on May 10, 1919 Noble Sissle, assisted by E.B.
assumed leadership of the 369th Infantry Jazz Band, which completed its
scheduled bookings. The tour culminated with a very successful
engagement at the prestigious Palace Theater in N. Y. City. Later, the
two leaders took a smaller group on the road for a lengthy vaudeville
junket, launching their productive partnership.
Black American Music – Hildred Roach
Copied pages 57-58
The Art of Ragtime – Schafer/Riedel
Others, like E.B., worked schizophrenically – with one side of
their lives heavily involved in the demands of commercial composition
and another, private portion of their existence committed to pure
ragtime.
E.B. has recalled that ragtime style, syncopations, were in the air
in the black community before he knew what “ragtime” meant: “I
didn’t hear ragtime until a little later, but I heard syncopation in the
Negro bands coming back from funerals and, of course, in the shouting
in the church.
That was all right, it seems, but not at home. I’m in there ragging
hell out of Traumerei on the organ and my mother opened the door and
laid down the law, “Take that ragtime out of my house.” That was the
first time I ever heard the word.”
Blake succeeded as itinerant popular composer and kept the
original ragtime idea intact in his music.
E.B. whose long and busy lifetime in the music business testifies to
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his commitment and seriousness, wrote only a few rags, although he,
like most ragtime entertainers, has a vast repertoire of unwritten
original compositions. He then went on into commercial work with the
musical stage and with jazz forms.
E.B. a virtuoso players with large, nimble hands, capable of
playing incredibly demanding “trick” passages. The published scores of
their rags are considerably simpler and less exhibitionistic than their
performances of the same works. Publishers considered their works too
“advanced” or complex for the music-buying public and accordingly
demanded printed scores which are in effect outlines or synopses of the
performance style.
The whole nascent tradition of Harlem shout-piano styles
stemmed from ragtime-oriented players like Blake. Blake went on to
write successful music for revues, thus preserving their ragtime-derived
ideas inside the various forms of popular music.
E.B. (1883 - ) born in Baltimore, conservatory-trained in N.Y.,
Blake teamed with Noble Sissle in 1915 for a lifelong collaboration on
music productions. In 1917 he worked with James Reese Europe in the
clef Club Orchestra and went on with Sissle to create highly successful
musicals like Shuffle Along, The chocolate Dandies, and blackbirds of
1930. Rags like “Fizzwater” and “Charleston Rag” demonstrate his
personal version of volatile and difficult east-coast ragtime.
E.B. – the last man in the great line of original ragtimers, who
after 90 years on this earth is as strong and gracious an artist as any
man alive and who is a living exemplar of ragtime’s nobility and
gentility.
The Jazz Revolution – Kathy J. Ogren
E.B. was part of the vaudeville team “Sissle and Blake,” who
performed on the very popular Keith circuit. Keith was a
predominantly white circuit, and Blake believed that the black’s acts
were purposefully booked in the second act in order to prevent them
from getting a good review from the newspaper critics, who always
came in the third act.
Blake believed these shows further exposed white producers as
well as audiences to black musical skills.
E.B’s mother monitored his early playing in Baltimore to make
sure it reflected the dignity of church playing and not the ragtime he
could hear from brothels near his home and in funeral processions
through the streets. Blake promised to eschew both brothels and funeral
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parades but by age 15 he was working at Aggie Shelton’s “sportin’
house.” Lawrence Brown had to leave his father’s house for playing
jazz, and Willie, “the Lion” Smith’s mother told him when he played
ragtime to stay away from the piano.
E.B. found the tips and occasional wages lucrative. Blake was able
to win his mother’s tolerance of his job because it paid well. He also
enlarged his repertoire because “the more tunes you’d know the more
money you’d make.” Blake insisted that what he played was tasteful:
“Those people liked real sentimental songs like “You Made Me What I
Am Today, I Hope You’re Satisfied,” or they liked ragtime. You never
heard any dirty songs in Aggie Shelton’s. It was high class” Clearly, not
all blacks saw the work of Blake and others as “high class.”
Just Before Jazz – Thomas L. Riis
Rags and Ragtime – Jasen/Tichenor
Charles Leslie Johnson – “Sneeky Pete” – E.B. used the B section
in his song “You’re Lucky to Me.”
Blake followed Lucky in publishing rags, but his numbers fell
between the pop song and the rag tradition. Blake’s had a pronounced
lyrical quality seldom found in the rags of the time. It is not surprising,
then, that a few years later all three would make significant
contributions to the world of popular music by writing beautiful
ballads, memorable dances and sparkling, foot-tapping music. Their
creativity easily matched their counterparts in St. Louis, but their
originality took on a completely different character.
In 1914, in Atlantic City, Eubie had a couple of rags. One
“Troublesome Ivories,” was very good I caught it.
The word stride means the syncopation alternating between the
right and left hands and the counter melodies created by a moving bass
line. This was putting a new twist on the regular way to play ragtime –
alternating the syncopation between both hands made it twice as
difficult to perform, thereby enabling the performers to win on tests. It
not only sounded harder to do, it was in fact harder to do. And, unlike
the rest of ragtime stride was conceived by and originally performed
solely by black artists. Developed by James P Johnson with Lucky
Roberts, Blake, McLean and others. Major influence on other pianists –
Will “the Lion” Smith, Ellington, Basie, Waller, Sullivan, Sutton,
Wellstood Tatum, etc.
Eubie said: “I don’t play any better than any real pianist, but it’s
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the tricks I know. I know tricks that the average guy don’t know.
Because I’ve been playing all this time, I had to play against this guy,
that guy, the finest pianists, see?
They all Played Ragtime – Rudi Blesh/Harriet Janis
A different, another sort of ragtime was rising along the Atlantic
seaboard. The account of this distinctive music – different both
melodically and harmonically from classic ragtime.
William Turk born cc1866, died cc1911. Almost 6 feet tall and
more than 300 lbs. Eubie says: “He had a left hand like God. He didn’t
even know what key he was playing in, but he played them all. He could
play the ragtime stride bass, but it bothered him because his stomach
got in the way of his arm, so he used a walking bass instead. I can
remember when I was thirteen – this was 1896 - how Turk would play
one note with his right hand and at the same time four with his left. We
called it “sixteen” they call it boogie-woogie now. His chords would jell
even when he went into other keys by ear, and he often played in two
keys, one key in one hand and one in the other, and the chords still
jelled.
Sammy Ewell was the patron saint of all the Baltimore Negro pianists
who could not read music. “We would get around the bar,” Eubie says,
“and Sam played the songs until we got them. He had more clothes than
Broadway Jones – 35 pairs of pants and one room was just clothes. He
played in sporting houses.” In Eubie’s childhood, around 1890, bigHead Wilber and Jimmy Green were the march kings of Baltimore; they
helped to develop the early style that contrasted the rhythms of straight
march and syncopated ragtime.
Paul Seminole – Eubie first heard Seminole at Small’s cellar place
th
on 5 Ave. near 135th street. “If he played a tune 20 times,” says Eubie,
“it was twenty thousand times different.”
4 Eastern ragtime men – for their published works as well as for
their other accomplishments – are destined for lasting fame. They are
James Hubert Blake, Charles Luckey Roberts, James Price Johnson
and Thomas Waller. Among them these men explored nearly all of the
musical and entertainment fields.
E.B. was born in Baltimore on Feb. 7, 1883. At 15 and a half years
of age he was playing in the tenderloin. Far from approving of this, his
mother did not even sanction any sort of secular music. As usual, the
hard logic of economic necessity won out. Little Eubie, who cannot
remember when he could not play, had a few lessons, but in the main he
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was self-taught. A neighbor told on him. ‘I heard someone playing,
sounded just like little Hubie, at Aggie Shelton’s bawdy house.” His
mother said: “It is not my boy. He goes to bed at nine every night.” But
Eubie had been getting up and into long pants and over the back fence.
**see copy pages197-198
Ragtime – Berlin
Eubie Blake’s Bugle Call Rag (1916) was labeled a fox trot.
See copy of page 31
Eubie still thrills audiences with his ragged version of the
Tannhauser Overture.
The March – copy page 99
A Life in Ragtime – (Europe) Reid Badger
Copy pages 131-135
Ref: #26 – Among the songs they performed were ‘”It’s All Your Fault,”
and “Have a Good Time, Everybody” and Blake played “his famous
fox-trot, “Chevy Chase.” See the Indianapolis Freeman, Oct. 9, 1915, 5.
The demand for black musicians and entertainers had fallen off
even before J. Europe and N. Sissle joined the National Guard, and it
continued to decline throughout the last years of the war. From the
correspondence with E.B. and others back home, and from the New
York papers, Europe was kept informed of the discouraging situation,
and it concerned him. By the spring of 1918, the Temp Club had
virtually ceased to function as a booking agency, and Blake had himself
been forced to go on the vaudeville circuit with singer Broadway Jones.
Blake also liked the melodies of MacDowell, his “Memories of
You” was in fact based upon MacDowell’s “To a Wild Rose,” which he
first heard in the 1890s, and Victor Herbert, who’s “Gypsy Love Call”
was the inspiration for Blake’s own “Gypsy Blues.” He was also exposed
to the music of Tin Pan Alley, including that of Irving Berlin, whose
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” (a pop song, despite the title) he
frequently played when he worked in Atlantic City.
King of Ragtime – Ed. Berlin
Eubie Blake worked for Barron Wilkins Café Wilkins at 253 West
35 St. in New York
Eubie heard Joplin around 1911 in a performance that “played
th
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worse than a child of five. (Maple Leaf Rag)
Joplin festival in 1974 included Blake
I remember Jazz – Al Rose
Mezz Mezzrow In Harlem, E.B. told Rose “You could get in real
trouble hangin’ out with that guy. That guy ain’t finished getting’ in
trouble. Don’t say I didn’t warm you.
Found marijuana joints. Eubie: “I already told you. Shaz. Dope.
What else would Mezzrow give to somebody he really liked? Don’t
smoke any of it. It ain’t good for you.”

Eubie (9-20-78) Ambassador) featured a different order of old songs, the
rag – and jazz-based melodies of 95 year old E.B. In recent years Blake
had re-emerged from obscurity to become a beguiling raconteur on TV
Most of his music remained steadfastly forgotten, with only “I’m Just
Wild About Harry” and “Memories of You” retaining their precarious
hold on popularity. If most of his songs were, as Variety noted,
“basically routine,” they were brought to life with all the colorful
razzmatazz that an economically tasteless contemporary orchestrations
and that ubiquitous modern outrage, amplification, often hampered an
appreciation of their delicacy. Still, there was enough to appreciate and
enjoy to allow Eubie A year’s run.
Selected Compilation of Blake’s Compositions
Blake’s was very prolific musically. They are estimated at over
1000. Many have been lost and many unwritten. Below is a list arranged
alphabetically by title. The names of collaborators are in parentheses.
The name of the show, if applicable are given after the date of
composition.
A – Affectionate Dan (Sissle), 1918
Ain’t Cha Coming Back (Reddie and Mack), 1937: “Swing It”
Ain’t We got Love (Reddie and Mack), 1937: “Swing It”
Al-le-lu – Old Noak’s Ark (Sissle), 1925
Alone with Love (Sissle), 1950: unused, “Shuffle Along of 1952”
Arabian Moon (Sissle), 1933: “Shuffle Along of 1933”
As Long as You Live (Arthur Porter)
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B - Baby Buntin’ (Sissle), 1923: “Elsie”
Baltimore Blues (Sissle), 1919
Baltimore Buzz (Sissle), 1921: “Shuffle Along”
Baltimore Todolo, 1908
Bandana Days (Sissle), 1921: “Shuffle Along”
Bandana Ways (Sissle), 1933: “Shuffle Along of 1933
Blackbirds on Parade (Razaf), 1930: “Blackbirds of 1930”
Blue Classique, 1939
Blue Rag in Twelve Keys, 1969
Blue Thoughts, 1936
Blues, Why Don’t You Leave Me Alone? (Arthur Porter)
Bonga-Boola (Sissle), 1952: “Shuffle Along of 1952”
Boogie Woogie Beguine (Sissle), 1945
Breakin’ ‘Em Down (Sissle), 1924: “The Chocolate Dandies”
Breaking ‘Em In, 1933 “Shuffle Along of 1933”
Brittwood Rag, 1911
Butterfly, 1936
C - Capricious Harlem, 1936
Castle of Love, 1960
Charleston Rag (originally titled “Sounds of Africa”), 1899
Chevy Chase, 1911
Chickens Come Home to Roost (Sissle), 1933: “Shuffle Along of
1933”
Chocolate Dandies (Sissle), 1924: “The Chocolate Dandies”
City Called Heaven (Sissle), 1952: “Shuffle Along of 1952”
Classical Rag (Eubie’s Classical Rag), 1972
Cleo Zell My Creole Belle (Sissle), 1921
Corner Chestnut and Low, 1903
D - Daddy, Won’t You Please Come Hone (Sissle), 1921: “Shuffle
Along”
Dear Li’l Pal (Sissle), 1923
Dicty on Seventh Avenue, 1955
Dixie Ann in Afghanistan (Razaf), 1940: “Tan Manhattan”
Dixie Moon (Sissle), 1924: “The Chocolate Dandies”
Dollar for a Dime, A (Razaf), 1940: “Tan Manhattan”
Don’t Love Me Blues (Sissle), 1923
Don’t Make a Plaything out of My Heart (Sissle), 1958: “Happy
times” (unproduced)
Down in the Land of Dancing Pickaninnies (Sissle), 1924: “The
Chocolate Dandies”
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Dumb Luck (Sissle), 1924: “The Chocolate Dandies”
Dusting Around (Sissle), 1933: “Shuffle Along of 1933”
E - Election Day (Sissle, 1921: “Shuffle Along”
Elsie (Sissle), 1921: “Shuffle Along”
Eubie Dubie (Guarnieri), 1972
Eubie’s Boogie, 1904
Everybody’s Struttin’ Now (Sissle), 1923: “Elsie”
Everything Reminds Me of You (Sissle), 1921: “Shuffle Along”
F - Falling in Love (Sissle), 1933: “Shuffle Along of 1933”
Farewell with Love (Sissle), 1952: “Shuffle Along of 1952”
Fizz Water, 1911
Florodora Girls (Sissle), 1920
G - Gee! I Wish I Had Someone to Rock Me in the Cradle of Love
(Sissle), 1919
Glory (Sissle), 1933: “Shuffle along of 1933”
Good Fellow Blues (Sissle), 1921
Good Night, Angeline (Europe & Sissle), 1917: “Shuffle along”
Good-bye, My Honey, I’m Gone (Europe & Sissle), 1918
Great Big Baby, A (Razaf), 1940: “Tan Manhattan”
Green and Blue (Reddie & Mack), 1937: “Swing It”
Gypsy Blues (Sissle), 1921: “Shuffle Along”
H - Harlem Moon (Sissle), 1933: “Shuffle Along of 1933”
Have a Good Time Everybody (Sissle), 1924: “The Chocolate
Dandies”
Here ‘Tis (Sissle), 1933: “Shuffle Along of 1933”
He’s Always Hanging Around (Sissle), 1917?
High Much de Muck 19772
High Steppin’ Days, 1921
Hot Feet (Sissle), 1958
I - I Can’t Get You Out of My Mind (Reddie)
I Like to Walk with a Pal Like You (Sissle), 1923: “Elsie”
I Wonder Where My Sweetie Can Be (Sissle), 1925
If It’s Any News to You (Sissle), 1933: “Shuffle Along of 1933”
If You’ve Never Been Vamped by a Brownskin, You’ve Never Been
Vamped at All (Sissle), 1921: “Shuffle Along”
I’ll Find My Love in D-I-X-I-E (Sissle), 1924: “The chocolate
Dandies”
I’m a Great Big Baby (Razaf), 1940: “Tan Manhattan”
I’m Craving for That Kind of Love (Sissle) 1921: “Shuffle Along”
I’m Just Simply Full of Jazz (Sissle), 1919: “Shuffle Along”
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I’m Just Wild about Harry (Sissle), 1921: “Shuffle Along”
In Honeysuckle Time (Sissle), 1921, “Shuffle Along”
In the Land of Sunny Sunflowers (Sissle), 1933: “Shuffle Along of
1933”
It’s Afro-American Day (Sissle), 1969
It’s All Your Fault (Sissle & Nelson), 1915
It’s the Gown That Makes the Girl That Makes the Guy (Sissle &
Javits), 1952:
“Shuffle Along of 1952”
I’ve the Lovin’es’ Love for You (Europe & Sissle), 1917
J Jassamine Lane (Sissle), 1924: “The Chocolate Dandies”
Jazz Baby (Europe & Sissle), 1919
Jazzing Thunder Storming Dance (Sissle), 1923: “”Elsie”
Jazztime Dance (Sissle), 1924: “The Chocolate Dandies”
Jingle Step (Sissle), “Elsie”
Jive Drill (Sissle), 1952: “Shuffle Along of 1952”
Jockey’s Life for Mine, The (Sissle), 1924: “The Chocolate
Dandies”
Jubilee Brazilian (Reddie)
Jump Steady (Sissle), 1924: “The Chocolate Dandies”
K - Keep Your Chin Up (Sissle), 11933: “Shuffle Along of 1933”
Kentucky Sue (Sissle), 1921: unused, “Shuffle Along”
Kitchen Tom, 1908
Koo Wah (You Got to Have Koo Wah) (Sissle), 1933: “Shuffle
Along of 1933”
L - Labor Day Parade (Sissle), 1933: “Shuffle Along of 1933”
Lady of the Moon (Sissle), 1925: Cochran’s Longdon Revue, “Still
Dancing”
Let’s Get Married Right Away (Sissle), 1926: “Cochran’s Revue of
1926”
Lonesome Man (Sissle), 1933: “Shuffle Along of 1933”
Love Will Find a Way (Sissle), 1921: “Shuffle Along”
Lovin’ Chile (Sissle), “Elsie” unused
Loving You the Way I Do (Scholl), 1930: “Hoy Rhythm”
Low Down Blues (Sissle), 1921: “Shuffle Along”
M - Magnolia Rose (Razaf), 1940: “Tan Manhattan”
Mammy’s Little Choc’late Cullud Chile (Sissle), 1917? “The
Chocolate Dancies”
Manda (Sissle), 1924: “The chocolate Dandies”
Martin Luther King (Didn’t the Angels Sing! (Sissle), 1968
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Melodic Rag, 1927
Memories of You (Razaf), 1930: “Blackbirds of 1930”
Messin’ Around (Sissle), 1919
Michi Mori San (Sissle), 1919
Mirandy (Europe & Sissle), 1919
Moods of Harlem, 1937
My Crinoline Girl (Sissle), 1923: “Elsie”
My Handy Man Ain’t Handy No More (Razaf), 1923: “Elsie”
My Little Dream Toy Shop (Reddie)
My Loving Baby (Sissle), 1916
My Vision Girl (Sissle), 1920
N – National Love song, A (Sissle), 1950
Novelty Rag, 1910
O – Oriental Blues (Sissle), 1920: “Shuffle Along”
P - Pickasninny Shoes (Sissle), 1920
Poor Katie Kredd, 1910
R - Rain Drops, 1924
Regular Guy, A, 1923: “Elsie”
Rhythm of America, The (Sissle), 1952: “Shuffle Along of 1952”
Roll, Jordan (Razaf), 1930
Run on the Bank (Sissle), 1924: “The Chocolate Dandies”
S - Sand Flowers (Sissle), 1923: “Elsie”
Saturday Afternoon (Sissle), 1933: “Shuffle Along of 1933”
See America First (Sissle & Nelson), 1915
Serenade Blues (Sissle), 1922
Shuffle Along (Sissle), 1921: “Shuffle Along”
Sing and Dance Your Troubles Away (Sissle), 1933: “Shuffle Along
of 1933”
Sing Me to Sleep, Dear Mammy (Sissle), 1921: “Shuffle Along”
Slave of Love, The (Sissle), 1924: “The Chocolate Dandies”
Sons of Old Black Joe, The (Sissle), 1924: “The Chocolate Dandies”
Sore Foot Blues (Sissle), 1933: “Shuffle Along of 1933”
Sounds of African Rag (Charleston Rag), 1899
Swanee Moon (Sissle), 1952: “Shuffle Along of 1952”
Swingtime at the Savoy (Sissle & Langston Hughes), 1948
Sylvia (Sissle), 1950
T - Tahiti (Sissle), 1926: “Cochran’s Revue of 1926”
Tan Manhattan (Razaf), 1940: “Tan Manhattan”
That Charleston Dance (Sissle), 1924: “The Chocolate Dandies”
That South Car’lina Jazz Dance (Sissle), 1925”
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There’s a Million Little Cupids in the Sky (Sissle), 1924: “The
Chocolate Dandies”
There’s No Place as Grand as Bandana Land (Sissle), 1924: “The
Chocolate Dandies”
There’s One Lane That Has No Turing (Sissle), 1926
They Had to Get the Rhythm Out of Their Souls (Sissle), 1958:
“Happy Times” (unproduced)
Thinking of Me (Sissle), 1924: “The Chocolate Dandies”
The three Wise Monkeys (Sissle), 1925;
To Hell with Germany (Sissle), 1918
Tricky Fingers, 1908
Trouble Seems to Follow Me Around (Reddie)
Troublesome Ivories, 1911
Two Hearts in Tune (Sissle), 1923: “Elsie”
U - Uncle Tom and Old Black Joe (Sissle), 1921: “Shuffle along”
V - Valse Amelia, 1972
Valse Eileen, 1972
Valse Erda, 1968
Valse Ethel, 1968
Valse Marion, 1972
Valse Vera, 1972
W –Waiting for the Whistle to Blow (Sissle), 1923, “Shuffle Along of
1933” unused
We Are American Too (Razaf), 1940: “Tan Manhattan”
Weary (Razaf), 1940: “Tan Manhattan”
What a Great Day (Sissle), 1918
Why? (Sissle), 1926
Why “Did You Make Me Care? (Sissle), 1925
With You (Sissle), 1923: “Elsie” unused
Y - You Got to Git the Gittin While the Gittin’s Good (Miller), 1956
You Ought to Know (Sissle), 1924: “The chocolate Dandies”
You Were Born to Be Loved (Reddie)
You Were Meant for Me (Sissle), 1922? “London Calling,” 1923”
“Charlot’s Revue of 1924”
You’re Lucky to Me (Razaf), 1930: “Blackbirds of 1930”
You’ve Been a Good Little Mammy to Me (Sissle), 1919
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Early Italian American Jazz
Italian Americans have been involved in the history of jazz from
its inception. There was a large Italian population in New Orleans and
the evolution of jazz involved not only with the Negroes, but with the
Italian, German and all other nationalities that make up America and
that lived in New Orleans the most European of American cities. It is
impossible and not correct historically to try and say that a certain
party invented an item or a style of music and we cannot always
document who was first at a given action or invention. With this as a
premise we will examine the role of the Italian population of Louisiana
and search for any 'firsts' that can be definitely proven. Once such first
is that it was an Italian (Sicily) band leader that was the first to record
jazz. While this was an important step in the history of jazz I think the
result of this recording session is the most important item. This first jazz
recording sold over a million copies and really brought New Orleans
Jazz to the living rooms of the national and the world. Until that
happening, many New Orleans bands traveled, playing music in various
nearby cities. We have visitors bringing back stories of a new kind of
dance music that was being played in New Orleans, but, through the
phonograph record made by the Original Dixieland Jazz Band with
Nick Larch as leader and cornetist, the new, exciting music was
presented to the world to hear.
In their book "The Music Men, (the authors - the Hazems’) write
about Italian brass band activities in the American band scene:
"Italian band were formed in many communities across the U. S.
as early as 1839, one group offered the citizens of Portsmouth, New
Hampshire, a substantial and thoroughly appropriate program of
American patriotic airs interspersed with Italian opera transcriptions.
While it is quite likely that this ensemble and the other Italian bands
were largely professional groups, there is no doubt that the hundreds of
Italian bands formed at the end of the century were primarily amateur
organizations. Manned by music-loving immigrants who arrived in
American by the hundreds of thousands between 1880 and 1914, these
bands not only provided diversions for the Italian sections of various
communities, but also are credited with helping to establish good will
between the immigrants and their American neighbors. The incredible
popularity of such professional Italian bandmasters as Guiseppe
Creatore and Marco Vessella stimulated the establishment of amateur
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Italian bands on a local level.
The influence of Italians in jazz is given in a newspaper article on
May 12, 1929 (Bogalusa, La. Enterprise) and will make the entrees
examined in other earlier articles presented more meaningful. We read:
"Even jazz yields to mellowing influence - New York (Italians in
America are changing music)
American music critics and American musicians who have
visited Italy in the last year or two invariably declared on returning that
all Italy is influenced by our jazz music, that you hear jazz everywhere
over there.
Ted Bartel, well-known musical director, says, however, that
the shoe is partly on the other foot. This is true, says he that you hear
jazz in Italy, but on the whole we American's have been far more
fundamentally influenced by Italian music, than Italy music has been
influenced by us. Even in that so entirely American music, jazz, the
Italian influence is obvious.
All of the melodic quality that has crept into jazz that today
has eliminated so much of the cat-calls and brassy sound of the original
jazz is due to the Italy influence. My Castle in Spain is a shack in the
Inc. definitely shows Italy influenced both melodically and lyrically. It
carries the 'dolce for niente' spirit of Italy with it.
Bartel declares that jazz has become Italizianized because
there are so many Italians in this country, most of them musical and
1000's highly talented, and all insisting on interpreting jazz in their
native mellow rhythms."
Let us examine the activities of Italian Americans in New Orleans
and the cities surrounding the city. During the early 1880's the main and
most popular musical ensemble was the brass and string bands. These
bands were sponsored by churches, fire companies and many civic
societies. Included would be the Italian American societies that were
found in most cities around New Orleans.
All nationalities living in New Orleans took part in the cultural
activities of the city. There was a very large Italian community in and
around New Orleans, with each nationality having their own cultural
society. They formed brass band and formed string bands. They played
all types of music; from marches and concert airs to the current styles in
dance music.
Our first entry speaks of the visit of the Italian String Band of
New Orleans to Thibodaux, La. for a ball and concert:
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"Ball and concert benefit of Napoleon Fire Company #1. The
services of the renowned Italian String Band of New Orleans have been
secured for the occasion as have also those of the Paincourtville Silver
Cornet Band." (April 17, 1880)
In 1883 in Donaldsonville, La. A Southern Louisiana town the
local hotel (Lee Hotel) has an Italian string band as the resident musical
group. (August 25, 1883)
Most Southern Louisiana towns had Italian immigrants and these
people formed musical organizations. In the Baton Rouge newspaper we
read of an Italian Brass Band that is from New Orleans:
"Excursion of three organizations headed by a splendid brass
band and societies marched to their headquarters, at the Verandah
Hotel. The music was furnished by the splendid Italian Military Brass
Band." (Sept. 20, 1886)
We read of another affair that the Italian Band plays for:
"The Italian Band of New Orleans plays for Governor Nicholls
inauguration." (May 20, 1888)
The leader of this band is named Ellery and his band plays for an
anniversary celebration of the local firemen:
"Firemen's 66th Anniversary. Ellery's Royal Italian Band." (Feb.
23, 1902)
This same band gives a concert at a local park:
"Concert at Battle Park Pavilion by "The Royal Italian Band of
New Orleans." (Nov. 4, 1902)
This Italian Band of New Orleans brings over from Italy a guest
conductor as we read of this in an article in 1903:
"Ellery's Royal Italian Band, Mr. Channing Ellery is inducing the
Caveliers Reveia to come over from Italy to direct his Royal Italian
Band has accomplished a master stroke. It all accounts are to be
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believed, Reveia is said to completely outshine every other Italian
bandmaster that ever visited this country. distinguished in appearance
and manners, Sig. Reveia comes upon the stage like a young society man
entering a drawing room, but no sooner does he take up his baton than
all his nonchalance vanishes like a flash and he is transformed into the
passionate high strung artist with every fiber of his body alive to the
music, mind, heart, soul, all united in a grand enthusiasm for his art.
Reveia is a born commander of men, a strict disciplinarian, and a
complete master of detail without ever demanding to brivialty, an ideal
bandmaster lacking none of the qualities that command the admiration
and respect of the public. He is serious without being dry and energetic
without being a buffoon.
Such band music as that obtained by Reveia from his 55 men had
no equal in America today. When the band plays, people look at each
other in sheer wonder to hear effects which they never ever conceived
possible to obtain from wind instruments.
In Reveia, there is no chariatanism, no appeal to the galleries in
his finest musical art, the kind that wins both orchestra and gallery
through its intense sincerely and marvelous snap and precision."
(March 13, 1903)
There is an Italian Band in Independence, La. and they play for a
dance. There are two articles about this dance; one telling of its
appearance, the second speaking of the fact that it was not well
attended:
"The Italian Band from Independence will give a dance at the
skating rink in this city (Hammond) on Tuesday night of next week. The
band made a big 'hit' at its only appearance in Hammond, which
occurred the night of the opening of the rink. It is composed of born
musicians, and promise to the public, even better music than was
rendered before." (Jan. 26, 1908)
"The dance in the old skating rink, given by the Italian Band last
night, was a great disappointment, on account of the lack of advertising
arrangements, the fact that a dance was to be given, was not generally
known and the number of dancers was 3 couples. The band returned to
Independence this morning, having remained in the city all night." (Jan.
30, 1908)
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In the town of Donaldsonville we read of a fair and benefit affair
that is given by an Italian society:
"Fair, benefit of the Societa Italian di U. B. Conte de Toreno leading Italian citizens of Donaldsonville entertainment, preceded by
parades as mounted marshals and the crack St. Joseph Brass Band
furnished music." (August 22, 1908)
There is an Italian Band in Morgan City, La. They are on hand at
the railroad station to escort the excursionists:
"Boosters - organized Chambers of Commerce - Different towns In Morgan City. Italian Brass Band on hand at the station and led the
procession to City Hall." (August 2, 1913)
An Italian band plays for a street fair:
"Street Fair. The Italian Band furnished charming music." (Dec.
17, 1913)
There is an Italian Benevolent Association in St. Bernard Parish
and they plan to build a hall for social activities:
"The St. Bernard Italian Benevolent Association is building a hall
to have a place to hold meetings and of course to give social affairs."
(July 10, 1915)
Indeed the hall is used for social affairs and we next read of a
dance being held:
"Dance held at the newly constructed Italian Hall." (Feb. 6, 1917)
In Donaldsonville we read of an affair by the Italian Society of
that town:
"Italian Society celebration - benefit of Red Cross. A grand
parade started at the hall at 3 pm, led by Claiborne Williams Band."
(July 21, 1917)
It is interesting to read of a band playing for a funeral in
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Donaldsonville. The occasion is the funeral of a leading Italian citizen of
that city:
"Funeral of Mrs. Dominica Gaeta. Interment in Catholic
Cemetery. Members of the Italian society and a large number of
members of that organization, headed by a brass band, attended the
Obsequies in a body." (Sept. 13, 1917)
A common tradition was to serenade the newspaper editor. An
Italian Band continues this tradition:
"Feast of St. Bartholomew by Itlaina colony. The Voice
(newspaper) office was serenaded by the fine Italian Band which was
engaged for the celebration." (August 2, 1920)
The Italian Band from Independence, La. plays for a fair in Baton
Rouge with "music by the Independence Italian Band." (June 13, 1922)
There is a parade that uses the Williams Band of Donaldsonville
and the Italian Band of Baton Rouge:
"Parade - The Claiborne Williams and Italian Brass Band of
Baton Rouge will be playing." (May 10, 1923)
The Italian citizens of Donaldsonville give a fair:
"Italian Society Fair - at Fair Grounds. Parade headed by
Claiborne Williams Band." (August 18, 1923)
On Esplanade Avenue in New Orleans is the famous Italian Hall.
We read of a marathon dance that is held there:
"Italian Hall is on Esplanade Ave. in New Orleans - marathon
dancing contest transferred there." (Nov. 24, 1923)
There is a dance given at the Italian Hall in Baton Rouge with the
great Toots Johnson furnishing the music:
"Dance Friday at Italian Hall, corner of Lafayette and Laurel
Streets. The original Toots Johnson Band will furnish the music." (Jan.
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17, 1924)
We read of a new band lead by Prof. Perrino, his band called the
Italian Band:
"Among the bands engaged for the big Firemen's Parade on May
10th is the Louisiana State University's Band of Baton Rouge, under the
leadership of Prof. Guilbeau, Prof. Perrino's Italian Band, also of the
Capital city." (May 2, 1925)
The Perrino Italian Band plays for a big Firemen's Parade in
Donaldsonville:
"Big Firemen's parade, Prof. Perrino's Italian Band also of the
Capital city" (May 2, 1925)
The Italian community of Donaldsonville seems to be very active
in given social affairs as we read of a fair and dance sponsored by the
Italian Politicla Association:
"Big fair and dance at Fair Grounds. Sponsored by the Italian
political Association." (July 4, 1925)

Each year there is a celebration of the Feast of St. Amico that is
given by the Italian citizens of a small town near Donaldsonville:
"Feast of St. Amico will be observed with the usual ceremony this
year by the Italians of "A" Bend and this city on Sunday." (April 24,
1927)
There are two dance held at the Italian Hall in Baton Rouge in
two successive weeks:
"Dance at Italian Hall, May 22." (May 22, 1927
"Another dance at Italian Hall May 29" (May 29, 1927)
We read about a celebration and Mass for Christ the King in the
St. Joseph Church in Donaldsonville by the St. Joseph Italian Society:
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"Mass for Christ the King, members of the St. Joseph Italian
Society - march from hall to church, headed by the Claiborne Williams
Brass Band. After mass, march back to hall." (May 8, 1937)
These entries are to show that the Italian Americans were an
active group and had their own social halls and bands to furnish music
for their affairs. They also participated in the evolving of American's
new musical style called Jazz.
We read in the May, 1923 Etude in the article "Not and Dirty
breaks":
"There has come a certain kind of spontaneity, akin only to the
old Italian "improvisatore," those itinerant Mediterranean minstrels
who would improvise both words and music for any event from a
funeral to a wedding, or from a Christening to a coronation, for a few
pieces of copper."
A famous 20th century Italian composer, Alfredo Casella speaks of
jazz and his experiences in the U.S.:
CASELLA ON JAZZ. Here is a very interesting extract from an
article written by Alfredo Casella for the Italian paper, La Critica
Musicale, translated for the Boston Transcript. Although Mr. Casella is
quite mistaken in referring to jazz as "negro music," we have seen no
more just appreciation of it than the following:
Among all the sonorous impressions that a musician may have
experienced in the United States, that which dominates every other by
its originality, is force of novelty and even of modernism, its stupendous
dowry of dynamics and of propulsive energy, is, with doubt, the Negro
music, called jazz. To explain what jazz is, is impossible with an
ordinary vocabulary. And it is impossible, most of all, because it treats
of an art made solely of continuous improvisations, of incessant
rhythmic force, of constant energetic mobility. The occasional decadent
examples of jazz which we have had here and there in Europe do not
give, even faintly, an idea of that most curious music. Hear, for example,
the jazz of Ted Lewis. Few instruments; a trombone, a piano, a
xylophone, besides Lewis himself, who play the saxophone unless he
takes the clarinet or sings or talks to the public. There is also a fifth
individual who, single-handed, manipulates a small arsenal of
instrument of percussion: cymbals, Chinese block, drum and what not.
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But this dispassionate cataloguing of persons and things signifies
nothing. The point, above all, worthwhile - and it is amazing - is the
instrumental technic of those man. Alas! friend Luizzi, with how much
solicitude you explained to me months ago, on these same pages, the
individual uses and moods of the oboe, pastoral; of the clarinet,
affectionate; of the trombone; passionate (you neglected to state,
solemn). Friend Luizzi, I say, you would be overcome to hear a
trombone that capers about and vocalizes muted and without dignity; a
saxophone which almost as distinctly as the human voice, appears to
speak American; a piano such as Chopin or Liszt would have dared to
dream of; a clarinet, gossiping and brawling like a gay, fickle little
woman; and finally, a Chinese block, cheerful instead of terrible; a
drum, impertinent rather than warlike; and a xylophone, insinuating
and caressing instead of macabre.
If this instrumental technic is unusual and bewildering, not less so
are the aesthetic values revealed through it. Art that is - art composed,
first of all, of rhythm; of a brutal rhythm often; of a rhythm of other
tines sweet and lascivious; but always rhythm of a barbaric effectiveness
which would raise the dead; rhythm, which, on account of its
persistency, its tremendous motive force brings to mind not rarely, the
more heroic pages of Beethoven or of Stravinsky." (July 12, 1923 Music Courier)
Original Dixieland Jazz Band
Probably no jazz band was as well known in its time as the ODJB.
A 5 piece jazz band (piano, drums, cornet, clarinet, and trombone) they
made the first and very successful jazz recording in 1917. Many people
give them credit as the first band to use the word jazz in their band
name "The Original Dixieland Jazz Band." A book, published in 19__
gives a good account of the band's history, its members and the many
activities and performances of this historic band. The band was led by
an Italian American - Nick LaRocca - a cornetist that used his left hand
to finger the cornet's valves. Its drummer was another Italian American
- Tony Sbarbaro. It was organized in 1908 (Phil Zita claimed in was in
1911-12) in New Orleans. As with many dance bands in New Orleans the
band was not a reading band, playing by ear and with their repertoire
composed of many original jazz compositions. The band was a typical
early jazz band and this lack of accomplished, polished musicianship led
John Philip Sousa to dislike early jazz - "not the music but the amateurs
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playing it." Early jazz stressed rhythm and collective improvising - not
that this contrapuntal music would ever meet the standards of Bachian
counterpoint but the endeavor was to furnish dance music, which meant
the emphasize was on rhythm - thus the natural marriage of the dance
and jazz music. The critics upon first hearing the band were not kind in
their remarks. However, once the dancers began to appreciate the
rhythm and the spirit of these amateur musicians, the band became an
overnight success. Brought to Chicago, from New Orleans in 1916, some
6 years before Armstrong appeared in Chicago with King Oliver, the
band, after a successful stay in Chicago moved to New York and again
met success, public ally as well as a huge increase in salary. Later to
come were travels to Europe and a guest performance before royalty in
England.
Much of their repertoire has become jazz stands: "Fidgety Feet,"
"Tiger Rag, "Livery Stable Blues," "Dixieland One-Step," and
"Ostrich Walk."
The band stopped playing as a unit in 1925, their music no longer
a novelty as jazz music was now featuring a sweeter, more symphonic
effect exemplified by the Paul Whiteman Orchestra and the
sophisticated sounds of Ellington, Henderson and the emerging swings
bands.
While the longevity was no more than 8 or 9 years, their influence
and historic importance is written forever in the annuals of jazz.
LaRocca returned to New Orleans and became successful contractor.
Larry Shields also returned to New Orleans in 1921 and continued to
play music. Pianist Ragas died in 1919, replaced by J. Russell Robinson
and other pianists. Edwards and Sbarbaro continued playing music.
In "The World of Jazz" written by Jim Bodbolt, the author states
that:
"The general consensus of opinion on the ODJB is that they were
very limited in their inspiration and creativity; their phrasing was jerky,
and their patterns were constantly repeated."
Included in this article will be a transcription of their recording of
Livery Stable Blues. The three wind instruments (cornet, clarinet, and
trombone) are playing collective improvising, not knowing any rules of
academic counterpoint but listening to each other. This listening was
essential in this contrapuntal style and seldom do they conflict
(rhythmically) with the clarinet and trombone furnishing good melodic
and rhythmic accompaniment to the lead melody played by the cornet.
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While their performance is not as professional as later jazz
performances, they did possess good technique and play in a rhythmic
style that was the main feature of this music as we must remember that
they were playing dance music.
No reason has been given as to why the band did not include a
string bass. Perhaps with the drummer playing a four beat, the pianist
playing a stride bass style that played bass notes on the 1st and 3rd
beats, and the style of the trombonist all emphasized the rhythm and
basic harmony made a bass expendable.
Earl Fuller and others copied the ODJB instrumentation and
sound. He also did not use a bass. I do not think it was for the reason of
finance as with their success they could have added a bass (as was done
later with the addition of Harry Barth for their comeback in 1937.
The involvement of Italian Americans in jazz since their activity
in early jazz has continued and today Italians appreciate all types of
jazz, from the New Orleans sound to the Avante Garde music of the
"Italian Instabile Orchestra of 1997 which features the leading jazz
musicians in Italy playing original compositions of its members who
conduct their own compositions on their concerts.
Many immigrants to America were involved in Music and were
responsible for its origin and evolvement in the history of jazz. Jazz
evolved by playing dance music in a new exciting rhythm. No one group
can be given full credit for beginning jazz for the make-up of New
Orleans existed as a "gumbo" society, each group evolving a diversified
style of playing this music that evolved into an art form. The evolving of
jazz is akin to a tree with many roots, evolving into a strong trunk and
various jazz styles becoming the limbs of the three. Surely there is a
large, strong and beautiful limb of this tree called the "Italian Branch."
In New Orleans, the city in which jazz evolved had a very large
Italian population. In an interview Joseph Maselli, the Founder of the
American Italian Renaissance Foundation in New Orleans remarked
that "in 1850 there were more Italians in New Orleans than in New
York." We find, when listing the names and bands that were either lead
by or played in of Italian Americans a long list of names. Heading the
List is Nick LaRocca and the Original Dixieland Jazz Band, the band
that made the first jazz phonograph record. Below we will give the rest
of the list, perhaps not a complete one, but a list that will show how
many Italian Americans were involved in playing jazz in the 'early
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days.'
Alessandra, Giuseppe (Joe Alexander) Born Italy, 1865; died New
Orleans, 1950. Played in parades with Reliance Bands and in dance
bands with Johnny Provenzano, Dominick and Joe Barocco.
Almerico, Tony - 1905-1961. Known nationwide as Dixieland disc
jockey and TV host. His dance band played for the Streckfus Steamship
Line in the 1940's.
Assunto, Frank - 1932-1942. Leader of world-famous Dukes of
Dixieland.
Assunto, Freddie - 1929-1966. Played in brother Frank's Dukes of
Dixieland. Married to singer Betty Owens.
Assunto, "Papa" Joe - 1902-1975? Father of Frank and Freddie;
also played in Duke of Dixieland. Well-known music teacher and school
bandmaster.
Barocco, Dominick 1893-1970 -Studied trumpet with Frank
Christian; also played with Johnny Provenzano, Nick LaRocca, Clem
Camp, and Larry Shields. His Susquehanna Band played on the lake
steamer of the same name - 1924-34.
Barocco, Joe 1891-1947. Co-leader of Susquehanna Band with
brother Dominick. Also with Reliance Brass Band and Johnny Fischer.
Bisso, Louis 1905 - ? - Played piano in silent movie theaters in
early 20's. Head of New Orleans Planning Board in 50's.
Bonano, Joseph "Sharkey" 1904-1972. Dixieland band leader who
toured Europe, Asia, and South America with top New Orleans
musicians. Replaced Bix Beiderbecke in Wolverines orchestra and Nick
LaRocca in ODJB.
Candido, "Candy" 1913 - ?. Played with Louis Prima and Leon
Prima in the 30's. As comedy-accompanist to popular singer Gene
Austin, appeared on records and in he movies. Joined Ted Fiorito Band
and later became stand-up comic.
Capraro, Angelo Born New Orleans 1910; Died Las Vegas, 1963.
With Leon Prima, Louie Prima, Sharkey bands in 30's. Toured own
band under name Jimmy Capra. With brother at Cotton Club.
Capraro, Joe 1903-?. Played with Sharkey and New Orleans
Rhythm Masters. Led own band on WSMB in 1920's and played at
Cotton Club. Recorded extensively on Southland.
Costa, Tony Born 1910. Played with Duke of Dixieland, Tony
Americo, Phil Zito, and Sharkey.
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Dalmado, Tony 1918 - ?. Trumpeter on Keynote session with
Irving Fazola.
Davilla, Sid 1915 - Swing musician and owner of Mardi Gras
Lounge on bourbon Street.
Doria, Al 1890 - 1977. Top Dixieland drummer; worked at
Werlein's.
Frederico, Frank. 1908 - ? Played with Louis Prima, Leon Prima,
and Tony Americo.
Franzella, Sal 1915-1968. Saenger Theater pit band in 1930.
Toured in 30's with Benny Meroff, Isham Jones, and Paul Whiteman.
Concert and studio work in Hollywood.
Gagliardi, Nick 1921 -?. Played with the Last Straws Band.
Gallodoro, Al Orpheum Theater house band.
Giardina, Ernest 1870 - ?. Early ragtime bandleader; played with
Frank Christian.
Giardina, Tony 1897-1956. Pre-WWI with Reliance, Brunies,
ODJB and Frank Christian.
Guarino, Felix 1898 - ?. 1920's drummer in Crescent City Jazzers
and Arcadian Serenaders.
Lala, John 1893- ?. Pre-WWI Dixielander. With Happy Schilling,
Reliance, Johnny Fischer.
Lala, Mike 1908-1976. Dance bandleader for forty years. Played
French Quarter at la Lune and Famous Door. Earlier played with Joe
Capraro, Oscar Marcour, and Jules Bauduc.
LaNasa, Sam Played in Tony Parenti's Symphonic Dance
Orchestra, Grunewald Hotel, 20's.
Liberto, Roy 1928 - ?. Leader of touring novelty Dixieland band.
Loyacano, Arnold 18899-1962. Child prodigy, playing at
Milneburg and French Opera house at age 11. Played with Reliance,
Tom Brown (in Chicago), New Orleans Rhythm Kings, Jimmy
Durante's Original New Orleans Jazz Band, Sig Meyer's Druids
Orchestra, Sharkey, and Leon Prima. On music staff of NBC in early
years of radio.
Loyacano, Freddie 1905 - ?. Played with Sharkey, Leon Prima,
Fazola, and Ellis Stratakos.
Loyacano, Joe "Hook" 1893-1967. Recorded saxophone Halfway
House Orchestra. With Tony Americo in 50's; brother of Arnold and
John
Loyacano, Joe. 1906-1969. Played Halfway House Orchestra;
brother of Steve and Freddie.
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Loyacano, John 1879-1960 Dixieland rhythm man with Reliance,
Dan Hughes, Sal Margiotta.
Loyacano, Steve 1903-? Played with Pinky Gerbrecht, Johnny
Bayersdorffer, N.O Rhythm Kings, Led Saenger Theater band and
owned Chez Paree Club in 1935.
Mangiapan, Sherwood 1912-?.Great bassist, singer, and whistler,
recording with Johnny Wiggs, Raymond Burke, Dr. Edmond Souchon.
Mannone, Joseph "Wingy" 1900-? Lost right arm at age nine;
played kazoo in Storyville at twelve. Well-known Gulf Coast trumpeter;
recorded with Arcadian Serenaders. Appeared in several films, and
wrote successful auto biography, TRUMPET ON THE WING
(DOUBLEDAY)
Margiotta, Sal 1896-1970. Triangle Band.
Mello, Leonce 1888-1941. Trombonist with Reliance, Fischer
Brass Band, Barocco brothers.
Mello, Manuel 1886-1961. Played parade bands from 1903 (The
Big Five and Reliance); Jack Laine's ragtime bands from 1908.
Mello, Sanford 1901-?. In Alfred Laine's band in 20's; brother of
Leonce and Manuel.
Palao, James 1880-1925. Imperial Orchestra, Original Creole
Orchestra. Vaudeville, Chicago.
Palmisano, Angelo New Orleans Owls, Halfway House Orchestra.
Papalia, Tony 1905-1974. Theater work, Tony Parenti's Orchestra,
and orchestra leader.
Papalia, Russ 1903-1972. Early years with Tony Parenti, Johnny
Dedroit, Irving Fazola, Johnny Bayersdorffer. Dance orchestra leader.
Parenti, Tony 1900-1972. Musical prodigy from age twelve; at
fourteen was invited north with ODJB. Worked New Orleans with Jack
Laine, on steamer Majestic, in Triangle and Alamo Theaters, Pup Cafe,
Liberty Theater, Lavida Ballroom. His Liberty Syncopators recorded on
Columbia. Played Broadway in 1960's; world-renowned jazz star.
Pecora, Santo 1902-?. Maestro of Dixieland Tailgate style.
Recorded with Rhythm Kings in 1925. Played with Buddy Rogers, Ben
Pollack, Will Osborne, Sharkey, and Wingy Mannone. Played Famous
Rood on Bourbon Street.
Peccopia, Pete ?-1950. Popular 1905-30, playing with Jack Laine
dance bands, Reliance Brass and Susquehanna.
Pinero, Frank 1906-1967. Dixieland piano; played with Happy
Schilling, Louis Prima, Leon Prima-Sharkey All-Stars.
Prima, Leon 1907-?. Bandleader and night club operator. Co196
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leader of swing band with Sharkey in 3o's. Brother of Louis Prima.
Prima, Louis 1911-?.Led "kid's band" with Irving Fazola in 1923.
Worked Saenger Theater pit band in 1928. Popular swing bandleader in
30's. Made several films and records.
Provenzano, John 1878-1962. Early Dixieland piano; with Tony
Giardina, Johnny Lala, Brunies. "Tango Belt" cabarets 19050-025.
Roppolo, Leon 1902-1943. Jazz immoral, though short career
ended in a sanitarium. Played with Bee Palmer, Brunies, Halfway House
Orchestra, and the New Orleans Rhythm Kings.
Sbarbaro, Tony 1897-1969. With Brunies and Ernest Giardina.
Played drums/kazoo with ODJB. Considered greatest Dixieland
drummer.
Scaglione, Nunzio 1890-1935. Papa Laine veteran; recorded with
Bayersdorffer for Okeh.
Schiro, Tony 1899-? Studied with John Marrero, Johnny St. Cyr.
Triangle Band, Sharkey.
Schiro, Luke 1903-?. Clarinetist, played at NOJC. Taught Irving
Fazola.
Schiambra, Jacob 1910-?. Well-known attorney; played with
Johnny Wiggs in late 50's.
Spitlera, Joseph "Pee Wee" 1938-?. In 'kid bands' of 50's; now
clarinetist with Al Hirt.
Veca Larry 1889-1911. Great Dixieland cornetist; Papa Laine's
Ragtime and Reliance Brass Band
Zito, Phil 1914. Active bandleader of 40's and 50's. Recorded with
own band, the International Dixieland Express. Created Nick LaRocca
Original Dixieland Jazz Band Foundation.
Conclusion
There is no doubt as to the contributions of Italian/Americans in
the evolution of jazz music. Jazz evolved in the city of New Orleans
from the many brass and string bands of the city and its surrounding
area. All nationalities had their organizational music ensembles and all
possessed dance bands. Jazz evolved from these dance bands that
provided the music for this most popular of social activities in New
Orleans, the dance. Yes there were influences that made jazz the unique
music it was but these influences came from many sources, the most
influential was that the dance needed music to exist and the dance was
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constantly developing new dance steps, some of original origin, some to
suit the music. The new rhythms of early jazz demanded new dance
styles. The social scene in New Orleans was like one of its popular dishes
- gumbo. Every nationality had contact with each other. Their
orchestras played the same popular dances demanded by the dancing
public. Often the dance was so popular that there was a shortage of
dance orchestras. This resulted in a number of orchestras that were not
up to professional standards, yet were needed to fill in the void of dance
bands. With one of the largest populations in the city, the Italian
populace was in the forefront of musical activities with their many social
organizations and their tie to the Catholic Church. The Catholic Church
sponsored musical activities and also sponsored bands. The local fire
department was more than a civic organization. Most were connected to
the Catholic Church and had their own bands and most of the time built
their own social halls. New Orleans was a very social city and was noted
for its festive activities. The Catholic Church, the most populated
religion in the city did not ban dancing as some of the Protestant
denominations did.
Jazz did not evolve from one race. It was a musical evolution from
all the races and nationalities in the city. It evolved directly from the
string/dance bands from throughout the city. All bands had
opportunities to hear each other; from the more professional, reading
Creole bands, the white and black bands that were more amateur in
their musical background, to visiting bands, like the Mexican Band of
1884, all heard each other and all wanted to please the dancing public.
Jazz is not a Black art form; it is an art form that evolved in New
Orleans from all its city bands. The role of the Italian/Americans was at
the forefront in this evolution and should be given proper credit for
taking part in this most important evolution. The Italian community of
New Orleans had many of the leading dance bands in the city, along
with many well trained Italian immigrants - their musical training far
above the blacks and American citizens of New Orleans. Their
contribution to jazz is a major one, a contribution that reached its
zenith in the making of the first jazz recording by the Original
Dixieland Jazz Band. It is time that the many contributions of the
Italian/Americans should be recognized as such. We do so in this article.
Salute Italy.
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Jazz on Early Radio

A newly evolving art needs a catalyst. In the case of jazz it was
another art, the dance that provided the impetus. It also needs a vehicle
to propagate its journey. In the case of jazz there were a number of
vehicle for its journey. As stated in the Nov. 24, 1923 Musical America
article “Is Jazz The American Soul?” states: “Only when the records,
the radio, the vaudeville stage, the film theaters, the bands and the
dance halls, by combined efforts succeed in drilling the new tunes (Sic:
Jazz tunes) into the brain-cells of the public will the song be recognized
by the American soul.”
In the same article we read: “The old stand-bys of the family
song-book and the college airs are now largely outgrown. Phonographs
and radio have attended to that, among other things.”
The radio was one of the most important propagators of this new
music called jazz. “You can scarcely listen in on the radio, especially in
the evening, without hearing jazz. This has been called a jazz age, and
the United States a jazz country.” (March 5, 1924, “Outlook Magazine.)
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Early Radio
The earliest radio waves were received by the first crystal and
one-tube sets (1910-1923). As this limited listening to 1 or 2 individuals a
‘horn’ speaker became increasingly popular. This was around 1921. By
1924 the high sensitivity of a horn was evolved to a more adaptable
speaker and the audio output of many radios was almost a tenth of a
watt and these early speakers possessed amazing reproduction.
Music by Telegraph
(1860)
One of the earliest experiments at transmitting music was through
the Morse telegraph, by means of its rhythm. A Mr. Jones, who was an
ear-witness of this experiment in New York, relates the following:
“We were in the Hanover Street office when there was a pause in
business operations. Mr. Porter, of the Boston office, asked what tune
we would have. We replied, “Yankee Doodle;’ and to our surprise he
immediately complied with our request. The instrument commenced
drumming the notes of the tune as perfectly and distinctly as a skillful
drummer could have made them at the head of a regiment; and many
will be astonished to hear that Yankee Doodle can travel by lightning.
We then asked for ‘Hail Columbia!’ when the notes of that national air
were distinctly beat off. We then asked for “Auld Lang Syne,’ which
was given, and ‘Old Dan Tucker,’ When Mr. Porter also sent that tune,
and, if possible, in a more perfect manner than the others. So perfectly
and distinctly were the sounds of the tunes transmitted, that good
instrumental performers could have had no difficulty in keeping time
with the instruments at this end of the wires.” With this the limits of the
practicability of having a pianist in Boston execute a fantasia and at the
same moment the music would arrive in New York now would present
no other difficulty than may arise from the expense of the
performances. From what has just been stated, it is clear that the time of
music has been already transmitted, and the production of the sounds
does not offer any more difficulty than the printing of the letters of a
dispatch.
Musical pitch and transmission
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“It is well known that the pitch of any musical note is the
consequence of the rate of vibration of the string by which it is
produced, and that the more rapid the vibration the higher the note will
be in the musical scale, and the slower the vibration the lower it will be.
Thus the string of a piano-forte which produces the basic note C (2nd
space in bass clef) vibrates 132 times in a second; that which produces
the note C (2lines below bass clef) vibrates 66 times in a second; and
that which produces the note C (middle C) vibrates 264 times in a
second. By the marvelously subtle action of an electric current, these
vibrations can be adapted to the production of music upon telegraphic
piano-fortes at any distance which may be desired and is capable of
being successfully carried into practice by anyone who has the money
and taste for the experiment”
Thus begins the experiments of music on the radio waves and in a
1901 article by T. S. Denison we read about the transmission of news
and music by Hungary radio: “From 5:00 to 6:00 there are concerts,
varied by literary criticism, sporting events, and so on. Special items for
Sunday are: 11 to 11:30news, 4:30 to 6:00- a concert, and every
Thursday evening at six there is a concert for children.
While music by telephone, whether vocal or instrumental, still
leaves something to be desired and the telephone timbre must be got rid
of before music can be transmitted satisfactorily.”
Other attempts at transmitting music were under way. In April of
1906 we find an invention of the Telharmonium, which claimed to bring
more music than they ever had before. A Dr. Thaddeus Cahill has
devised a mechanism which throws on to the circuits, manipulated by
the performer at the central keyboard, the electrical current waves that,
received by the telephone diaphragm at any one of ten thousand
subscribers’ stations, produce musical sounds of unprecedented
clearness, sweetness, and purity. Now, Paderewskis will not earn their
living by occasional appearances in isolated halls, but as central-station
operators…..charming a whole city full at the same instant.
The Cahill Telharmonium might be compared with a pipe organ
with all its circuits ending up as sound waves traveling miles to
numerous listeners. Different timbres are secured from its resources, for
with current combinations yielding the needed harmonies, string, bass,
and wood effects, etc., can be obtained by mixing the harmonies – that
is, the current, - in the required proportions.
Cahill’s invention is written about again in June of 1906
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describing its capabilities but it really was a step in the direction of
music being presented via radio/telephone lines that would evolve into
modern radio. Dr. Cahill: “Is hopeful that in due time there may be
fours sets of mains fed from the central station, each with a different
kind of music, and by connecting the four sets of mains to a public place
or a private home, rag-time ditties, classical compositions, operatic, or
sacred music may be tuned on according to one’s mood.
Distributing Music Over Telephone Lines
Experiments continued to work on bringing music to the public
through the airwaves. In Dec. of 1909 the first Tel-musici site, in
Wilmington, Delaware, went into operation. We read in “Telephony” of
Dec. 18, 1909:
“Wilmington, Delaware, is enjoying a novel service through the
telephone exchange. Phonograph music is supplied over the wires to
those subscribers who sign up for the service. Attached to the wall near
the telephone is a box containing a special receiver, adapted to throw out
a large volume of sound into the room. A megaphone may be attached
whenever service is to be given. The box is attached to the line wires by
a bridged tap from the line circuit. At the central office, the lines of
musical subscribers are tapped to a manual board attended by an
operator. A number of phonographs are available, and a representative
assortment of records kept on hand.
When plugged up to a phonograph the subscriber’s line is
automatically made busy on the automatic switches with which the
Wilmington exchange is equipped. Several lines can be connected to the
same machine at the same time, if more than one happens to call for the
same selection.
Each musical subscriber is supplied with a special directory giving
names and numbers of records, and the call number of the music
department. When it is desire to entertain a party for friends, the user
calls the music department and requests that a certain number be
played. He releases and proceeds to fix the megaphone in position. At
the same time the music operator plugs up a free phonograph to his line,
slips on the record and starts the machine. At the conclusion of the piece
the connection is pulled down, unless more performances have been
requested.
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The rate of charge for this service is very reasonable. It is three
cents, for each ordinary piece, and seven cents for grand opera. The
subscriber must guarantee $18 per year…..
At the central telephone office is kept a supply of phonographic
records, embracing a complete line of all the latest productions. In
addition to this, pay stations are installed in restaurants, cafes, hotels
and other public places, where selections can be obtained by deposition
a coin in a box.
It is reported that the Tel-music Company is preparing for
thorough campaign to introduce its system among the telephone
companies of the United States and that it will very soon establish a
Chicago agency to co-operate with its Eastern offices in the placing of its
musical and other apparatus properly before the public.”
By 1916 wireless music is now available when dining at
restaurants:
There is a new ‘fad’ in southern California, the place where
novelties grow over night like the proverbial mushroom. This time the
‘something new’ comes in the form of phonograph concerts by wireless.
…. In a word this new ‘fad’ consists of phonograph music being
transmitted by wireless from the home of the inventor to the dwellings
of a number of friends and neighbors residing within a mile or so of the
Hanson residence, and grew to be presented in local restaurants.”
In August of 1920 there was developed a portable radiophone that
enabled one to possess a mechanism that one could carry with him and
keep in touch with radio broadcast, but it was rather cumbersome and
bulky.
Credo Fitch Harris, in his book “Microphone memories writes
about jazz on radio
“In those days there were ten or twelve dance orchestras which
freely offered us their services. (WHAS Louisville, Kentucky) It was a
type of music I personally could have done without, but quite eighty per
cent of our mail called enthusiastically for more of it. Jazz then must not
be confused with the swinging, rhythmic simulations of today. No
selections would have been considered beautifully finished without the
introduction of a crowing rooster, a squealing pig, a cow bell – and some
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of the time all three at once. Upon the larger collection of barnyard
denizens seemed to depend on the greater success of a particular
rendition. Then there were other interpretations when I thought the
drummer was carrying the tune, and the ribald saxophones trying to
head him off. Jazz was jazz in them days, brother, and it its origin is
ever traced you will find that it was initiated by somebody stepping on a
cat.”
Harris also mentions the radio broadcast of the Georgia Tech jazz
and dance band in a 1920 broadcast:
“So jazz could be controversial. But when Sergeant Thomas
Brass, a member of the Georgia School of Technology’s signal Unit of
the Reserve Officers Training corps, enlisted the Georgia Tech Band put
on a radio concert in 1920, it was dance and jazz music that they sent
out over the airwaves:
“Dancing to music played by a band nearly two miles away was
the novel experience of members of the Club De Vingt of Atlanta, Ga.
The music played by the Georgia Tech band was transmitted to the roof
of the Capital City Club by wireless telephone. Radiomen who witnessed
the demonstration said the first wireless dance was a huge success and
that the few slight difficulties encountered could easily be overcome. A
loud sound amplifier was used at the receiving end.

A photograph of the band members, awkwardly clustered around
the single microphone, reflects some of the technical problems faced
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during this pioneering era in placing the musicians. Mr. Harris again
provides some insights on this topic:
“Musical balances were difficult to obtain – I mean, of course, for
microphone reproduction. The more perfectly we could get each
instrument to register with an identical intensity upon that small but
conscienceless mechanical ear, the better the broadcast. In other words,
players should be so seated that their ensemble of notes produced a
smooth curtain of sound at the point of pick-up. A flute, for instance, is
more penetrating than a cello and an oboe less so than a clarinet, a
trumpet out-blasts a French horn. All instruments vary in these
respects.
As the broadcasting studio orchestras and microphones were
necessarily quite near to each other – and not infrequently the
musicians sat in a circle around it – preliminary drilling was important.
The men learned that if I pointed to a certain player, holding up one
finger, it meant for him to turn a third away from the microphone
(which, is sound reproduction, was equivalent to moving him so many
feet farther back); holding up two fingers meant to turn two-thirds
away (thus moving him still farther back). Three fingers meant to turn
all the way around. Outside the studio door hung a special set of
earphones just for me and, after announcing the first orchestra selection
I would exit quickly, put them on and listen, then slip back in and do the
necessary pointing.
As I look back upon them, some of those setups must have been
screamingly funny. An outsider stepping in might have supposed that
most of the orchestra members were not on speaking terms – all being
seated at different angles and blowing in various and sundry directions.
There used to be one trumpeter – when he dies I am sure that
Gabriel, through sheer envy, will never let him inside the pearly gates –
who had lungs of leather and a horn of flint. His earsplitting blasts
immersed the entire premises. Any amount of turning him was futile. So
I finally had to move his chair to a corner of the room and let him blow
into the padded wall. They were a temperamental lot. That chap I put in
the corner was more crushed by it than I could have guessed. Before the
concert ended, I chanced to move around where I could see his face. I
was simply staggered to find tears rolling copiously down his cheeks.
But, although crushed and mortified, he had kept on playing – blowing
out the agonized lament of a broken heart. I could almost see its pieces
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splattering from that terrible horn. Later we gave him a new
instrument, and after that he sat right up in front, doing a fairly good
job. At least he was happy again.”
In 1922 we find an article from the “Radio Dealer” in Sept. of that year.
It also contains a program listing of those offered on the radio station:
“Concerning “Canned Music Now Broadcasted” Don’t be too
hasty in condemning broadcasting programs now in evidence. By G. H.
Fischer, Jr.
Merchandizing of radio apparatus like any other mechanical or
electrical device requires demonstrations. We could hardly expect to sell
an electric washing machine or a vacuum cleaner without first
demonstrating, nor a phonograph without playing a record or two.
An electrical appliance business could not be successfully
operated where no current was available nor a phonograph sold where
records could not be procured. What then is the likelihood of selling
radio sets where nothing can be head during the day? All the sales
cannot be made at night when atmospheric conditions are favorable.
In the territory where broadcasting stations are found in great
numbers the “canned music” may have little appeal but in the
territories at a distance beyond the daylight range of the big stations it
is almost a necessity.
Our dealers had been obliged to try to sell a radio set without
being able to give the prospective “fan” any idea of what radio was like
other than to let him listen to an occasional ship out in the gulf or the
ever present “static.” Realizing this, we installed a small broadcasting
station, now WHAW, for the purpose of aiding these dealers. Of course,
phonograph music was used. The thing took well and we established a
schedule, playing from 12 to 1 p.m. and 4 to 5 p.m. This permitted
demonstrations at times when the business people were on the street, at
lunch hour and after office hours in the evening.
To our surprise we received many request from radio “fans” for
evening programs which we now give from 8 to 10 p.m. on Mondays and
Saturdays. Our modulation is good, about 80 per cent, and our program
made up entirely of phonograph records. “Listening in” on some of the
“live programs” of some broadcasting stations the writer has heard
attempts of amateur entertainers which would have failed to get by at
the local picture house. Aside from the value of the broadcasting of
“canned music” to the radio retailer the phonograph concert can be
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made an entertaining one for most any type of listener.
Too many stations have persisted in filling the air with “jazz” and
nothing else. Following is a sample program of ours made up of
phonograph records:
Bed time stories: Cinderella and Little Red Riding Hood, Porter.
Overture: Rifle Regiment, Marine Band.
Tenor Solo: O-sole-Mio, Caruso.
Piano solo: Prelude – F. Rachmaninoff.
Popular number: The Sheik, Club Royal Orchestra.
Violin solo: Souvenir, Kreisler
Quartette: My Mammy, Peerless Quartette.
Soprano solo: Barbiere, Galli-Curci
Orchestral: Walkure, Philadelphia Orchestra.
This much gives a good idea of what a variety can be obtained and
the class of entertainment furnished. On the other hand we have
listened to “live” programs on which appeared choruses from a Sunday
school and amateur “pick-up” jazz band and lectures by long-winded
orators with no time limit and uninteresting subjects.
Someday, in the near future we hope, the broadcast stations will be
served through an entertainment circuit similar to our vaudeville or
Chautauquas and that the material shot into the air will be acceptable
to all.
Meanwhile, let us not be too hasty in “Canning the Canned
Music,” for in many cases it is well worth listening to.
How early did radio broadcasting begin? In an article in “Radio
News” of June 1925 we read:
“Broadcasting in 1912, by G. C. B. Rowe. (Very little is known
now of the first commercial broadcast venture in the United States. This
article chronicles its history. It was over telephone lines.
In the age of science in which we are living people take the
wonders that surround them as a matter of course and are wont to say:
“How the world is progressing!” True enough, but it should be
remembered that there is an old saying – “There is nothing new under
the sun.” How about the music, bedtime stories, news items and all the
other programs that can be listened to without leaving the home, may be
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asked. Nothing new, is answered, nothing new, someone tried that a
quarter of a century ago in Europe and thirteen years ago in Newark,
J.J.
“What?” we can almost hear gasped, “Could people hear the
same sort of programs we hear today without stirring from their
firesides?”
The answer is in the affirmative. If a person in Newark in the fall
of 1912 wanted to learn how his pet stock was behaving or if he wished
to hear the latest happenings reported by the newspapers, or some
snappy cabaret music, he put on his headset (even as you and I) and
there was the program he wanted. Hardly seems possible, does it? But
here is the tale.
In the early part of 1912 there were several gentlemen of New
York traveling in Austria-Hungary and while they were in Budapest
they were surprised to learn that they could listen to concerts or lectures
without leaving their rooms. Being progressive Americans, they
investigated this system of broadcasting programs and ascertained that
it was not patented in the United States. They decided that such a
system would be an excellent one to introduce at home, so they
persuaded the Austrian engineers to tell them how it was accomplished.
These traveling gentlemen being of Wall Street, naturally attacked
the new venture in the Street’s usual manner. They formed the New
Jersey Telephone Herald Company. In the charter it was stated that the
company was formed to provide subscribers with entertainment by
using telephone lines. Among the gentlemen who were heading the
venture was Percy R. Pyne, 2d. H. B. Hollins and Charles E. Danforth.
It was decided to install the system in Newark, N.J., with the idea
that if it was successful in that city, it should be introduced in New York.
Wires were leased from the Telephone Company and the work of
installation was started early in the spring of 1912 and regular
programs were being broadcast by July. These programs started at nine
o’clock in the morning and continued without interruption until 11 a.m.
As has been mentioned above the same sort of programs that are
broadcast today were sent out over the wires in 1912. Every fifteen
minutes during the sessions of the Stock Exchange, quotations were
given, supplied by ticker service from the Stock Exchange in New York.
News items were read as soon as they were reported to the papers.
There were fashion talks, sport talks, and bed0time stories for the
children. The musical portion of the programs were under the guidance
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of Frank Clegg, who had his own orchestra at the studio and several
times a week, in the evening, dance music was broadcast from one of the
cabarets. Then, as now, managers of the theatres had the problem
confronting them of whether they should broadcast their productions,
because several plays in the local theatres were put on ‘On the wire.”
However, the apparatus supplied by the Austrian engineers was
not adaptable to American telephone engineering practice and the
reception of the music and talks was not as clear as it should have been.
The use of twisted pair in the distribution resulted in a capacity effect
that had not been encountered in the installation in Budapest. The
directors of the company then called in Mr. John P. Rainbault, a
telephone engineer of New York and the present Eastern representative
of the Fansteel Products Co, who revised the entire system according to
American engineering principles. In a short time, due to his efforts, the
people of Newark were able to enjoy the first broadcasting that had ever
been attempted in this country. Mr. Rainbault was retained by the
company as their general manager, which position covered everything
from arranging the programs and seeing that they were transmitted
properly, to getting new subscribers.
The central offices, the studio, and the switch rooms were located
in the Essex Building in Newark. Performers in that studio of 1912
would be surprised if they should walk into a present day studio of a
broadcast station, because they were just the same in nearly every
detail. The walls of the room were hung with heavy drapery to climinate
any echoes, there was a piano in its usual place, and then the most
necessary of all, the “mike.” It was in the latter instrument that the oldtimer would notice the only difference, as the microphone then used was
of the Erickson type. The operation of the station was also the same.
Announcers, who were called “stentors,” told the audience what the
next number were to be, just as their contemporaries do today.
The layout of the apparatus and lines were in accordance with the
best engineering principles of the day. The signals were picked up by the
Erickson microphone and went to the switch room. Here they were
connected through a switchboard to sub-distributing centers in the
Branch Brook. Waverly and Market districts. The necessary apparatus
of the Broadcast Company was placed in a building adjacent to the
district exchanges, where the monitors of the system checked up on the
different circuits to see that they were in proper operating condition.
The lines that were leased from the Telephone Company were used only
from the switch room to the three districts and from the district
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exchanges to the different sections. Each section was a city block and all
the headsets in a section or block were in series with the line from the
district exchange, these circuits being all carefully balanced. Inside the
houses that were equipped with the service there was a small moulded
insulation block with two hooks on which were hung the headphones.
However, there was not switch to turn off the music and so whenever the
phones were placed on the ears between the hours of nine and eleven
something was heard.
The price of this service was $1.50 a month and the first two or
three months the subscription department was swamped with orders for
installations. Within the first three months about 5,000 subscribers were
on the books of the New Jersey Telephone Herald Co. However, as with
everything else, people soon tired of their new toy, mainly because loud
speaker reception was not available, although the signals that were
received were very clear and of excellent head-phone volume. New
Subscriptions continued to come in, yet there were a large number of
subscriptions canceled. The management of the company realized where
the difficulty lay and Mr. Rainbault and his chief engineer, Mr. J. L.
Spence, worked on the perfection of a mechanical amplifier. However,
they realized that the results obtained were far from satisfactory, so in
December of the same year it was decided not to fight any longer against
such odds.
It is an interesting fact to note that if there had been the vacuum
tube as we have it today, this scheme would have worked satisfactorily
in every way.
Problems
There were many problems then that are interesting to review.
One of the large departments stores of Newark wanted the New Jersey
Telephone Herald Co. to read a resume of their advertisements daily to
the subscribers, but the directors of the company refused to comply with
their requests as they feared that it would cheapen the broadcasting.
The mechanical amplifiers used were nothing more than a mere
diaphragm with a rod attached to its center, which energized another
diaphragm. Naturally an amplifier of this type was far from being
satisfactory, as the distortion present in the amplified signals was
considerable. Mr. Rainbault and Mr. Spence, did considerable research
work on these repeaters, but the company closed their business before
any satisfactory results were obtained.
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As has been mentioned above, if there had been some means of
amplifying the signals that were sent out over the lines, the company
would doubtless have been successful. However, there occurred the
family argument that is recurring today in the homes where there are
receivers using crystals for detectors – who gets the phones? Even
though the reception of the signals was clear, yet the people in general
could not be educated up to the idea. Advertising in Newark’s papers
had increased the subscription list to over the five thousand mark, yet
the public refused this initial trial of broadcast entertainment. There
had been an outlay of over $200,000 and so the New Jersey Telephone
Herald Co. was closed and the headsets removed from the homes of
Newark.
This was a scheme that has proved to be one of the most popular
types of entertainment that has ever been devised, but to be so popular
it needed the vacuum tube of the present day to amplify the received
music so that entire families could listen in at the same time. This
Newark venture of 1912 was just another one of those things that are
devised a few years ahead of their time, in this case not more than five
or six.”
Donna Halper, an expert on early radio wrote me the following
email after asking about the problems of playing jazz on early radio.
She states:
“When talking about why jazz was or was not played on early
radio stations, we must first consider the problem of who the owners of
these first stations were. They seemed to mainly be of two types –
corporations that in some way were involved with broadcasting (sellers
of electronic equipment, like Westinghouse, for example) or interested
individuals (sometimes from small businesses) who saw radio as a
service to the community. Those who saw it as a service often felt it was
their duty to uplift the audience and provide “good music.” Like Lee
DeForest, they were usually educated, often from the upper-middle
class, and they believed that radio should be mainly educational and
instructive. Interestingly, early radio gave us a genuine example of what
today we call ‘vulture war’ – the owners who insisted on opera and
classical music came up against the mass audience, which really
preferred dance music and popular hit songs. If you look at the
programming schedules on early radio stations (and I have many
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examples), you will see how they started out with “serious” music more
often than not. And it would be erroneous to say the public was opposed
to it – while radio was a novelty, hearing famous singers (even via
phonograph records) was quite a treat for the average person, who
couldn’t afford to attend big city concerts. SO, even though many
people would soon remind the stations that they wanted to hear the hits,
and first the classical and operatic stuff was greeted appreciatively.
There was another reason so many stations relied on classical and
opera, besides the owner’s belief in the need to educate the audience –
most of early radio was a volunteer exercise, since there were no ways to
generate revenue yet (commercials were not permitted, although some
stations did in fact get around this), music schools, especially
conservatories, often had violinists or classically trained vocalists eager
to reach a new audience. SO, while early radio did have some dance (or
jazz) bands on the air, as we shall soon see, the owners first tried to
impress everyone with a diet of sopranos and tenors and classical
violinists or pianists.
That having been said, we should also consider the fact that
various educational organizations and women’s clubs also spoke out
against popular music, which they associated with vulgarity. I have
numerous articles from magazines and newspapers of the early 20’s
about how popular music is crude and can lead young people away from
the ‘finer things’ whereas classical music is spiritual (!) and beneficial to
impressionable minds. But despite these rants against popular songs,
and especially rants against jazz and dance music, the public knew what
it wanted, and after tolerating the “good music” for a while, the novelty
wore off and requests for the hits began to predominate.”
In another correspondence Donna Halper wrote:
“We will probably never know who played jazz first, since
amateur radio stations could play records just like a commercial station
until early February 1922, and few amateur stations kept play lists, nor
had audiotape been invented. We do have anecdotal evidence that a
number of hams played requests for their friends – there is evidence
that the great blues legend W. C. Handy was heard on a Memphis
amateur’s station in November of 1914, for example, and Prof. Marvin
Bensman has a very thorough essay about it. A Boston amateur sent
concerts out to the ships at sea in early 1916 and played whatever
records he had in his collection – everything from classical to marches to
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pop, according to the Boston Globe. And while nobody specifically says
they played jazz, there is a good chance that some amateur may very
well have; it would have to be after 1917, however, since the first
phonograph record considered “jazz” was recorded by the Original
Dixieland Jazz Band in 1917.
Given that American society was still segregated at the time when
commercial radio came along, it is logical that a number of the black
jazz bands did not get on the radio in the early years. But some of their
records may have, as I said. Music, especially instrumental music, had
no colour.
Another thing that kept jazz off the air in radio’s early days was
that it quickly became controversial, as preachers and teachers (and
probably a few racists too) spoke vehemently against it, calling it a bad
influence and accusing it of lowering the morals of the country.
The only way anything resembling jazz seemed to get on the air in
radio’s earliest days was from the white musicians doing a mass appeal
and dance-able version of the music. Dance orchestras were
proliferating in the early 20s, and perhaps the first to get on the air was
from band-leader Vincent Lopez (who wasn’t Hispanic but white),
whose orchestra played over WJZ (Newark/New York) in late
November of 1921. But there is evidence that several well-known black
jazz musicians did get on the air, although not till 1922-23. I have a
mention of Duke Ellington, for example, appearing on two New York
stations, WDT and WHN, in mid-1923.Vaudeville star George Dewey
Washington, whose repertoire included some songs that would certainly
be considered jazz or dance music, sang over Seattle’s station KFC twice
in March of 1922, and was very well received. But for the most part, it
was white orchestras that began to be heard over the air playing dance
music in the early 20s.
The early days were still about deciding whether the station was
going to be educational or entertaining. But things began to change as
more radio stations went on the air. By August of 1923, the Wireless Age
wrote an article about how many stations had decided to play popular
music – and it was a steadily growing number, as the early efforts to
play only opera or only “good music” were being slowly abandoned. In
a poll the magazine conducted, the results showed that “the radio
audience wants…a little less classical and operatic music… and a little
more jazz.” A 1924 survey done in Chicago and published in the
February issue of Radio Record magazine showed that popular music
and jazz were among the most preferred by those who responded,
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although there was still a group of listeners who wanted classical music.
The survey shows that 24.7% of respondents wanted classical or "good
music"” while 18.4% wanted jazz and 295 wanted popular hits. And, as
the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin had to admit, “Despite the pleas of
several educators that classical concerts be given more prominence on
radio programs, the preference of the majority of broadcast listeners is
still for jazz, and the jazzier the better!” The article went on to note a
poll taken in New York wherein dance music and popular songs were
clearly preferred. The fans in Philly were very active in their support of
jazz, the article concluded, writing and thanking the station for playing
it and being much more vocal about what they liked than the classical
fans, who tended to be much more passive and seldom contacted the
stations.”
FEBRUARY 12 - NEW YORK TIMES
TWO-STEP TO JAZZ SENT BY WIRELESS - City College Club
Also Offers More Serious Strains to Dancers Who Prefer It.
Dancing to "jazz" played miles away, made possible by the
wireless telephone, is the latest innovation of the new City College Club
at 46 East Fiftieth Street. This is probably the first college club in New
York that has installed a radiophone for dancing and concerts.
The work of installation commenced several days ago, said
Bernard Naumburg. Chairman of the Building Committee, yesterday.
Receiving its musical message from the Radio Corporation's apparatus
at Roselle Park and Westinghouse's transmitter at Newark, the club is
able to offer its members and their friends a varied program. If the
consensus of those present is that "jazz" is wanted, the wireless
transmitting "jazz" will be called upon. A classical audience, on the
other hand, will be given concert music. If this kind can be coaxed from
the air.
"We are dispensing with most restrictions that other college clubs
impose on their members," said Mr. Naumburg. "It is rumored that
some clubs have increased their membership because drinking is
permitted, despite Mr. Volstead's formal declaration forbidding it.
Nothing harder than near-beer is drunk in the City College Club.
"We make our appeal for membership on the social advantages
offered. The large and beautiful dining-room is opened all day for
members and their friends of either sex. We welcome ladies to our clubhouse and delight in pleasing them as well as their member hosts. After
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theatre, they can come and eat and dance, enjoying the true spirit of
sociability."
Mr. Naumburg announced that at a dinner attended by about
twenty alumni and non-alumni, a week ago. Adolph Lewisohn, the
philanthropist, pledged $3,000 to the club. Other contributions swelled
the total to $8.5000. The contributors included Judge Julius Mayer,
Herman A. Metz, Joseph Buttenweiser, Robert F. Wagner, Dr. Joseph H.
Klein, Louis M. Josephtral, Edward B. Ley and Albert Weiss.
Of the 6,600 letters sent out to graduate and non-graduate alumni,
only 300 have declared their unwillingness to join the club. It therefore
has a potential membership of 6,400. Mr. Naumberg said. He urged
therefore that those who desire to become affiliated with it and make
use of everything that it offers, communicate at once with those in
charge.
There are perhaps 15,000 former City College students who did
not receive letters from the club. It is Mr. Naumberg's wish that all
write to the clubhouse for membership cards. He warned, however, that
the membership list might soon be closed, because of the present limited
facilities to accommodate all that planned to join. Dues are $15 a year.
FEBRUARY 1 – METRONOME - 1926
IS JAZZ COMING OR GOING? By Cesar Saerchinger In
America, if at any time of day you put on radio-phones,-and who in
America has no radio apparatus? - You hear on all wave lengths, with
very few exceptions, the same odd piece. At least, you fancy you hear the
same piece all the time, if you are not well posted on the repertoire of
the Jazz bands. To one who is uninitiated it does not seem to be music at
all: From New York, Chicago, Indianapolis, and Waco, Texas, the same
rhythmical noise is transmitted to him, so that he might easily imagine
Americans to be a queer tribe of natives, who are everywhere, at the
same time, performing a uniform and stirring rite.
This is Jazz. America is under the spell of Jazz. Well, Europe is
about to follow it in this respect, and Europe has a fairly good idea of
what constitutes Jazz. But Europe always receives only the respective
end products; it does not know how it developed and therefore can
hardly form an idea as to the future that is open to this cultural
attainment. In America it is taken seriously and perhaps this is justified;
soon the German professors will take it seriously too and write lengthy
historical treatises about it. In the meanwhile I wish to point out just a
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few entirely "obvious" facts.
Before Jazz there was ragtime, and ragtime originated with the
Negroes. In the Negro song-the so-called "Spiritual," which was sung by
the slaves on the plantations, we already find syncopation, the odd
accent on the short beat, or even on a pause. Investigators have even
discovered that the basic form of the Negro rhythm lives on in Africa,
for the half-savage tribes beat it on their half-savage drums. Then, when
in 1913, people began to cultivate the lovely new barbaric dances, in the
dives of San Francisco, the music was furnished by Negroes. Therefore
it was truly popular music, for and by the people. Whence the dances
and the original melodies came, must be left to the historians, but the
lost tribes of Israel who wander about New York's Broadway, soon took
care of their profitable exploitation.
In America, anything in the way of popular music that happened
to take the popular fancy,-one after the other-the Coon Song, the
sentimental Heart Song, the exotically humming Ukulele Song from
Hawaii, even the New Vienna Kiss-Waltz, was adapted to the new dance
literature. The song with words, gave place to the instrumental song (the
processors will say that this happened once before in the history of
music) and with the new instrumentation a new orchestra was born,
which grew out of the haphazard combination of Negro musicians.
"Alexander's Ragtime Band" by Irving Berlin was the first great hit of
the new epoch and the ragtime bands, consisting mostly of Negroes,
soon flooded the country.
The historians of Jazz date its birth from Irving Berlin's "Pack
Up Your Sins,"- a purely instrumental foxtrot, in which the composer
already makes professional use of the concentrated, superabundant
helter-skelter syncopation, as well as the contrapuntal extravaganzas of
fully developed Jazz (both of which originated in the improvisation of
the Negro musicians). Other composers (the title is really libel) have
enlarged on the style; there came Vincent Rose with "Linger Awhile,"
then Brahms' "Limehouse Blues" and many other "Blues" with their
melancholy strain, many "medleys" and countless foxtrots in major and
minor. In the meanwhile there also arrived Jazz-operettas by Irving
Berlin, Jerome Kern and others, and Berlin's famous Music Box Revue,
with a permanent theatre in New York.
Beyond the above mentioned, the development of Jazz (it became
Super-Jazz and "symphonic syncopation," but the fine appellations do
not suit it)-is purely in the line of sound, hence a matter depending on
the Jazz orchestra. The trick today is not in the hands of the composer
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but rests with the musical directors and orchestrators. These alone are
fully familiar with the new idiom, the new refinements of tone color, and
here lies the secret as well as the weakness of Jazz.
The Jazz Orchestra of today (In the following I am quoting some
of the statements by Deems Taylor in the first -and only-number of
"Music" - New York, 1924) is something fascinating, new and unheard
of. It is new because its beginnings were entirely independent of the
classic orchestra, because these beginnings were in accordance with an
absolutely crude taste. The exotic strain was there from the beginning
and was not introduced subsequently by literature or reflection. It is the
orchestra of the western East, not of the eastern West, of the Pacific and
not the Atlantic world.
The first Negro jazz bands (I first heard one in a New York
restaurant during the first year of the war) consisted of piano and
violin, trombone, clarinet, piston cornet, banjo, and percussion
instruments. These later instruments (called "traps") were the main
thing and the Negro who worked with all these drums, cymbals, bells,
wooden boxes, sandpaper, etc., was a demon with supernaturalunearthly ability. It was incredible what he improvised in the way of
grotesque rhythmic "stunts" and still remained the backbone of the
whole thing. The work on the wind instruments had the same
improvisational character, but in the line of counterpoint. The
clarinetist or cornetist suddenly interrupted his melody in order to
disport himself in gay cadenzas or roguish extravagances, without,
however, dropping out of the rhythmic construction. The brass never
played openly, but always with dampers, so that it bleated and the
clarinet, for the most part played in a high, seldom heard register. The
glissando of the trombone, the "yowling" had become a regular
practice. Only the violin kept to the melody and the piano furnished the
harmonic and rhythmic foundation. The general color was usually
disagreeable-but new, barbaric and yet charming.
That was the original form of the Jazz band. The new additions
are the saxophones and its varieties, as well as horns, tubas, bassoons,
balancing of the whole by doubling some, and then an incredible technic
of the individual players, and a positively stunning refinement of the
tone-color shading. Not only one, but six different dampers are used
today on an instrument in order to bring out the most varied shades.
The percussion instruments-once the mainstay, is today fully subdued
and influences the tone color more than the accent. The perfect Jazz
orchestra could easily dispense with its kettle drums-its rhythms would
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be no less piquant.
The Jazz orchestra at the present time is already subject to a
certain uniform pattern. The classic example, Paul Whiteman's
orchestra, consists of twenty-three men with thirty-six instruments. This
fact alone shows the difference between it and the old regulation
orchestra. Each member acts as a soloist and usually on more than one
instrument. Ross Gorman, Whiteman's first saxophonist, plays eleven,
among them oboe, bass-oboe, heckelphone, E-flat, B-flat and bass
clarinet, basset horn and octavion. Each of the three saxophonists uses
three saxophones in various pitches. The Whiteman orchestra is made
up as follows:
2 three violins (for special effects only-augmented to eight), (Ed:
meaning 3-1st, & 3-2nd violins) 2 basses (also play tuba), 1 banjo, 2
trumpets (alternating with cornet), 2 trombones (one alternating with
euphonium), 2 three-horns, 3 saxophones (with three keys each), from
soprano to bass, also alternating with clarinet, etc.), 2 tubas (as above),
sarusophone, sousaphone, 2 pianos (one alternating with celesta),
cymbals and diverse traps (one player).
As will be seen it is a wind instrument orchestra, supplemented by
strings, instead of the reverse. This queer combination of brass, played
in chorus, gives it its characteristic, radiant sound. The banjo is of
particular importance for coloring and as a means of bringing out the
rhythm, and a very special quality is peculiar to the orchestra, owing to
the unheard of virtuosity of the players, their powers of expression,
often through imitation of the human voice or animal sounds, through
portamentos which are rendered in perfection even on valve
instruments, and finally also through the use of the higher registers of
trumpets, etc.) and novel dampers. However, these qualities are not yet
universal and an orchestra like Whiteman's has not come to my notice
so far.
Paul Whiteman, who was originally violist in a symphony
orchestra, gradually gathered his "boys" and developed their technic in
daily rehearsals. Until recently they played nightly in the Palais Royal, a
fashionable New York restaurant. On February 12, 1924-perhaps a
milestone in the history of music-they gave their first concert in Aeolian
Hall, and a week later-before a sold-out house, in the enormous
Carnegie Hall. Since then they have been traveling on the continent, as
Paul Whiteman's concert Orchestra (no longer as a Jazz band), and are
the sensation of the day.
And what do they play? That is Whitman's dilemma. The old hits
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have only historical value now. As "specimens" they are still presented,
sometimes in new and sometimes in the old make-up. Then came
arrangements or "adaptations." Whiteman's adapter, Fredie Grofe, is a
clever conjurer; he makes new things out of old material. He also takes
"popular classic"-simple songs and piano pieces-dresses them up in
great style and-in despair-he even seizes upon well known Muscovite
specialties, like the Volga song, Rachmaninoff's C-sharp minor Prelude,
or the Hymn to the Sun from "Coq d'Or"-to transform them into Jazz.
He calls that "flavoring a selection borrowed themes." Only he cannot
compose. If he could, he would be the man we want-the Messiah of Jazz.
However, to the others, the "legitimate" American composers, the
idiom is unknown. Three or four have tried their hand at it. Victor
Herbert's "Suite of Serenades"-written for Jazz orchestra, and played
in Whiteman's first concert, according to authoritative opinion, is still
conceived in the old orchestra style. The three "American Music
Numbers" by Eastwood Lane, which I heard Whiteman's band play in
New York, are beginnings toward something characteristic.
"Persimmon Pucker," the first, has a peculiar charm, and "Sea burial,"
the last, has musical quality; yet both are merely Hors d'oeuvres, as it
also Mana-Zucca's picturesque "Zouaves' Drill."
The most successful experimenter thus far is doubtless George
Gershwin, who has not come from the classical composers but straight
from Broadway tradition. He has written a kind of piano concerto in
one movement, "Rhapsody in Blue," in which he welds the melody and
rhythm of Jazz with what we might call a symphonic form. The piece
has genuine American qualities, grotesque humor, naive sentimentality
and a piano technic which recalls the eccentricity of the famous "Kitten
on the Keys." Although the orchestral part probably is not Gershwin's
work but Grofe's, yet it sounds more like the language of the
saxophones than of the violins, and it means a beginning at least.
But who will "carry on"? Leo Sowerby, whose violin sonata made
such an honest appeal at Salzburg, has attempted a "syncopation"
which unfortunately I have not yet heard. But Zez Confrey, the Chopin
of Jazz, should learn Jazz instrumentation so that we might someday
have a whole musical jungle instead of a dainty keyboard promenading
kitten. If a Messiah of Jazz does not arise, it is doomed by reason of the
deadly monotony of its literature and the future American who puts on
his ear-phones every evening, is hopelessly headed for the lunatic
asylum.
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July – Colliers – 1925 – Where have I Heard That Song Before.
I have just been turning over the files of one of the largest
broadcasting stations in America. Hundreds of thousands of radio fans
keep writing to tell this station of their musical likes and dislikes.
These letters have strengthened by conviction that, during the last
five years, the world has been fast growing to like good music. And the
chief cause of this astonishing change has been-jazz-on-the-radio.
Letters like this from a Minnesota doctor are typical:
"Radio has made me a highbrow in a musical way; jazz and just
ordinary music fail to hold any interest for me. A few years ago grand
opera went entirely over my head. I suppose this is also true of many
other listeners."
A Connecticut housewife wrote her thanks for the broadcasting of
a Philharmonic concert, and told of its effect upon her sixteen-year-old
brother, a typical jazz fiend:
"When they started he asked me whether it would be all like that,
he thought it was pretty dry; but when John Powell began to play he sat
like one spellbound, and so did It, and I thought how like the brother
and sister in the picture called "Beethoven's Sonata' we were.
"Well, I never saw such a change come over anyone as came over
that boy; he just sat there, eyes closed, with his hand over his mouth for
fear he would make some utterance and so mill one note of that music.
Every once in a while he would look up as if to heaven and raise his
hands and then drop them in perfect awe. Every move he made was a
picture. And when it ended he kept saying over and over, 'Oh, I feel
about seven inches nearer to heaven.' "
And this is from a Washington flapper:
"My musical knowledge was rather limited to jazz....... I didn't
know the higher class of music. About a year ago I became interested in
radio and built myself a cheap crystal set.
"Certainly was surprised how little good music I had heard before
getting that set. I have kept a list of selections I have liked which I have
heard over radio and it runs well over 400, and not one is jazz, so you
can see how my musical taste has improved."
Radio has ground jazz almost to death. The job had not taken
long, because the grinding has kept on with such untiring vigor and
because the music was made of such shoddy materials.
As late as last year, everywhere you tuned in you picked up a
different piece of snappy syncopation. But they all sounded like the
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same piece. Presently people began to sicken of the monotony. And then
the astonishing change in popular taste began to be noticeable.
The fact is that jazz-plus-radio is rapidly adding an upper story to
the brows of your cook, your plumber, your newsboy and your garbage
collector. The other day my friend Gooch's iceman inquired, as he filled
the refrigerator:
"Say, bass, what's your job?"
"I'm an announcer."
One touch of radio makes the whole world kin. Mike grinningly
confessed that he was nuts on this subject.
"I made me a fine set for $12 out o' parts from the five and ten
cent store."
"Well, Gooch asked, "What tunes do you like best? Jazz, I
suppose."
"Naw!" said Mike with disgust. I used ter. But now I likes
Tschaikovsky."
As an educator jazz is a brilliant success. In itself it is nothing to
write home about. So far as its poor, flimsy subject matter goes, it is
little better than the poverty-stricken ragtime of ten years ago. But the
soul of jazz goes marching on because it has a surprising power of
impulsion and enlightenment.
Take this business of harmony. The old ragtime had just about
one-third more variety than that monotonous instrument, the mouth
organ, where you blow for one kind of chord and inhale for a second.
Ragtime stupidity stuck to those three indispensable chords.
Sometimes, as a terrific sensation, it rang in a stray barber-shop chord.
Ten years ago the average man found it hard to tell the different
instruments apart. Then jazz came along and now in picking up a
symphony orchestra on the radio, his unconsciously trained ear can
distinguish between the tone quality of flutes, oboes, trumpets, clarinets,
and French horns, and can tell a xylophone from a set of chimes.
Instrumentally speaking, he is now in a position to tell the birds from
the wild flowers and a bee from a bull's foot.
I was at a six-table bridge party the other night where they fell to
discussing the composition of the jazz orchestra coming over the radio.
Only two instruments, the viola and the double bass, were not correctly
spotted. Such a thing could not have happened in the old ragtime days.
Here, for the first time, is a popular music which has become a
persuasive advance agent of the highbrow. It educates its fans to
understand, and stand for, the tunes, the harmony, counterpoint,
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rhythm and instrumentation of the classics. Jazz ragged the classics.
Now the classics are turning around and reducing it to rags.
Two of our leading broadcasting stations find that the demand for
jazz has sunk, in the last five years, from about 80 per cent to about 10
per cent. The demand for the classics has risen sharply, but not quite at
a corresponding rate. The difference is accounted for by the constantly
diminishing body of lovers of what might be called jazzies-or jazzed
classics and by the growing demand for talks by prominent persons.

John Steiner mentioned the use of radio in the early Chicago era
of jazz in the book “Jazz” by Hentoff & McCarthy. He states:
“In Chicago the 1920’s were the roaringest. Publicity via nightly
radio remotes, phonograph records and stage shows-movies had become
secondary attractions-swelled the market for jazzmen into the
hundreds. Gambling, bootlegging and lots of loose money added up to
fabulous night clubs with fabulous floor shows. Golden opportunities
existed in the entertainment field. Dancing continued popular;
ballrooms and roadhouses were on the ascendancy. The popularity of
stage shows increased so much that a show band on the stage, often with
hot specialists, shared musical responsibilities with huge pit bands.
Within the span of a few years two hundred musicians were drawn into
studio work as Chicago became for a time the hub of the networks. Axel
Christensen had a Loop school and five neighborhood schools of rag
and jazz piano, and he was opening branches in neighboring towns. But
there were no talkies, no TV.
Probably one of the first appearances on radio by a Negro band
was the participation of Jimmy Wade’s Moulin Rouge Orchestra,
featuring pianist Teddy Weatherford and violinist Eddie south, in the
opening ceremonies of station WBBM, in late 1923.
Trumpeter Hughie Swift reports that his band at Jeffery Tavern
was the first south Side group to have nightly remotes, broadcasting via
WSBC in 1926. His band included Charlie Allen, trumpet; Roy Palmer,
trombone; Baby Dodds, drums. Swift was followed shortly by the
broadcasts of Sammy Stewart’s band, with Sid Catlett, drums; Ike
Robinson, banjo; and the remaining personnel Columbus boys who had
come with Stewart and young Chicagoans. The overwhelming
popularity of Ellington’s daily broadcast during the month in summer,
1929, he was at the Congress Hotel really opened the larger stations and
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networks to hot music. From this period and into the swing era, the
Grand Terrace airings offered Earl Hines, with, as the most stable
elements of his band, Omer Simeon, Darnell Howard and Cecil Irwin,
reeds; Wally Fuller and George Dixon, trumpets; William Franklin,
trombone; Wally bishop, drums; and Quinn Wilson, bass. Subsequently,
from the same location, came the traveling bands of Lunceford, Kirk,
Armstrong, Henderson and Basie. Cabin Club broadcasts had a
Frankie Jaxon contingent in 1928 and later Jimmie Noone’s big band.
Noone was then heard from Skoller’s Danceland, as, subsequently, was
Horace Henderson’s band. By the mid-1930’s the Three Deuces had a
half-hour nightly of the groups of Art Tatum, Johnny Dodds and then
Roy Eldridge, with intermission soloists Cleo Brown, Lonnie Johnson
and Monette Moore.
There was an improbably early-morning studio program for a
short season in the early 1930’s by a band including Wingy Mannone,
Red Norvo and Volly de Faut. By the mid-1930’s daytime radio was
devoid of hot music and thinning in other attractions. To spark their
programming, WIND hired an all-jazz house band under versatile Max
Miller, who played guitar, bass, piano, vibes and harmonium; Bill
funky, alto; Yohannan, piano” Grabel, drums; Vance, bass – Max’ clique
from Gary.
The Kapp brothers, Dave and Jack, before starting Decca
Records, were interested in a record store and in various other musical
enterprises, including the management of a sixteen-piece radio-studio
band under Frankie Joxon’s leadership, with Bob Schoffner, musical
director and trumpet; George Mitchell, trumpet; De Bright, reeds;
Preston Jackson,, trombone’ John Lindsay, bass; Jerome Carington and
Charlie Beal, duo pianists, and tubby Hall, drums. After sixteen
sustained weeks, the band was reduced to approximately the men
named and continued for a season, sponsored by Muscletone, a cure-all
nostrum.
Finally, with swing, the Loop’s Blackhawks became a jazz stand
for years, with Louis Prima, Red Norvo, Mildred Bailey, and Bob
Crosby. At the College Inn, in the Hotel Sherman, practically all
traveling swing bands were aired, as well as the local groups of Bud
Freeman, Boyd Raeburn and Muggsy Spanier’s Ragtimers, then just
beginning. For a time in the 1940’s the Brass Rail, the Ambassodor East
and the New Downbeat Room offered dozens of small groups and
soloists, notably McParland, the Marsalas, Kirby, Smith, Wilson, Waller
and Allen.”
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1928
JANUARY - THE CADENZA - WHAT JAZZ HAS DONE TO THE
FRETTED INSTRUMENTS by Myron V. Freese ….One factor which is fairly sure as testing the living or dead
status in popularity of certain forms of music, musical instruments or
performances, one which our writer friend of the Herald seems either to
have overlooked or forgotten, is the radio; and what makes it a good
factor is that when the listeners-in hear something that is particularly
liked they have the pleasant habit of immediately using the telephone or
telegraph to notify the sending station of that liking and to ask for a
repetition at an early future date-the only radio encore possible.
It is superfluous to say that these t. and t. encores (sometimes TNT
is their spontaneous outburst) go a long way towards forming future
programs, and even a cursory glance at the broadcasted programs of
only a year back will prove the exceeding popularity of the fretted
instruments (solo and ensemble) with radio fans everywhere by their
"return of dates." We could cite names and dates of banjo radiophoning
in singles (solo), doubles (duets) and quadruples (quartet), one of the
most recent of the latter form being the Hillman String Quartet (three
banjos and guitar) broadcasted from Station KFAF of the Denver Post,
Denver, Colorado.
As a notable instance of solo banjo playing over the radio, Mr.
Frederick J. Bacon (president of the Bacon Banjo Company, Inc. and a
veteran banjo soloist with a name second to none) created a furore with
his banjo broadcasting only as short a time ago as last October from
Station WJZ at Aeolian Hall in New York City. Delighted fans, as well as
other who probably never before had heard a banjo played, worked the
telephone and telegraph over time during the recital, repressing their
appreciation and calling for more. This was followed during the next
few days by an avalanche of congratulatory letters requesting a speedy
repetition, which has been given. That surely is one banjo which has not
been "silenced."
It was the same with Mr. Arthur P. Melchert of Seattle,
Washington, who delighted an invisible audience of unknown numbers
with an evening mandolin and Hawaiian guitar recital, broadcasted
from Station KFJC of the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Jazz? The mandolin
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program included such numbers as "Song to the Evening Star" from
"Tannhauser" (Wagner); "Gloria," from Mozart's "Twelfth Mass";
"Nachstuke," "Nocturne No. 4" (Schumann), and "La Paloma"
(Yradier). The Hawaiian numbers were typical and melodious.
Mandolin Ensembles the Most Popular Radio entertainment
It can be said without stretching the truth that the most popular
radio instrumental ensembles are the mandolin orchestras. Space does
not permit enumerating by name the many hundreds of these which are
constantly broadcasting and repeating dates, but they range from the
Great Northwest to the extreme South; from the Pacific Coast to the
Atlantic seaboard, and include all the great cities of the Middle West, is
not this still further conclusive and indubitable proof that the Herald
has erred, and that “Jazz” has not “Killed” the mandolin, banjo and
guitar, neither have they been “Silenced by the Sin of Syncopation?”
In the leading magazines of the early 1920’s we find numerous
articles about jazz and its influence that also relate the popularity of the
emerging radio influence.
DECEMBER - MUSICAL COURIER 1928
RADIO INTEREST TO SUPPRESS JAZZ - The daily papers
have been making some remarks about radio and music becoming more
closely allied through the music publishing combinations that have been
brought into effect through the broadcasting companies. The latest
startling announcement in this direction is to the effect that Carl Fisher,
Inc., Leo Feist, Inc., and the National Broadcasting Company, the third
incorporator, have formed an organization to be known as the Radio
Music Company, for which incorporation papers were recently filed in
Albany.
It seems that efforts will be made to suppress jazz as music as
possible through the broadcasting stations. F. C. Mills, former chairman
of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, is
president of the new company. In explaining this attitude toward jazz
Mr. Mills gave out the following information which will be read with
much interest by musicians generally:
"The operating policy of the organization will be almost
revolutionary," said Mr. Mills. "While in the final analysis the Radio
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Music Company will be a commercial music publishing venture,
nevertheless the scope of its activities will be so broad as to have the real
objective not primarily in profits but in making an active and intelligent
use of the tremendous facilities of the NBC system placed at its disposal
for the purpose of enhancing and improving the whole trend of
American music. The new firm will have its influence in putting jazz in
the background of the American musical picture. We have had perhaps
too much jazz, and as there is no denying the influence of music upon
the trend of the people's inclinations, it seems about time for someone to
assume leadership in a movement away from jazz. I think we should go
back to melody and let it serve instead of noise to give us the inspiration
which we expect from music."
To give some idea of what this whole movement means, M. H.
Aylesworth, president of the National Broadcasting Company, said that
the new company was aligned with the foremost American composers,
including writers of popular tunes and classical compositions. Mr.
Aylesworth is to be chairman of the board of the Radio Music Company.
Others on the board include Paul D. Cravath, lawyer; John Goden,
producer; David Sarnoff, executive vice-president, Radio Corporation
of America; S. L. Rothafel (Roxy), managing director Roxy Theater; E.
E. Shumkaer, president Radio Victor Corporation; Hiram S. Brown,
president Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation; Leo Feist, president Leo
Feist, Inc., E. C. Mills; H. P. Davis, vice-president, Westinghouse
Electric and manufacturing Company; B.F. Bitner, vice-president and
general manager, Leo Feist, Inc., and Walter S. Fischer, president, Carl
Fischer, Inc.
There are a number of the great music publishing houses that
have been absorbed in this movement on the part of the radio interests,
but there is no reason for musicians to feel that their services will in any
way be lessened. It will probably be found that there will be a greater
demand for music although these movements that are on foot, but like
all commercial ventures, it depends upon what the public demands. It is
gratifying to know, however, that the attitude of the company of which
Mr. Mills is the head will make an endeavor to suppress jazz where it is
possible, and give to the people the music that they really want. Jazz is a
counterfeit demand. It eventually will be obliterated, and this through
the lack of demand on the part of the people.
Jan 18, 1927 – Column in New York Times
Some weeks of faithful listening to the radio in New York, the
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broadcasting capital of America, have resulted in the following
observations:
1. While the quantity of jazz and popular sentiment stuff to be heard
over the air is still as great as ever, there is also a large and
increasing amount of good music which is now transmitted with
great skill and effectiveness.
2. Literate announcers are badly needed. An hour listening to any
but the two or three most important stations is fairly sure to result
in hearing several grotesque errors of pronunciation.
3. The amount of open and blatant advertising is rapidly growing
unendurable. Half the stations in the metropolitan area now
devote so much time to plugging the Elite Bakery and Tony’s
tonsorial parlors that no sensible person should bother with them.
One-third the present number of broadcasters would be plenty.
4. The orthophonic Victrola, and similar devices, have been a
godsend to the inferior stations. The new records may be played in
a broadcasting studio and only a trained listener knows that the
performers who made them are not present in the flesh. Many of
these stations do nothing but praise the Busy Bee Kandee Kitchen,
and play records, day and night. The Federal Radio Commission
has ruled that, when a record is played, the announcer must say
so; but this order is often violated.
5. As a medium for the dissemination of ideas, radio is no more
important than it was three or four years ago, which is to say, not
at all. Speeches, lectures, debates and interviews are few and bad.
Radio is now dominated by advertising, and even the advertiser
has learned he must not talk at any length. He provides music or
vaudeville, monologues, and the announcer mentions his
company.
Feb. 18 – Jazz is Compared to Comic Cartoon –
Dr. Russell Calls It America’s Contribution – Good Music in
Movies and Radio, He Says.
Written for the alumni weekly, Dr. Alexander Russell, director of
music at Princeton University, compared jazz to the cartoon, and said
that moving pictures and the radio work for the betterment of music.
Describing jazz as America’s contribution to music, Dr. Russell
said: “A well organized crusade was launched, jazz composers and
orchestras forsook the dance palaces and rushed into the concert halls,
jazz bands toured the world, the critics burst into print, the public
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roared its delight and furor resulted. Jazz was to have its place in the
sun, and now that the tumult has died down where is jazz? Exactly
where it was before all this happened. And why not? The result could
not have been otherwise, for jazz bears the same relation to the art of
music that a comic cartoon does to the art of painting.”
Dr. Russell said that untold millions heard good music in the
movies. With the advent of the radio, he said, millions were in daily
intimate contact with good music. “Radio will weed out the unfit,” he
declared, “and force a higher standard on the survivors.”
Dr. Russell said he saw the possibility, through the radio, that the
orchestra, or at least the leader, would someday be hidden from view. “I
would further recommend this invisible procedure to singers who pose
and strut and make faces,” he said, “to pianists who wiggle their elbows
in the mistaken idea that they can thus impose on the eye a tone quality
which is inaudible to the ear; to violinists who swing about like
pendulums while playing; to organists who are jumping jacks, and to
composers who come out to acknowledge imaginary applause.”
Feb 3 – Finds New Fields Opened to Musicians – Prof. Dykema Says
Radio and Film Inventions Have Changed the Profession.
The radio, the talking picture and synchronized musical effects in
moving picture theatres are rapidly forcing professional musicians
into new fields of work, according to Dr. Peter W. Dykema, professor
of music education at Teachers College, who said yesterday the influx
of this type of musician into the field of teaching is becoming more
and more noticeable, through a marked increase in the enrollment in
the music department.
Theatre musicians, symphony orchestra players, vaudeville
performance and “would-be” concert artists are studying music at
Teachers College this year in greater numbers than ever before, he
finds, in addition to the regular group of students for whom teaching
has been the sole aim.
“The reproduction of mechanical musical effects as
accompaniment for moving pictures, such as the Vitaphone and
Movietone, has narrowed the field for orchestra musicians to a large
extent.” He asserted, “and has brought about a new trend in the
musical world. The radio has brought about the same limitation for
students of the concert stage, since it has given prominent artists a
strong hold on their prominence through a vast number of listeners.
“As a result, the teaching of music in public schools has become
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increasingly popular. It not only offers steady employment and
adequate wages but also permits musicians to make a thorough study
of the type of music which interests them most. They can become
their own critics and develop their own ideas.”

Milestones in Radio History
(Musical Development)
1907 – Dec. 16 – First singer to broadcast was Eugenia H. Farrar – from
the Brooklyn Navy Yard.
1908 – Lee DeForest, set up a transmitter at foot of Eiffel Tower and
gave a
demonstration program of gramophone
records.

Lee DeForest
1908 – A. Frederick Collins broadcast voice and music program using
an arc
transmitter in Newark.
1910 – Jan. 12-13 – World’s First radio broadcast to public-directly
from
Metropolitan Opera to several listeners in New
York – live.
1916 – Spring – DeForest maintains a phonograph concert service three
times a
week with Columbia Phonograph Company
furnishing records in
exchange for on air announcements
at Hotel Astor.
1916 – W. C. Handy on Memphis station – experimented with voice
radio station.
1916 – 2ZK in New Rochelle New York broadcast music regularly over
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the air.
1916 – David Sarnoff’s Radio Music Box memo. (date controversial may be 1915)
1919 – Oct. 17 – RCA formed – incorporated in Delaware.
1920 – First commercial radio station – first broadcast – KDKA,
Pittsburgh, PA.
1920 – March – Beginning of weekly Sunday afternoon classical music
concerts.
1920 – June – Georgia Tech Band on Georgia radio station. (jazz &
dance music)
1920 – June 15 – Madame Nellie Nelba is presented live from
Chelmsford, England
in first ‘world’ concert.
1920 – Sept. 10 – Los Angeles 6ADZ – recorded music.
1920 - Sept. 14/15? – First broadcast by a dance band – Paul Specht and
his
orchestra.
1921 – Earl “Fatha” Hines on KDKA, Pittsburgh?
1921/22 – Waters-Henderson over WGV, New Orleans
1921 – Bert Williams (possibly in connection with his role in “Shuffle
Along.”
1922 – Eva Taylor began broadcasting.
1922 – Dec. Coon-sanders Band began broadcasting from WDAF, in
Kansas City.
1923 – Duke Ellington Broadcasting over WHN, New York City
1924 – Ellington began doing live remotes from the Kentucky Club.
1926 – Nov. 15 – NBC debut with 24 stations (regular schedule begins
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Jan. 1927)
1927 – Sept. 18 – Columbia Phonograph - goes on air with 16 stations –
Howard
Barlow’s Orchestra – Plays “Tales from Vienna
Woods.”
1930 – Debut of ‘Fats” Waller in winter of 1930 as a featured artist on
the New York based “Paramount Public Radio Review. A CBS series
also known as “Paramount on Parade” for 6 months.
1932 – Survey – radio - Music-62.9%, Educational-21.3%, Literature2.5%, religion-2.5% and novelties-1.5%
1933 – 6 month contract with WLW – ‘Fats” Waller formed his first set
band “Fats Waller & his Rhythm” – featured on the “Fats Waller
Rhythm Club program – Ran for allotted 6 months an came to end in
Dec. of 1933. It resumed in the summer of 1934 on CBS.
“Fats” Waller and WLW in Cincinnati

“Fats” Waller’s tenure at WLW was actually a very brief
interlude. Waller was a well-established artist long before his arrival in
Cincinnati in 1933. There was talk about a stranded relationship with
the station’s owner Powell Crosley. But, whatever Waller’s personal
relationship with Crosley might have been – and it probably wasn’t
cordial – it’s safe to say Waller wasn’t fired for his behavior (Waller
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drank, smoked and his language was not considered civil by Crosley). It
was thought that Waller was caught playing his tune “Ain’t Misbehavin’
on the organ without permission.

Waller was only in Cincinnati for a short time. He probably
was there to bring his music to the attention of a wider audience that
radio offered. Also, it probably was to keep working until the recording
industry recovered from the effects of the Depression. Waller did get to
play the famous WLW organ during his tenure at WLW. Waller had an
established reputation as a jazz organist and given that fact it’s highly
unlikely that Crosley would have had a problem with him performing
on that instrument in the style for which he was known. You don’t hire
an artist known as a specialist on a particular instrument and then fire
him when he does precisely what you hired him to do.
As radio was gaining listeners (in 1921, one in 500 homes had
radio receiver. By 1926 it was one in six.), there was controversy as to
whether radio should be entertainment or educational programming.
Also, there were problems in which type of music should be presented
on the air waves – many wanted more classical music, while many
enjoyed jazz and dance music. Many articles were written taking up for
playing more classical orientated music. Others, (mostly younger
listeners) wanted the latest popular and jazz/dance music. There were
even arguments about the term ‘jazz.’ As dancing was very popular
many dance leaders did not like their music to be called jazz music.
They even ran a contest to find another name for their music rather
than jazz. There were discusses as the difference between jazz and
dance music.
Jazz music began as dance music. Jazz evolved from the
syncopated music of the Negro Cakewalk – the cakewalk evolving into
ragtime, and ragtime evolving into jazz. Throughout this evolution the
dance was closely united with the various styles of music. The problem
lies in the fact that all dance music is not jazz, but all jazz was dance
music. The waltz, galop, etc. were well-established dance styles with
their appropriate standard steps. But when the dance was influenced by
the new syncopated rhythms that jazz presented, the jazz dance craze
was created. By the time that radio stabilized dances like the fox trot,
Charleston, and other jazz oriented dances became popular. The
Whiteman, Lopez, Sprecht and other orchestras were dance orchestras
primarily. But as jazz became more sophisticated there became a jazz
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that was now called symphonic jazz-which was for listening, not
dancing. But still the orchestras of the day played mostly dance musica music that was jazz oriented. The reason that these ‘dance’ orchestras
did not want to be known as jazz orchestras was that often jazz was not
spoken of as socially acceptable as ‘moral’ music. It had a bad
reputation in many cultural circles. It was the music of the young and
restless generation. But, the music the orchestras played in early radio
must be considered ‘jazz’ when they were playing the music that was
considered the popular music of the era. We do call this era the “Jazz
Age,” for a good reason-it was jazz influenced and contained many jazz
elements, especially syncopation.
Radio stations, small and large began to establish local
jurisdiction, using local talent for its broadcasts. As an example we cite
station KPO in San Francisco. The station made its debut at 9 AM on
April 17, 1922. It established high ideals and no programs were
permitted unless they were high class. Remote broadcast equipment was
set up at the Fairmont Hotel and the Palace Hotel, where the music of
Cy Trobbe’s Orchestra originated. Trobbe remembers a small trio was
formed by Mrs. Jean Campbell:
“We were just brought up there as extras; to fill in the time
between programs….we’d get ten dollars a show, and play about fifteen
minutes. The policy of KPO was ‘no recordings’ – everything had to be
live. So we were kept pretty busy after a while.”
KPO had Max Bradfield and his Versatile Band and Rudy
Seiger’s Orchestra furnish music, both originating from the Fairmont
Hotel.
During the late 20’s Cy Trobbe was a popular musical figure at
KPO. Trobbe conducted the studio orchestra and the host of several
popular music programs.
KPO was typical of local stations that were being established
throughout the United States. Usually, what was happening in one local
station was repeated and each had their own musical organizations and
surveys that were made of the use of jazz/dance music was mostly
typical of all these early stations. We use KPO as an example of the
programs of early radio stations.
In 1924 the San Francisco station of KFRC established a policy of
broadcasting.
“It will be used to broadcast orchestral music, primarily from the
Whitecomb Hotel concert, symphony and dance orchestra. On Saturday
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night there was broadcast a dance program from 8-12:00pm; on Sunday
from 6:30-7:30 a program of popular music was broadcast; from 8-10, a
program of classical music; and from 1012pm it was again a program of
dance music. The band of Stanslaus Bem was hired and these musicians
opened the station and played thereafter on broadcasting nights.
In the San Francisco Bulletin of Sept. 24, 1924 we read:
“Stanislaus Bem, musical director (KFRC), is already known to
radio fans though his appearance on KGO, the broadcasting station of
the General electric Company in Oakland, where he won the reputation
of presenting, ”The sweetest orchestra ever heard over the radio.” His
offerings at Hotel Whitecomb are famous up and down the coast, and he
will be an almost nightly attraction from now on, over the air.
With Bem will be various dance orchestras, one in particular –
Elmer Ohlsen’s Hotel Whitcomb orchestra, which is among the leading
musical aggregations of the coast.”
Also, in the Sept. 25, 1924 paper we read:
“AT 10 o’clock, with the introductory program finished, the dance
orchestra of Elmer Ohlsen was “plugged in” and for another two hours
or until midnight, the world of outdoors danced with guests in the roof
garden to the same orchestra.”
In the early days of ‘radio’ there were attempts at bringing dance
music to those who wished it. A ‘dance’ club was formed that attempted
to bring dance music to the “City College Club in New York City:
“Two-Step To Jazz Sent By Wireless” – New York Times, Feb. 12, 1921
“City College Club also offers more serious strains to dancers who
prefer it.
Dancing to “jazz” played miles away, made possible by the
wireless telephone, is the latest innovation of the new City College Club
at 46 East Fiftieth Street. This is probably the first college club in New
York that has installed a radiophone for dancing and concerts.
The work of installation commenced several days ago, said
Bernard Naumburg. Chairman of the Building Committee, yesterday.
Receiving its musical message from both the Radio Corporation’s
apparatus at Roselle Park and Westinghouse’s transmitter at Newark,
the club is able to offer its members and their friends a varied program.
If the consensus of those present is that “jazz” is wanted, the wireless
transmitting “jazz” will be called upon. A classical audience, on the
other hand, will be given concert music. If this kind can be coaxed from
the air.
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“We are dispensing with most restrictions that other college clubs
impose on their members.” Said Mr. Naumburg. “It is rumored that
some clubs have increased their membership because drinking is
permitted, despite Mr. Volstead’s formal declaration forbidding it.
Nothing harder than near-beer is drunk in the City College Club.
“We make our appeal for membership on the social advantages
offered. The large and beautiful dining room is opened all day for
members and their friends of either sex. We welcome ladies to our
clubhouse and delight in pleasing them as well as their member hosts.
After theatre, they can come and eat and dance, enjoying the true spirit
of sociability.”
Mr. Naumburg announced that at a dinner attended by about
twenty alumni and non-alumni, a week ago, Adolph Lewisohn, the
philanthropist, pledged $3,000 to the club. Other contributions swelled
the total to $8,500. The contributors included Judge Julius Mayer,
Herman A. Metz, Joseph Buttenweiser, Robert F. Wagner, Dr. Joseph H.
Klein, Louis M. Josephtral, Edward B. Ley and Albert Weiss.
Of the 6,600 letters sent out to graduate and non-graduate alumni,
only 300 have declared their unwillingness to join the club. It therefore
has a potential membership of 6,400. Mr. Haumberg said. He urged
therefore that those who desire to become affiliated with it and make
use of everything that it offers, communicate at once with those in
charge.
There are perhaps 15,000 former City College students who did
not receive letters from the club. It is Mr. Naumberg’s wish that all
write to the clubhouse for membership cards. He warned, however, that
the membership list might soon be closed, because of the present limited
facilities to accommodate all that planned to join. Dues are $15 a year.”
Regardless of what this dance music was called the radio gave
these bands a place to play their music for an audience that was growing
by the day and radio became a ‘fertile field for the building up of
prestige,’ as seen in an article that appeared in a popular music
magazine of the era:
“How’s business with the Dance Orchestra Boys,” – Metronome,
December, 1923:
“…The radio has proved a fertile field for the building up of
prestige. Leaders of lesser-known ability found that they played to a
large audience and received numerous requests via this medium. On the
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other hand the big leaders, who were not able to get away from their
engagements to assemble their orchestras at the broadcasting stations,
found that the bigger companies were willing to run in a special wire.
Lopez, at the Hotel Pennsylvania, is now doing this and Whiteman is on
the verge of giving his services one night a month to one of the
companies exclusively. A special wire is to be placed in the Congo Room
of the new Hotel Almanac for broadcasting Specht’s music.
Not alone does the orchestra benefit by broadcasting but it has
been found by actual investigation that the place where the orchestra
plays is benefited, folks from out-of-town visiting the resort when in
New York and invariably visiting the orchestra leader to tell him they
had the pleasure of hearing his music over the radio.”

“Jazz” – Outlook – March 5, 1924
“…. And yet, probably while this is read, people who are both
morally responsible and cultivated are sitting in the quiet of their
homes, with earpieces on their heads, listening to jazz and enjoying it.
No one can persuade us that these members of the radio audience are
secretly indulging in vice or letting their taste become corrupted. On the
contrary, these souls are finding in this jazz a refuge from the very
pessimism and despondency that characterize its critics.”
Anther article mentions the importance of the radio and the
phonograph on the popularity of jazz:
“Why You Like Jazz” - Sunset Magazine, March, 1924
“…..Dancing is a parasitic growth on music. In early America
there was very little music and therefore very little dancing. But since
1900 the phonograph, the player piano and radio have given us music in
abundance with a minimum amount of effort. Consequently we dance.
Consequently, also, we shall go on dancing and insist upon having the
kind of music we like to dance to which at the moment to be Jazz.
The main source of dance music has been the phonograph. This
instrument is effective, inexpensive and portable, and has penetrated
further than the player piano. It became musically tolerable about 1906.
By 1907 dance-records were being issued in fair numbers; and by 19140h boy! We were dancing fools, and we still are. And now comes the
radio to make even more dance-music accessible.
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Meyer Davis, an orchestral entrepreneur announces a contest to
find a better word for ‘jazz.’ He does not think the word ‘jazz’ describes
the popular dance music of his era. He sends a letter to all radio
stations. We give this letter below:
Philadelphia, June 26, 1924
Broadcasting director of
Radio Station.
Dear Sir:
Meyer Davis Music, an organization of sixty-two orchestras and
over seven hundred musicians, offers a cash prize of $100 for a suitable
world to take the place of “Jazz.” The latter word is undignified. It is a
misnomer. It casts discredit upon modern dance music. The new word
must avoid these errors and must be at once both dignified and
comprehensively descriptive.
Radio is today the one supreme medium for bringing this idea and
this contest to the attention of the people.
We therefore ask that Radio Centers take up the matter seriously
and announce this contest through their broadcasting stations, with the
understanding that contestants may address their communication to the
broadcasting station through which they receive the information, on or
before August 15, 1924; that said communications be forwarded to us at
Washington and that the broadcasting station which receives the
winning word will, for us, make the award. The award will be made
September 1, 1924.
Radio listeners, by cooperating with us in this undertaking, will be
contributing to a splendid cause, and we feel that the resultant benefits
will be of musical character.”
The effect and influence is also noted in our next magazine article:
“American Popular Music and its Progress” – Melody, July, 1924
“…..Both the radio and phonograph have been proved broad
factors in the development of – Jazz! America’s Music! In the smaller
cities and towns the five or six-piece jazz bands which once were the
popular craze are forming themselves into larger groups of from ten to
fifteen pieces, and these are reaping rich benefits from the broadcast
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sowing of the big metropolitan orchestras by listening to the regular
radio broadcastings of the big ensembles and imitating what they can of
their style and effects; They also take a phonograph record and play it
over again and again, absorbing all the color phrasing and peculiar
details of arrangements used by some famous leader who either has paid
big money for such or else lain awake nights thinking them out for
himself, so that he can continually supply newer novelties and thereby
retain his supremacy against a competition which rapidly is bring this
unique native development to the fore and thus compelling the attention
of the whole music world. ….”
Another article relates that the radio has proven a big factor in
the development of musical style:
“Where is Jazz Leading America?” – Etude, September, 1924
“The radio and the phonograph have proven big factors in this
development. In our smaller towns and cities where the small five or sixpiece jazz band used to be the rage, today they are grouping into ten to
fifteen-piece dance orchestras, imitating what they hear from the topnotch dance orchestras who broadcast over radio regularly…..” (By
Paul Specht) This same article (slightly rewritten) also appears in the
Metronome Magazine in Sept. of 1924.
Paul Whiteman (the “King of Jazz”) in the Saturday Evening Post
synopsis of his book on jazz recalls some of his experience in radio:
“Jazz” – Saturday Evening Post”, March 6, 1925
“Finding a Place in the Air” – The radio, especially when it first
came in, also added to my labors. I played The Star spangled Banner
the first time the national anthem ever was sent through the air. To do it
I had to race madly from the Palais Royal to the radio station and back
again. It was Sunday, and at the station a man was making a
speech……I had lots of interesting adventures in the air. Once I gave my
mother a birthday party, I in New York, she in Denver listening in at a
radio I had just sent her. Another time a station had my little son send
birthday greetings to me, and one night at Station WOR in Newark we
played the latest New York jazz hits at three o’clock in the morning for
the Prince of Wales, who was listening in at Brook House in London.
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The next article speaks of jazz on radio declining:
“Jazz Feels Surge of a Higher Order” – The Independent, March 7,
1925:
“Above the moan of the saxophone one can hear discordant notes
that threaten the supremacy of Jazz. According to musical statisticians
who analyze the letters of the radio audience and reduce them to graphs
and figures, the demand for syncopated music is on the decline.
Conversely, the demand for old and well-tried songs and for classical
compositions is increasing.
In other words, the musical appetite of the radio listener is
becoming more fastidious. He is, in truth, fed up on jazz and calls for a
change of musical diet. He wants Gilbert and Sullivan, the charming
melodies of Stephen Foster, the favorite selections of Victor Herbert, the
ballads of Channcey Olcott and Ernest R. Ball. He is tired of listening to
“Red Hot Momma,” played seven times by seven different jazz bands on
seven evenings of the week. He is willing to take his share of jazz, but,
something more inspiring must go with it. He has revolted.
Back in the dim days of 1923, Olive Bell, in his “Since Cezanne,”
exclaimed passionately “Plus de Jazz. No more Jazz. Jazz is dying.”
American Telephone and Telegraph Company and chief of WEAF,
told 2,000 diners’ that the public demand for classical music has been
unprecedented in the last two years, to the detriment of jazz programs.
Hr. Holman said that in January 1923, about 75 per cent of the radio
fans demanded jazz; in January 1924, the jazz fans diminished to 35 per
cent, and in January 1925, only 5 per cent of the people who wrote to
the company demanded Jazz. Mr. Holman added that his company
received 54,000 letters on the subject in January alone. Private
statements by other broadcasting stations corroborate Mr. Homan. And
there is Nicholas Orlando, musical director of the Plaza and Roosevelt
Hotels, who told the New York Music League recently that jazz is
waning and classical music taking its place.
…..Isidore Witmark, a member of the Witmark Music Company,
asserts that the automobile, but taking people away from the parlor
piano, and the radio, by furnishing them jazz music readymade, have
killed the sales of song hit after song hit of a jazz character. Anyone can
tune in any evening and hear a dozen orchestras plays “I Love You’ in
twelve identical ways….”
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But was jazz really dying? WE know now that it wasn’t. It was
just changing into more classically influenced styles like that of
Gershwin. Jazz was developing and was outgrowing its title. It was
passing into the skillful hands of the more skilled musicians.
Another remark about the influence of radio on the popularity of
jazz appears in another monthly magazine:
“Jazz and the Dance” – August, 1925
“….furthermore, use the radio as a benign sampler, and when you
hear a good piece “come over,” get it for your instruments. In this way
you will get a large interest on your investment in musical tools and
your radio will help to make your other players and concerts of even
greater utility and joy; for never has it been so simple to hear such
artists as Boulanger, Gorgoza, D’Alvarez, J. Wolfe, Gershwin,
Kochanski, etc.
Articles on the waning of jazz really are saying that they are
witnessing the development of jazz into a new American style music that
combines jazz elements with others:
“Has Jazz hurt Concert-Giving. Managers say “No.”
– Musical America, Nov. 14, 1925
“Radio Listeners’ Preferences – Radio listeners-in have tired of
jazz, and an impromptu questionnaire of any one I have chanced to
meet anywhere has shown me that the first thing a radio fan would like
to hear over the other is a symphony orchestra. Among soloists they
would like a contralto. The old day is passing when anybody could sell a
soprano or a tenor. Male quartets would be enjoyed, if goodness could
be found which were willing to sing under present radio conditions.
Thus jazz, through the radio, has worked itself out of a place where it
now arouses unusual enthusiasm.
The jazz concert has paved the way for a new American music.
Certainly we are a different people from Europeans, and our music will
be different. T will combine some jazz elements with others. An
illuminating parallel is that of light opera, which started out very feebly,
so far as art is concerned, but which shortly developed into something
extremely beautiful.”
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There is a lengthily article in: “Broadcasting Magazine” about the
decline of jazz:
“Is The Popularity of Jazz Music Waning? By Kingsley Welles.
“When radio broadcasting was a novelty and one called in the
neighbors to hear the voices coming in “right out of the air,” little or no
attention was paid to what the voices were saying. “Radio is a marvelous
instrument, a tremendously potential medium, but what difference does
it make if it is being used to give currency to worse than second-rate
stuff,” is about the gist of the very vocal objections made by these
observers. George Jean Nathan, the rapier-worded dramatic critic of
The American Mercury said in a recent issue of that green-jacketed
organ of dissent:
Nights the front parlors of the proletariat resound to the strains of
alley jazz pounded out by bad hotel orchestras, to lectures on Swedenborgiamism by ex-veterinary surgeons, to songs about red hot mammas,
and Beale Street melancholias by hard-up vaudeville performers.”
Now all the criticism of radio programs made along these lines is
true in that it is possible to hear the thing described from some radio
station or other at one time or another. We should not judge
broadcasting by that method any more than we should judge the
thinking processes of the American citizenry by what we hear a chance
street orator mouth. Broadcasting is not nearly as badly off as its hostile
critics would have you think, and the aerial offerings of the radio season
now upon us are daily justifying that belief.
“If it weren’t for the constant stream of jazz following from nearly
every broadcasting antenna,” remarked a listener to us the other day. “I
would enjoy radio a lot more. These jazz orchestras from every station
in the country, all practically banging away at the same piece at
practically the same time are much more than annoying.” The trouble
with a criticism such as this is that it groups all dance music as jazz,
which is only true because we have no term which allows us to
distinguish between the grades of jazz. We use the same term to describe
the soft symphonic effects of Art Hickman, Ben Bernie, and Vincent
Lopez as we use for the fifth rate Five Melody Kings of Four Corners,
Oklahoma.
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“I believe,” writes D. M. Craig, of Lamar, Missouri, “that the
universal condemnation of jazz is contrary to the true feeling of a
majority of radio listeners, if all music is classified as jazz. Would these
objectors want to stop the broadcasting of such organizations as those of
Paul Whiteman, Vincent Lopez, Jean Goldkette, and many others?”
Decidedly not. While there are those who are utterly opposed to jazz
whatever its origin, the more liberal among us recognize that jazz music
has a very strong hold on a large percentage of the public of several
continents, that it is not wholly as bad as it is pictured, and that, in
moderation, jazz is excellent entertainment.
The trouble with broadcasting programs, and up to the past six
months this has been true of almost every American station, is that they
have been too heavily loaded with this orchestra and that, playing the
currently popular tunes. Too much of the program has been devoted to
dance orchestras, or to soloists who had nothing on their repertoire but
whatever numbers were being sold in the music shops as “the latest
thing” or, worse, to song “pluggers” in the employ or the music
publishers. This practice of the broadcasters, we firmly believe, has
shortened the life of many moderately good popular numbers, which
otherwise might have retained popularity for a considerably longer
time.
Mr. Frank McEniry, of station KOA at Denver, in answering a
recent inquiry of ours about this subject replied:
“On the whole, I believe listeners tire of jazz much more quickly
than they do of the classical or semi-classical presentations. This belief is
of course, wholly a personal one, but it is based on a daily study of mail
from our listeners. Here is an excerpt from the letter of a Western
listener which seems typical of a great mass of mail we are receiving on
the subject: “One cannot be unmindful of the lovely entertainment last
evening; especially beautiful was the Floradora Sextet by the Municipal
Band. Likewise, the same selection with the lullaby on the saxophone. It
was such a relief from the slap-stick stuff one gets from many stations.”
That letter was from Charles G. Hickman of Forsyth, Montana.
And here is another from Mrs. Walter Burke of New Plymouth,
Idaho: “Almost without exception, we like the better class of music. Jazz
ceases to have any appeal after the first two or three selections- it is all
alike.”
They are doing some good things at KOA, and by the time this
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magazine is in the hands of the reader, the competitive program of
classical music as opposed to jazz music will have been given from that
station. All the listeners will have a chance to express their opinion and a
complete record will be made of the results. We hope to announce the
findings in an early number. There should be some interesting letters
after this contest.
Mr. Freeman H. Talbot, that able musician responsible for the
programs of KOA set down some of his thoughts about the subject of
jazz especially for this department. “For many years,” he says, “music
critics have been periodically announcing the death of jazz. Probably
the so-called music of jazz is largely responsible for the belief that it is
moribund. To those who would shed no tears over its demise, jazz
displays a most disheartening vitality. Phoenix like, it arises fresh after
each reputed annihilation.” Mr. Talbot continues:
“Jazz has been called primitive, uncouth, banal. It has been
charged with disrupting homes, weakening church ties, and
undermining the morals of the nation. Personally, I feel that jazz is not
all-bad – it is not clever enough for that. It may be banal, and at times it
is discouragingly stupid, but it is not essentially bad. Lately, jazz has
gathered to itself some notable defenders among the musically correct.
Serious minded musicians have perceived under the battered and
tattered appearance of jazz, evidence of a new vitality in music, a
struggle after a new form of expression, crude as the hieroglyphic of
cubism, but genuine art, nevertheless.
The moans, shrikes, cast calls and sobs of jazz will eventually
disappear, but the vibrancy of its stimulating rhythms will remain to be
caught some time by a master composer on a new work or series of
works as revolutionary as the cacophonies of Wagner.”
How do all these remarks apply to present programs? Well, they
are some of the signs – if indeed any are needed – which show that the
old preponderance of jazz on programs is greatly lessening. For some
time, one of the two outstanding stations in New York City has had a
rule, somewhat flexible, it is true, that no dance music can be broadcast
until after ten thirty in the evening. Mr. Carl Dreher discusses this
matter more fully on another page of this number. The fact that the
musical parts of programs are being more devoted to more serious
efforts by stations in nearly every part of the country except Chicago,
simply means that there is less time left for jazz.
To mention a specific type of program, which has brought
improvement in its tone, consider some of the “indirect advertising”
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programs but on through the WEAF chain of stations. Here is what the
director of broadcasting for that station, Mr. J. A. Holman, says about
them” “Programs have been presented of a type that previously would
have been considered impossible by radio -–impossible in the sense that
they assumed too high a degree of musical and general culture on the
part of the radio audience. The public accepted them at their real value
and enthusiastically availed itself of their educational activities……No
music was too “highbrow.” For example, George Barrere’s Little
symphony Orchestra presented a series of chamber music recitals,
which while beautiful and perfect gems of instrumental music, are
generally considered above the understanding and appreciation of the
average music lover. The interesting fact is that the American public
welcomed the innovation…..The radio audience is not required to listen
altogether to the sad stuff outlined by Mr. Nathan. The signs are
unmistakable that the taste of the radio public is changing, and for the
letter…..”(The rest of the article on radio broadcasting does not
mention jazz anymore.)
An article next tells of how all of America can hear the same jazz
pieces and bands by radio:
“Is Jazz Coming or Going?” – Metronome, Feb. 1, 1926 – by Cesar
Saerchinger
“In America, if at any time of day or put on radio-phones, - and
who in America has no radio apparatus? You hear on all wave lengths,
with very few exceptions, the same odd piece. At least, you fancy you
hear the same piece all the time, if you are not well posted on the
repertoire of the Jazz bands. To one who is uninitiated it does not seem
to be music at all: From New York, Chicago, Indianapolis, And Waco,
Texas, the same rhythmical noise is transmitted to him, so that he might
easily imagine Americans to be a queer tribe of natives, who are
everywhere, at the same time, performing a uniform and stirring
rite….”
The use of radio to bring music to the general public was not
without its problems as stated in the Whiteman book on Jazz:
“Jazz” – Saturday Evening Post, March 6, 1926, by Paul Whiteman
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“While plugging (Sic: song plugging) is important, the publishers
contend that there can be too much of any good thing. The “too much”
in this case is radio. So the publishers and composers went to Congress
to compel the broadcasting stations to pay a royalty every time a
popular song is sung over the radio. Their argument was that if John
smith tunes in every night on a red-hot mama song, he may soon begin
to hope that he will never hear that particular song again. And this, say
the publishers and composers, will undoubtedly hurt the sale of that
piece of sheet music.”
There continues to be a debate about what kind of music should
radio stations broadcast and how much of each style. We find radio
stations getting letters from their listeners about which style of music
they preferred. These letters show how radio had exposed people to
different kinds of music and radio’s influence had made Jazz popular
with radio listeners and how the programming of classical music has
had its influence on people’s musical taste.
“Where Have I Heard That Tune Before.” - Collier’s, July 3, 1926
“I have just been turning over the files of one of the largest
broadcasting stations in America. Hundreds of thousands of radio fans
keep writing to tell this station of their musical likes and dislikes.
These letters have strengthened by conviction that, during the last
five years, the world has been fast growing to like good music. And the
chief cause of this astonishing change has been-jazz-on-the-radio.
Letters like this from a Minnesota doctor are typical:
“Radio has made me a highbrow in a musical way; jazz and just
ordinary music fail to hold any interest for me. A few years ago grand
opera went entirely over my head. I suppose this is also true of many
other listeners.”
A Connecticut housewife wrote her thanks for the broadcasting of
a Philharmonic concert, and told of its effect upon her sixteen-year-old
brother, a typical jazz fiend:
“When they started he asked me whether it would be all like that,
he thought it was pretty dry; but when John Powell began to play he sat
like one spellbound, and so did it, and I thought how like the brother
and sister in the picture called “Beethoven’s Sonata” we were.
“Well, I never saw such a change come over anyone as came over
that boy; he just sat there, eyes closed, with his hand over his mouth for
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fear he would make some utterance and so miss one note of that music.
Every once in a while he would look up as if to heaven and raise his
hands and then drop them in perfect awe. Every move he made was a
picture. And when it ended he kept say over and over, ‘Oh, I feel about
seven inches nearer to heaven.’ “
And this is from a Washington flapper:
“My musical knowledge was rather limited to jazz…..I didn’t
know the higher class of music. About a year ago I became interested in
radio and built myself a cheap crystal set.
Certainly was surprised how little good music I had heard before
getting that set. I have kept a list of selections I have liked which I have
heard over radio and it runs well over 400, and not one is jazz, so you
can see how my musical taste has improved.”
Radio has ground jazz almost to death. The job had not taken
long, because the grinding has kept on with such untiring vigor and
because the music was made of such shoddy materials.
As late as last year, everywhere you tuned in you picked up a
different piece of snappy syncopation. But they all sounded like the
same piece. Presently people began to sicken of the monotony. And then
the astonishing change in popular taste began to be noticeable.
The fact is that jazz-plus-radio is rapidly adding an upper story to
the frowns of your cook, your plumber, your newsboy and your garbage
collector. The other day my friend Gooch’s iceman inquired, as he filled
the refrigerator:
“Say, boss, what’s your job?”
“I’m an announcer.”
One touch of radio makes the whole world kin. Mike grinningly
confessed that he was nuts on this subject.
“I made me a fine set for $12 out o’ parts from the five and ten
cent store.”
“Well, Gooch asked, “What tunes do you like best? Jazz, I
suppose.”
“Naw!” said Mike with disgust. I used ter. But now I like
Tchaikovsky.”
In the same article we further read:
“Ten years ago the average man found it hard to tell the different
instruments apart. Then jazz came along and now in picking up a
symphony orchestra on the radio, his unconsciously trained ear can
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distinguish between the tone quality of flutes, oboes, trumpets, clarinets,
and French horns, and can tell a xylophone from a set of chimes.
Instrumentally speaking, he is now in a position to tell the birds from
the wild flowers and a bee from a bull’s foot.
I was at a six-table bridge party the other night where they fell to
discussing the composition of the jazz orchestra coming over the radio.
Only two instruments, the viola and the double bass, were not correctly
spotted. Such a thing could not have happened in the old ragtime days.
Here, for the first time, is a popular music which has become a
persuasive advance agent of the highbrow. It educates its fans to
understand, and stand for, the tunes, the harmony, counterpoint,
rhythm and instrumentation of the classics. Jazz ragged the classics.
Now the classics are turning around and reducing it to rags.
Two of our leading broadcasting stations find that the demand for
jazz has sunk, in the last five years, from about 80 per cent to about 10
per cent. The demand for the classics has risen sharply, but not quite at
a corresponding rate. The difference is accounted for by the constantly
diminishing body of lovers of what might be called jazzies-or jazzed
classics and by the growing demand for talks by prominent persons.
These figures are a striking endorsement of jazz as a self-effacing
uplifter of taste. I cannot agree with the well-known national woman’s
club official who declared that it had ‘put the sin in syncopation.” That
would be as reckless as to claim that Deems Taylor and Igor Stravinsky
had put the phony in symphony.
…..Well, the phonograph, the cabaret and radio have all taken
large bites out of jazz, until now the former jazz fan thinks he discovers
the worm of familiarity at the core. But the worm has undergone a
transformation, and on its new gorgeous wings he has flown from the
harmonica to the Philharmonic.”
Radio and its listening audience were growing and as with any
new invention or style of entertainment, radio was discovering just what
its audience wanted to hear. There were sporting events, lectures,
educational programs on medicine, etc. and musical programs. The
popular music of the day was jazz and so radio had programmed jazz
music. But, when the American public had the chance to hear other
types of music, they liked it – classical music and hillbilly music. As they
were exposed to different types of music jazz began to decline in
popularity as Americans were exposed to classical music. The New York
Times had an article expressing the various types of programming and
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the changing taste of the listener:
“The Radio ‘Broadcaster’ is Revealed” – New York Times, Nov. 14, 1926
…..American jazz swept around the world; then along came radio
and gave us all kinds of music. No one has been more amazed than have
radio leaders to discover how much of the so-called “long-haired music”
Americans will enjoy – and ask for more.
Our investigations show that less than 10 per cent of our listeners
want “jazz” today. Consequently, in the ‘house of jazz’ this product
hitherto considered typically American is being kept off our programs
until 10 o’clock.”
Radio stations in various cities carried local programs which
included time for jazz band performances. Jim Robinson, the
trombonist of New Orleans speaks of such an occasion in his interview
housed at the Tulane Univ. Jazz Archives:
“We did a radio broadcast with the Sam Morgan Band from
Meridian, Miss. in 1927. Worked on the radio One and a half years,
sponsored by Regal Beer. Ed Hart and Tiger Flowers were the
announcers. Charlie Hamilton played piano, Elmer Coo Coo’ Talbert
played trumpet.”
An historic occurrence happens that unites the publishing of
music and the radio as MCI is formed in 1929.
“Radio Interest To Suppress Jazz” – Musical Courier, December, 1929
“The daily papers have been making some remarks about radio
and music becoming more closely allied through the music publishing
combinations that have been brought into effect through the
broadcasting companies. The latest startling announcement in this
direction is to the effect that Carl Fisher, Inc., Leo Feist, Inc., and the
National Broadcasting Company, the third incorporator, have formed
an organization to be known as the Radio Music Company, for which
incorporation papers were recently filed in Albany.
It seems that efforts will be made to suppress jazz as music as
possible through the broadcasting stations, F. C. Mills, former chairman
of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, is
president of the new company. In explaining this attitude toward jazz
Mr. Mills gave out the following information, which will be read with
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much interest by musicians generally:
“The operating policy of the organization will be almost
revolutionary,” said Mr. Mills. “While in the final analysis the Radio
Music company will be a commercial music publishing venture,
nevertheless the scope of its activities will be so broad as to have the real
objective not primarily in profits but in making an active and intelligent
use of the tremendous facilities of the NBC system placed at its disposal
for the purpose of enhancing and improving the whole trend of
American music. The new firm will have its influence in putting jazz in
the background of the American musical picture. We have had perhaps
too much jazz, and as there is no denying the influence of music upon
the trend of the people’s inclinations, it seems about time for someone to
assume leadership in a movement away from jazz. I think we should go
back to melody and let it serve instead of noise to give us the inspiration
which we expect from music.”
To give some idea of what this whole movement means, M. H.
Aylesworth, president of the National Broadcasting Company, said that
the new company was aligned with the foremost American composers,
including writers of popular tunes and classical compositions. Mr.
Aylesworth is to be chairman of the board of the Radio Music Company.
Others on the board include Paul D. Cravath, lawyer; John Goden,
producer; David Sarnoff, executive vice-president, Radio Corporation
of America; S. L. Rothafel (Roxy), managing director Roxy theater; E.
E. Shumkaer, president Radio Victor Corporation; Hiram S. Brown,
president Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation; Leo Feist, president Leo
Feist, Inc., E. C. Mills; H. P. Davis, vice-president, Westinghouse electric
and Manufacturing Company; B. F. Bitner, vice-president and general
manager; Leo Feist, Inc., and Walter S. Fischer, president, Carl Fischer,
Inc.
There are a number of the great music publishing houses that
have been absorbed in this movement on the part of the radio interests,
but there is no reason for musicians to feel that their services will in any
way be lessened. It will probably be found that there will be a greater
demand for music although these movements that are on foot, but like
all commercial ventures, it depends upon what the public demands. It is
gratifying to know, however, that the attitude of the company of which
Mr. Mills is the head will make an endeavor to suppress jazz where it is
possible, and give to the people the music that they really want jazz is a
counterfeit demand. It eventually will be obliterated, and this through
the lack of demand on the part of the people.
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Latin Influence in Early Jazz Music
The Spanish ruled New Orleans for a short time during the years
1762 - 1800 (38 years). Most slaves were routed to countries in the
Southern Hemisphere for orientation before coming to the U. S. Surely
some Latin musical influence was appropriated. This Latin influence is
seen in the reminiscences of early jazzmen as they mention at least two
dozen musicians with Spanish surnames. The great Jelly Roll Morton, a
Local musician of Creole background used a Latin rhythm in some of
his music, this rhythm being called the "Spanish Tinge. We see it in
"The Crave" and "New Orleans Blues" (a 12 bar blues tango). There
are many stories of the great classical and Creole composer from N.
Orleans: M. Gottschalk died in 1869 in Rio de Janeiro. He lived and
wrote in South America. A Creole folk song "Song of Mockery"
introduces a Habanera rhythm; In "Croony Melody” we find a "Maxixe
rhythm and when a comparison is made, we notice the likeness of this
rhythm to the cakewalk rhythm.
Gilbert Chase "The Music of Spain, pg. 262 - "The music of Spain
choreography purely a Creole development." We find a possible
European influence, which dates from the end of the 15th Century and a
strong influence of Creole style in the 17th Century.
Carlos Vega, eminent authority on Argentine popular music, sees
the influence of the Zarzuela of the 19th Century in Spanish/American
countries. The Tango of Cadiz, mixed with African and Cuban
influences, appears to have engendered nearly the whole of S. American
music. The Brazilians had what was called "Congadas - a funeral
procession with music, dancing, and singing, Much like a Negro funeral
in New Orleans.
Armstrong and Bunk Johnson played phrases that resembled
Latin Tango ones. Listen to Creole Jazz Band - Lil Armstrong would
break into a Latin rhythm. Latin rhythms also found in Baby Dodds
playing.
Tango Origin - approx. 1900 in suburbs of Buenos Aires from elements
of Habanera and Milonga. In 1905 we hear the adoption of syncopation.
The word came from the Niger Congo and the language of Africa.
Maxixe - oldest urban dance of Brazil – It was developed by black slaves
of Chopi blood from Maxixe, Mozambique. The dance traveled to
Europe and the U. S. in the early 20th century. It originated in Rio de
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Janeiro in 1868 and danced to a rapid 2/4 meter. Vernon Castle said:
“The steps themselves are not difficult; on the contrary, they are
childishly simple. It is the easiest dance of all to do, and I think the
hardest of all to do well.”
Jelly Roll Morton remarked:
"New Orleans was inhabited with maybe every race on the face of
the globe. And, of course, we had Spanish people; plenty of them
Spanish music was a part of the city's musical heritage and life. The
tango and what was sometimes called the "Mexican Serenade" was also
a continuing part of the popular music of the day. Latin rhythm also in
Ragtime (Joplin- Solace)
The Tango became popular in the U.S. - from 1910 to 1916 - its
height or zenith was in 1914 and declined during and after the First
World War. The music library of the New Orleans Band Leader John
Robichaux contains some Latin Music, mostly Tango (The library goes
to the early 30's from the late 19th century. The first mention is an
arrangement entitled "Caballero" and is listed as a "Mexican
Quadrille. The Quadrille (meaning "a little square in French) was one
of the most popular dances in New Orleans. In 1913 we find a piece
called "Round the Hall" and is listed as "a tango, 2 step or turkey trot."
Many songs in early jazz/dance music have this listing with the piece
adaptable to be played in various styles depending on what the dancers
requested. Robichaux must have included Spanish numbers in his music
library as they played dances for people of Spanish descent. He had
over 50 arrangements that are Spanish

Mixing of styles - tango, 1 or 2 step, / or rag & march (War Cloud)
Chat. Stomp. - From jazz feeling to march feeling to Latin feeling –
Shows how important rhythm is

Mexican Band - 1884 - plus touring U. S. Mexican waltz
(Over the Waves - El Paso)
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Program
LOUISIANA FROM HAVANA (1899)
NEW ORLEANS BLUES (1925)
CAMILLA (1913)/COTTON RAG & CAKEWALK (1899)
HELLO MY BABY (1899)
CABALLERO (1900)
EL PASO (1900)
CUBANOLA (1913)
MAURICE TANGO (1912)
MEXI-TANGO (1914)
ROUND THE HALL (1913)
FLOR DE BRAZIL (1914)
BOHEMIAN LIFE (1914)
JOGO BLUES (1913) /ST. LOUIS BLUES (1914)
MEXICO (1904)
AMORITA (1920)
ROSY POSY (1922)
NEW ORLEANS STOMP (1924)
LOUISIANA FROM HAVANA - 1899
Our first composition is listed as a March and two-step and is
entitled "Louisiana from Havana." Many of the early music played for
dancing was played with a number of possible dance stylings. The
march was used for dancing. Because of its two beat rhythm the march
was used for other dances such as the two-step, the only difference being
a difference in tempo. The two-step was played at a faster tempo. From
the title we are reminded of the close proximity of the city of New
Orleans to the Caribbean and The Southern Hemisphere. New Orleans
is probably the most foreign of American cities, having direct heritage
ties to France, Spain and other European countries. Their most direct
ties were to France and Spain. New Orleans acquired the Spanish
heritage during the time that Spain owned New Orleans. (From 1762 to
1800 - 38 years). There was also a strong influence from Africa. Most
slaves brought to the New World were routed to countries in South
America for orientation before coming to the U. S. The total number of
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slaves that ended up in America was a very small percentage (2
percent). Those brought to the U. S. surely brought with them both
African and Latin influences in their music - Both cultures stressed
rhythm, the Latin musical culture came from Spain and Portugal and
the Negro from Africa.
One of the earliest dance band arrangements found with an
inference to Latin America is the 1899 song "Louisiana from Havana."
It is a march and two step and shows the emergence of ragtime from the
march form and the bound between the Caribbean and Louisiana.
NEW ORLEANS BLUES - 1925
The Latin musical influence is seen in the reminiscences of early
jazzmen who mention at least two dozen musicians with Spanish
surnames. The great Jelly Roll Morton was a local New Orleans
musician of Creole Descent (the word Creole when first used meant a
person of Spanish and French genes; the Negro when of mixed blood
was called a Creole of Color). Morton in a number of his compositions
used what is now called a "Spanish Tinge" (music with a Spanish
flavor). In Morton's composition "New Orleans Blues" we find the
Tango rhythm prominent.
CHILIAN DANCE - CAMILLA 1913 - COTTON PICKERS RAG &
CAKEWALK - 1899
We find use of Latin rhythms in numerous popular American
sheet music. An interesting example is also found in the Creole folk song
"Song of Mockery." This song introduces a Habanera rhythm. There is
no date for this composition, as is the case in most folk songs, but it is
assumed that it is 18th Century. In another Creole song "Croony
Melody" we find the Maxixe rhythm. The most startling find is that this
Habanera rhythm (in double time) is in reality the same rhythm as the
prominent rhythm of the Cakewalk. The cakewalks reached their zenith
in popularity in the year 1899. The origin and connection of these two
very well defined rhythms is still being explored. Perhaps we will never
find the answer, but the connection is too strong to ignore.
Gilbert Chase in his book "The Music of Spain," page 262, states:
"The music of Spain choreography is purely a Creole development" We
also find a possible European influence which dates from the end of the
15th Century with a very strong Creole influence becoming apparent in
the 17th Century.
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We are going to have the MJA play two melodies using the
Habanera rhythm and the cakewalk rhythm and will add the percussion
playing each melody with both rhythms. [First melody - Camilla Chilean dance] [Next melody - Cotton Pickers Rag and Cakewalk]. It is
impossible to tell which is a cakewalk and which is a Latin melody. Now
we add the percussion rhythm. First the cakewalk rhythm (to the
Chilean melody), Next the Habanera rhythm to the cakewalk) Next we
switch rhythms. You cannot tell which is which. Let us play each one in
its original form
HELLO MY BABY - 1899- 1899

CABALLERO (MEXICAN QUADRILLE) - 1900
The origin of the quadrille is French (in French the word
quadrille means "a small square') we find this French influence equally
prominent in Mexico as in New Orleans. Mexico's culture was more
European with little African influence. The Quadrille was the most
popular dance of New Orleans society. With the French influence in
Mexico it is not surprising to find this form with a Mexican name in its
title.
EL PASO - 1900
The popular forms in Mexico were at a time influenced and
dominated by the waltz. This can be seen in a published arrangement
dating 1900 entitled "El Paso." The waltz was an influential form in
many countries and one of the first "risqué" dances where dancing
partners actually held each other close. In 1884 the 8th Mexican
Regiment Band played at the Cotton Exhibition in New Orleans. One of
their most successful and popular tunes was the waltz "Over the
Waves." As earlier mentioned the band will play the "El Paso Waltz" as
an example.

RAGTIME
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CUBANOLA - 1913
One Jazz historian speculated that "Ragtime bands were result of
black musicians trying to play Mexican music." Another says that
"Another possible source of ragtime rhythm is dance music of the
Caribbean or South America, from pieces variously referred to as
Danzas, Habanera, and tangos." Moreau Gottschalk uses these rhythms
in mid-nineteenth Century. Gottschalk a New Orleans Creole traveled
between New Orleans and South American countries frequently. H died
in Rio de Janeiro in 1869. Ben Harney, the famous ragtime composer
remarked: "Rag Time originally takes its initiative step from Spanish
music, or rather from Mexico, where it is known under the head and
names of Habanera, Danza, Sequidilla." Thus Latin music and ragtime
converge and blend each following a distinct path with essentially
separate developments. The title "Cubanola" (play on Cuba and New
Orleans), was first published using this title by H. B. Blanke. The Neil
Moret composition under the same name and published the same year
was subsequently reissued under the name "Dolores." We are going to
play the Blanke work.
While Black Cuban music was an influence on American popular
music, Cubanola is a tango. These early combined styles of Latin, early
New Orleans jazz and U. S. dance styles, is further solidified by the use
of the ragtime (and military march) form in composition - the form:
intro, A, B A, small transition C and either D or back to A.

THE TANGO
MAURICE TANGO - 1912
The Tango became popular in the U. S. from approx. 1910 to 1916
- reaching its zenith in 1914, declining after the First World War as Jazz
tunes took over the popular scene. The music library of New Orleans
bandleader John Robichaux contains some Latin music. Interestingly
we find more tangos published and found in Robichaux's music library
in the year 1914, backing up the national trend and craze for tangos in
1914. The dance, during the 19th and early 20th Century was probably
the most popular of social activities with frequent occurrence of new
dance styles. Many times the dance bands could not keep up with the
new styles and we find published arrangements that could be used as
material that could be played in a number of dance styles. An example
of this is one of the earliest tango publications - Well, not actually. "Tres
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Moutarde (Too Much Mustard) was published as a Turkey Trot but
when the Tango became the rage, the publisher quickly added to the
cover the words: "or tango."
The Tango found its way to America from Paris. It was found
there as early as 1906 and became popular in the United States when the
famous dance team of Irene and Vernon Castle, in 1913, danced it on
Broadway. Another dance team in Paris that of Maurice and Walton
(Maurice Mouvet and Florence Walton) made it popular. They were the
main competition for the Castles and the other famous dance team of
the era. We next play a tango named "The Maurice Tango," published
in 1912, and of course named after the above mentioned Maurice.
MEXI – TANGO - 1914
The Tango origin was in the suburbs of Buenos Aires around 1900
from elements of the Habanera and the Milonga. In 1905 we hear the
adoption of the musical element of syncopation, a musical element that
was paramount in early jazz. Jelly Roll Morton talked of the Tango
stating: "New Orleans was inhabited with just about every race on the
face of the globe. And, of course, we had Spanish people, plenty of them
- Spanish music - -was a part of the city's musical heritage and life. The
tango and what was sometimes called the "Mexican Serenade" was also
a continuing part of the popular music of the day." This close
relationship between New Orleans and Mexican can be seen in our next
piece the "Mexi-Tango (1914)
ROUND THE HALL - 1913
The merging of Latin rhythms and styles with early jazz dancing
continued to develop. We see this convergence again in a piece entitled
"Round the Hall." It is advertised as a "Tango, two-step and Turkey
Trot" and called a "successor to Too Much Mustard," a composition we
previously mentioned. When we examine the drum parts we find three
distinct sections: the first in a tango rhythm, the second in a 'two-beat'
rhythm with the melody sounding Spanish with some trills and turns;
The third section alternates between two measures of the two-beat
rhythm and two measures of the tango rhythm. The Turkey trot reached
its zenith around 1913. These two dances, (Turkey trot and tango)
competed for the most popular with the dancers. This piece brings both
dance forms together thus becoming popular with dancers of both
persuasions. The second half of the second section reminds one of the
cakewalk rhythms. All in all a very interesting and entertaining piece of
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music.
MAXIXE
BOHEMIAN LIFE - 1914

FLOR DE BRAZIL - 1914
While the tango became popular in the United States during the
middle teens, the other Latin dances came much later: The rumba in
1920, the Congo in 1930 and the Brazilian samba in the 1940's. The
Latin influence in the early jazz years came from Mexico, Argentina,
and the Caribbean. The tango also made it to Brazil and we find a tango
"Flor De Brazil" published in 1914. After a varied rhythmic
introduction ending in a vamp like section in tango rhythm we find the
first section is in a march-like two beat that is interrupted by section in
tango rhythm. The second section is strictly in tango rhythm. The first
section is repeated followed by an option ending section. I quote from
the heading: "The composition is adapted to both the Tango Argentino
and Tango One Step. The first part can be played for either one, but the
Trio should be selected to meet the requirement of the dance." The trio
for the tango one step could be a cakewalk if only the rhythm is
changed.
We find the inclusion of different styles within a composition
during the early days of Jazz. Like the two-step is used within tangos,
we find the trio of a cakewalk more in the style of a march using very
little syncopation and other jazz elements.
MEXICO - 1904
One of the influences of early jazz and jazz instrumentation was
the military brass band. We find these type bands were also popular in
the early 19th Century in South American countries. While the jazz
bands evolved from these brass bands flourishing in New Orleans we
also find the evolving of what is called the CHORO in Brazil. It is close
to the New Orleans development in both instrumentation and
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employing contrapuntal techniques. We might add that in both musical
cultural styles the dominating force is the percussion section. It is the
percussion rhythm that determines the musical style. We have heard a
cakewalk styled from a tango by changing the rhythms. Likewise, the
Habanera can be made into a Cakewalk - and vice versa - further prove
of the importance of the percussive rhythm. We can hear this influence
of the military band, not only in Brazilian military bands but Mexican
and other Latin countries. We next hear a piece called simply "Mexico."
It is marked Marcia - to be played in a marching style.
JOGO BLUES (1913) & ST. LOUIS BLUES (1914)
W. C Handy is one of the best-known composers of popular music
in America. Handy published a piece entitled "Jogo Blues" (sic: colored
blues) in 1913 that met with limited success. A year later, 1914, he came
out with St. Louis Blues. It became one of the most lasting songs of
popular music. St. Louis Blues was reissued in 1926 in a dance band
arrangement, which includes the melody of Jogo Blues. In the
introduction and the middle section we recognize the tango rhythm. We
first play the first part of "Jogo Blues" and then play St. Louis Blues.
AMORITA - 1920
The inclusion of Latin styles into popular American music persist
and will continue to be a part of popular music in America. As popular
music developed in America we hear of certain Latin dances becoming
popular in the U. S. In the 20s it is the rumba, in the 30s the conga and
in the 40s the samba and the 50s the mambo and finally the Bossa Nova
in the 60s. In the 20s it was the merging of the most popular style, the
fox trot with Latin elements. One of the best examples to be found is in
the song "Amorita" called a "Spanish Fox Trot Song." We find a
Spanish flavor to the melody with a Habanera/cakewalk rhythm figure
in use with a simple harmonic structure in the accompaniment. We
might also point out the progress of the use of new tonal colors with the
use of the saxophone. The sax was to become the dominant instrument
during the jazz era and the era of the prominence of the big dance
bands, which used as many as 5 saxes in the ensemble.
ROSY POSY - 1922
No less a composer than the famous Sigmund Romberg is
influenced by the Latin rhythms. From his musical the "Blushing Bride
of 1922" we find them in the Fox Trot song "Rosy Posy." After a 4 bar
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introduction with the last two bars in Habanera rhythm we find the
main theme stated that is in alternating two bar phrases of a fox trot
rhythm and a tango rhythm. In measure 16 we hear the simultaneous
use of both the fox trot rhythm and the tango rhythm. This is in 1922, 8
years after the height of the Tangos popularity of 1914.
NEW ORLEANS STOMP - 1924
The influence and converging of Latin rhythms and American
jazz continues up to the present date. There are many examples of jazz
great musicians using Latin rhythms. A listing of these would be like a
'whose who' in jazz greats, from Dizzy Gillespie, Stan Kenton, and
Charlie Parker to groups like Weather Report with bassist Jaco
Pastorious.
This combination has no better example than the old time fox trot
"Tea for Two" which no longer can be played in a two-beat rhythm but
as the "Tea for Two Cha Cha."
Finally as a finale chapter in our influence of the two musical
styles of Latin music and Jazz we see the influence of Louis Armstrong
and Lil Hardin Armstrong (who is said to have changed rhythms to
Latin in early jazz performances) in a piece using a characteristic
Habanera rhythm of in an original composition New Orleans Stomp.
TANGO: Origin - apprx. 1900. suburbs of Buenos Aires from elements
of Habanera & Milonga.
1905 adopted syncopation -once considered immoral
MAXIXE - oldest urban dance of Brazil - origin-late 19th C.
syncopated rhythms
JELLY ROLL MORTON - "New Orleans was inhabited with maybe
every race on the face of the globe. And, of course, we had Spanish
people, plenty of them Spanish music was a part of the city's musical
heritage and life. The tango and what was sometimes called the
"Mexican Serenade" was also a continuing part of the popular music of
the day. Latin rhythm also in ragtime (Joplin - Solace)
Listen to Creole Jazz Band - Lil Armstrong Hardin would break into a
Latin rhythm
In Baby Dodds playing
Armstrong and Bunk Johnson phrases like Latin tango ones
composer of La Polama also wrote from Carmen/Bizet
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New Orleans Blues - a 12 bar blues-tango
Gottschalk Bamboula - from Quan' Papate La Cuite - Creole folk song
died 1869 in Rio de Janeiro
Roberts - The Latin Tinge: The Impact of Latin Music on the United
States, 1979 (pg 36)
AT LEAST TWO DOZEN MUSICIANS WITH SPANISH SURNAMES
FIGURE REGULARLY IN THE REMINISCENSES OF EARLY
JAZZMEN
1900 - Caballero - Mexican Quadrille (Quad=a little square)
That Tinkling Tango tune - 1913 -"Everybody rags the Tango Tune
I could dance it morning, night and noon
Just rag that tinkling Tango tune
The Crave - Morton - 1939
Creole folk songs - "Song of Mockery" intro habanera rhythm
Croony Melody - from Maxixe - rhythm - o oo oo like cakewalk
rhythm - ooo oo
1911 - Tres Moutarde - tango - (Too much mustard) One or Two-step or
tango
16th C. Spain big in classical music - Cabezon, Victtoria
Chase,Gilbert - pg 262 "The Music of Spain. Choreography purely a
Creole development. Carlos Vega eminent auth. on Argentime pop.
Music from Zarzuela, 19th C. in Sp.-Am Countries. The Tango of
Cadiz, mixed with African and Cuban influences, appears to have
engendered nearly the whole of S. Am. music.
Possible European influence dating from the end of the 15th C.
Influence of Creole style 17th C.
New Orleans Funeral practices - Brazilian Congadas-processions with
dancing, singing, and acting.
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Use of Mutes in Early Jazz
One of the first uses of a mute can be found in Lully’s Armida in
1686 (on the violin). But when one thinks of mutes the brass instruments
are the primary instruments using them. In early jazz the first names
that come to mind are those of Chris Kelly, Mutt Carey and Joe “King”
Oliver. A number of early jazzmen in their interviews recall the use of
mutes by these three.
Chris Kelly devotion to the blues made him unique among the
great cornet players that flourished in New Orleans in the early 20th
century. His use of mutes to change the sounds coming from his cornet
and his powerful, emotional, expressive playing left a lasting influence
on his public and on other musicians. He was known as the “King of the
Blues” around New Orleans. A number of his contemporary musicians
stated:
Albert Burbank: “Kelly used mutes some of the time and could really
do things with a derby.”
Earl Humphrey: Kelly was great in his use of the rubber plunger as a
mute.”
Willie Parker: “Yeah Kelly used mutes. Used them on different tunes;
waltzes, schottisches. Sometime some of them would take a derby, you
know, put over the bell. They moved it with their hands. They’d hold it
over there and work it backwards and forwards. Then they bought
mutes afterwards.”
Edna Kelly: He used to put mute in his horn and play the blues.”
Edward Marrero: “Kelly used mutes, and was the originator of the
plunger style in 1925.”
Albert Jiles: “Kelly would do so many different things with his trumpet.
Mute it, use the derby on the rim of the derby for a mute, and put it
against the wall to get different tones.”
Pap John Joseph: “Kelly played pretty much open. He played more with
mutes, mute in.”
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Ben Kelly: “Chris didn’t use mutes when he lived in the country,
acquiring them after he moved to the city (New Orleans). He used that
plunger to do what was called ‘preaching.’ The people liked it. Chris
used a mute and plunger simultaneously. Chris would put a mute in his
horn and a plunger on top of it.”
Ike Robinson: “Kelly used mutes, especially a rubber plunger.”
Dee Dee Pierce: “Kelly seldom used another mute in conjunction with
the plunger such as a straight mute with plunger inside. Sometimes he
would use a tin can for a mute.
Ernest Roubleau: “Kelly was the first to use a toilet flusher as a mute.
He used the flusher on many numbers.”
Kid Thomas: “Kelly used a rubber toilet plunger as a mute.”
George Lewis: “Kelly won a contest between Evans Thomas – with a
performance of ‘Careless Love Blues’ with a plunger mute. Chris played
blues with a rubber plunger mute. He would squeeze it so close to the
bell, you could barely hear the horn whisper.”
Kid Milton: “Kelly was one of the best blues players around. He used
various mutes.”
Jasper Taylor: “Nobody beat him playing the blues with his use of the
rubber plunger for a wah-wah mute-went over big.”
Kid Howard : “ On Careless Love Blues he played the 1st part open; but
used the mute for the “Careless Love” part.” He used rubber flusher
with a mute in his horn. It was very soft and very good. He used a little
brass C. G. Conn mute.”
Paul Barnes: “Kelly used a little brass mute and simultaneously made
wah-wah with a plunger.”
Octave Crosby: “He most often employed a ‘toilet’ flusher as a mute.”
George Williams: “Used a straight mute in his horn, over which he
imposed a rubber plusher.”
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Buddy Petit
Buddy Petit was one of the greatest early jazz cornetist in New
Orleans. His playing style influenced many of the great New Orleans
cornetist, even Louis Armstrong. Most agreed that Petit did use a mute,
especially his derby hat, but mostly while playing in smaller dance halls,
not on parades or some outdoor jobs. A number of his contemporaries
remark about his use of mutes in their interviews:
Alfred Williams: “Petit used a derby as a mute. Buddy Petit went over
with a derby. He started out using real derby hats, and then a company
started making then.”
Joe Darrenbourg: “Yes Petit used mutes. Yeh, there was that brown
derby... .and fan his horn. He was very famous for that. He would also
cock his valves, use half valves, half way down, make sliding glissandos
– like Louis does.”
Ernest Kid Milton: “Petit played open and muted.”
Albert Burbank: “Petit’s style consisted of playing in the staff and use of
mutes, particularly the derby.”
Joe Rena: “Petit was the 1st man in New Orleans to use his derby as a
mute. He could get a ‘wow’ effect.”
Dee Dee Pierce: “Buddy was another one that used mutes, such as a tin
can.”
Sam Penn: “Petit used mutes often, especially his derby hat.”
Joe “King” Oliver
“Beau Jack” MacLean Dalziel, in 1936 wrote:
“Oliver gave me a mute which I still have. I have never seen
another like it. It had a hot penetrating sound for numbers like it. It is a
LaPage, all aluminum cup mute with a flange inside the cup. It has a
hot, penetrating sound. King Oliver taught me to use mutes as much as
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possible so as to give variety to the music. He recommended the straight
mute, the plunger, tin cans, bottles, paper cups, buzz, solo tone, cup,
derby, etc. King Oliver also taught me the fat false fingering.”
The legendary Emmett Hardy also used a mute at times when
playing. His style influenced ‘Bix.’
Curley Lizana: “Emmett Hardy didn’t, at first, use a mute to achieve
his wah-wah effect.
Paul Pegue: “Hardy used a mute in his cornet, a little one. Yes, a
straight mute.”
Many other early jazz musicians used mutes:
Ed Garland: “Mutt Carey played mostly muted trumpet. Willie Cornish
(on valve trombone) used an empty whisky bottle as a mute.”
Magazine Articles (Quotes in) About Mutes
Mutes
In many of the early music journals and magazines we find
references to the use of mutes in jazz. As we have seen above there were
many examples of early jazz musicians using mutes. The arrangers of
the jazz age are prolific in their use of mutes and special effects in their
orchestrations.
The August, 1913 issue of Etude, in the article ‘Jazz,
Lowbrow and Highbrow” states:
“A muted double bass begins…”
The Literary Digest of April 26, 1919 in the article ‘Stale Bread
Sadness gave ‘Jazz’ to the World states:
“Ray Lopez was the cornetist who first muted his instrument with
a derby hat and Tom Brown used the same idea on the trombone….The
Negro loves anything that is peculiar in music and this ‘jazzing’ appeals
to him strongly. It is accomplished in several ways. With the brass
instruments we put in mutes and make a whirling motion with the
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tongue and at the same time blowing full pressure. With wind
instruments we pinch the mouthpiece and blew hard. This produces the
peculiar sound which you all know.”
An article in the May 1920 issue of Metronome contains the
following statement:
“The trombone and cornet soon followed the piano and drum, but
they, through the use of slide and mute, were able to produce new
harmonic effects.
In the May, 1920 issue of Musical Courier in the article “Jazz, the
National Anthem” we read:
“Saxophones and muted brass instruments already have found
their place in the classic orchestra which will undoubtedly be expanded
in the direction of color as time goes by. In the American popular
orchestra several kinds of mutes are used on the trumpet and trombone;
the latest being the ‘kazoo’ mute, which gives much the same effect as
that obtained by the children when they put a piece of paper over a
comb.”
In the ‘Sunset Magazine’ in the March, 1924 issue we read:
“Jazz then, was orchestration gone crazy. Trombones moaned,
piccolos shrieked, muted trumpets snarled, clarinet scattered, cymbals
clashed, gongs clanged, cow bells clattered and tucked beside auto horns
and snare drums. Every known sound in America was employed.”
Virgil Thomson writing in the August 1924 issue of American
Mercury notes that:
“Passionate or startling expression has been found in all sorts of
vibrati and flutter-tonguing and in the covered tones of the muted
trumpet and trombone, the muted clarinet, and the trombone played
through a megaphone. Most of these devices, of course, are not new.
Rimsky-Korsakoff knew all the tricks on the trumpet that you now hear
in the dance hall, and more. Berlioz employed the muted clarinet.
Richard Strauss and Vincent d’Indy wrote for quartets of saxophones
years ago. Stravinsky has even written glissandi for the horn! But the
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megaphone trick, which takes the blare out of the trombone and makes
it sound fat and oily like a euphonium, is probably new. Certainly the
use of a free-hanging mute is new, though when it takes the form of a tin
can or a silk hat it is surely no addition to orchestral elegance.”
Another article that contains a reference to mutes is the August
1924 Music Trade News (“Jazzmania – The Home of the Sax”)
“Muted effects are popular with Americans. The average
trumpeter owns half a dozen to a dozen and a half mutes to stick to the
bell, each lending a separate and distinct tinge to the instruments tone.
The mute, it may be said, has greatly popularized the brasses for indoor
playing.”
In the article “Jazz, Lowbrow and Highbrow in the Etude
Magazine of August 19, 1924 written by H.T. Finck we read:
The jazz writers and players of our day make a specialty of muted
instruments, especially brass. Strauss anticipated them so far as the
tuba is concerned. A muted tuba is heard for the first time, with other
muted brasses, in the sheep episode of Don Quixote, where the harh
sound is thus cleverly imitated.”
In a Sept. 1st, 1924 Musical times and article “Ed Libitum’ by
‘Feste’ appears and states:
“Hence we read of such off beats as those of the cornet player who
when he put his tomato can on the end of his instrument produced
music with strange, quivering pulsations, that seemed to come from
another world; and of a trombonist and of a trombonist who plays his
instrument through a megaphone, when it sounds more like a
magnificent baritone voice than anything else; and so forth.”
Darius Milhaud, in his article ‘The Jazz Band and Negro Music in
Living Age magazine on October, 19th, 1924 writes:
“We were quick to catch the salient characteristics of the jazz
band. (a)The employment of syncopation in rhythm and melody, (b) the
introduction of percussion instruments, (c) The new instrumental
technique, (d) the increased importance of the saxophone and the
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trombone, whose glissandos are becoming a favorite effect, (e) the
copious use of mutes for both instruments (sic: trombone and trumpets)
and the use of the portament.
In his articles in the Saturday Evening Post of March 1926
Whiteman writes of the use of mutes in jazz:
“The various stunts with mutes, though pretty well known to
those in the business, are important enough to speak of in some detail.
The chief kinds of mutes now manufactured are made of metal and
cardboard. Before clever manufactures saw the possibilities of these bits
of material, the players themselves were using ingenious contrivances to
get the same effects.
The first time I ever heard what I call the wa- wa mutes used with
the cornet was, I think, when we did ‘Cut Yourself A Piece of Cake.’ The
players got that effect by inverting glass tumblers over the bells of the
instruments.
Did you ever see a kazoo? Of course you must have –a small piece
of tin that any kid can buy at almost any ten-cent store. A kazoo stuck
into a mute will give a buzzy sound that comes in handy in certain
pieces.
In spite of the new appliances, hats, preferably derbies, are still
used for mutes. When hung over the instruments these give a French
horn effect-that is, fuller quality and softer tone. A soft hat, having no
resonant power, is no good for this purpose. The humble tin can is useful
to give a big, open and rather harsh tone. The aluminum or copper mute
gives a sweeter tone and the pressed-paper or cardboard mute is softer
than any of the metal mutes, but rather sharp in tone. A kazoo in the
end of a cardboard mute gives an effect almost like an oboe. A cupshaped brass mute gives a thin shallow tone. The flutter tongue in the
brasses is rather like a covey of quail flying from ambush.
One of our trombonists has a special mute, such as I have never
seen before, by which he gets a beautiful graduation of sound very much
like the voice of a sweet human barytone. In the case of most cupshaped mutes, the air goes in and comes out the same way, but with this
one the air goes from one chamber into another and out. This player
makes his vibrato with his lower lip. This takes, of course, a well-trained
lower lip, and practice combined with natural aptitude is the only recipe
I know to recommend….one interesting device used with the trombones
I must mention. This is achieved by holding the bell of the instrument to
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the small end of a phonograph horn, with a result that has almost the
qualities of a barytone voice….As a matter of fact, not nearly all the jazz
stunts are new. For instance, the derby mute goes back to 1832, when
Hector Berlioz directed the clarinetist at a certain passage in his Lelio,
Ou Le Retour A La Vie, to wrap the instrument in a leather bag to ‘give
the sound of the clarinet an accent as vague and remote as possible.”
H. O. Osgood’s article “Anatomy of Jazz,” in the April, 1925
American Mercury states:
“Added to all this technical development of the brass instruments
there is the mechanical assistance of the mutes (the ordinary aluminum
mute, the jazz mute, with its kazoo effect, and the wha-wha mute, with
or without use of the hand, not to mention the unexpected elevation of
the lovely derby hat to a position in the artistic world.”
The “Jargon of Jazz” is an amusing article upon the new and
absurd nomenclature which has grown up about the jazz orchestra. It is
by Gustav Klemm and states:
“Hot Stuff” Gone Cold
For one thing, he won’t have gone very far in his researches
before he will pick up a trumpet or trombone part sprinkled with such
indications as those: “wa-wa,” “Kazoo,” “open in hat,” “hat off” and
other such disturbing hieroglyphics.
We imagine that our trouble searcher will come up short on that
every first term, “wa-wa.” “Ah, Ha,” he may cry, “an old Indian
custom. Probably named after an Indian chief.” But, alas, he would be
wrong. No Red Man ever heard of it. One loud “wa-wa” across the
Western plains of yesteryear and every Indian within hearing distance
would have gathered his blanket tighter about him, turned two shades
lighter under his war paint and headed for the nearest, tallest timber.
The “wa-wa” is a mute, one of the modern corntetist’s stocks in
trade. It is a small, V-shaped, metal contraption that fits, like all mutes,
into the bell of the instrument. The “wa-wa” mute for trombone is, of
course, much larger. There is an opening in the center through which
part of the player’s wind pressure may escape. It is possible to use the
“wa-wa” in two ways: with tricks and without tricks. If “wa-wa” alone
is indicated in the part, the player preserves his dignity; but if the mute
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is indicated plus “do” and “wa” over the notes, then the player casts
reserve to the wind and proceeds to “get hot.” On all notes topped with
a “do,” he will cup his left hand over the opening at the end of the mute,
on those marked “wa,” he will remove his hand and blast forth with
something closely resembling “WA!”
Our future historian will never know what he missed. To beat a
trumpet strike up a steaming “do-wa-wa-do” chorus is to hear
something slightly indecent. Cab Calloway, Don Redman and other
gentlemen of the hi-de-hi and lo-de-lo school display an enduring
fondness for the “wa-wa” mute. Paul Whiteman claims that he heard
this mute for the first time during a performance of “Cut Yourself a
Piece of Cake.” That was some year ago and the players achieved the
effect at that time by inverting glass tumblers over the bells of their
instruments. (A later “glass effect” has been created by placing a thin
glass near the bell of a trumpet that has already been muted.)
The “Five-and-Ten” Makes History
Another mute, no longer so popular, is the “kazoo” which bears
little or no relation to the somewhat similar indication of a sneeze. Paul
Whiteman gives Henry Busse, an excellent cornetist and once in the
Whiteman orchestra, credit for the discovery of this mute. It seem that
the King of Jazz had been seeking an Oriental (oboe) effect and the
experimenting Busse, eager to please and willing to try anything,
discovered just the right thing by picking up an ordinary tin kazoo in a
five-and-ten-cent store and sticking it in a regular mute. “Eureka!” he
cried, and hastened to bring the glad tidings to the eager ears of the
rotund maestro. Our future historian may get a good idea of the effect
of a “kazoo” mute by listening to a monster bee buzzing about in a
wide-necked bottle.
As for the “hat” mutes, an amazing variety of effects is achieved
in this branch of the modern “trumpeter’s” repertoire. The chief player
in this Drama of the Mutes is derby, brown or otherwise. With the aid of
this piece of headgear, the trumpet becomes an organ, A French horn
and all sorts of things, not to mention a nuisance. (When a soft hat is
used, a small hole is cut in the crown.) When the cornetist, playing his
part, comes upon “in the hat,” he, realizing at once that it has no
connection with a treasure hunt, reaches down quickly for the article in
question and drops it over the bell of his instrument where it hangs in a
rather shamefaced manner. This is apt to startle anyone who may be
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watching, but the ambitious young player has to steel himself to this sort
of thing. Or the indication may read, “muted in hat,” whereupon the
player reaches for both mute and derby.
Any cast-off derby will serve the average player, but there are also
available “derbies” manufactured in various metals, chiefly aluminum.
These latter the player hangs on his music stand with the inside of the
hat toward him. When he comes across such an indication as “verse in
hat,” he obediently leans forward on his chair and puts the bell of his
instrument inside the hat, only coming out of hiding, as it were, when he
comes across “out of hat” or something to that effect.
Classed with the “hat” mute is the lowly tin can which, believe it or not,
is occasionally called for in orchestral parts, and, when hung over the
bell of the trumpet, gives a larger tone than the “hat” mute but with a
bit more edge to it.
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The History of the Song “Tin Roof Blues”
Are we ever sure who actually authored/composed a particular
song? We cannot always go by the person holding the copyright. Claims
have been made about authorship of many of the most popular tunes in
our culture. Did Stephen Foster actually write the “Camptown Races”?
Did Duke Ellington really write the song “Mood Indigo” or was it taken
from Lorenzo Tio Jr.’s theme song for his orchestra in New Orleans and
called “Dreamy Blues.” (Check the Simeon, Bigard and Braud
interviews at Tulane to read about the origin of this melody.
Of all the songs with stories about ‘dual’ authorship is the song
“Tin Roof Blues,” It is not only the song title but the location of the
original Tin Roof Café in New Orleans.
The Song
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In the early days of Chicago jazz, the New Orleans jazzmen
brought with them a number of melodies that were played by New
Orleans jazz bands. Some of these early tunes had ’trade’ names such as
“Nigger 2,” or “Praline.” Many of these melodies had been played for
years without a title or even a nickname because the real name was
never known or never assigned to it. Many began as backgrounds or
‘riffs’ for many of the blues and rag type tunes played by these early
jazzmen, both black and white. These tunes were never copyrighted as
everyone used them and the tunes had been in use for many years. It
was also a custom to cut off the title of a new tune that was being played
by a band so that a rival band could not order the tunes. One of the
many examples of a tune that had been around for years ; “The Tiger
Rag.” It is said to have been a theme from one of the many quadrilles
that were played in the early days in New Orleans under French rule.
Although the ODJB’s Nick LaRocca put his name on the song when he
copyrighted it. There was a famous law suit that LaRocca won about the
tune.
The melody of the Tin Roof Blue, as told by many old-time jazz
musicians is said to have been a jazz blues riff played by legendary New
Orleans cornetist Buddy Petit and was called by the name of “Rusty
Nail Blues.” The tune has been renamed and recorded many times since.
It was found to have Richard M. Jones name on the music in 1923 and
called “Jazzin Babies Blues” while many people today remember is as
“Make Love To Me.” As recorded by Conee Bosewell and Kay Starr.
A number of New Orleans musicians and locals have thoughts on
the tune and the location of the Tin Roof Café.
Edmond Hall recalls the tune being used as background for a
soloist and then was made into a tune.
The Tin Roof Café
The consensus opinion is that the name ‘Tin Roof’ is a generic
term that was used for a number of tin roofed buildings in various parts
of New Orleans that housed jazz bands. Many of the buildings in old
New Orleans had tin roofs. My grandmother’s house had a tin roof and
the pecan tree that was next to it made sleeping some nights hard as the
pecans would fall on the tin roof and really make a racket. When asked,
a number of early jazz musicians have given the location in different
areas. From the area of Tchoupitolas & Napoleon to two blocks uptown
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on Tchoupitolas to Washington and Claiborne; to Washington and
Broad or Jefferson Davis Parkway; to the old ‘plum plant’ at Claiborne
and Music Streets. All these locations have been named as the original
location of the ‘Tin Roof Café.’ There were other locations of jazz clubs
that are in question – Fabachers had 3 locations, the Little Club and
Bulls Club – 2 locations.
There is a story that is told about the Tin Roof Café” It is the tale
of how the management would sprinkle the tin roof with a water hose to
make believe it was raining outside so customers there would stay
longer and order another drink until the rain stopped.
Near Washington and Claiborne was a tin works. Could the
owners of the café, when building, taken advantage of the close location
of the tin works and constructed the roof with thief tin. Maybe some
customers would say “I’m going to the café with the tin roof or I’m
going to the café that is near the tin works.
If it were a nickname, it would not appear in “Soards” under the
nickname. The early Sanborn maps of New Orleans do show a café at
the corner of Washington and Claiborne.
Musicians, beer truck drivers, neighbors that lived near the
café – all claim that the one they talk about is the original location of the
café. The sheet music does have a street sign that has the name of
Washington but the other street can’t be read.
There was a tin shop at 2631 Claiborne. A vinegar factory at 4300
Washington Ave in 1917.
Albert Ballatin (a beer truck driver and cemetery attendant) in a
Jan 16, 1985 interview recalls:
“Tin Roof”? Yes, but we called it also the Tin Shed. A lot of people
called it the Tin Roof. The whole building was made of tin, the walls and
the roof. It was a real big building, real big; had a grocery, a bar and
dance hall and a pickle factory – you know cucumbers and vinegar –
making pickles.
It was a white dance hall and a sort of tough place. We use to take
the Napoleon street car, get off at Broad and walk up to Rendon. The
Tin Roof was facing Washington, but set back from Washington Street,
near Rendon. The Tin Roof was in the 4400 block of Washington, near
Broad. I went there many times. It seems they were open 3 or 4 nights a
week – Saturday, Sunday, Monday and Wednesday. I think those were
the nights. Band had, let’s see – a cornet, a banjo and a big string bass
The intersection of Washington and Claiborne, on the
lake/downtown corner was a residence, a big house. On
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riverside/downtown was the sewage place. Lake uptown was a
restaurant and the river uptown was a grocery and a small bar. One
block toward the river at Washington (downtown side) was Taylor Park.
There use to have a pavilion there where we danced.
(Albert Ballatin at the time of the interview was 90 years old and,
in his youth, along with others his age, frequented many of the jazz
places, including the Roadhouse, Fern Dance Hall, many Milneburg
parties and the Tin Roof Café.)
William Voelkel grew up around Tch. and Napoleon. His father owned a
saloon at 4401 Tch. When asked about the location of the famous “Tin
Roof Café” without hesitation he remarked:
“Sure I know where the tin Roof Café was – it was directly across
the street from my father’s saloon. It was on the riverside of
Tchoupitoula Let me see - on the corner was a double house, then the
Tin Roof Café and then another house and then the Lane Cotton Mills,
owned by Sigmund Odenheimer. The Café sat close to the street, this
was in the late 20’s and early 30’s, you see, not many people had cars
and they didn’t need any places to park. You entered the Café by two
swinging doors – there were no windows in the front. It was more of a
dance hall, opened for dancing on the week-ends. It wasn’t a very fancy
place, real rural in appearance, even more than Titiptina’s was. There
was a small bar, but remember, I’m talking about during prohibition
and most of the customers drank beer. There were no tables with chairs
around them, but just a bunch of benches scattered around the place.
It’s hard to judge, but it must have been about 60 x 100 feet in size. You
could get about 100 people in the hall for a dance. The people living
around Tchoupitolas and Napoleon were sort of lower middle class,
hard working people. They had windows on the sides of the building
and I don’t remember any window fans or even circulating fans on the
ceiling. Most of the block was taken up by the Lane Cotton Mills. The
ceiling was higher than say a regular house and I think the bar was in
the back part of the building.”
In the winter edition of the Second Line of 1979 Bellhop Gilbert
Barrios talked about the Tin Roof:
“I was talking to my fellow Orleanians in the NORK about the old
hometown, and in particular we discussed the Tin Roof Café at
Claiborne and Washington Paul Mares told Barrios that they were to
record some sides for Gennett records soon, but that they were having a
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bit of trouble with one number – the title was too risqué to put on a
record label. They couldn’t call it “Don’t get funky,” and another of the
tune’s many names “I wonder what Makes my Grandma Love my
Grandpa so” wasn’t so sensational either. I suggest why don’t you call it
Tin Roof Blues?” The way I see it, all of you have the blues for New
Orleans. Mares, delighted at the suggestion told me “from now on,
that’s your name – Tin Roof Barrios.”
Raymond Burke: “Tin Roof? Tchoupitoula and Napoleon. It was no
nightclub – sort of like a lawn party deal. Years ago that’s all they had
was lawn parties, or sort of dance halls.”
Percy Humphrey: “I know where the Tin Roof was. There was one up
above Broad – around White St. and then it moved to Tchoupitoula and
Napoleon. I’m telling you that’s where it was. That white guy, LaRocca
and others played there.”
Johnny Dedroit: “The Tin Roof was an immense prize fight arena
covered with tin at Washington Ave. and Jefferson Davis Parkway. For
dances the prize fight ring was pushed to one side and the ring was used
as a band stand.” (Sic: this building was known as Washington Artillery
Hall and is still standing.)
Ray Lopez: “Tin Roof Hall was an old factory, back of town, on the
Washington Blue Line (Sic: probably the New Orleans and
Pontchartrain Railroad Company) ran out Napoleon Ave. to Metairie
Ridge. Tin Roof was beyond (toward the lake) Hogan Ave (now
Jefferson Davis Parkway) and was used as a dance hall.”
Ed Dawson: “ Tin Roof? Tin type hall was at Perdido between Liberty
and Franklin.”
Mickey McKay: I was a singer at the Tin Roof. We use to take a cab to
work at the Tin Roof at Tchoupitoula and Napoleon. The club entrance
on the Tchoupitolas Street. The bandstand at the exit near the door on
Napoleon. The club had a tin roof.
In the old newsletter of the New Orleans Jazz Club in 1946 stated
the Tin Roof was on Washington Avenue.
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Abbie Brunies: The name came from a place where dances were held,
the last time I saw it, it was a vinegar factory. It was made of tin’ hence
the name. The place was on Washington Ave, back of (on the lakeside) of
Broad Street.”
George Brunies: “There’s a place called the Suburban Gardens, they
used to call it the tin Roof Café. In New Orleans out in Gentilly (Plum
Plant) Claiborne and Music.”
Albert Artiques: “Plum Plant – dance hall Tin Roof. Music really
sounded in those tin roof places.”
Happy Schilling: “Paul Mares played in the Tin Roof Café on
Washington. I played engagements at the Tin Roof on Washington Ave.
Kid Valentine: The Tin Roof was a couple of blocks further u p
Tchoupitolas (from Napoleon.)
Santa Pecora: “I played at the Tin Roof. The Tin Roof was on Baronne
and owned by Tony Napolis who also owned the Little Club. It had a tin
roof because there was a sprinkler system on it and they could ‘make it
rain. The M.C. would say to the folks that they can’t go home because
it’s raining like hell. The Tin Roof was on Baronne near Julia(semi-red
light district after the closing of Storyville.”
Ernie Cagnolotti: “I remember a place at Tchoupitolas and Napoleon –
can’t think of the name, kit was near Tipitnas. It used to be Hoofner’s.”
Kid Howard: Chris Kelly played at Economy Hall and the Tin Roof for
whites on Tchoupitolas and Napoleon.
Most of the NORK believed the Tin Roof Café was at Washington
and Claiborne Ave and was converted into a vinegar factory around
1910. According to George Brunies, the Tin Roof Blues originally began
as a routine the NORK did at the Friars’ Inn. They called it by the New
Orleans name of “The Rusty Nail Blues.” Then the publisher Walter
Melrose heard the tune and liked it and wanted to buy the tune and
gave the band $500 advance. He needed a better title and it is said they
named it after a café on Baronne Street in New Orleans. The composer
listed included 8 names including Melrose, a custom of a publisher to
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put his name on a tune he published .
The lyrics:
Verse:
I have seen the bright lights burning up and down old
Broadway,
Seen ‘em in gay Havana, Burmingham, Alabama and say,
They just can’t compare with my hometown New Orleans.
Chorus:
‘cause there you’ll find the old Tin Roof Café,
Where they play the blues ‘til break of day.
Fascinatin’ babies hangin’ ‘round,
Dancin’ to the meanest band in town,
Lawd, how they can play the blues.
And when that leader man starts playin’ low,
Folks get up and start to walk it slow,
Do a lot of movements hard to beat,
‘til that old floorman says “Move your feet”,
Lawd, I’ve got those Tin Roof Blues.

END
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